The PANADAPTOR brings a revolutionary change in amateur techniques. It provides "eyes" for your receiver. Panoramic Reception allows you to see not only the one signal heard through your receiver, but simultaneously every signal in the 200 kc portion of the band surrounding that signal. Through the use of another sense—sight—the PANADAPTOR introduces new methods, new efficiency.

**USE YOUR EYES**

**TO** find holes in those crowded bands... 
**TO** locate weak signals... to find your sked among the QRM and tell him where to shift frequency... to see quick answers to your CQs.

**TO** observe signal characteristics, your own and others... to measure percentage modulation, to detect splatter... to sort 'phone and CW.

**TO** facilitate netting operations... see the station which is off frequency in the net (instead of being absent)... to see break-ins... to see calls from auxiliary nets.

**TO** aid your ears... use all your faculties to improve your station operation and efficiency... to enhance the pleasure you get from radio.

**THE PANADAPTOR IS YOUR SEEING EYE**, use it and you'll find you get more out of any phase of radio operation be it traffic handling, DXing, experimenting...

You must SEE the Panadapter in operation to realize how it can revolutionize, simplify and improve the operation of your rig. Contact your radio parts jobber, NOW!

Write to us for a free descriptive booklet.

**PANORAMIC RADIO CORPORATION**
CABLE ADDRESS: PANORAMIC, NEW YORK

---

**PANADAPTOR Model PCA-2**
Now Available at Leading Radio Parts Jobbers. Ask for demonstration. Amateur Net Price, complete with ten tubes and accessories for 115 v., 50-60 cycle operation.

$99.75

**ONE YEAR GUARANTEE** against defects in parts or workmanship (excluding tubes). Panoramic Handbook with full installation, operating, application and maintenance instructions furnished with each PANADAPTOR.
With the dawn of the new electronic era CENTRALAB again dominates the scene. The "CRL IN THE DIAMOND" identifies a group of QUALITY components engineered to the exacting requirements of the new electronic age... always specify CENTRALAB.
NOW...
LONGER LIFE, BETTER PERFORMANCE
WITH EIMAC 3-250A TRIODE

NEW NON-EMITTING GRID!
NEW LOW-TEMPERATURE PLATE!
NEW FILAMENT STRUCTURE!

Read the history of amateur Dx work and you'll find Eimac 250T has an enviable record over the past decade. Its performance was so dependable that it was drafted for war duty. Today it emerges as Eimac 3-250A with a new low temperature plate, a new non-emitting grid, and a new filament structure which make it even more desirable for amateur use. The new 3-250A is interchangeable with the old Eimac 250T. The new elements result in better performance and even longer life in a tube that has long been famous for its long life and stamina. This new tube is available in both low mu (3-250A2) and high mu (3-250A4) tube versions.

Its outstanding performance characteristics are exemplified by its low driving power requirements. For example, in Class C telegraphy, with 3000 plate volts on a single tube, the Eimac 3-250A2 will deliver 750 watts output with only 29 watts (approx.) of driving power. (See chart.)

You can depend upon Eimac year in and year out for leadership in vacuum tube developments.* That's one reason why Eimac tubes are today, and have been for years, first choice of leading electronic engineers throughout the world.

*Ask your dealer to give you a copy of "Eimac Electronic Products" just off the press. Or write direct.

Follow the leaders to EIMAC TUBES

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC., 1212M San Mateo Avenue, San Bruno, Calif.
Plants located at: San Bruno, Calif. and Salt Lake City, Utah
Export Agents:
Frazor and Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, California, U.S.A.

CALL IN AN EIMAC REPRESENTATIVE FOR INFORMATION
ROYAL J. HIGGINS (WPAIO), 600 S. Michigan Ave., Room 818, Chicago 5, Illinois. Phone: Harrison 8946.
M. B. PATTERSON (WSCI), 1124 Irwin-Kescal Bldg., Dallas 1, Texas. Phone: Central 5764.
ADOLPH SCHWARTZ (W2CN), 220 Broadway, Room 2210, New York 7, N. Y. Phone: Cortland 7-0011.
HERB BECKER (W6GD), 1406 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 13, California. Phone: Richmond 6191.
TIM COAKLEY (W1KKP), 11 Beacon Street, Boston 8, Massachusetts. Phone: Capital 0050.

EIMAC 3-250A2 3-250A4

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Filament: Thoriated tungsten
Voltage . . . . . . . 3-250A2 3-250A4
5.0 volts 5.0 volts
Current . . . . . . . 10.5 amperes 10.5 amperes
Amplification Factor (Average) . . 14 37
Direct Inter-electrode Capacitances
(Average) Grid-Plate . . . . . . . 3.1 uuf 2.9 uuf
Grid-Filament . . . . . . . 3.7 uuf 5.0 uuf
Plate-Filament . . . . . . . 0.7 uuf 0.7 uuf
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New design, new utility in a great new communications receiver...

Here is Hallicrafters new Model S-40. With this great communications receiver, handsomely designed, expertly engineered, Hallicrafters points the way to exciting new developments in amateur radio. Read those specifications...it's tailor-made for hams. Look at the sheer beauty of the S-40...nothing like it to be seen in the communications field. Listen to the amazing performance...it excels anything in its price class. All around, up and down, through and through, it's a true Hallicrafters-built ham job.

See your local distributor about when you can get an S-40—the up and coming leader in the popular price field.

INSIDE STUFF: Beneath the sleek exterior of the S-40 is a beautifully engineered chassis. One stage of tuned radio frequency amplification, the S-40 uses a type 6SA7 tube as converter-mixer for best signal to noise ratio. RF coils are of the permeability adjusted "micro-set" type identical with those used in the most expensive Hallicrafters receivers. The high frequency oscillator is temperature compensated for maximum stability. From every angle the S-40 is an ideal receiver for all high frequency applications.

$7950

(APPROXIMATELY)
### New Model S-40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuning range from</td>
<td>10 kc to 42 Mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandspread</td>
<td>with perfect ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock mounted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standby re-set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel top</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic speaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All controls</td>
<td>logically grouped for easiest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-position tone</td>
<td>control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone jack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal position for broadcast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception marked in red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Hallicrafters Radio**

THE HALLCRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.S.A.

Sole Hallicrafters Representatives in Canada: Rogers Majestic Limited, Toronto-Montreal
Section Communications Managers of the A.R.R.L. Communications Department

Reports Invited. All amateurs, especially League members, are invited to report station activities on the first of each month (for preceding month) direct to the SCM, the administrative ARRL official elected by members in each Section. Radio Club reports are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in QST. All ARRL Field Organization appointments are now available to League members. These include ORS, OSS, OPS, CO, and OBS. Also, where vacancies exist SCMs desire applications for SEC, EC, RM, and PAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Division</th>
<th>SCM Name</th>
<th>SCM Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td>Jerry Mathis</td>
<td>623 Crescent Ave. 9701 Monroe St. Gelside Gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland-Delaware-District of Columbia</td>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td>Herrmann E. Hobbs</td>
<td>672 E. Ray Tocci Annex Silver Springs P. O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Jersey</td>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td>Charles L. Otero</td>
<td>4158 Ridge Road, West Teaneck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western New York</td>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td>R. R. Rosenberg</td>
<td>927 East 23rd St. Spencerport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Atlantic Division</td>
<td></td>
<td>1007 Lakeshore Road New Toronto, Ont.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Illinois | Central Division | David E. Blake | 4201 N. Maldon St. Chicago 40 |
| Indiana | Central Division | Herbert S. Brier | 185 John St. Louisville 16 |
| Michigan | Central Division | Joseph P. Colvin | 1653 Beechwood Ave. Newport 17 |
| Ohio | Central Division | Harold C. Ford | R.F.D. 2, Box 228 St. Bernard 17 |
| Wisconsin | Central Division | Carl F. Wiebe | 1625 N. 18th St. Milwaukee 5 |

| North Dakota | Dakota Division | Raymond V. Barnett | 4157 17th St. Bismarck Bismarck |
| Minnesota | Dakota Division | Armin V. Balmer | 500 Brown St. Hutchinson |

| Louisiana | Hudson Division | Eugene H. Treadaway | 2501 Bishop St. Little Rock |
| Maine | Hudson Division | Frank E. Clurman | 524 State St. Bangor |
| Massachusetts | Hudson Division | James B. Wirt | R.F.D. 6, Shay Dell Trail Knoxville |
| New Hampshire | Hudson Division | | 115-06 84th Drive Schenectady 8 |
| Rhode Island | Hudson Division | Eric E. George | 151-06 84th Drive Schenectady 8 |
| Vermont | Hudson Division | Charles Ham, Jr. | 617 Spruce St. New Rochelle |

| Iowa | Midwest Division | Leslie B. Vonnard | 2712 Washington St. Burlington |
| Kansas | Midwest Division | A. A. Durand | 107 S. Seneca St. Wichita 12 |
| Missouri | Midwest Division | Mrs. Letha A. Dangel | 411 Moffett Ave. Joplin |
| Nebraska | Midwest Division | Arthur R. Geerds | 6185 N. 27 St. Omaha 11 |

| Connecticut | New England Division | Edmund R. Fraser | 48 Willow St. West Haven 16 |
| Massachusetts | New England Division | G. C. Brown | 379 No. Main St. Brewer |
| Rhode Island | New England Division | Frank L. Baker, Jr. | 91 Atlantic St. New London |
| Vermont | New England Division | S. C. Van Liew | 239 Columbus Lane, Lincoln RFD 2 |
| Alaska | New England Division | Clayton C. Gordon | 78 Columbus Ave., Gaspee Providence 3 |

| Colorado | Pacific Division | August G. Hiebert | 760 Kearf 560 E. Colorado Ave. Denver 11 |
| Idaho | Pacific Division | Don D. Oberbillig | 1007 84th Drive Denver 11 |
| Montana | Pacific Division | Bill Roberts | 3208 84th Drive Denver 11 |
| Oregon | Pacific Division | Cliff Tice | 1007 84th Drive Denver 11 |
| Washington | Pacific Division | O. G. Tatro | 513 N. Central Olympia |

| Hawaii | Roanoke Division | Howard S. Simpson | 2008 Wills St. Wailuku, Maui |
| Nevada | Roanoke Division | N. Arthur Bowles | Box 2023 Reno |
| San Diego | Roanoke Division | Roy E. Pinkham | 1001 Fremont St. Santa Clara |
| Arizona | Roanoke Division | Horace R. Green | 414 Fairmont Ave. Oakland 11 |
| New Mexico | Roanoke Division | Samuel C. Van Liew | 215 Knowles Ave. Daly City |
| Colorado | Roanoke Division | Vincent N. Feldhausen | 113 South Quincy St. McCleoud |
| Utah | Roanoke Division | Frank L. Baker, Jr. | 944 Mensa |
| Wyoming | Roanoke Division | George L. Rickard | 1548 L. St. Fresno |

| North Carolina | Rocky Mountain Division | W. J. Worthman | 560 Duke Power Co. Charlotte 1 |
| South Carolina | Rocky Mountain Division | Ted Baring | 3423 Rosewood Drive Columbia 25 |
| Virginia | Rocky Mountain Division | Walter C. Walker | 217-51 St. Newport News |
| West Virginia | Rocky Mountain Division | Donald B. Morris | 303 Home St. Fairmont |

| Texas | Southwestern Division | Lawrence J. Smyth | 808 Winoma Ave. Montgomery |
| Western Florida | Southwestern Division | Robert R. Murphy | 1032 S.W. GrapeLand Blvd. Miami 13 |
| Georgia | Southwestern Division | H. Edward J. Collins | 1135 N. 12th Ave. Pembroke |
| West Indies (Cuba) | Southwestern Division | Thomas M. Moss | 570 Oak Drive Hapeville |

| Louisiana | Southeastern Division | Everett Mayer | P. O. Box 1061 San Juan 5, P. R. |
| Mississippi | Southeastern Division | | 2743 Julian St. Denver 11 |
| Arkansas | Southeastern Division | H. F. Hecel | 1024 Oak St. Ogden, Utah |
| Alabama | Southeastern Division | Victor Drabble | 1513-06 84th Drive Denver 11 |
| Florida | Southeastern Division | | 2743 Julian St. Denver 11 |
| Georgia | Southeastern Division | | 1024 Oak St. Ogden, Utah |

*Officials appointed to act temporarily in the absence of a regular official.*
This booklet briefly describes AlSiMag products, tells how they are made, and gives you useful information about technical ceramic insulators. Includes convenient open wire antenna feeder data and a chart giving mechanical and electrical properties of the more frequently used AlSiMag ceramics. Free on request. We would like hams to know more about AlSiMag RF and UHF insulation, though NO sales of AlSiMag are made direct to hams. All sales are made to manufacturers or to ham supply houses.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE
43RD YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

FREE Bulletin No. 545 on RF and UHF INSULATION

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE
PLEASE SEND FREE COPY OF ALSIMAG BULLETIN NO. 545 TO:
NAME ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________
This is the invariable first reaction of engineers and consumers when meeting Marion Glass-to-Metal Truly Hermetically Sealed Instruments face-to-face. Let us begin by saying that zero adjusters correct for mechanical changes in an instrument caused by drift of the hair springs, ageing of the moving system, and are often used to correct (but incorrectly) errors brought about by unbalance of the moving system. Marion "hermetics" eliminate the need for zero adjustment for the following reasons:

**Drift-free Springs:** Marion "hermetics" use special silvered beryllium copper hair springs which are essentially drift-free. And the instruments as a whole are thoroughly aged at 170° to 180° F for at least 48 hours, assuring permanent "set" to the components of the moving system. These factors permit overloads far in excess of normal specifications, without permanent zero shift of the instrument.

"Apologist for Error": When a panel instrument is overloaded and its pointer is slammed, re-setting with the zero adjuster does not correct the error caused by the unbalance of the moving system. It only apparently corrects this error, and conceals its magnitude. Slammed instruments should be repaired or replaced if stated accuracy is to be maintained, and not just covered up by that apologist for error, the zero adjuster.

**Independent Tests**... by private and governmental laboratories in the United States and Canada prove that Marion "hermetics" sustain zero setting under severe and continuous shock, vibration, temperature and humidity cycling. Maximum permanent zero shift recorded on any "hermetic" by any laboratory has been ½ of 1% after completion of any and all combinations of the foregoing tests.

**Marion Glass-to-Metal Truly Hermetically Sealed**

2½" and 3½" Electrical Indicating Instruments

Write for 12-page brochure
Lightweight VHF for Aircraft

The 17K-1 is a five frequency, crystal controlled radio transmitter for commercial and itinerant aircraft use in the 122-132 mc band. The complete transmitter, including a dynamotor power supply, is housed in a single 3/4 ATR unit cabinet. Transmitter, control box, and interconnecting cable weigh less than 20 pounds.

Remote control facilities allow complete freedom in locating the 17K-1 in the plane. An antenna transfer relay is available, if desired, in order to operate a receiver from the transmitting antenna.

The power output, adequate for the VHF range, is conservatively rated at 5 watts. Total power drain is held to a minimum during both stand-by and operation.

The audio circuit employs peak clipping to raise appreciably the effective modulation level and allow full use of the carrier power.

The 17K-1, thoroughly engineered and flight tested, enables its owners to obtain maximum benefit from the new VHF aircraft frequencies. Write today for early delivery. The Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; 11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Frequency range: 122-132 mc.
- Size: 3/4 ATR unit.
- Total weight: less than 20 pounds.
- Number of frequencies: five.
- Frequency control: quartz crystals.
- Power output: 5 watts minimum.
- Type of emission: voice modulation.
- Output impedance: 50 ohm concentric line.
- Power source: 12 volts d-c or 26.5 volts d-c.
THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.,

is a noncommercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League is noncommercial and no one commercially engaged in the manufacture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur," it numbers within its ranks practically every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; ownership of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted only to licensed amateurs.

All general correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary at the administrative headquarters at West Hartford, Connecticut.

Past Presidents
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM, W1AW, 1914–1936
EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, W8CMP, 1936–1940

Officers

President: GEORGE W. BAILEY, W1KH
Washington, D. C.

Vice-President

Secretary: KENNETH B. WARNER, W1EH
West Hartford, Connecticut

Communications Manager: F. E. HANDY, W1BDI
West Hartford, Connecticut

Treasurer: DAVID H. HOUGHTON
West Hartford, Connecticut

General Counsel: PAUL M. SEGAL
1026 Woodward Building, Washington 5, D. C.
MORE OF 80

This has been the longest week of our life, these endless last few days of waiting for April 1st to roll around and unlock the 80-meter band. Time and again we've eyed that FCC order but it's absolutely adamant: "... may be used for amateur station operation on and after, but not before ..." But it's the last week-end now, and we think we'll live. By the talk we hear, a bunch of the boys will be waiting up for the witching hour of 3 A.M., E.S.T. We hope their clocks are exactly right, for if we hear other fellows opening up twenty seconds or fifteen or ten ahead of what our clock says, it's going to be hard to convince ourselves that our clock hasn't suddenly developed a dry bearing.

And as of course you all know now, the band opening was widened at the last moment in two important respects:
1) Instead of being just 3700-4000 kc., it became 3625 to 4000 kc.
2) Instead of being confined to continental United States, it included Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands — although unhappily Hawaii and the Pacific area generally are still temporarily excluded through some Army needs.

These developments came about in late March through further ARRL representations and some rather special cooperation from the armed forces and FCC. Our president went to see the Army again and said he thought they ought to make an effort to improve their schedule for vacating 80. They were willing to try, and the Navy said it thought it could match anything the Army could do. As we understand it, the Signal Corps is now moving out of the remainder of our band altogether. The big user of these frequencies is the Air Forces, which have several important airground channels there. Some AAF generals were flown to Washington for a two-day conference, as a result of which it was decided that AAF could clear us down to 3625 now and would shift their remaining channels out of our band as soon as crystals can be delivered for replacement frequencies and rhombic antennas can be altered. Clearance by the military services of the frequencies down to 3625 kc. was given to FCC through IRAC on March 28th and next day FCC took special action to issue its Order 130-E to make the expanded band available to us on the scheduled opening date of April 1st.

We can now look forward to the rest of the band coming back to us much sooner than was contemplated at the February conference. If all goes as presently planned, we should be enjoying our whole 3500-4000 stretch by early May, thanks to AAF flying technicians around the globe to recut their diamonds in the least possible time. Then we can open up our trunklines and nets and really be in business again — training operators, handling traffic, and rendering emergency communication service.

ELEVEN METERS

Our new band from 27,185 to 27,455 Mc. was activated with a bang by middle March and was promptly dubbed by the gang the 11-meter band. By reason of its having been assigned in the first instance for industrial and medical apparatus, we had expected to call it the "QRM band," but one of the most amazing things about our limited experience with it to date is that there is very little QRM so far. (Sometimes there seems to be much more in the 10-meter band, where there isn't supposed to be any!)

But perhaps the biggest surprise is how much better 11 seems to be than 10. We all know the differences between 28 and 30 (29.7, we mean) but the little gang who are already calling "CQ 11" report it very much better, both in coming in earlier and staying longer and in increased ease of getting excitation, which latter in turn means increased modulation capability. As W6AM writes us:
The 11-meter band is certainly a dream, and it seemed just like old times to be running i.c.w. It is a lot more useful for United States communication than the 10-meter band, and as yet it has just about enough hams in it to make it of maximum interest.

Incidentally, if the QRM is going to be bad, this is one band where operation toward the edges would seem justified. The QRM apparatus is assigned the center frequency of 27.32 Mc., and is given the wide tolerance of plus or minus a half a per cent. By the time the noise-makers get settled on a sound technical basis, most of the rumpus ought to be in the middle of the band and the edges relatively free.

But what if the interference doesn't prove bad? Our regulations for this band were drafted with the thought that it would be a sort of half-world in which anything might go. Thus A2 emission has been authorized and so has A0, or unmodulated carriers. You will remember that our regulations provide that, except for brief tests, a ‘phone station may not emit a carrier on frequencies below 144 Mc., unless modulated for the purpose of communication. This band now becomes an exception, and carrier-on operation or what we have fondly called duplex ‘phone is now permissible. It was thought that such provisions as this would encourage occupancy and that anything should be encouraged in a near-worthless band. But if the QRM is not going to be severe, and if the band is going to perform notably better than 10, are we sure we’re smart? Wouldn't it be a shame to smear a really good little band with such things as this? We might be wiser to confine operation to A1 and A3 and get provisions for A0 and A2, if we must have them, at the top end of 10, above 29 or 29.5 Mc.

Let’s be thinking this over as we get more experience with 11.

DX QSLs

Honestly, fellows, you ought to visit one of the area managers of ARRL’s QSL Bureau System and see for yourselves what a vast number of prewar foreign cards there are — waiting for the American addressees to submit envelopes. A large handful picked at random from the files would almost make the old DX Century Club — if they were all yours! Some of the cards confirm early contacts with Ws who have since dropped out of ham radio, yet many are for presently-active hams who simply haven’t taken the trouble to submit an envelope, the procedure for which is described elsewhere in this issue.

There are a lot of choice calls like KC4USC, PK6XX, P35EE, TI1MH, URS-3-156 (Russian SWL), YU7AY, LY1KK, U3BX... and dozens of others. Many are from countries which may not be heard on the air for a long time, if ever. Maybe some of the foreigners you’ve been cussing for not QSLing actually sent cards via the bureaus. If you’ve ever worked any DX, send a stamped, self-addressed No. 10 envelope to your district manager, whose address is to be found in the article mentioned. If you’re overseas, submit envelopes self-addressed to a home QTH. If you held other calls in previous years, send an envelope to the appropriate manager for each call. Cards for portable operation outside the home district should be obtained from the home-district manager, e.g., W9KIL/K7 should send his envelope to the W9 manager.

Do it now! And make certain that you keep a fresh envelope on file at all times. The stuff coming in now for Ws is plenty interesting. Get yourself a good start in the postwar DXCC!

Have you heard Dinah Shore’s new transmission-line song? Sure, “Co-ax Me a Little.”

W8QBJ contributes this squib clipped from an advertisement in the Cincinnati Post: “Genuine US Signal Corps key with switch to close contracts.” (Italics ours.)

W8QBJ suggests that maybe some of the boys could use this key to advantage in their business.

W9LQE discovered a most unusual triode in the RCA guide for transmitting tubes. This tube takes 750 volts on the grid and only 200 on the plate.

Frank E. Wooley, of Irvington, N. J., reports that the Public Service Electric Corporation of New Jersey recently quoted their animated cartoon character as follows: “I am your little friend, Reddy Kilowatt. I make my voltage high so I can come to your house with greater speed!”

Every day, new laws!

A recent news release reported a test in which “24 fifteen-candlepower incandescent bulbs consumed 25 ammeters, while ten 42-inch fluorescent lights consumed only twenty-three.”

Not very hungry, eh?
Noise Limiting in C. W. Reception

A Review of Principles and an Application

BY GEORGE GRAMMER, W1DF

Nearby all current models of communication receivers include noise-reducing circuits of one type or another. The majority of these are amplitude limiters designed to chop off noise peaks that rise above the desired signal. Usually they are "automatic" in operation—that is, self-adjusting so that 100%-modulated signals of differing carrier levels can be accommodated without chopping off the desired modulation along with the noise.

These circuits, like automatic gain control, give all the breaks to 'phone reception. It is common experience to find that a noise limiter whose performance is all that could be asked on 'phone seems to be almost wholly ineffective in code reception—often there is no limiting at all except on unusually strong noise. The reason, well known to those whose business it is to design receivers but perhaps less so to the ordinary user, is the same one that prevents using the conventional type of a.v.c. on c.w.—the b.f.o. puts in such a strong carrier at the second detector that the operating point is shifted far outside the normal range. In a way, this state of affairs is absurd because the nature of c.w. reception is such that it ought to be possible to use limiting much more effectively than on 'phone.

There is an answer to noise limiting in c.w. reception that is not in the least novel, but it is not compatible with the automatic limiting that is such a desirable feature in 'phone work. It is simply this—the clipping should not be done at the second detector but in a later audio circuit where the rectified d.c. from the beat oscillator cannot appear and consequently cannot affect the clipping level. Beyond that, the chief problem is to get an effective limiting circuit. However, it appears to be equally important that the user should understand just what limiters can and cannot do, because sometimes miracles are expected where none are possible. For this reason it is desirable to review some of the principles of noise reduction, with special reference to c.w. reception as accomplished in the ordinary superheterodyne receiver.

Noise Characteristics

To make an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio possible by amplitude limiting, the noise voltage must have higher amplitude than the signal, but the energy must be contained in a pulse of very short time duration. Much of the noise that mars reception meets this requirement. A typical example is the highly-damped oscillation set up by the spark discharge in an automobile ignition system. The r.f. oscillations might look something like the picture at A in Fig. 1; each group is associated with a single spark discharge and although the maximum amplitude is large the oscillations decay so rapidly that there is a long silent period between groups. A com-
continuous wave of low amplitude is shown at B. If everything in the damped oscillation greater in amplitude than the c.w. signal is clipped off, only the part contained within the two horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 1-A will remain. This represents a relatively small part of the noise energy, so the signal-to-noise ratio has been improved by limiting.

If the noise alone is rectified at the second detector the result is a unidirectional pulse which reproduces the envelope of the r.f. oscillation. A series of such rectified pulses is depicted at Fig. 2-A. If the output of the detector is observed on an oscilloscope through a coupling means, such as a condenser, that transmits only the a.c. but not the d.c. component the noise will look like the drawing at the right, provided the low-frequency response of the system is good. The pulses are all on the same side of the a.c. axis of the audio-frequency output.

However, when a carrier is present along with the noise, the two are combined by a process quite like that of ordinary modulation, so it is helpful to visualize the noise as modulating the carrier. Since the phase of the carrier and noise is variable, a noise pulse may modulate the carrier either up or down, with a resultant amplitude that depends on the phase as well as on the amplitudes of the carrier and noise. The noise in Fig. 2-A might modulate a low-amplitude carrier in the fashion shown in Fig. 2-B, giving the a.f. output shown at the right of the figure. There are now noise pulses on both sides of the a.c. axis, those below the axis being limited by the carrier amplitude.

When the carrier amplitude is high, as in the case of the beat-frequency oscillator, it may take a quite husky noise to modulate it completely. The same noise on a strong carrier is indicated in Fig. 2-C, the phases being assumed to be the same as in Fig. 2-B. In this case there is no limiting of the downward modulation and the a.c. output, at the right, contains pulses of high amplitude on both sides of the a.c. axis.

An incoming signal modulates the b.f.o. carrier just as the noise does. When the signal and b.f.o. frequencies differ slightly, the output contains the audio-frequency beat note superimposed on the rectified carrier. A weak signal, along with the noise impulses, will give a pattern after rectification such as is shown in Fig. 3, and everything above the dashed line can be clipped off at the second detector without clipping the signal itself. However, the audio output is as shown at the right in Fig. 3; the downward noise pulses are unaffected by the clipping and to the ear there is little if any reduction in noise. If the noise is really to be clipped, the limiting circuit has to be equally effective on both the positive and negative peaks, and to be most useful it should cut off at exactly the same value of voltage above and below the axis.

Noise Pulses and Selectivity

Fig. 1 gives a qualitative picture of noise and signal, but is by no means accurate in a quantitative sense when the circuit in which the oscillations exist is an i.f. amplifier operating in the vicinity of 450 kc. The number of cycles in the damped oscillation — and therefore the length of time the oscillation persists, since the frequency is fixed — is primarily a function of the Q of the circuit; the higher the Q the larger the number of cycles before the oscillation ampli-
tude decays to a given fraction of the maximum amplitude. The normal 456-kc. i.f. amplifier has an effective Q of such magnitude that even when excited by a single pulse, several hundred cycles will occur before the amplitude dies down to 1 per cent of its maximum value. Since Q and selectivity are directly related, an increase in selectivity brings with it an increase in the time required for damped oscillations to die down. This has an important bearing on noise reduction.

The noise that remains after full clipping will interfere to the extent that it tends to wipe out part of the beat note, and this in turn is a function of the length of time during which the noise exists. If the noise pulse is very short it may wipe out only a cycle or two of a beat frequency which usually lies between 500 and 1000 cycles per second, and the loss of one or two cycles is not likely to be noticed. On the other hand, if the time duration of the noise pulse is great enough the signal may be unrecognizable even though the maximum noise amplitude is limited to that of the signal. Since the time duration of the r.f. noise oscillations increases with the selectivity of the i.f. amplifier, the rectified envelope of the noise pulse likewise lasts longer, and the effectiveness of a limiter decreases when the receiver selectivity is increased.

The seriousness of pulse lengthening depends upon the original strength of the pulse and the rate of pulse recurrence. The stronger the pulse the longer the time required for the amplitude to die down to a fixed level, and if the pulses occur in rapid succession they may even overlap when lengthened out by selectivity. The rate of recurrence of most noises seems to be in the neighborhood of 120 per second (many noises are associated with the power-line frequency) so the time during which the noise pulse amplitude is comparable to that of the desired signal has to be held to considerably less than 1/120th second if limiting is to do any good.

The effect of selectivity on the shape of noise pulses can be observed quite readily on an oscilloscope if a recurrent pulse is available for examination. Fig. 4 shows progressively increasing selectivity from normal i.f. to the maximum available with a crystal filter. Note that the selectivity reduces the maximum amplitude in addition to increasing the time duration. It is entirely possible for the maximum pulse amplitude to be reduced to such an extent that it does not exceed the amplitude of the desired signal — in which event, although limiting is useless, there is nevertheless an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. The effect is readily observable by switching a crystal filter in and out when there is ignition noise of moderate strength; it usually makes the difference between copying and not copying a weak signal. Yet with normal i.f. selectivity and a good limiter it would be possible to clip the noise pulses so effectively they would not even be heard. It would be easy to interpret this last statement to mean that high selectivity is somewhat of a handicap in the presence of impulse noise, but despite the fact that there are occasions when it becomes possible to copy a signal with normal i.f. selectivity, plus limiting, and impossible to copy the same signal through a crystal filter, it would not pay to jump to such a conclusion.

Continuous Noise

In the final analysis all noise is of a pulse-like nature, but when the pulses are random and occur so frequently that they overlap even though they are of extremely short duration, the result is a hiss-like noise of more or less uniform average intensity. This is the familiar receiver hiss, much of it generated in the circuits and tubes, but some of it similarly random noise picked up by the antenna. The energy distribution does not meet the requirements stated earlier because the total noise does not exist in short, high-amplitude bursts with relatively long silent periods between; it is continuous in time and there is no sense in expecting a limiter to reduce it.

On the other hand, this is the very type of noise that is reduced by increased selectivity; it is spread out over the whole frequency spectrum and the higher the selectivity the smaller the amount of it that is passed by the selective circuits. Weak signals that are unreadable in the hiss noise with normal i.f. selectivity become readable with a crystal filter because the selectivity reduces the noise without changing the signal strength. When impulse noise is added to
the hiss it may or may not be possible to copy such a signal through the filter, but it certainly will not be possible without it even though the limiter does a perfect job of taking out the noise impulses. However, if the signal can be copied through the hiss with normal i.f. selectivity a good limiter usually will prevent impulse noise from interfering; whether or not the same signal can be copied with the crystal filter is a matter of the amplitude and character of the noise and the degree of selectivity. Ultimately, the noise pulses passing through the filter may result in a continuous “ringing” through which no signal can be copied, simply because the pulses are of such amplitude and have been lengthened to such an extent that they overlap to produce what is practically a continuous wave. This requires a noise amplitude such that with normal i.f. selectivity and without limiting, the signal is so deeply buried in noise as to be completely undiscernible to the ear. But if the noise is of the high-amplitude, short-duration character a good limiter will not only make the signal audible but make it perfectly readable.

This makes a convincing demonstration of the usefulness of a noise limiter, but the occasions when it can be done are relatively infrequent. The more common case is the one where the noise amplitude is such that either the crystal or normal-i.f.-plus-limiter will make the signal readable. With the filter, the limiter gets only an occasional chance to work because the noise amplitude is reduced by the selectivity; the result is that the impulse noise is there even though it may not prevent making perfect copy. With the normal-i.f.-plus-limiter the noise may be eliminated almost 100 per cent but the hiss is much stronger and the selectivity against other stations is much reduced. Which is better depends upon the operator’s likes and the conditions — noise and other interference — existing at the moment.

There are at least two other types of noise that tend to be continuous and therefore hard to handle with a limiter insofar as increasing signal readability is concerned. One is natural static; if it is stronger than the signal the latter is likely to be blotted out completely for the duration of the crash. The other is associated with some electrical devices in which the sparking appears to be practically continuous during the half of each a.c. alternation when the voltage is highest, with the result that for about half the time the noise pulses are overlapping. When a limiter is applied on such a noise the residue is a throttled-sounding buzz.

**A Practical Limiter for Headphone Reception**

It was mentioned earlier that to be successful an audio limiter — meaning, here, one which operates on a.c. only and not on the rectified d.c. at the second detector — should clip on both sides of the desired signal and should cut off sharply at the same amplitude on either side. A single diode limiter, whether of the series or shunt type, can cut off the peaks on only one side. Limiters of other types — saturated amplifiers, for example — probably do not do a really clean job of clipping and do not clip at the same voltage above and below the axis. A good limiter has to provide a sharp “slot” through which nothing larger than the signal can pass.

There are several ways in which the slot characteristic can be obtained, but the simplest makes use of the shunt diode arrangement. Two diodes are required, one to cut off the positive peaks and the other the negative, and both must be biased to be nonconducting up to a certain level of applied voltage. The fundamental circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The diodes are connected across the load, shown here as a headset, with their plates and cathodes reversed. The two battery voltages, which should be equal, determine the amplitude of signal that will be passed. When the voltage from the audio signal source is positive and becomes larger than the voltage of the battery associated with diode No. 1, that tube will conduct. If the diode resistance when conducting is low compared to the impedance of the headset and also low compared to the internal resistance, $R$, of the audio source, the voltage across the headset will remain constant at the value of the battery voltage no matter how high the voltage of the audio source goes. The action is similar on the negative half-cycle, when diode No. 2 does the conducting. The audio output voltage can be set at any desired level by changing the battery voltage; the peak-to-peak audio output voltage is equal to the sum of the voltages of the two batteries.

It can be seen that the effectiveness of this limiter depends upon having a low-resistance path through the diodes and bias source during the conducting period. “Low resistance” is used in a relative sense, since the value that will work depends entirely on the load and source resistances. It is not a hard condition to meet with a headset as a load — and fortunately most code operators prefer headset to loudspeaker reception. The average 2000-ohm headset has an impedance in the neighborhood of 20,000 ohms at 1000 cycles, so a short-circuit of a few hundred ohms is practically perfect. The series resistance, $R$,
usually is the plate resistance of the amplifier tube to which the headset is connected; if it is not high enough, more resistance can be added without materially lowering the signal volume. A total resistance of about 30,000 ohms is sufficient with low resistance diodes.

The two sections of a 6H6 or a 6AL5 may be used as the diodes and will work quite well. However, even better performance can be secured with the new 1N34 germanium crystal diodes.3 The high forward conductance of these crystals makes them ideal as limiters in this circuit, as shown by practically perfect leveling of the signal peaks in oscilloscope patterns. With the tube diodes some of the stronger peaks get through. Aurally, the difference is not so marked as in the oscilloscope picture, but the better performance of the crystals is observable. The crystals also have the advantage of not requiring any auxiliary power such as a heater supply, and are independent of the a.c. line.

For a bias source there is nothing better than a pair of flashlight cells. A 1½-volt cell on each diode will pass a 3-volt peak-to-peak audio signal, which represents a good headset level — not ear-splitting, by any means, but ample volume for the average pair of ears. The low internal resistance of the dry cells makes them well suited to the purpose, because it would be undesirable to introduce appreciable resistance at this point. Since no current is taken from them the cells will last their shelf life.

It is not necessary to do anything to the receiver to use a limiter of this type. One can be built as an entirely separate unit, an example being shown in the photograph. It is equipped with a 'phone plug to go into the receiver 'phone jack, and the 'phones are simply transferred to the black box. The circuit, Fig. 6, differs but little from the fundamental circuit shown in Fig. 5; a series resistance, R1, is included to take care of cases where the internal resistance of the audio source is low — for example, when the headphones are connected to the loudspeaker output. There is also an on-off switch.

Getting the most out of a unit of this type is a matter of experimenting with the receiver gain and selectivity. The audio level must be at least 3 volts peak-to-peak before limiting will occur, but this requirement is easily met by the headphone output of almost any receiver. The r.f. and audio gain controls should be adjusted so that the weaker signals are up to the 3-volt level; in general, it is better to use maximum audio gain and do any necessary regulating with the r.f. control since this tends to prevent overloading in the r.f. circuits. The limiting level easily can be checked by means of the on-off switch.

With proper adjustment of the receiver gain controls most ignition noise can be made to disappear, but unusually strong noise of this type may leave a soft growl that will not bother any but very weak signals. The previously-mentioned "heavy" noises of long time duration usually are accompanied by sharp pulses that are readily clipped, even though the best that can be done to the body of the noise is to limit its volume. Nevertheless, tests have shown that the limiter does a good job on the spark type of noise set up by electric razors and oil-burner ignition systems — many signals that disappear in the noise without the limiter become readable with it switched in. Regularly-recurrent noises of this sort usually have a lower tone pitch than is used for beat-note reception, and a reasonably good operator does not have too much trouble copying the signal under such circumstances. The miscellaneous pops and crackles that ordinarily accompany high-frequency reception likewise are limited, and since they are usually of the nature of pulses they disappear to the point of hardly being noticed. It is only when the limiter is switched out that one begins to appreciate how much random racket is tolerated in ordinary operation.

A device such as the one pictured is very convenient, but handicaps the limiter to some extent because the headset — or any inductive device such as a transformer — causes the downswing of the pulse to overshoot the axis. The amount of noise energy thus redistributed is put largely, if not wholly, within the limits of the "slot." For the same reason the limiter performance is slightly better if the headset works directly out of the detector or a resistance-coupled audio stage rather than from the power output stage where it is usually transformer-coupled to the plates. The best spot for the limiting circuit would be between the second detector and a following amplifier tube, with the headset and any tone control or audio filter circuits completely dissociated from the limiter circuit proper.

3 A second detector circuit with automatic limiting using these crystals, devised by W. P. Frankart, W9KPD/6, is described in Hints & Kinks, this issue.
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New Tuning System for the Amateur Receiver

Split-Stator Tuning for Improving V.H.F. Performance

BY W. J. HALLIGAN,* W9WZE AND NORM FOOT,* W9GQP

Here's a new tuning arrangement that promises higher gain in receiver r.f. stages operating in the v.h.f. region, particularly in amplifiers covering a continuous frequency range. It makes use of our old friend, the split-stator condenser — but with a difference.

The new era of amateur radio now opening presents many opportunities to the amateur builder. Equipment for the new v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands requires new techniques and improvements to be made in gear for the traditional frequencies. One item, however, which has escaped general notice is the possibility of extending the tuning range of the standard communications receiver into the v.h.f. region without in any way impairing its efficiency. As a matter of fact, the system to be described offers several advantages throughout a large part of the normal high-frequency range as well.

The principal problem in securing a wide tuning range in a communications receiver is that large minimum capacitances often reduce the coil inductance at v.h.f. to the vanishing point and prevent the realization of any appreciable r.f. gain. If the tuning capacitors are made small enough to provide sufficiently low minimum capacitance, the maximum capacitance becomes too small to offer any effective tuning range on the lower-frequency bands. The solution lies in the split-stator condenser, long a favorite device in amateur transmitters.

The gain of a tuned r.f. amplifier is directly proportional to the $Q$ of the tuned circuit associated with it. In general, $Q$ will be increased if the inductive reactance of the coil can be increased — that is, the inductance made larger — so any way in which this reactance can be increased is well worthwhile. The split-stator tuning circuit, Fig. 1, reduces the minimum capacitance to a value sufficiently far below that obtainable by any conventional means to make it possible to use nearly twice the number of turns in the inductance for any given frequency. Including the lessened effect of tube input loading and bandspread condenser minimum capacitance, the over-all minimum can be made approximately one-third that of the usual circuit.

In practice this device makes it possible to secure tuning ratios of three to one, even at frequencies as high as 150 megacycles. A convenient formula for determining the effective capacitance change needed to achieve any given tuning ratio is:

$$C_{ef} = (f_r^2 - 1) C_o$$

Where:

- $C_{ef}$ is the capacitance change needed.
- $C_o$ is the minimum capacitance of circuit.
- $f_r$ is the tuning ratio.

Decreasing the minimum capacitance by a factor of three makes possible a marked improvement in performance at the higher frequencies. For example, if the minimum capacitance of a circuit is $45 \mu\text{fd.}$ and the desired tuning ratio is 3 to 1, the capacitance change required becomes:

$$C_{ef} = (9 - 1) 45 = 360 \mu\text{fd.}$$

When the minimum capacitance is reduced to $15 \mu\text{fd.}$ the necessary change for the same tuning range is:

$$C_{ef} = (9 - 1) 15 = 120 \mu\text{fd.}$$

The gain of a tuned r.f. amplifier is directly proportional to the $Q$ of the tuned circuit associated with it. In general, $Q$ will be increased if the inductive reactance of the coil can be increased — that is, the inductance made larger — so any way in which this reactance can be increased is well worthwhile. The split-stator tuning circuit, Fig. 1, reduces the minimum capacitance to a value sufficiently far below that obtainable by any conventional means to make it possible to use nearly twice the number of turns in the inductance for any given frequency. Including the lessened effect of tube input loading and bandspread condenser minimum capacitance, the over-all minimum can be made approximately one-third that of the usual circuit.

By consulting an ARRL lightning calculator it is evident that a much larger coil can now be used to cover the desired frequency range. At a frequency of 50 megacycles, for example, using the capacitance figures in the first example permits less than two turns on a form $\frac{1}{2}$ inch long and $\frac{1}{2}$ inch in diameter — practically no coil at all; whereas the same frequency using the second

---
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example requires the use of three-and-a-half turns on the same form. This not only means much higher inductive reactance because of the greater number of turns but in practical cases permits the use of a powdered-iron slug for easier adjustment, giving still higher coil $Q$ and even greater gain.

![Fig. 2](image1)

Other Advantages

Obviously it would be possible to use a standard variable capacitor of good quality and having maximum and minimum capacitances meeting the requirements of the above example, but such a condenser would be entirely inadequate for tuning the lower-frequency bands. In addition, the split-stator circuit offers many other advantages which are not evident at first glance.

With this arrangement a very large portion of the circulating r.f. current is confined to the actual tuned circuit and flows through the shaft of the condenser instead of through the wiper contacts, frame and chassis. This reduces the r.f. resistance of the circuit, raises the $Q$ correspondingly, and decreases noise caused by imperfect contact in rotor bearings or wipers. Another outstanding advantage in practical applications is the improved isolation between stages because most of the r.f. is confined to the coil and condenser, with ground currents in the chassis kept to a minimum. This reduction in stray interstage coupling is a real help in making a pair of tuned r.f. stages operate smoothly at v.h.f.

The split-stator circuit makes it possible to use tubes having a fairly high input capacitance at higher frequencies than usual, because the tube capacitance does not load the circuit to anything like the extent that it does in the conventional arrangement. This can be understood by referring to Fig. 2. The conventional circuit is shown at A with the tuning capacitor and the input capacitance of the tube in parallel across the inductance. In contrast, the split-stator circuit of B shows the tube to be in shunt to only one section of the tuning condenser.

For optimum efficiency it has been found best to make one section of the tuning condenser about
four times the capacitance of the other. As the condenser is tuned toward minimum capacitance, however, these values tend to approach each other so that at the lowest point they are nearly equal. Under these conditions, if the minimum capacitance of each section is 20 \( \mu \text{fd.} \), for example, and

\[
\text{frequency end (minimum capacitance) the capacitances } C_1 \text{ and } C_2 \text{ are approximately equal. Note that the minimum capacitance of the bandspread condenser serves to balance the tube input capacitance. Under these conditions it is obvious that approximately one-half of the voltage developed across the tuned circuit will be applied to the grid of the tube.}
\]

When tuned to the low-frequency end, however, the situation is altogether different. At this point \( C_2 \) is four times larger than \( C_1 \), and as the r.f. voltage applied to the tube is a function of the reactance across which the tube input circuit is connected, approximately \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the total r.f. voltage is applied to the tube. It must be remembered that, while inductive reactance at a given frequency increases as the value of the inductance itself increases, capacitive reactance increases as the capacity itself is decreased.

For this reason connecting the tube input circuit across \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the capacity in the circuit has the same effect as tapping it across \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the coil.

In the first case the addition of the tube causes an increase of 100 per cent in minimum circuit capacitance, in the second an increase of only 20 per cent.

**Smoothing Out the Gain-Frequency Curve**

All of the factors considered so far are helpful in increasing the inductive reactance of the circuit, thereby raising the input voltage at the grid of the tube and providing greater gain per stage. There is another advantage, however, which is of real value in the design of practical receivers: that is, the tendency of this circuit to maintain more uniform gain from minimum to maximum frequency than is possible with the usual arrangement. In normal tuned r.f. amplifiers the gain is greatest at the high-frequency end of the tuning range because of the higher inductive reactance of the coil.

In the split-stator circuit the tendency for the large and small sections of the condenser to approach the same minimum capacitance reduces the gain at the high-frequency end of the tuning range. Fig. 3 shows the fundamental r.f. amplifier circuit. When this circuit is tuned to the high-frequency end (minimum capacitance) the capacitances \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are approximately equal. Note that the minimum capacitance of the bandspread condenser serves to balance the tube input capacitance. Under these conditions it is obvious that approximately one-half of the voltage developed across the tuned circuit will be applied to the grid of the tube. When tuned to the low-frequency end, however, the situation is altogether different. At this point \( C_2 \) is four times larger than \( C_1 \), and as the r.f. voltage applied to the tube is a function of the reactance across which the tube input circuit is connected, approximately \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the total r.f. voltage is applied to the tube. It must be remembered that, while inductive reactance at a given frequency increases as the value of the inductance itself increases, capacitive reactance increases as the capacity itself is decreased. For this reason connecting the tube input circuit across \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the capacity in the circuit has the same effect as tapping it across \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the coil.

**Band Switching**

The full benefit of this split-stator tuning system is only realized, of course, in a multiband receiver designed to cover a wide range of frequencies. A basic diagram showing how band-switching is accomplished in a six-band receiver of this type is shown in Fig. 4. Two switch wafers are necessary because both ends of the coils are "hot." It will be seen that only the three higher bands use the split-stator circuit, the other three being connected in the customary manner with both sections of the tuning condenser in parallel.
A Remote-Indicating Field-Strength Meter

BY E. P. TILTON,* WIHDQ

The almost universal use of directional antenna systems for v.h.f. work makes the possession of a good field-strength meter a "must" for any serious worker in this field. Directional arrays can be "cut to formula" and erected without adjustment, but good performance by this procedure is largely a matter of luck. To attain maximum performance with parasitic arrays, and to know whether they are performing as they should, a good indicating device must be used.

The field-strength meter has been thought of as a "junk-box" proposition, thrown together in haywire fashion from whatever parts might happen to be on hand, but if one considers all the angles it is easy to see that there is little justification for this technique. By no other means can so much return be obtained from a small investment as by the erection of a good antenna system. It is a well-established fact that a low-powered station with a high-gain antenna will outperform a kilowatt rig and an inferior skywire. Surely, then, the investment of a few dollars in a good field-strength meter is an economically-sound approach.

A common fault of most field-strength meters is their sensitiveness to body-capacity effects. At the frequencies for which such devices are most used, movement of the user in the vicinity of the pick-up antenna causes all manner of variations in the meter indication, due to the body acting as a "parasitic element." Unless a very large meter is employed or field glasses are used to read it, just getting near enough to take a reading will render the indications inaccurate. In addition, when the meter is integral with the rest of the unit its use in connection with antenna or transmitter adjustments is a time-consuming task, if the meter is set up at a point remote from the antenna or transmitter position, as it must be for accurate work.

The unit about to be described is made up in two sections, one containing the usual tuned circuit, crystal rectifier, and antenna connection, and the other housing a microammeter for registering the rectified current from the crystal. The two units are fitted with matching plug and socket, permitting them to be used together in the conventional way, or they may be interconnected by means of a cable which can be any length up to several hundred feet. This arrangement allows the pick-up unit to be set up out in the field to pick up radiation from the antenna under test, while the meter unit is placed at a convenient point near where adjustments are to be made. Antenna adjustment thus becomes a one-man job, and it can be done more quickly and accurately by one man than by two using the conventional approach.

Several other features are included for maximum convenience and usefulness. Three coils are used, so that measurements may be made on 28, 50, and 144 Mc. with the snap of a switch. A re-
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istor is inserted in series with the crystal and meter, to lessen the loading effect on the tuned circuit and to make the response of the crystal more linear with variations in radiated power. As the use of the resistor reduces the sensitivity of the device somewhat, a switch is provided to short out the resistor in case measurements are to be made with extremely low power or at great distances from the transmitting antenna. A 100-microampere meter was chosen in order to give high sensitivity, and a shunt is available to multiply the range of the meter by three. This shunt is also provided with a switch so that low or high readings can be taken without making a trip to the pick-up unit.

The crystal is the 1N21 type, commonly used as a mixer in microwave radar equipments and now available in large quantities at low cost on the surplus market. Germanium crystals, designed especially for such applications, may be used with good results, but the 1N21 was selected because of its lower cost. With the resistor, $R_1$, in the circuit the current indication is substantially linear with variations in field strength except at very low levels; thus a good field pattern can be taken simply by recording the meter indications as the antenna is rotated. If one wishes to go further, the meter can be calibrated by connecting the input terminal to a good v.h.f. signal generator and calibrating it in terms of the generator output required to give indications at regular intervals. The front, back and side readings from a directive array may be spotted on such a calibration curve and the antenna performance determined with reasonable accuracy.

The two units are housed in standard 2 by 4 by 4-inch steel boxes with front and back removable. In the pick-up unit all parts except the resistor shorting switch and connecting plug are mounted on the top panel, permitting easy wiring of the assembly. The interconnecting plug and socket are the polarized type, with one prong on the plug slightly larger than the other. The plug will fit a standard a.c. outlet, so the interconnecting cable (ordinary rubber-covered lamp cord) doubles as a long a.c. extension cord when not in use for its intended purpose.

The antenna connection is a steatite feed-through bushing fitted with a G.R. "banana plug" socket. A convenient pick-up antenna is made by drilling and tapping a ¼-inch rod for ½ thread to take the threaded end of a G.R. plug. The length of the antenna will vary the sensitivity of the unit. If measurements are to be made with high power levels, a rod a few inches in length will suffice. For maximum pick-up on 50 or 144 Mc. a resonant rod may be used, though this would be a bit cumbersome for 28
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We Have New Regulations

FCC Polishes and Clarifies Our Rules
New 'Phone-Operating Procedure Specified

EFFECTIVE on April 1st, FCC on March 27th adopted a complete new text for Part 12 of its rules and regulations, "Rules Governing Amateur Radio Service." This is a job that has been in process since midwinter and which we have told you was in prospect.

There are many little changes with which you must become familiar and a few important ones which we shall point out in this article. The whole text has been gone over so thoroughly in the process of clarifying meanings that, even where there is no change in the import, the language is entirely different. It is therefore the duty of every amateur to read the entire text carefully and get firmly in mind the extent of the privileges and the limitations of amateur radio. We are constantly surprised at the number of amateurs who do not know that a certain thing can be done or who think that something can be done that is not authorized. It has probably been a long time since you read through the full text of our rules, so here is the ideal time to acquire that detailed familiarity which is essential to strict compliance and the avoidance of "tickets."

The more important changes are now discussed below. While some of them are more restrictive than prewar practices, many of them constitute a liberalization of our rules.

Licensing Matters

With licenses now issued for a term of five years, it is specified that renewal applications must be filed not more than 120 days before expiration nor later than the expiration date. The proof of use of a station license, by citing three contacts, previously necessary as a condition for renewal, is abandoned; but this ability to cite three contacts is still required for the renewal of an operator license and it is specified that they must occur in the last six months of the five-year term. Moreover — and here is a quite important change — these contacts must be by means of radiotelegraphy and must be with other FCC-licensed amateur stations. It is felt in Government circles that it is necessary for amateurs to retain some practical working proficiency with the code, and this requirement, as a minimum standard, the requirement to demonstrate this ability every five years — failing which the applicant will not get a renewal but must requalify by reexamination.*

The amateur examination remains the same but it is now provided that an applicant who fails the test may take another examination after 30 days, instead of waiting the 90 days previously required. There is a much clearer definition of the code test: it must be copied free of error for a continuous period of at least one minute during a test period of five minutes. There is a sharp reduction in the credit allowed for the holding of commercial licenses. While commercial radiotelegraph licenses still count for the code test, no credit is allowed any commercial license for the theory part of any amateur examination. The technical practices of amateur and commercial stations are so different that FCC believes that even an experienced commercial operator must demonstrate knowledge of amateur techniques. As a further development of this reasoning, the only credit allowed for the advanced — 'phone examination for a Class A license is the previous possession of such a Class A ticket, and that must have been within the preceding two years. Now that license terms are to be five years, if this figure still read the preceding five years it would imply (in the course of a few years) a theory examination taken as long as ten years previously — which is too long a gap to assure current knowledge.

'Phone Matters

There is considerable confusion in identifying the calls of 'phone stations when the operating procedure of some fellows is to say "A from B" and others say "B to A." FCC now regularizes this matter by requiring that 'phone stations state the calls in the same order as is done in telegraphy: first the call of the station called, then the words "this is" or the word "from" instead of the letters "de," and then the call of the calling station. An example of correct procedure is shown in the regulations and it is to be noted that the voice transmission ends with the word "over."

Whereas c.w. stations operating portable or mobile, or in portable status pending modification, indicate their location only by a diagonal mark and the number of the call area in which they are temporarily operating, 'phone stations are to make a concise "announcement" of their geographical location. See the example in Sec. 12.82.

Much confusion in identification has been caused under bad-reception conditions by the use of geographical place names in the phonetic identification of the letters in calls. We have all experienced this and got excited over the possibility that a guy was in Zanzibar or Tokyo, or got
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ourselves badly messed up between the Cali­
ifornias, Indiana's and Susquehannas. (We our­selves have been tempted to kid this situation by
announcing ourselves as "W 1 East Hartford,
located in West Hartford.") The Commission
takes this particular bull by the horns now and
says that phonetic aids to identification may be
used but that, to prevent confusion, these shall
not embrace the names of countries, states or cit­
es. We think all hands will agree that this is de­
cidedly to the good. It does invalidate our present
ARRL word-list but the Communications De­
partment will be up with a new one soon.

On the liberalizing side, there is an important
new gain in the abandonment of the complicated
old requirement that an unlicensed person, speak­
ing over the microphone, had to hand it over to
the licensed operator at the beginning and end of
each transmission to do the signing. While a
licensed operator must still control the emissions
and turn the carrier on and off, and sign off the
station at the end of the QSO, an unlicensed
person may now do all of the intermediate talk­
ing, including the stating of the calls of the two
stations concerned at the beginning and end of
each such intermediate transmission. And while
the signatures of licensed operators manipulating
the equipment must still be entered in the log,
only the name of an unlicensed person speaking
over the mike need be entered, not his signature.

Portable & Mobile

The clumsy term "portable-mobile station" is
now abandoned throughout our rules in favor of
what everybody knows is meant, "mobile sta­
tion," as contrasted to a portable station.
The 28-Mc. dividing line for these matters is
now specified as 25 Mc., a point where FCC
draws a certain natural line in allocations.
Mobile operation may occur on any authorized
amateur frequency above 25 Mc., and thus our
new 11-meter band is opened to mobile work. Ad­
vance notice of portable operation is required on
authorized frequencies below 25 Mc., and thus
no notice is required for 11-meter portable work,
any more than for 10.

Answering a question that is frequently asked
us, there is no prohibition against the operation
of amateur mobile stations on the high seas, on
authorized frequencies above 25 Mc.

Allocations

All the amateur allocations are shown in the
new rules in their full widths but there is a foot­
ote Note explaining that the frequencies and types of
emissions which may actually be used by ama­
ateurs are only those specified in Order 130-D, and
that the use of additional frequencies will be
authorized from time to time by modification of
that order.

There are certain details in which the new
rules differ from our current authorizations in
Order 130-D, and it is expected that the latter
will be altered to conform to the new rules in its
next modification. For example, in the 10-meter
band, amplitude-modulated 1phone (A3) is to be
authorized all the way up to 29.7 Mc., instead of
stopping at 29.5 as at present; and f.m. is to begin
at 29 Mc. (instead of 28.95). Any type of emis­
sion, including pulse transmission, is to be author­
ized on frequencies above 1215 Mc., and amateurs
are to possess rights on all frequencies above
30,000 Mc. However, we emphasize that these
rights are not effective until Order 130-D is so
amended.*

The old border-line frequency of 112 Mc. is of
course now changed to 144 Mc. Below this figure,
adequately-filtered d.c. power supply is required.
Below this figure, unmodulated 1phone-carriers
are not permitted, except in the 11-meter band.
Below this figure, when employing amplitude
modulation no simultaneous frequency-modula­
tion is permitted, and vice versa.

Interference

There is an interesting specification that, in
addition to all the requirements of the rules, an
amateur station must be operated "in ac­
cordance with good engineering and good amateur
practice." It is traditionally required of amateur
stations that they must not have spurious radia­
tions of sufficient intensity to cause interference
in receiving equipment of modern design. The
specification of such equipment is now made to
read "of good engineering design, including ade­
quate selectivity characteristics." Good!

Quiet hours in the past have been applicable
only to the protection of standard broadcasting.
With many new types of broadcasting coming up,
and with increased amateur operation on v.h.f.,
the requirement for possible quiet hours is ex­
panded to protect "the domestic broadcast service," so as to include television broadcasting and f.m. broadcasting. It is made clear (as was always actually the case) that quiet hours are to be observed by the amateur of his own initiative when he knows that he is causing general inter­ference on apparatus of modern design. This ap­
paratus is redefined now as "receivers of good
engineering design including adequate selectivity
characteristics." Since no ill-adjusted amateur
station should be allowed to run amok and ruin
any other radio service, there is a new specifi­
cation in this section that deserves attention: "In
general, such steps as may be necessary to mini­
mize interference to stations operating in other
services may be required after investigation by
the Commission."

Now for the text itself. We again urge that
every amateur forthwith study it in detail.

— K. B. W.

*The two changes in the 10-meter band were made later
by Order 130-E, effective April 1.

24 QST for
RULES GOVERNING AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE

DEFINITIONS

§ 12.1. Amateur Service. The term "amateur service" means radio service operated on amateur stations.

§ 12.2. Amateur operator. The term "amateur operator" means a person interested in radio technique solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary interest, holding a valid license issued by the Federal Communications Commission authorizing him to operate licensed amateur stations.

§ 12.3. Amateur station. The term "amateur station" means an amateur station that is constructed so that it may conveniently be transferred to or from a mobile unit while in motion.

§ 12.4. Amateur portable station. The term "amateur portable station" means an amateur station that is so constructed that it may conveniently be moved about from place to place for communication, but which is not operated while in motion.

§ 12.5. Amateur mobile station. The term "amateur mobile station" means an amateur station that is so constructed that it may be transferred to or from a mobile unit or from one such unit to another, and is ordinarily used while in mobile units in motion.

§ 12.6. Amateur radio communication. The term "amateur radio communication" means radio communication between amateur stations solely with a personal aim and without pecuniary interest.

AMATEUR OPERATORS

LICENSES — PRIVILEGES

§ 13.21. Eligibility for licenses. The following are eligible to apply for amateur operator licenses and privileges:

Class A — All citizens of the United States who, within five years prior to his application, have transmitted messages in plain language, messages in the International Morse Code, or messages in any language written on Form 610 (application for amateur operator license) shall comply with the Commission’s Rules and Regulations and shall be made in writing by the applicant.

Class B — Any citizen of the United States.

Class C — Any citizen of the United States whose actual residence, address, and amateur station are more than 125 miles from the nearest location at which examinations are held.

§ 13.22. Application for amateur operator license. Each application for amateur operator license shall state the following:

1. Name and address of the applicant;
2. Name and address of the authorizing person;
3. The purpose for which the application is made; and
4. The manner in which the original license was lost, mutilated, or destroyed.

§ 13.23. Classification of operating privileges. Amateur operating privileges are classified as follows:

Class A — All authorized amateur privileges.

Class B or C — All authorized amateur privileges except the use of types A-3 or B-4 on the frequency bands 3000 to 4000 kc. and 14,150 to 14,350 kc.

§ 13.24. Scope of operator authority. Amateur operator licenses are valid only for the operation of licensed amateur stations; and, on a temporary basis, for the operation of experimental stations (except class 2 stations) in the experimental service licensed for operation exclusively on a frequency above 450 kc., if such services are performed without compensation, direct or indirect, paid or promised.

§ 13.25. Availability of operator license. The original operator license shall be kept in the personal possession of the operator while operating an amateur station. When operating an amateur station at a fixed location, however, the operator is permitted to keep the license in the personal possession of the operator while operating an amateur station. When operating an amateur station at a fixed location, however, the operator is permitted to keep the license in the personal possession of the operator while operating an amateur station. When operating an amateur station at a fixed location, however, the operator is permitted to keep the license in the personal possession of the operator while operating an amateur station.
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Element 2. Amateur radio operation and apparatus, including telephone and telegraph.


Element 4. Advanced amateur telephony.

12.42. Elements required for various privileges. The examination for class B and class C privileges will include elements 1, 2, and 3 specified in section 12.42.

The examination for class B and class C privileges will include elements 1, 2, and 3 specified in section 12.42.

12.44. Manner of conducting examinations. The examination for class A and class B privileges will be conducted by an authorized Commission employee or representative at locations designated by the Commission.

Each examination for class C privileges will be conducted and supervised by not more than two volunteer examiners, whom the Commission may designate or permit the applicant to select; in the event the examiner for the code test is selected by the applicant, such examiner shall be the holder of an amateur operator license with class A or B operating privileges, or shall have held, within the 5 years prior to the examination, a station license. An authorized Commission employee or representative at the United States as the operator of a manually operated radiotelegraph station. The examiner for the written test shall be at least twenty-one years of age.

12.45. Additional examination for holders of class C privileges. The Commission may require a licensee holding class C operating privileges to appear for a class B examination at a location designated by the Commission. If the licensee fails to appear for the class B examination when directed to do so, or fails to pass such examination, the class C operating privileges may be suspended or cancelled and, upon cancellation, a new license will not be issued for the class C privileges.

Whenever the holder of class C amateur operating privileges changes his actual residence or station location to a location where he would not have been eligible to apply for class C operating privileges at such location, or whenever a new examining location is established in an area within which the holder of class C amateur operating privileges would not have been eligible to be considered for such examining location, to apply for class C privileges, such holder of class C privileges shall appear within 4 months thereafter at an examining location designated by the Commission and shall be examined for class B privileges. If, under such circumstances, the licensee fails to appear for the class B examination, or fails to pass such examination, the class C operator license previously issued shall be subject to cancellation and, upon cancellation, a new license will not be issued for the class C privileges.

12.46. Examination credit. An applicant for class A privileges who holds an amateur operator license authorizing class A privileges shall not be required to take the examination element No. 4, advanced amateur telephony.

An applicant for class A privileges will be given credit for examination element No. 4 if within two years prior to the receipt of his application by the Commission he holds class A privileges. An applicant for any class of amateur privileges will be given credit for examination element No. 1 if within five years prior to the receipt of his application by the Commission he holds class A privileges.

No examination credit for other classes of licenses or privileges shall be allowed. A holder of an amateur operator license authorizing class C privileges will not be required to take the examination for either class B or class A privileges.

12.47. Examination procedure. When taking an examination for amateur operator licenses, or for additional amateur operating privileges, the applicant shall write in longhand or pen and ink. Diagrams shall be drawn either with pen and ink or with pencil; likewise, code tests shall be written with either pen and ink or with pencil. Appropriate answers with these requirements taken into consideration because of physical disability, may dictate their answers to examination questions, and if unable to draw required diagrams, shall describe the diagram or its equivalent. If the examination or any part thereof is dictated, the examiner shall certify the nature of the applicant's disability and the name and address of the person dictating and transcribing the applicant's dictation.

12.48. Grading. Code tests are graded as "passed" or "failed," separately for sending and receiving tests. Failure to send or receive a word test for either sending or receiving will terminate the examination.

Seventy-four per cent is the passing grade for written examinations. For the purpose of grading, elements 2 and 3 (required for class B and class C privileges) are considered to be a single examination and element 4 (required, in addition to the other elements, for class A privileges) is considered to be a separate examination.

12.49. Eligibility for reexamination. An applicant who fails examination for amateur operator privileges may not take another examination for such privileges within 30 days, except that the applicant may be permitted to take another examination for class B operating privileges following an examination for class C privileges.

AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS LICENSES

12.61. Eligibility for amateur station license. A license for an amateur station will be issued in response to a proper application therefor to a licensed amateur operator who has made a satisfactory showing of control of the transmitting apparatus at the fixed location for which license is requested and upon a specific premises upon which all of the station apparatus is to be located, at a designated fixed location. An amateur station license may be issued to an individual, not a licensed amateur operator (other than an alien or a representative of an alien or of a foreign government), who is in charge of a proposed amateur station located on public quarters and established for training purposes in connection with the armed forces of the United States, but not operated by the United States Government.

12.62. Eligibility of corporations or organizations to hold license. An amateur station license will not be issued to a school, company, corporation, association, or other organization, nor for their use except that an educational corporation or the operator of an educational society or amateur radio organization or society a station license may be issued to a licensed amateur operator as trustee for such society.

12.63. Application for amateur station license. (a) Each application for an amateur station license shall comply with the Rules and Regulations and shall be made in writing, subscribed and verified on Form 610 (application for amateur operator and/or station license), Form 602 should be used, where the applicant is in charge of a proposed amateur station located in approved public quarters and established for training purposes in connection with the armed forces of the United States, but not operated by the United States Government.

(b) One application and all papers incorporated therein and a part thereof shall be submitted for each amateur station license and shall be filed with the district field office of the Commission's Rules and Regulations shall be made a satisfactory showing of control of the transmitting apparatus at the fixed location specified in the station license. If personal appearance is not required, the station application shall be sent to the Commission, Washington 25, D. C.

12.64. Location of station. Only one fixed location will be authorized and designated in the license for each amateur station. Unless the Commission orders otherwise, the location of the station is authorized, such apparatus shall be operated by a duly licensed amateur operator present at the location of such apparatus.

The granting of authority to operate by remote control is contingent upon the filing of a proper application, supported by (1) a showing of the apparatus which the equipment and method for monitoring the emissions and the changes of the premises which will be taken to prevent access by unauthorized persons to the premises on which the controlled transmitting apparatus is located.

12.65. License period. The license for an amateur station is valid normally for a period of 5 years from the date of issuance of amateur station, location.

12.66. Authorized apparatus. An amateur station license authorizes the use under control of the licensee of all transmitting apparatus at the fixed location specified in the station license which is operated on any frequency or frequencies allocated to the amateur service, and in addition authorizes the use, under control of the licensee, of portable and mobile transmitting apparatus operated at other locations.

12.67. Renewal of amateur station license. An amateur station license may be renewed upon proper application filed not more than 130 days prior to the expiration of such license and not later than the date of expiration.

12.68. Availability of station license. The original license of each amateur station or a photo-copy thereof shall be posted for public inspection at the principal or main office of the licensed operator while the station is being operated at a fixed location or shall be kept in his personal possession when the station is operated at other than a fixed location.
the original station license or a photo-copy thereof shall be kept in the personal possession of the station licensee or a licensed representative (who shall be present at the station while it is being operated as a portable or mobile station. The original station license shall be available for inspection by any authorized government official at all times while the station is being operated and at other times upon request made by an authorized representative of the Commission, except as has been filed with the Commission for modification or renewal thereof, or has been mutilated, lost, or destroyed, and application has been made for a duplicate license in accordance with subsection (a) of section 12.69.

§ 12.69. Revocation of station license. Whenever the Commission shall institute a revocation proceeding against the holder of any radio station license under section 312 (a), (it shall not be necessary for the Commission to serve said licensee an order of revocation effective not less than 15 days after written notice thereof is given the licensee. The order of revocation shall contain a statement of the grounds and reasons for such proposed revocation and a notice of the licensee's right to be heard by filing with the Commission a written request for hearing within 15 days after receipt of said order. Upon filing of such written request for hearing by said licensee the order of revocation shall stand suspended and the Commission will set a time and place for hearing and shall give the licensee and other interested parties notice thereof. If no request for hearing on any order of revocation is made by the licensee against whom such an order is directed within the time hereinbefore set forth, the order of revocation shall become effective without further action of the Commission. When any order of revocation has become final, the person whose license has been revoked shall forfeiture the license in question together with any unexpired term of the fraction-bar character (DN) filed as an order of revocation. When any order of revocation has become final and effective, without further request for hearing within 15 days after receipt of the order to show cause is directed does not appear at the time and place provided in said order, a final order of modification issued forthwith.

§ 12.70. Modification of station license. (a) Order to show cause. - When an order to show cause is directed against the holder of the fraction-bar character (DN) filed as an order of revocation or any treaty ratified by the United States will be more than 20 days from the date of receipt of written notice of the proposed modification, or as otherwise provided by the rules governing any radiotelephone service, it shall issue an order for such license to show cause why such license should not be modified.

(b) Contents of order to show cause. - Such order to show cause shall contain a statement of the grounds and reasons for such proposed modification and shall specify wherein the said license is required to be modified. It shall require the licensee against whom it is directed, to be and appear at a place and time therein named, in no event to be less than 30 days from the date of receipt of the order to show cause why such license should not be modified, and the order of modification issued.

(c) Failure to appear. - If the licensee against whom the order to show cause is directed does not appear at the time and place provided in said order, a final order of modification shall issue forthwith.

CALL SIGNALS

§ 12.81. Assignment of call signal. (a) The calls of amateur stations will be assigned systematically by the Commission, with the following exceptions:

(1) A specific unassigned call may be reassigned to the most recent holder thereof;

(2) A specific unassigned call may be assigned to a previous holder if not under license during the past five years;

(3) A specific unassigned call may be assigned to an amateur whose call is in memoriam to a deceased member and former holder thereof;

(4) A specific call may be temporarily assigned to a station connected with an event, or events, of general public interest.

(b) An amateur call will consist of a sequence of 1 or 2 letters, a numeral designating the call area, and 2 or 3 letters. These are as follows:

2. New York, New Jersey.
3. Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia.
4. Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
5. Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico.
6. California, Hawaii and Pacific possessions except those included in areas 2, 3, 5, and 7.
8. Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia.


0. Colorado, Nebraska, North and South Dakota, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri.

§ 12.82. Transmissions of call signals. (a) An operator of an amateur station shall transmit the call of the station called or being worked or any part thereof at any time of day which he is operating at the beginning and end of each transmission and at least once every 10 minutes during every transmission of more than 3 minutes' duration. When any order of revocation has been filed as an order of procedure, the call of such station shall be transmitted only once every 10 minutes of operation as well as at the beginning and at the termination of the corresponding order.

(b) In addition to complying with the requirements of paragraph (a) above, an operator of an amateur station operated as a portable or mobile station using radiotelephone shall transmit in sequence (a) the call of the station, the fraction-bar character (DN) followed by the number of the amateur area in which the portable or mobile amateur station is then being operated, as for example:

Example 1. - Portable or mobile amateur station operating in the third amateur call area calls a fixed amateur station: W1ABC W1ABC W1ABC DE W2DEF DN 3 W2DEF DN 3 W2DEF DN 1 W2DEF DN 1 W2DEF DN 4 AR.

Example 2. - Fixed amateur station answers the portable or mobile amateur station: W2DEF W2DEF W2DEF DE W1ABC K.

Example 3. - Portable or mobile amateur station calls a portable or mobile amateur station: W5GHI W5GHI W5GHI DE W4JKL DN 4 W4JKL DN 4 W4JKL DN 4 AR.

(c) Whenever the call of the station shall be preceded by the call of the first strand of the letters "de." followed by an announcement of the geographical location in which the portable or mobile station is being operated, the following exceptions:

Example 4. - Portable or mobile amateur radiotelephone station operating in the third call area calls a fixed amateur station: W1ABC W1ABC W1ABC W1ABC MACW.

(d) When telephony is used, the transmission of call signals is prohibited by subsection (a) and (b) of this section may be made by the person transmitting by voice in lieu of a duly licensed operator provided the licensed operator maintains the control required by section 12.68.

(e) When telephony phonetic aids to identify the call of the station may be employed. To avoid confusion, however, the names of countries, states, or cities shall not be used for this purpose.

PORTABLE AND MOBILE STATIONS

§ 12.91. Requirements for portable and mobile operation. An amateur station may be operated as a portable station on any authorized amateur frequency and as a mobile station on any authorized frequency except that the following portable stations are not applicable:

(a) An operator of an amateur station that has been moved from one location to another location must be moved every 1 month without giving additional notice to the inspector in charge of the radio inspection district in which the station is located. Notice shall state the call station, the name of the licensee, the date of proposed operation, and the contemplated location of the station as specifically as possible.

(f) An amateur station operated under the provisions of this section shall not be operated during any period exceeding 1 month without giving additional notice to the inspector in charge of the radio inspection district in which the station is located.

§ 12.92. Special provisions for portable stations. Prior to operating an amateur station as a portable station, the licensee shall give written notice to the inspector in charge of the district in which the portable operation is intended. This notice shall state the station call, the name of the licensee, the date or dates of proposed operation, and the contemplated location of the station as specifically as possible.

§ 12.93. Special provisions for non-portable stations. The specific provisions of these rules relative to portable stations except that:

(a) An amateur station that has been moved from one permanent location to another permanent location may be operated at the latter location, in accordance with the provisions governing portable stations (including notice to the inspector in charge of the district in which the station is located) for a period not exceeding 1 month without notification. If no event beyond the expiration date of the license, provided a formal application for modification of license to change the permanent location has been filed with the Commission.

(b) The licensee of an amateur station who changes residence temporarily and moves his amateur station to a
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emporary location associated with his temporary residence, or the
licensee-trustee for an amateur radio society which occupies the
location of its amateur station to a different and temporary location may use the station at the temporary location if the station is to remain there for a period of not more than 4 months and the following require-
ments are met:

(1) Advance notice in writing shall be given by the amateur
station license or licensee-trustee to the Commis-
sion in which the station is located, to the
licensee-trustee in charge of the district in which the station is to be temporarily oper-
ated.

(2) Similar notice shall be given for each change in
station location and for transfer of the station to the former
permanent location, or to a new permanent location, before the
transmitting apparatus is operated.

(o) When the station is operated under the provisions of
this section the calling procedure specified in section 12.82
shall be used, including transmission of the fractional baud
character when telegraphy is used followed by the number of
the amateur call area in which the station is being oper-
ated. When telephony is used, an announcement shall be
made of the geographical location in which the station is
being operated.

USE OF AMATEUR STATIONS
§ 12.101. Points of communications. An amateur station
may be used only with other amateur
stations, except that in emergencies or for test purposes it may also be used temporarily for communication with other classes of stations licensed by the Commission, and United States Government stations. Amateur stations may also be used to communicate with any radio station other than the amateur station, is authorized by the Commission to communicate with amateur stations. Amateur stations may also be used for receiving signals, or communications, or energy, for the measurement of emissions, temporary observations of transmission phenomena, radio control of remote objects, and for similar experimental purposes.

§ 12.102. No communication for hire, nor for communication for material compensation, is permitted.

§ 12.103. Broadcasting prohibited. An amateur station
shall not be used for broadcasting any form of entertain-
ment, nor for the simultaneous retransmission by automatic
means of programs or signals emanating from any class of
station other than amateur.

§ 12.104. Radiotelephone test. The transmission of music
by an amateur station is forbidden. However, single audio-
frequency tones may be transmitted for test purposes of
short duration for the development and perfection of
amateur radiotelephone equipment.

ALLOCATION OF FREQUENCIES *

§ 12.111. Frequencies for use of amateur stations. (a) The following bands of frequencies are allocated for use by amateur
stations:

(1) Below 23 Mc.
1,215 to 1,295 Mc. 1,215 to 1,295 Mc.
(2) Above 23 Mc.
235 to 240 Mc. 235 to 240 Mc.
3,500 to 4,000 kc. 50 to 54 Mc.
7,000 to 7,300 kc. 144 to 148 Mc.
14,000 to 14,400 kc. 1,215 to 1,295 Mc.
20,000 to 20,000 kc. 28 to 29.7 Mc.

(b) The band of frequencies 420 to 450 Mc. is allocated
for use by amateur stations (and temporarily by other serv-
ices for special air navigational aid) subject to the limita-
tion of 50 watts peak antenna power.

The band of frequencies 225 to 240 Mc. is allocated for use by amateur stations until January 1, 1949, the
frequency band 220 to 235 Mc. is allocated for use by amateur
stations beginning January 1, 1949.

The frequencies specified in these rules may not be used by amateurs except pursuant to and subject to the limits-
ations and restrictions prescribed by Commission Orders. The frequencies and types of emission which may be used by
amateur stations are set forth in Commission Order No. 130-D. The use of additional frequencies will be authorized from time to
time by appropriate order of the Commission.

(d) Amateur stations may be operated with types A-0, A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4 and special emission for frequency modu-
ation (type A-3 emission) in the frequency bands 2990 to 3000 kc. and 14,150 to 14,250 kc. Provided the station is
licensed to a person who holds an amateur operator license
endorsed for class A operating privileges, and actual opera-
tion and control of the station is maintained by an operator
holding class A privileges.

§ 12.112. Use of frequencies above 25,000 Mc. Licensed amateur
stations may be operated, subject to further orders of the
Commission, with any frequency below 25,000 Mc. allocated
for amateur stations, on any frequency or frequencies above
25,000 Mc.

§ 12.113. Individual frequency not specified. Transmissions
by amateur stations may be on any frequency below 25,000 Mc.
Authorized amateur band. Sideband frequencies resulting
from keying or modulating a carrier wave shall be confined
within the authorized amateur band.

§ 12.114. Types of emission. All bands of frequencies allo-
cated to the amateur service may be used for the transmis-
sion of types A-1 emission, and for type A-3 emission for
short periods of time when required for remote control purposes or for experimental purposes.

§ 12.115. Frequency bands for additional types of emission
using amplitude modulation. The following additional types of emissions using amplitude modulation may be used on the following bands of frequencies:

28.1 to 28.7 Mc. 28 to 29.7 Mc.
50 to 54 Mc. A-2, A-3, A-4

§ 12.116. Additional bands for radiotelephony. Amateur
stations may be used for radiotelephony with amplitude
modulation (type A-3 emission) in the frequency bands 2990
to 3000 kc. and 14,150 to 14,250 kc., provided the station is
licensed to a person who holds an amateur operator license
endorsed for class A operating privileges, and actual opera-
tion and control of the station is maintained by an operator
holding class A privileges.

§ 12.117. Frequency modulation. The following bands of
frequencies may be used by amateur stations for frequency-modulated radiotelephone transmissions and for radiotele-
phone graph transmissions employing carrier shift or other fre-
quency modulation techniques:

29. to 29.7 Mc. 1,215 to 1,295 Mc.
52.5 to 54. Mc. 2,300 to 2,450 Mc.
144 to 148 Mc. 5,250 to 5,650 Mc.
235 to 240 Mc. 10,000 to 10,500 Mc.
420 to 425 Mc. 21,000 to 22,000 Mc.

EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION

§ 12.131. Maximum authorized power. Except on frequen-
cies within the band 420 to 450 Mc. (where use of an antenna
power shall not exceed 50 watts), each amateur transmitter
may be operated with a power input not exceeding 1 kilowatt
for the plate circuit of the final amplifier stage of an ampli-
fier-oscillator transmitter or to the plate circuit of an oscilla-
tor transmitter. An amateur transmitter operating with a
power input exceeding 900 watts to the plate circuit shall
provide means for accurately measuring the plate power
input to the vacuum tube or tubes supplying power to the
anode.

§ 12.132. Power supply to transmitter. The licensee of an
amateur station using frequencies below 144 Mc. shall use
adequately filtered direct-current plate power supply for the
transmitting equipment to minimize modulation from this
source.

§ 12.133. Purity and stability of emissions. Spurious radi-
a tion from an amateur station operating with a carrier
frequency below 144 Mc. shall be reduced or eliminated
in accordance with good engineering practice. This spurious
radiation shall not be of an interfering character and the
interference in receiving equipment of good engineering design
including adequate selectivity characteristics, is tuned to
a frequency or frequencies outside the frequency band of
emission normally required for the type of emission being
employed by the amateur station.

In the case of A-3 emission, the amateur transmitter shall not be modulated to the extent that interfering spurious radiation occurs, and in no case shall the spurious radiation exceed 50 watts, modulated, in excess of 100 per cent. Means shall be employed to insure that the transmitter is not modulated in excess of its modulation
capability for proper operation. For purposes of this section a spurious radiation is any radiation
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from a transmitter which is outside the frequency band of communications or frequency modulation is not permitted, includ- ing any component whose frequency is an integral mul- tiple or submultiple of the carrier frequency (harmonics and subharmonics), spurious modulation products, key clicks and other transient effects, and parasitic oscillations. When using amplitude modulation on frequencies below 144 Mc, simultaneous frequency modulation is not permitted and other transient effects, and parasitic oscillations. When using frequency modulation on frequencies below 144 Mc, simultaneous amplitude modulation is not permitted.

The frequency of the emitted carrier wave shall be as con- stant as the state of the art permits.

§ 12.134. Modulation of carrier wave. Except for brief tests or adjustments, and except for operation in the band 27,185 to 27,255 kc., an amateur radiotelephone station shall permit the emission of a carrier wave on frequencies below 144 Mc, unless modulated for the purpose of communication.

§ 12.135. Frequency measurement and regular check. The licensee of an amateur station shall provide for measurement of the emitted carrier frequency or frequencies and shall establish procedure for making such measurement regularly. The measurement of the emitted carrier frequency or frequen- cies shall be made by means independent of the means used to control the radio frequency or frequencies generated by the transmitting apparatus and shall be of sufficient accuracy to assure operation within the amateur frequency band used.

§ 12.136. Logs. Each licensee of an amateur station shall keep an accurate log of station operation, including the following:

(a) The date and time of each transmission. (The date need not be entered only once in the log, if the log indicates that the same date and time of transmission occurred more than once.)

(b) The input power to the oscillator, or to the final ampli- fier stage where an oscillator-amplifier transmitter is em- ployed. (This entry need be entered only once, provided the input power is not changed.)

(c) The frequency band used. (This information need be entered only once, and in the log for all transmissions until there is a change in frequency to another amateur band.)

(d) The type of emission used. (This need be entered only once, in the log for all transmissions until there is a change in frequency to another amateur band.)

(e) The location of the station. (The approximate geo- graphical location of a mobile station may be found by obtaining the location of the station.)

(f) The frequency band used. (This information need be entered only once, in the log for all transmissions until there is a change in frequency to another amateur band.)

§ 12.137. Retention of logs. The log shall be preserved for a period of at least 1 year following the last date of entry. The copies of record communications and station log required by sections 12.131 and 12.132, or made available for inspection by authorized representatives of the Commission.

§ 12.137. Retention of logs. The log shall be preserved for a period of at least 1 year following the last date of entry. The copies of record communications and station log required by sections 12.131 and 12.132, or made available for inspection by authorized representatives of the Commission.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

§ 12.151. Additional conditions to be observed by licenses. In all respects not specifically covered by these regulations each amateur station shall be operated in accordance with good engineering and good amateur practices.

§ 12.152. Restricted operation. (a) If the operation of an amateur station license is suspended, the suspension of operation of transmissions from stations operating in the domestic broadcast service when receivers of good engineering design indicate that such interference may be the result of transmissions from stations operating in the domestic broadcast service whose operating practices do not exceed the limits prescribed by the requirements of sections 12.125 or 12.126, the station licensee, after an investigation by the Commission, may suspend or revoke the amateur station license, the amateur station shall not be operated during the hours of 8 o'clock p.m. to 10:30 p.m., local time, and on Sunday for the additional period from 10:30 a.m. until 1 p.m., local time, upon the frequency or frequencies used when the interference is observed by the monitoring station of the Commission to be designated in each case. The notice shall be considered in determining the advisability of suspending the operator license or revoking the station license, or both.

§ 12.153. Second notice of same violation. In every case where an amateur station license is cited within a period of twelve consecutive months for the same violation, the provisions of sections 12.111, 12.112, 12.116, 12.117, 12.120, or 12.123, the station licensee, if directed to do so by the Commission, shall not operate the station between 8 P.M. to 10:30 P.M., local time, until notice has been received authorizing the resumption of full-time operation. This notice shall issue if the licensee has reported on the results of tests which he has conducted with at least two other amateur sta- tions at hours other than 8 P.M. to 10:30 P.M., local time. Such tests are to be made for the specific purposes of aiding the licensee in determining whether the emissions of the station are in accordance with the Commission's rules. The licensee shall report to the Commission the observations made by the cooperating amateur licensee in relation to the reported violations. The frequency of the test shall be in accordance with the corrective measures taken to insure compliance with the rules.

§ 12.154. Third notice of same violation. In every case where an amateur station license is cited within a period of twelve consecutive months for the third violation of sections 12.111, 12.112, 12.116, 12.117, 12.120, or 12.123, the station licensee, if directed to do so by the Commission, shall not operate the station and shall not permit it to be operated from 8 A.M. to 12 midnight, local time, except for purposes of transmitting a prearranged test to be observed by a monitoring station of the Commission to be designated in each particular case. The station shall not be permitted to resume operation without the approval of the monitoring station of the Commission in Washington, D. C., and a copy thereof to the Federal Communications Commission.

§ 12.155. Answers to notices of violations. Under title III of the act.—Any licenses receiving official notice of a viola- tion of the terms of the Communications Act of 1934, any legislative act. Executive order 10152, or of the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission, shall, within 3 days from such receipt, send a written answer direct to the Federal Communications Commission in Washington, D. C., of which the United States is a party, or the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications Commission, shall, within 3 days from such receipt, send a written answer direct to the Federal Com- munications Commission in Washington, D. C.: Provided, how- ever, that if an answer cannot be sent or an acknowledg- ment made within such 3-day period because of inclemency or other unavoidable circumstances, acknowledgment and answer shall be made by the next practicable date with a satisfactory explanation of the delay. The answer to each notice shall be complete in itself and shall not be abbrevi- ated by reference to the other communications to which these other notices. If the notice relates to some violation that may be due to the physical or electrical characteristics of transmitting apparatus, the answer shall state fully which steps, if any, are taken to prevent future violations, and if any new apparatus is to be installed, the date such apparatus was ordered, the name of the manufacturer, and the promised date of delivery. If the notice of violation relates to some lack of attention or improper operation of the transmitter, the name of the operator in charge shall be given.

§ 12.156. Operation in emergencies. In the event of widespread emergency conditions affecting domestic communica- tion facilities, the Commission may confer with representa- tives of the amateur service, or with representatives of other pertinent or necessary to constructive handling of the emergency situation, shall be prohibited.

(b) Frequencies within the bands 2025-2050 kc., 3500-3550 kc., and 3075-3080 kc. shall be used for emergency calling channels for inland isolated stations that
calls concerning very important emergency relief matters or arrangements. All stations having occasion to use such channels shall change, as quickly as possible, to other frequencies for carrying on their communications.

(c) A 5-minute listening period for the first 5 minutes of each hour shall be uniformly observed for initial calls of major importance, both in the designated emergency calling channels and throughout the 1750-2050 kc. and 3500-4000 kc. bands. Only stations isolated or engaged in handling official traffic of the highest priority may continue with transmissions in these listening periods. No replies to calls or resumption of routine traffic shall be made in the 5-minute listening periods.

(d) The Commission may designate certain amateur stations to assist in promulgation of its emergency announcement, to police the 1750-2050 kc. and 3500-4000 kc. bands and to warn non-complying stations observed to be operating therein. The operators of those observing stations shall report fully to the Commission the identity of any stations failing to comply, after notice, with any of the pertinent provisions of this section. Such designated stations will act in an advisory capacity when able to provide information on emergency circuits. Their policing authority shall be limited to the transmission of information from responsible official sources, and full reports of non-compliance which may serve as a basis for investigation and action under section 626 of the Communications Act. Such policing authority shall apply only to the 1750-2050 kc. and 3500-4000 kc. bands. Individual policing transmissions shall refer to this section of the rules by number (12.150) and shall specify briefly and concisely the date and nature of the Commission’s declaration and the area and nature of the emergency. Policing observer stations shall not enter into discussions with other stations beyond the furnishing of essential facts relative to the emergency.

(e) The special conditions imposed under this section will cease to apply only after the Commission shall have declared such emergency to be terminated.

§ 12.157. Obscenity, indecency, profanity. No licensed radio operator or other person shall transmit communications containing obscene, indecent, or profane words, language, or meaning.

§ 12.158. False signals. No licensed radio operator shall transmit false or deceptive signals or communications by radio, or any call letter or signal which has not been assigned by proper authority to the radio station he is operating.

§ 12.159. Unidentified communications. No licensed radio operator shall transmit unidentified radio communications or signals.

§ 12.160. Interference. No licensed radio operator shall willfully or maliciously interfere with or cause interference to any radio communication or signal.

§ 12.101. Damage to apparatus. No licensed radio operator shall willfully damage, or cause or permit to be damaged, any radio apparatus or installation in any licensed radio station.

§ 12.192. Fraudulent licenses. No licensed radio operator or other person shall obtain or attempt to obtain, or assist another to obtain or attempt to obtain, an operator license by fraudulent means.

For the convenience of American and Canadian amateurs, the League maintains a QSL-card distributing system which operates through volunteer “District QSL Managers” in each call area. To secure such foreign cards as may be received for you, send your district manager a standard No. 10 stamped, self-addressed envelope. If you have reason to expect a considerable number of cards, put on an extra stamp so that it has a total of six cents postage. Your own name and address go in the customary place on the face, and your station call should be printed prominently in the upper left-hand corner. If you have held other calls in previous years, submit an envelope for each such call to the proper manager — there are many thousands of uncalled-for cards in the files. All incoming cards are routed by Hq. to the home district of the call shown in the address. Therefore, cards for portable operation in other districts should be obtained from the home district manager. Amateurs in the new WØ area should send envelopes to the W9 Manager until their calls are actually modified to carry the zero designator.

(See the “Foreign Notes” section of this issue of QST for the method of handling outgoing cards from W-K-VE amateurs to foreign countries.)

W1 — Jules T. Steiger, W1BGY, 231 Meadow St., Williamstown, Mass.

W2 — Henry W. Yahnel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Helmetta, N. J.

W3 — Maurice W. Downs, W3WU, 1311 Sheridan St., N. W., Washington 11, D. C.


W5 — L. W. May, jr., W5AJG, 9428 Hobart St., Dallas 18, Texas.

W6 — Horace R. Greer, W6TI, 414 Fairmount Ave., Oakland, Calif.

W7 — Frank E. Pratt, W7DXZ, 5023 So. Ferry St., Tacoma, Wash.

W8 — Fred W. Allen, W8GER, 1959 Riverside Drive, Dayton 5, Ohio.

W9 — F. Claude Moore, W9HLF, 1024 Henrietta St., Pekin, Ill.

WØ (as established) — Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main St., Caledonia, Minn.

VE1 — VE1FQ will resume service soon.

VE2 — C. W. Skarstedt, VE2DR, 3821 Girouard Ave., Montreal 28, P. Q.

VE3 — W. Bert Knowles, VE3QB, Lanark, Ont.

VE4 — c/o ARRL.

VE5 — H. R. Hough, VE5HR, 1785 Emerson St., Victoria, B. C.

K7 — J. W. McKinley, K7GSC, Box 1583, Juneau, Alaska.
A REVIEW of the development of the 144-Mc. converter to be described may prove interesting and will help to show where and to whom its construction will be beneficial. It is admitted that a couple of hams out in East Jaffrey working each other with very little outside interference would not feel the need of such a unit. However, in cities where the ham population may be quite dense something better than normal superregen selectivity is needed, and the addition of this unit ahead of the present superregenerative receiver may be an inexpensive answer to the QRM problem on two meters. Since the writer had a National One-Ten receiver already available it was used, although any superregenerative or f.m. receiver that will tune around thirty megacycles should work well.

Two events led to the construction of the converter. The first was the acquisition of a house located on top of Arlington Heights, a suburb of Boston. At an elevation of nearly 350 feet, one can look out over practically the entire area which is commonly called Greater Boston. The second event was, of course, the temporary re-opening of the 2½-meter band shortly after V-J Day with the resultant mad scramble to get back on the air. The writer made it in a single Sunday afternoon and the transmitter certainly looked it.

The receiver problem was easily solved by dragging the old faithful One-Ten off the shelf. This is a superregenerative receiver using a 954 r.f. stage, 955 superregenerative detector and two audio stages. When put into use, it became apparent immediately that my problem was not to bring in the stations but to cut out the ones that were not wanted. What with everyone on a single band, coupled with the fact that I can “see” every antenna within ten or twelve miles, 89 plus signals were a dime a dozen and about five such signals filled the entire band. They came in layers, and the bottom layers could not be heard until the top layers went off. Something better in the line of selectivity was needed quickly, but too much selectivity could not be used because practically every station was using a modulated oscillator.

Since the One-Ten was available, it seemed probable that a good way to improve its selectivity would be simply to lower the frequency at which the receiver operated through the use of a converter to change the 112-Mc. signal to somewhere around 30 to 40 Mc. There are two ways of doing this. One is to set the One-Ten dial to a fixed frequency and tune the h.f. oscillator of the converter. The other would be to use a fixed high-frequency oscillator on the converter and tune the intermediate frequency amplifier, which in this case would be the receiver. Since the receiver already has a very fine dial on it, it was decided to use the latter system. Although a self-controlled fixed-frequency oscillator could be used, it was decided that crystal-controlled excitation would be an added touch of refinement, to eliminate any possible
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While these simple converters were designed to increase the selectivity of the One-Ten, they should be ideal to extend the tuning range of f.m. superhets like the S-27 and S-36 to include the 144-Mc. band. The fixed-tune converter idea represents an easy way of obtaining 2-meter coverage with any receiver which will tune to around 30 Mc. or so, and the fact that no ganging of condensers is required should encourage those who are ordinarily deterred from any attempt at receiver work by a fear of the mechanical and electrical complications involved in tracking a series of tuned circuits.

Drift and allow accurate calibration of the dial. With present-day technique, this exciter should be relatively simple.

Accordingly, the converter shown mounted atop the One-Ten was developed. More detailed description of the components of this circuit will be given when we arrive at a description of the units used on 144-148 Mc. The crystal frequency, which is around 7 or 8 Mc., is tripled in the plate circuit of a 6AC7 oscillator and tripled again by a second 6AC7. This ninth harmonic is then coupled loosely into the grid of a 6AK5 mixer tube, beating with the signal to produce the i.f. voltage which is fed into the antenna post of the One-Ten receiver, which then receives it and demodulates it in the usual manner.

Avoiding "Birdies"

In selecting a crystal frequency, it must be remembered that harmonics of that crystal must not fall in or too near the edges of either the i.f. or r.f. bands to be used. If they do, dead spots will occur in the range to be covered exactly as though a strong carrier was being received. The first crystal frequency used was 8,444 Mc., the ninth harmonic of which was 76 Mc. This exciter frequency beating with the signal frequencies between 112 and 115.5 Mc. produced an i.f. range of 36 to 39.5 Mc. The fourth and fifth harmonics straddled the i.f. range while the 13th and 14th harmonics straddled the r.f. range. The i.f. range was covered by using the "F" coils plugged into the receiver. This setup worked very well and, with the able assistance of Mert Porter, WINBI, who did most of the operating at WICTW, W1DIX in Fall River, more than 50 miles to the south, was worked solid right through the middle of the local QRM.

A "bug" showed up, however, which had to be
Top view of the three-tube 144-Mc. converter using 10-meter crystal. Space is provided at the right of the mixer for addition of an r.f. stage.

cured. In the middle of the band at 114 Mc., there was a spot at which the background noise became very strong. It was apparent after a little figuring that at this spot the third harmonic of the superregenerative detector at 38 Mc. was being received as a signal at 114 Mc. In order to eliminate this, a new crystal at 7.91 Mc. was selected so that its harmonics straddled the i.f. and r.f. ranges and also relocated the i.f. range so that no harmonics of it were to be found in the r.f. range. This new crystal, multiplying by nine to 71.2 Mc., gave a new i.f. band from 40.8 to 44.3 Mc. This setup continued in use very satisfactorily until the band was shifted to 144-148 Mc.

Designs for 2 Meters

With the shifting of the band to two meters, it became necessary to rebuild the converter. To use the same order of intermediate frequencies as before, it became necessary to multiply to a higher frequency in the excitation stages. Also, it was considered desirable to use a crystal of a frequency which would be readily available to amateurs in case others cared to duplicate the apparatus. After checking harmonics carefully, a crystal was used whose frequency was 7.125 Mc. The 16th harmonic of this crystal would give an excitation frequency of 114 Mc. The beat note produced by combining this with the signal frequencies of the 144-148-Mc. band would produce an i.f. band of 30 to 34 Mc. which could be covered with the “F” coils in the One-Ten receiver. The circuit of this converter is shown in Fig. 1. Since this setup will operate well on the present two-meter band, details of its construction and operation will be given.

The chassis is made of aluminum bent-up into a U-shaped channel, 6 inches long by 4½ inches and 1½ inches high.

The crystal oscillator-multiplier stage is iden-
Fig. 2 — Schematic of 3-tube 2-meter converter, using 22-Mc. crystal.

C₁, C₅, C₇ = 500-μfd. mica.
C₂, C₆ = 100-μfd. mica.
C₃, C₄ = 15-μfd. (10 to 20) ceramic or mica.*
C₈ = 2-μfd. ceramic or mica.
C₁₁, C₁₂ = 50-μfd. mica. C₁₅, C₁₆, C₁₇ = 50-μfd. mica.
C₁₈ = 100-μfd. mica. L₁ — XR-50 coil form, ungrooved, 5 turns No. 16 enam., spaced ½ in. dia. of wire, center-tapped.
R₁ = 250,000-ohm, ½-watt. 3/32-inch wide, spaced 3/32-inch, center-tapped.
R₉ = 5000-ohm, ½-watt. L₆ — ½₆ turns of No. 14 copper wire, ½-inch in diameter.
R₈ = 5000-ohm, ½-watt. C₆, C₈ and C₁₀ should be selected in value so that plugs are fairly well out from center of coil at resonance.

whole converter literally sits on the antenna and ground posts. A double plug, National type FWF, can be used for making the connections as a matter of convenience. In some cases, it may improve the sensitivity of the converter to ground the proper point of the converter chassis, as found by trial, directly to the top cover of the One-Ten receiver cabinet.

Circuit Details

A word about the r.f. tanks used in the exciter circuits is now in order. As will be noted from the circuit diagram, these are tuned by small ceramic or mica fixed condensers. The frequency is varied by means of iron-core slugs made of special powdered iron developed for high-frequency use. The position of the core is varied by means of the screws projecting outside the front and back sides of the chassis. Conventional tank circuits might be substituted but these forms (National XR-50) are compact and handy. The centertap of the coil is by-passed to ground while the plate is connected to one end and the grid to the other. This connection is convenient and places the tube capacities in series across the tuned circuit instead of in parallel.

Decoupling resistors are used in the various plate circuits to reduce leakage of undesired harmonics. The value of the grid resistor in the crystal oscillator has been made high to insure strong oscillation and high harmonic output. The optimum value of the grid resistor in the multipliers for best harmonic output is about 100,000 ohms. If a triode is used as first detector, the plate voltage should be reduced by using a large plate resistor to get maximum mixer sensitivity. In the case of a 6F4, the best plate voltage would be about 20 volts. If a screen grid tube such as a 6AK5 tube is used, the same procedure should be followed with respect to the screen voltage. In the circuits using the 6AK5 with 200 volts plate supply, about ¾-megohm gave the best conversion sensitivity. It will be noticed that parallel feed is used in the plate circuit of the 6AK5 mixer. This is handy mechanically and places a load across the antenna coil which produces smoother operation of the receiver.

The mixer input tuned circuit is a conventional coil and condenser coupled to the antenna in the usual manner. It tunes very broadly and need not be retuned except for reception of very weak signals.

Simplification

It seemed that it should be possible to simplify the converter, as the three stages in the exciter section somehow seemed more of an elaboration than should be necessary. If the third multiplier could be eliminated and the entire exciter confined to the back half of the chassis, the mixer could be moved over to make room for an r.f. stage to be added later. A 20-meter crystal,
14,215 kc., and a 10-meter crystal, 28,444 kc., were found in the writer's prewar collection. The former could be used with only two tubes by using a pair of 6J6s and doubling three times, but this would require four tuned circuits. If the 10-meter crystal were used, we could use two miniature tubes and limit the number of tanks to three as before. This setup was tried and worked very well. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2. One half of the 6J6 serves as a ten-meter crystal oscillator, doubling in the second half, and then doubling again in a 6C4. When first tried the 10-meter crystal refused to oscillate. Remembering that it had been inactive for over three years, I washed it in carbon tetrachloride after which it oscillated freely. The grid of the second half of the 6J6 was excited to about twenty volts and it in turn, after doubling in the plate circuit, drove the grid of the 6C4 to about 25 or 30 volts. The 6C4 in turn produced about 10 volts of fourth harmonic on the grid of the 6AK5 before the r.f. input tank was connected. When the input tank circuit was connected to the 6AK5 grid and set to approximately the 2-meter band, the exciter voltage developed on the detector grid dropped to about 1 volt after retuning the 6C4 plate tank. This is sufficient to give good conversion when using grid-leak injection. A very high resistance voltmeter should be used for checking the grid voltages. The writer used a 500,000-ohm resistor in series with a 100-microampere meter with the resistor lead to the grid as short as possible to prevent detuning. It is also advisable to use a wavemeter to check harmonics—it is awfully easy to get lost in the harmonics, especially when using the 7-Mc. crystal.

Approximate checks were made on the sensitivity of the overall setup as compared to working straight through the One-Ten on 2 meters. The converter-receiver combination appears to have equal or slightly better sensitivity than the One-Ten alone, on the basis of the input required to give a 6-dB reduction in background noise. Since improved selectivity was the object rather than improved sensitivity, the converter accomplishes its purpose.

The selectivity is quite broad as compared to low-frequency communications receivers. At 10 db. down, it is about 200 kc. wide. Certainly, no transmitter in a crowded v.h.f. section has any right to take up any more space than that! The average modulated oscillator is readable by detuning off the center of the carrier, although quite often it is necessary to detune so far that the background noise comes up to make an S8 signal sound like S4. The poorest oscillators are just out of luck, while crystal or v.f.o. stations like W8CLS/1, W1AKD, W1CWZ, W1EL and W3BSY/1 really stand out and are truly beautiful to listen to. A stable S9-plus signal like W3BSY/1 can be tuned in and out completely in nine of the 150 dial divisions, although Harrison lives less than a quarter of a mile away. It is interesting to note that the modulated-oscillators using QST's so-called "strap" oscillator tank have considerably better than average stability. It should be pointed out that the dial of the One-Ten receiver can be calibrated with respect to the 144-148-Mc. band with the aid of harmonics of the crystal oscillator and a little interpolation.

In closing, it should be pointed out that the unit described is not the ultimate. The present unit might possibly be reduced to two tubes by using a 6J6 in place of the 6C4 and using the second half of it as a first detector to replace the 6AK5. The addition of a good r.f. stage would be very much worthwhile. This might well be a broad-band fixed-tune affair, to avoid adding mechanical complications. Also, it should be remembered that this is only one approach to the subject of 2-meter receivers and it is hoped that interest will be stimulated in further investigation of the subject. Let us anticipate that some day all that has been accomplished on 5 and 2½ meters will also be accomplished and surpassed on this new 2-meter band.

Attention: Ten-Meter Operators!

This issue carries the story of the work at the National Bureau of Standards in accumulating and analyzing radio propagation data with the ultimate aim of increasing the scope and accuracy of predictions of radio transmission conditions. It becomes evident on reading the account that one reason—probably the determining one—why so much progress was made during the war period is simply this: The volume and variety of regularly-contributed data were increased tremendously by the establishment of new ionosphere-sounding stations in widely different parts of the world and by observing programs such as the one in which ARRL cooperated.

Quantity and variety are just what amateurs are in a position to supply. Simply because we exist in large numbers over practically the whole face of the globe, we can collect data that could not be obtained otherwise without the expenditure of astronomical sums of money. Furthermore, the data needed are generated by the normal operation of amateur stations.

It seemed such a shame for the possibilities to go to waste that we recently put to the Bureau the question of how amateurs could help. The
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(Concluded on page 188)
BOARD MEETING

The ARRL Board of Directors will have its annual meeting at Hartford on May 10th. Your director (name and address in the front of any QST) will be glad to have your suggestions for the betterment of the craft.

At this writing the Board’s agenda are still incomplete and we do not know with finality what topics will be up for discussion. There is a proposal, sponsored by several directors, to re-arrange the thirteen ARRL divisions in the United States into ten new ones coinciding with the new FCC amateur call areas. One defect in the ARRL system is that there is gross inequality in the number of amateurs contained in our various divisions, each represented by a single director’s voice. Since the redistricting of call areas has been done on a basis much closer to uniform population distribution, we would come much closer to proportional representation in our affairs on such a plan. On the other hand, the areas and the traveling distances would be increased in some of the more sparsely populated divisions. . . . A major question at this year’s Board meeting, of course, will be the matter of accelerating the return of the amateur bands. . . . Unquestionably, also, the question of the division of operating privileges between types of emission and classes of operator license will be up for attention. The war years having intervened since our rules were last overhauled in such respects, it may be expected that they will come in for a thorough discussion with a view to re-adjusting our regulations to fit the modern scene.

Your director would like to know how your thinking goes on such subjects and to have the benefit of any other suggestions you care to offer. Write him.

PROSPECTS

With the opening of 60% of the 80-meter band, ARRL efforts now concentrate on the return of the remainder of that band and of 40 and 20. The work of clearing our bands progresses, and we are getting particularly pleasing cooperation from the AAF. It takes time, and unfortunately the international situation does not inspire the too-rapid tearing down of circuits, but we are hoping to improve on the estimated dates, particularly concerning the rest of the 80-meter band. The outlook for 40 and 20 continues to be the expectation of the return of substantial parts of each by midsummer. There are indications of considerable bustle, particularly concerning 20, both in Washington and in the various theaters. Since this is an Allied problem, indications from other countries are useful indexes, and the signs here are good too: RSGB reports signs of activity in England and we learn that the French Government is making a move intended to result in the return of 20 to its amateurs.

It is pretty disgusting to listen in on 14 Mc. and be able to hear the amateurs of practically every country on earth except the Allies, enjoying the current quite grand performance of this band. You of course wonder how that can be. The answer is that most of this operation is in countries that either have had small stake in this war or have small continuing obligations in the present picture — so they feel free to cut their hams loose, while the Allied countries still have the military establishments and the bases and the millions of men overseas. While we feel that the military are collaborating with us as well as their system permits, we agree with you that these matters move with appalling slowness, and that there are probably many circuits being maintained for which there is not true justification. By midyear, however, there should be a very great improvement in the situation.

Don’t get your hopes too high for any early action on the proposed new 21-Mc. band. This is a United States proposal but it is in a portion of the spectrum subject to international treaty and, at least theoretically, it cannot be made available to us until the effective date of the next revision of the international regulations by a world conference. It is hoped to hold that conference within a year but the effective date for a 21-Mc. band is possibly as far away as late 1947. As a matter of fact, FCC has not yet issued its final decisions for the U. S. proposals for postwar allocation below 25 Mc. — and you may note that it coppers itself in all allocations below 25 Mc. by pointing out that they remain subject to these final determinations. However, there is every reason to believe that the 21-Mc. U. S. proposal will remain firmly in the picture. ARRL has been hard at work building up support for this proposal in the leading amateur countries of the world, with quite encouraging results: support has been promised in many quarters and prospects are excellent that some other major nations will in fact sponsor the same proposal.

The FCC (or FCC-TRAC) decisions on frequencies below 25 Mc. will be of further interest in indicating the final fate of 160, on which
ARRL now has a brief pending before FCC. Meanwhile, British amateurs were opened on 1800-2000 kc. on March 15th but with power restricted to 10 watts and with the band subject to abrupt withdrawal if there be interference to other services, particularly to loran operated in those parts by U. S. services. However, the action of the British Government points up the suggestion in the ARRL brief that a shared use of this band is possible. And, as we said therein, it is not yet demonstrated that loran is the ideal permanent system nor that it is in the right place in the spectrum.

(For later news on the 80-meter band, see "It Seems to Us . . . " )

RENEWAL APPLICATIONS

On the editorial page in March QST we told you that FCC would like to receive renewal applications from amateurs in certain regions during March and April. Last month we were obliged to tell you that licensing was proceeding so slowly that you should QRX for further word. We can now report that the situation is so improved that, although there remains a goodly backlog, FCC can look ahead to the time when it can entertain certain renewal applications. Consulting with the FCC staff, we now suggest that renewal applications be filed by the following groups at the following times:

1) Amateurs whose calls are to be changed to W0 upon renewal may file during the month of May. This embraces the states of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota.

2) Amateurs living in all other areas where calls are to be changed upon renewal may apply during June. This embraces Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Kentucky, W9 Michigan, Nevada, W3 New Jersey, W8 New York, the Pacific possessions, W8 Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Utah, Virginia, Virgin Islands.

3) Amateurs living in areas not enumerated above are requested to continue to stand by for further word.

All those applying for renewal should remember to attach any valid FCC licenses held, station or operator or both.

Don’t worry about the May 15th date for the expiration of our present operating authority. It will surely be extended.

RECENT ASSIGNMENTS

FCC on March 13th and 29th assigned three additional bands for amateur use. Although you already know the story through W1AW, here are the details for the record.

The band 235-240 Mc. was opened immediately for A1-2-3-4 and f.m. This is our new 1½-meter band. It is an interim assignment, expected to be effective until January 1, 1949, pursuant to a small Anglo-American treaty which makes temporary provision in that part of the spectrum for radar distance indicators. About the first of 1949 these devices are to be removed from that neighborhood and we may expect to be shifted to the band permanently earmarked for us, 220-225 Mc.

FCC also opened for our use the band 27.185 to 27.455 Mc. This is what we have called the "QRM band," primarily assigned for scientific, industrial and medical apparatus, but which FCC in its allocation decisions said we might be free to make such use of as we could. It is open for A0-1-2-3-4 and f.m. emissions, thus permitting so-called duplex 'phone operation. These are the only amateur frequencies below 144 Mc., where either unmodulated carriers or A2 operation are permitted. This subject is further discussed in an editorial this month.

The big news, of course, was the opening of most of the 80-meter band on April 1st. First stipulated in Order 130-D of March 13th to be 3700-4000 kc. and open only in continental United States, it was expanded by Order 130-E on March 29th to cover 3625-4000 kc. and be available not only in continental U. S. but in Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is. For the history of this matter, see this month’s editorial page. These are our first frequencies below 25 Mc. since our reactivation. The whole range is open to c.w., and the portion 3900-4000 kc. is available for A3 'phone to stations whose licenses have Class A operating privileges and provided the station is operated by a Class A operator. Real c.w. operating fun it! here again! Still denied Hawaii and the Pacific area generally, it is hoped that this band can be opened there soon.

Effective April 1st two changes were made in the 10-meter band to accord with our new rules of that date. For no good reason, a.m. 'phone had been denied the top 200 kc. of this band, but now it has them and the assignment now reads 28.1 to 29.7 Mc. Get up on that top edge, some of you fellows! The portion open to f.m. has hertofore started with the odd figure 28.95 Mc. This was rounded out to an even 29 Mc., and f.m. 'phone and telegraphy may now be used in the top 700 kc. of the band.

Some of our previous f.m. authorizations have been confined to telephony, although some others included telegraphy. All these now have been uniformly expanded to cover f.m. emissions which are either "radiotelephone transmissions" or "radiotelegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency-modulation techniques."

Because Order 130-E recites all our operating authorizations as of April 1st, we quote its "ordering" portion as a summary of the score to that date:

May 1946
It is HEREBY ORDERED THAT the second ordering clause of Order No. 130-A, as amended by Order No. 130-B, 130-C and 130-D, be and it is hereby further amended to read as follows:

2. (a) The following frequency bands are available for use for amateur station operation, subject to the limitations and restrictions set forth herein:

(1) 3825 to 4000 Kc., using type A1 emission, and, on frequencies 3900 to 4000 Kc., type A2 emission, subject to the restriction that A3 emission may be used only by an amateur station which is licensed to an amateur operator holding Class A privileges and then only when operated and controlled by an amateur operator holding Class A privileges. This band may be used for amateur station operation on and after, but not before, April 1, 1946, 3:00 A.M. Eastern Standard Time. Use of this band is restricted to amateur stations within the continental limits of the United States, the territories of Alaska and Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

(2) 27,185 to 27,455 Mc., using types A0, A1, A2, A3 and A4 emissions, and also special emissions for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques). This band is subject to use also for operation of scientific, industrial, and medical apparatus.

(3) 28.0 to 29.7 Mc., using type A1 emission.

(4) 28.1 to 29.7 Mc., using type A2 emission.

(5) 29.0 to 29.7 Mc., using special emission for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques).

(6) 50.0 to 54.0 Mc., using types A1, A2, A3 and A4 emissions and, on frequencies 52.5 to 54.0 Mc., special emission for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques).

(7) 144 to 148 Mc., using types A1, A2, A3 and A4 emissions for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques). The portion of this band between 146.5 and 148 Mc. shall not be used, however, by any amateur station located within 50 miles of Washington, D. C., Seattle, Washington, or Honolulu, T. H.

(8) 225 to 240 Mc., using types A1, A2, A3 and A4 emissions and special emissions for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques).

(9) 240 to 330 Mc., 1218 to 1295 Mc., 2300 to 2460 Mc., 8225 to 8305 Mc., 10,000 to 10,500 Mc., and 21,000 to 22,000 Mc., using on these six bands, types A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 emissions and special emissions for frequency modulation (radio telephone transmissions and radio telegraph transmissions employing carrier shift or other frequency modulation techniques). Peak antenna power on the band 240 to 430 Mc. shall not exceed 50 watts.

(b) No frequencies other than those assigned in this order shall be used for amateur operation.

CANADIAN ASSIGNMENTS

The Canadian Department of Transport matched FCC on March 13th in the matter of the band openings reported in the item above and went them one better: It opened to Canadian amateurs, on April 1st, the additional frequencies 50 watts, and subject to the condition that there be no interference to U. S. military radio services. The geographical distance from the remaining U. S. military operations makes possible the contemplation of an operating privilege for the relatively small number of Canadian amateurs that we in this country cannot yet enjoy. This proposal was submitted to and approved by our War Department. The Canadian action should have the collateral effect of speeding the return of these frequencies to U. S. amateurs too.

With this one exception, the frequency limits in Canada and the United States are now the same, although the assignment of the 11-meter band is on a temporary basis, possibly awaiting the ratification of the next world conference, and 10-meter 'phone is authorized only subject to station inspection and approval.

The authorized types of emission in Canada vary somewhat from the U. S. F. M. 'phone is permitted only above 52.5 Mc. and F. M. telegraphy only above 144 Mc. The 10- and 11-meter bands are open only to A1 and A3. There are no provisions for A4 and A5. The provision for 75-meter 'phone, confined to stations entitled to that privilege, is temporarily restrained to the frequencies 3900–4000 kc. until the whole band is released to U. S. amateurs. At that time, qualified Canadian amateurs will be authorized to use A3 on 3800–4000 kc., the same as prewar, and the power limitation on 3500–3700 will be removed.

The Canadian Government is prepared to join the United States Government on a moment’s notice in the return of the amateur 7- and 14-Mc. bands.

The Canadian operator license exists in but one grade, the Amateur Certificate of Proficiency in Radio, and remains in force indefinitely or until new examination may be required by a change in law or treaty. All amateur station licenses expire on March 31st each year and must be renewed for the following 12 months.

All amateur calls with the suffix RI apparently are being reserved for the use of Canadian radio inspectors and the few amateurs with that combination are suffering a change of calls.

ATTACH YOUR CURRENT LICENSE

Whenever you have an existing valid FCC license, either operator or station, and are an applicant for either type — new, renewed or modified — you must attach and return it (or them) to FCC with your application. That is because any of these actions of FCC results in automatic extension of the existing license, so are you LICENSED?

- When joining the League or renewing your membership, it is important that you show whether you have an amateur license, either station or operator. Please state your call and/or the class of operator license held, that we may verify your classification.

ARE YOU LICENSED?

- Are you licensed?
the old one(s) must be surrendered. Failure to return the old license is causing hundreds of amateurs delay in getting new tickets. If you have just an operator license now, and are applying for a station license, you still must return the operator ticket, because FCC is going to give you a new combination license for a new term of five years. You'll save yourself an awful lot of grief and delay if you remember this.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS DISCHARGED FROM THE MILITARY SERVICES

The requirement of continuous membership in the League for eligibility to ARRL offices has been waived for members serving in the uniform of the United States. See particulars on page 39 of QST for July last. Those desirous of taking advantage of this arrangement are required to claim the right when renewing membership, stating the beginning and ending dates of their military service.

IN QST for May, 1921, the leading technical article, "The Antenna" by John C. Stroebel, Jr., 8ZW, deals with the flat-top Marconi antennas commonly used these days. . . . A western amateur challenges our claim that a c.w. set can be put in as cheaply as spark, mile for mile. Edith Warner accepts the challenge in "The $100 C.W. Set," recommending four UV-202a, push-pull in pairs, self-rectifying, in a Hartley circuit, as being capable of out-performing any 1-kw. spark. Incidentally, each tube requires a $2 rheostat and a $1.75 socket . . . F. S. Huddy, 111, reports on three different c.w. transmitter circuits in "C.W. For the Amateur." . . . L. W. Hatry, 5KN, of Port Arthur, Texas, describes his regenerative tuner in a letter to the editor. . . . Walter S. Lemmon, in a Radio Club of America paper, explains the synchronous "Regenerator Converter," a device to change direct current to any desired voltage and alternating frequency.

Station descriptions include Gurdon Hight's 4BQ at Rome, Georgia, which boasts a 125-foot tower supporting the high end of a 90-foot 8-wire cage antenna 8 ½ feet in diameter . . . 3XM, at Princeton (until recently 3DH) has a 40,000-volt transformer weighing 500 pounds, a glass-dielectric condenser weighing 300 pounds and an antenna slung between a 150-foot steeple and a hundred-foot stack. 3XM's signals have been copied in all but eight states.

There is a vast display of interesting advertising. New gear advertised includes the Tuska moulded variometer, Cunningham tubes, the Westinghouse RA-DA combination receiver, a Magnavox speaker for "radiophone concerts," and the new A-P rectifier tube which will pass 75 ma.

Irving Vermilya, lHAA, has the operating honors with 608 messages handled, the greatest number ever reported for a single month . . . The Washington's Birthday Relay, under 9XE, was successful and a message from President Harding was relayed by Citizen Radio to all parts of the country . . . 1AW won a close decision over 1TS and 4EA as the best recorder in the January QSS tests . . . Phillip R. Coursey reports the failure of the February transatlantic test, in which 25 U. S. amateurs transmitted coded signals listened for by 250 British amateurs. While no American was unquestionably heard, many extremely faint 200-meter c.w. signals, too weak to read, were received. Some of the British contestants used as many as eight or ten stages of amplification. Oscillating receivers caused much QRM. We have tested most British circuits and know them to be inferior to our variometer-tuned regenerators, and "we would bet a new spring hat that if a good U. S. amateur with such a set and an Armstrong Super could be sent to England, reception of U. S. amateurs would straightway become commonplace."

The Second District Convention in New York City was the biggest amateur radio affair ever held as over five thousand persons attended exhibits and meetings during the three-day conclave in March. One of the features of the convention was the reception, via NAA, of a message of greeting and good wishes to the amateurs from President Harding.

ARRL is paying off its bonds, reimbursing those good amateurs who, two years ago, lent their League the hard coin to purchase QST and to get going again. When we get through, our bank balance is going to be as low as a 60-cycle growl. But we'll get by and gradually we'll accumulate a reserve for new work. One of the first things we want to do is to publish a real textbook helpful to every amateur and to the new people "who, in increasing numbers, are taking up Citizen Wireless."

Attention, Foreign Hams

*When you hear such an American call as W1UE/1 it means that W1UE is operating in portable or mobile status somewhere in the W1 area. The greatest likelihood is that he is operating his home fixed station at a different location than shown on his prewar license and is applying the rules for portable status while awaiting license modification. He has to sign that way — every time — but the /1 is not part of his actual call and you don't have to use it in calling him. Even some W amateurs don't seem to know that.
A Wide-Range Test Oscillator
A Generator Delivering Sine- or Square-Wave Output

BY CHARLES F. LOBER, RT1c, USCG, * WSICO

Wide-range oscillators generating signals at frequencies extending from those low in the audio range into the low- or medium-r.f. region have many uses in the laboratory and on the test bench. The one shown in the photographs has been tested thoroughly and considerable time was spent in its construction and overcoming original weaknesses.

The frequency range of an oscillator of this type is practically unlimited. As described, it covers from 17 to 218,000 cycles per second, and delivers a power output of about one watt. Either sine-wave output with very good wave form or square-wave output may be obtained which makes it useful for a wide variety of applications. A square-wave generator is very useful in checking distortion in audio amplifiers and in television work and, should the unit be used for code practice, the square-wave output provides a tone much more pleasant and untiring to copy. This type of wave snaps the speaker or headphones diaphragm back and forth much more sharply than a sine wave.

The frequency stability of this unit is excellent. No consequential drift in frequency is encountered from the time the tubes become warm enough for cathode emission until the unit has been in operation for several hours. Power tools running off the same line may cause sufficient voltage fluctuation to vary the output amplitude slightly, but no frequency shift is noticeable.

The Circuit

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The operation of the oscillator depends upon inverse feedback. The output of the 6K6 is fed back to the 6SJ7 exactly 180 degrees out of phase. With care in construction and spacing, no phase shift will be encountered. Frequency is determined by the capacitance of the tuning condensers and the values of the resistors in the Wien bridge circuit. As a result, changes in temperature or voltage have negligible effect on the frequency.

The variable condenser, C1, used to tune the Wien bridge circuit was obtained from a broadcast receiver. One of heavy construction and good insulation should be chosen. All contacts should be thoroughly cleaned and the insulating material should be free from dirt and corrosion. The gang should have four sections of 450 to 500 µfd., per section. Two sections at each end of the condenser are connected in parallel to form the two legs of the bridge.

An important factor is the ratio of maximum to minimum capacitance of the variable condenser to obtain maximum frequency range for each band. The minimum capacitance should be as small as possible, striving towards a ten-to-one ratio. All padders should be removed or opened. A mica padder, C3, is used to balance the two sections to compensate for capacitance to ground and tube capacitance.

The frame of the condenser is insulated from ground, and because it is at grid potential and on the lowest-frequency bands may be 15 megohms above ground, no attempt should be made to use the instrument without a metal cabinet completely enclosing the unit.

The dial is a National Velvet with the knob in front of the usual dial plate in back of a piece of celluloid four inches square. The calibration is marked on a piece of paper cemented to the face of the dial. A diagonal across the celluloid serves as the index.

Adjustments

Resistors R1 and R2 are determining factors in the accuracy and wave-form of this instrument. Of primary importance is the close match between each pair of resistors. Each pair should be matched within at least 0.5 percent. If each band is calibrated separately, the exact value is not critical, except that each pair should be matched. If the same dial calibration is used, and resistors have exact values of 10 megohms, 1 megohm, 100,000 ohms, 10,000 ohms, etc., a switch plate marked X1, X10, X100, etc., can be used. Under these conditions the condenser ratio must be ten to one, otherwise complete frequency coverage cannot be obtained.

The three-watt lamp, R4, is used to control
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the feedback automatically. No glow will be noticed on the higher-frequency bands, but on the low-frequency bands a slight color will show. It is almost impossible to get good wave form without this bulb, and it should not be placed near a resistor which may get hot since its operation will be affected.

The value of Rs is very critical. The correct value may vary from 1000 to 3500 ohms, depending chiefly upon the characteristics of the particular bulb used at R4. A good method of selecting the correct value is to check with an oscilloscope, noting the wave form. At values too high, harmonic distortion is very pronounced. As the value is reduced, the wave approaches a perfect sine-shape. As the value is decreased still further, the output falls off and if too low, oscillation may cease or may not be constant over the entire capacity range. Slightly different settings may be noticed on different bands, but the low-frequency bands are more critical and should be favored. A setting will be found which gives good results on all bands. This resistor is placed underneath the chassis, since once adjusted for the particular bulb in use, no further attention should be necessary.

Resistor R20 will have some value at which square waves will be most nearly approached.
Plan view of the chassis showing the tuning condenser at the center, power supply in the upper right-hand corner and the shielded range switch in the lower left.

The value is not as critical as in the case of $R_s$, but should be adjusted in the same manner. These two resistors are the only ones which may cause headaches, since their values can upset the unit to a high degree.

Variable output is obtained by the use of $R_p$. Variations in output power results in no frequency change because of the use of the isolation amplifier. A 6SJ7 and a 6K6 are used in this amplifier. The power output is limited to about 1 watt by the triode connection and heavy inverse feedback. This is done with the idea of providing an amplifier with as little frequency discrimination as possible. As near as could be determined very little difference in gain is noticeable between the highest and the lowest frequencies.

Transformer output could be substituted for the capacity-resistance output circuit shown but the frequency range of the oscillator will be reduced, of course. On the lowest frequencies, resonant peaks may cause trouble, while the high frequency output will be limited unless a good output transformer is used.

If it is desired to use the oscillator for code practice, a key jack can be inserted between this lamp and ground. Very good keying can be obtained except at the very-lowest frequencies where rapid keying is not possible because of the thermal action of the bulb in its rather slow heating and cooling. This causes a slight frequency drift until the bulb reaches its normal color. On normal code-oscillator frequencies from 200 to 2000 cycles or higher, this action is not noticeable.

Calibration

In calibrating the instrument, a capacity checker should be used to balance the sections of the gang condenser. All of leads except the lead to grid of the tube should be disconnected and the mica trimmer adjusted until both sections have the same capacity.

The best method of calibration is to use another oscillator and an oscilloscope. One oscillator should be connected to the vertical plates and the other to the horizontal plates. At identical frequencies a single oval pattern will appear on the screen. To calibrate out of the range of the oscillator used as a standard, ratios or harmonics may be used. With the standard at 20,000 cycles, if five waves appear on the screen, the second frequency will thus be 100,000 cycles, etc. The oscillator used as a standard should be matched against 60-cycle power frequency to check its calibration. 60-cycle power waves also can be used to check calibration of the new oscillator up to the point where ratios become so great that the possibility of error becomes high.

Power Supply

The power supply is standard, except that good filtering is required; 250 volts at 65 Mc. will handle the requirements. If the power supply is built on the same chassis with the unit, it should be shielded on top of the chassis as well as below.

Trouble may be encountered on the low-frequency bands if pick-up from the power supply occurs. The output of the oscillator will beat with stray pick-up from the 60-cycle source and cause "wowing" or wave distortion. This will be particularly noticeable if the cabinet is removed during operation. A shield around the frequency-determining resistor bank also will be advisable.

If care is taken in calibration, and good construction is followed, an extremely accurate instrument can be built, which will hold its calibration indefinitely.

Small components are placed underneath the chassis. The filter chokes are in the shielding compartment in the upper left-hand corner.

About the Author

Sometimes it's almost impossible to obtain information for this column and in the case of Chas. F. Lober, W8ICO, the results of our unceasing efforts hit a new low in the statistical department. The sum total of our information consists of two facts: (a) OM Lober hails from Mansfield, Ohio and (b) he is an RT 1/c aboard a Coast Guard destroyer escort stationed at Balboa.
Power Control Circuits in Amateur Transmitters

A Suggestion on Power-Supply Interconnecting Wiring

BY MYRON E. LAWSON, * W9BQZ/2

This story is intended for newcomers to amateur radio or old hands planning a new rig. The author confesses that most of it has been scattered through the pages of past issues of QST, but it is a good symposium of “what every new ham should know,” and it may even give some old timers a few helpful hints.

With so many amateurs returning to activity and so many new hams joining our ranks, this seems like a good time to do a little rehashing of the subject of the 115-volt wiring in a typical amateur transmitter. No high hopes are held that every reader will agree with the recommendations, nor is that the intention, but it is felt that the general ideas can serve as a good guide for newcomers to the game.

The writer has never been greatly impressed by the often-recommended technique of placing the plate-supply primary switch in one side of the line after the filament supply switch “so the plate power cannot be applied until the filament switch is on.” This precaution is of limited value because it does not prevent such improper operation as:

(a) Closing the plate switch immediately after closing the filament switch before the filaments have reached the correct temperature.

(b) Closing the plate switch first through error and then switching both plate and filament power on together with the filament switch.

(c) Turning off the rig by opening the filament switch. This is probably the worst of all because no immediate harm is done, yet there is no warning of the trouble to come when the filament switch is thrown the next time.

True, the suggested circuit also has these same defects, but at least the operator’s caution is not influenced by the belief that the circuit is foolproof. In the new transmitter planned at W9BRZ it is proposed to equip the filament switch with a narrow vertical “ring” guard over the switch handle. One is not likely to reach under a guard to operate a switch without thinking twice, even during those early morning skeds. Probably the real answer is for some benevolent manufacturer to make available to us a pair of switches mounted together and so constructed that No. 2 cannot be closed until No. 1 is closed and No. 1 cannot be opened until No. 2 is opened. Also, No. 1 should have a 20- to 30-second timer delaying the operation of No. 2 when No. 1 is first closed. Some will prefer more elaborate relay and/or vacuum tube circuits here, but it should be remembered that convenience is obtained in this way only at the expense of more possible points of failure.

The diagram in Fig. 1 shows how the filament circuits of a complete transmitter can be wired. A single plug, mounted at the rear of the transmitter, is used to take the power from a flexible power line which ends in a receptacle at the transmitter. A Master Filament Switch, probably mounted on the panel of the largest and heaviest power supply, must be closed before any filament circuit in the transmitter can be energized. Separate filament switches on the power supplies and r.f. units are normally closed, but they are included for use at times when every unit in the transmitter is not in service, as during c.w. and low-powered operation. The filament switches on r.f. units can be omitted if these units are always closed.
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in use. If a bias supply is used, its filament and high-voltage circuits should be turned on with the filaments on the other units, since the lag in its

**Fig. 2.** A single Master Plate Switch mounted on one of the power supplies has to be closed before the Send-Receive Switch takes over its function of switching the primaries of all plate transformers and the antenna change-over and receiver-shorting relays. A further refinement, not shown in the diagram, is a Phone-C.W. Switch that opens the primaries to the modulator and speech power supplies and controls a high-voltage relay that switches the plate lead of the final amplifier from one terminal to the other of the secondary of the modulation transformer.

The plate-supply and send-receive switching is shown in Fig. 2. Here, nothing in this circuit can be energized until the Master Plate Switch is closed. Individual switches in each power-transformer primary are provided for limited operation as mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The Send-Receive Switch controls the primaries of all power transformers, and it would also handle an antenna send-receive relay and a relay used to short the input of the receiver during "transmit." A further refinement, for the operator who requires quick switching from phone to c.w. and back, would be a 'phone-c.w. switch controlling a relay that opens the modulator and speech power supplies and a high-voltage relay that switches the plate lead of the final amplifier from the "hot" end of the modulation-transformer secondary to the "cold" end. This latter relay must be insulated well enough to ground to stand better than twice the final plate voltage. For this reason, it is probably a luxury item that would be included only in the more elaborate transmitters.

The reason for the dual wiring system is to keep the voltage drop caused by the plate transformer loads confined to the house wiring, in order to minimize the effect on filament voltages. Where this scheme is used a few words of caution are indicated. Do not run twin cables to wall sockets on different house-wiring circuits that are separately fused! The house fuse in the line to the filament transformers and bias supply may be blown, leaving the plate power on. Also, precautions should be taken against plugs working loose from the wall sockets. A good trick where locking-type plugs and sockets are not used is to place a small screw hook adjacent to the wall socket and tie a loop of stout cord to the plug neck or to the cable at the plug. The loop should be just long enough to slip over the hook when the plug is seated properly.

Another rule worth repeating here is that when "looking" at the end of a wire or cable toward the source of power, the connector should be a receptacle. Aside from the danger of shock from live plug tips, it is very easy to blow a house fuse by shorting the plug on the chassis or cabinet while attempting to insert the plug in a socket.

For wiring the power circuits, No. 12 wire is adequate up to powers of about 600 watts. Above this, the plate power leads should be of No. 10 wire.

While we are touching on some phases of the subject of safe design practices, it might be timely to take a look at Mr. H. H. Massy's article in Hints and Kinks of April, 1942. For those who do not have this issue of QST handy, Mr. Massy pointed out that where the power-supply negative high voltage is connected to the chassis and distributed to other chassis through a ground wire, the full plate voltage can appear between the power-supply chassis and the chassis connected to the cathode of the tube having the positive high voltage on its plate, if the ground wire becomes disconnected. In the new transmitter planned by the writer this principle will receive full consideration.

Other protective devices that can be incorporated are listed below:

1. Overload relays with through-panel reset buttons in the high-voltage and modulator power supplies.

2. Underload relay with winding in one side of the modulation transformer secondary lead and the contacts in the driver plate-supply primary lead.

3. The usual two-colored pilot lights on each power-supply panel to indicate when the filament and plate circuits are on.

4. The cabinet rack grounded to a good water-pipe ground and the ground wire continued up the side of the cabinet, connected to each chassis under a wing nut. The ground wire should be about No. 10 or a heavy copper bus.

5. Bleeder resistors of ample size on each power supply output.

6. A test pick always connected to ground and ready to use each time the cabinet door is opened, to check for charged filter condensers before anything is touched. The wallop from a discharging filter may be brief, but so is lightning!
Radio Propagation Work at the National Bureau of Standards

Progress in the Field of Forecasting Transmission Conditions

BY NEWBERN SMITH,* EX-W3QY, AND RICHARD SILBERSTEIN,* W3JQP

This is the story of the war job done by the National Bureau of Standards on radio propagation. Centralizing the basic work in this field for the Army and Navy, it developed techniques for predicting the best frequencies to be used anywhere in the world at any time of day, and put out such predictions as a regular service.

Some of the value of this work may be judged by the story — a typical one — of an engineer who shall be nameless, just returned from overseas, who asked a radio propagation instructor to kick him. It seems that he and some other engineers had just spent two months conducting transmission tests 24 hours a day in an attempt to determine the best frequencies for use over a certain transmission path during the Teheran Conference. He then found out that he could have obtained the answer after 15 minutes of paper work if the IRPL predictions had been available to him at the time.

Research in radio propagation at the National Bureau of Standards began with the work of Dr. L. W. Austin in 1909 on the then prevalently used low and very low frequencies; the famous Austin-Cohen formula was published in 1911. Early in the next decade radio engineers and amateurs discovered that higher frequencies than those previously used were capable of transmitting over great distances using phenomenally low power. The amateurs in fact pioneered in this discovery.

It was proved that these waves were not traveling over the earth's surface but were leaving the earth obliquely and being reflected back to places at great distances from the transmitter. It appeared that reflection of these "sky waves" was taking place from an ionized region of the upper atmosphere whose existence had been suggested some time before by Kennelly in this country and by Heaviside in England. This region was at first called the "Kennelly-Heaviside layer," but was later found to consist of several layers, the whole region being subsequently called the "ionosphere."

Because of its interest in radio wave propagation the Bureau began studying the ionosphere in the 1920s. By means of pulse equipment of the type used by Breit and Tuve to obtain echoes from the ionosphere (equipment and techniques which were later destined to be incorporated in radar), the regular reflections obtained from directly overhead were measured and the heights of the ionosphere on various frequencies were obtained thereby at various times of the day. It was found that at any given time of day, radio waves above some value of frequency striking the ionosphere at vertical incidence would no longer be reflected but would pass on through. There seemed to be some relationship between these "critical frequencies" observed at vertical incidence and frequencies which, for transmission at oblique incidence to places at a given distance along the earth's surface, became critical in the sense that above a certain value for that distance they also would not return to earth but were said to "skip." The practical result of "skipping" was that in radio communication, operating frequencies which were too high for prevailing conditions in the ionosphere would not be received.

An exhaustive mathematical study was made at the Bureau of the relationship between oblique- and vertical-incidence reflection from the ionosphere and a fairly exact relationship was developed which has stood the test of time. Just before the war a rapid empirical method was developed at the Bureau whereby "maximum usable frequencies" for radio transmission over any distance could be evolved, by use of distance factors, from critical frequencies observed at vertical incidence on ionosphere recorders.
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Meanwhile, during the 1930s it was noted that average or median values of critical frequencies followed regular diurnal and seasonal characteristics and furthermore that their 12-month running average had a linear relationship to the 12-month running average of sunspot numbers. Thus it became possible by estimating sunspot-cycle trends to predict average or median maximum usable frequencies for any period in the future. In the years just prior to the war the Bureau was publishing, both in QST and in the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, predictive charts of maximum usable frequencies for use in the United States, based upon vertical-incidence data received at Washington. They appeared in QST under the title “Predictions of Useful Distances for Amateur Radio Communication,” and in Proc. I. R. E. under the title “The Ionosphere and Radio Transmission.” Also, at this time, data were being received from the ionosphere stations operated by the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, at Huancayo, Peru, and Watheroo, W. Australia, and studied to determine probable effects of geographic location.

Another activity which began in the early 1930s was the continuous recording of received field intensities of broadcast and short-wave stations throughout the world. These records furnished direct relationships between the ionospheric measurements and actual radio propagation conditions. Many interesting effects were discovered in this way, such as the relationship of sudden disturbances of the ionosphere to solar hydrogen flares. The records also afforded valuable data for checking maximum usable frequencies and modes of propagation. Another very important use of the records was in the study of absorption of the energy in radio sky waves.

By use of these continuous field-intensity recordings and with the help of data furnished by amateur radio operators cooperating in a project jointly sponsored by the Bureau and ARRL, it became possible to determine rough constants for the calculation of sky-wave absorption on different frequencies and thus to predict roughly distance ranges and lowest useful high frequencies.

Thus it is evident that at the beginning of the national defense emergency period the Bureau was in a good position to render a service to the armed forces as well as to the commercial radio companies in predicting the best usable frequen-
cies for radio sky-wave transmission at any time of day anywhere in the world. The National Defense Research Committee recognized the bearing of this upon direction-finding problems and in 1941 granted funds for the purpose of studying the correlation of direction-finder errors with ionospheric conditions. These studies were begun in July, 1941, with the cooperation of the Navy and the FCC in furnishing data taken in spare minutes at their direction-finder stations, and with the establishment of four new ionosphere stations in the North American area, in accordance with a program laid out at the National Bureau of Standards. Funds were also granted at this time for the preparation of a radio propagation handbook for use by communications people.

Through the efforts of Bureau members, as well as of radio propagation experts in the Armed Services and elsewhere, particularly in the Office of the Chief Signal Officer, the Army and Navy recognized the great advantages in many instances of using sky waves as compared to ground waves, the importance of using predictions of usable frequencies in the allocation and assignment of frequencies, and the necessity for the use, by communication networks in the field, of frequencies properly assigned on the basis of ionospheric conditions at different times of the day in different months and in different parts of the world. Previously, frequencies had been chosen in many instances with no regard to or knowledge of propagation effects, resulting at times in complete failure in the achieving of objectives.

During the emergency period, techniques of predicting maximum usable frequencies for the Washington area were extended to the data from the other laboratories, and a method was adopted of representing predictions at different latitudes in the form of a world chart which could be used, to a first approximation, for the prediction of radio propagation conditions anywhere in the world. In the winter of 1941-2 the first radio propagation handbook was compiled, to be followed by another in the summer of 1942. These handbooks contained the newly-evolved world charts as well as charts of distance ranges and descriptive information on the use of the material.

An important development at the Bureau during this period was the two-control-point method of solving long-path transmission problems. This method was also arrived at independently in England by K. W. Tremellen. The technique was described recently in QST.1

Observed ionospheric data for the Washington area were reported monthly, along with predictions for that area, in the regular NBS report, "High Frequency Radio Transmission Conditions." The first predictive world chart in these reports appeared as predictions for March, 1942. The above-mentioned reports were later issued as "Radio Propagation Conditions" and then as the IRPL-D series, "Basic Radio Propagation Predictions." Also, data observed at other ionosphere stations were subsequently reported and were eventually issued as a separate report, "Ionospheric Data."

By the time of the termination of the direction-error project in July, 1942, the usefulness of ionospheric data obtained at stations in different parts of the world, not only for direction-finding work but also for any radio work involving sky waves, was generally acknowledged. Accordingly, the ionosphere station network set-up for the direction-error project was recognized as of importance in radio communications in general, and although direction-finding research also continued, the Bureau was named the centralizing agency for the United States for the compilation, dissemination and analysis of all ionospheric data.

It soon became evident that world-wide cooperation with the United Nations was going to be necessary to effect adequate exchange of basic data between nations and to coordinate practices and techniques so as to increase the amount of useful timely data for the predictions both here and abroad. The result was that in the summer of 1942 the Combined Chiefs of Staff, acting through the Combined Communications Board, set up the Interservice Radio Propagation Laboratory at the National Bureau of Standards, which, operating directly under the Army and Navy, was to cooperate with the British Inter-Services Ionosphere Bureau and the Australian Radio Propagation Committee. In December, 1942, the Officer-in-Charge of the British Inter-Services Ionosphere Bureau, together with representatives from Australia and Canada, visited the Bureau to discuss plans for future cooperation.

The various radio propagation projects sponsored by NDRC at the Bureau were gradually placed under the newly-formed IRPL, and coordination was effected with British, Australian, New Zealand and Canadian wave-propagation groups. Later on, data were also exchanged with the USSR. In April, 1944, an International Conference on Radio Wave Propagation was held in Washington to discuss exchange of data, coordination of efforts, and standardization of techniques. Representatives of Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand and Canada attended.

The following paragraphs summarize the progress of radio propagation work at the Bureau after the creation of IRPL. The activities discussed are in the sequence in which they are taken up:

1. Basic radio propagation predictions.
2. Study of ionospheric absorption.
3. Forecasting of ionosphere and radio propagation disturbances.
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4. Radio traffic data analysis.
5. Ionosphere field-station activity.
6. The IRPL handbook and the monthly publications.
7. The IRPL training course.
8. Postwar expansion.

In the work of basic ionospheric data analysis, prediction methods were greatly improved and eventually there was evolved a simple nomographic method for predicting critical frequencies and maximum usable frequencies for transmission by reflection from any regular ionosphere layer for any part of the world at any state of the sunspot cycle, and in any month.

Worldwide trends of sporadic-E were also determined to a fair degree of accuracy and prediction charts of \( \varepsilon \) were issued. Examples of these charts are shown on pages 44 and 45 in the January, 1946, issue of *QST*.

Another development was the discovery of the “longitude effect.” Ionospheric data in the same season at the same latitude were found to vary with longitude since this seemed dependent upon geomagnetic latitude. It was found expedient to divide the world, accordingly, into three zones, East, Intermediate and West (E, I and W) and to issue world charts of maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.) for the three zones.

The ionospheric absorption constants which had earlier been determined were revised as a result of the sustained study of continuous field-intensity records. Atmospheric radio noise (“static”) maps of the world were made, based on thunderstorm activity and on observations by numerous investigators. The maps showed five “noise grades,” and charts of minimum field intensity required for communication were calculated for each noise grade for various hours of the day. Techniques were developed for the rapid determination of a lowest useful high frequency (l.u.h.f.) over any path in any month at any time of day, as determined by radiated power, absorption, and required field intensity. It was now possible to calculate not only an upper limit of useful high frequency, the maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.) which was determined by the limits of skip, but also a lower limit of useful high frequency (l.u.h.f.) as determined by the factors mentioned. The l.u.h.f. determinations were more accurate at very short and very long distances than at intermediate distances and were less accurate than m.u.f. predictions.

At the same time studies were made of the factors determining ionosphere and radio propagation disturbances. During the waning part of the last sunspot cycle it was usually possible to forecast disturbances on a 27-day recurrence basis, coinciding roughly with the solar meridian passage of large sunspots. At the beginning of the new sunspot cycle, however, the correlation became much poorer. A radio-disturbance forecasting service was begun and operated, together with a radio-disturbance warning service, telling the users of propagation data of the actual or imminent onset of disturbances. The onset of major disturbances, which originate in the auroral zones, was observed by daily monitoring of the North Atlantic path, which traverses the auroral zone. Stations in North Europe and Iceland were observed aurally in radio receivers and visually on a cathode-ray-indicator type of direction finder, at the receiving station at Sterling, Va. Contributory evidence on radio disturbances observed at ionosphere stations in the north auroral zone, and certain radio traffic observations and ob-

---

**We understand that the National Bureau of Standards has been deluged with replies to the announcement in the March issue regarding the need for men to operate ionosphere field stations, but that there may still be some openings for top men of the radio-engineer supervisor type, qualified to take responsibility for the operation of an entire station.**

The Bureau also needs highly experienced physicists and radio engineers to take charge of radio propagation research projects on all frequencies in laboratories and field stations in the Washington area.

It is desired that candidates, when writing, state whether they are interested in working at the remote stations or at Washington. The overseas jobs are for the most part on island locations from the Arctic to the equator but a differential of 25 per cent increase in pay is granted for these jobs.

As in all Federal appointments, preference is given to candidates in the following order:
1. Ten-point veterans
2. Five-point veterans
3. Present Federal employees
4. Former Federal employees

It is expected, however, that the number of candidates with the necessary qualifications will not be large, so that persons not in the above categories need not hesitate to apply.
servations of solar and terrestrial magnetic phenomena which were telephoned or telegraphed to the Bureau daily, were weighed before the issuance of a disturbance warning.

The forecasts and warning services are continuing and, in addition, disturbance warnings applicable chiefly to the North Atlantic path are now issued daily over station WWV at 20 and 50 minutes past each hour. If a warning is in effect, indicating that a radio propagation disturbance is anticipated or in progress over the North Atlantic Path, six Ws follow the WWV time announcement. If conditions are quiet or normal, eight Ns follow the time announcement.

Post-facto analyses of radio traffic data were made so as to afford a continuous check on predictions. Traffic logs of commercial companies were received and analyzed regularly, as were observations by Army, Navy and FCC listening posts, and by amateurs. An account of this work appears in the April issue of QST.3

The Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Washington, was requested by the Army and Navy to establish ionosphere field stations in certain areas of the Atlantic, the Caribbean and the Pacific. These stations were manned in part by Army and Navy and in part by civilian personnel. As in the case of the other cooperating stations, daily and monthly data were forwarded to IRPL by radio, with monthly tabulations following by air mail or boat.

In the Washington area, the original NBS propagation station at Meadows, Md., was dismantled when the Army took over the region for an airport, and the activities were moved to Sterling, Va. At the Sterling station of IRPL one or more ionosphere recorders are and have always been in continuous operation, with new types of recorders under development. Continuous field-intensity recordings were and are being made of nearby and distant stations on 16 recorders. A standard field-intensity recorder, acting on a monopole erected over a large ground mat, was put into use whereby the other recorders could be calibrated in microvolts per meter. Four direction finders of different types were operated in connection with propagation studies, one having an attachment, developed at the Bureau, for continuous recording. Work was also done on the measurement of polarization of down-coming waves and of ground constants.

In November, 1943, the IRPL Radio Propagation Handbook, Part I, was issued, superseding earlier handbooks. This handbook, appearing also as Army manual TM 11-499 and Navy manual DNC-18-1, gave some general theories of radio wave propagation, chiefly on sky-wave frequencies, and described all of those techniques mentioned above which had been developed up to the time of issuance. Tables, charts, nomograms and maps for the use of these techniques were included.

Beginning in September, 1944, with predictions for December, 1944, the radio propagation predictions were issued in reports of the IRPL-D series, "Basic Radio Propagation Predictions," an outgrowth of the earlier monthly reports "Radio Propagation Conditions." The D series was issued as a supplement to the Handbook (also being issued under special Army and Navy numbers). Each issue of the D series gives complete information enabling the user to calculate best sky-wave operating frequencies over any path at any time of day for the month of prediction. The techniques given are improvements on those outlined in the Handbook; some of the IRPL techniques and explanatory material were given in Foley's recent QST article,1 and Figs. 6, 7 and 9 of the article are from the report IRPL-D15. The charts in January QST2 are also from IRPL reports.

The reports of the IRPL-D series were distributed during the war to the Armed Services and to commercial organizations associated with them. Since the material is now declassified, it is expected that these and other IRPL reports will be made available to the public on a regular subscription basis from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, at a small price.

A series of unscheduled reports giving the results of research developments is the IRPL-R series. For example, a typical recent R report is IRPL-R25, "The Prediction of Solar Activity as a Basis for Prediction of Radio Propagation Phenomena."

Another monthly publication is the IRPL-F series, "Ionospheric Data," which succeeded a previous report series under the same name. In it appear tables and graphs of monthly observations of basic data at the different ionosphere stations throughout the world and also articles discussing scaling practices, results of data analysis, and similar matters. This publication is chiefly of interest to scientific groups.

During the war IRPL also issued quarterly tables of monthly predicted usable frequencies for ships, aircraft and submarines under various IRPL, Army and Navy symbols, and nomograms for rapid approximate calculations of usable frequencies were also issued to certain users.

Another service to the Armed Forces was a two-weeks training course given in January, 1944, to a group of Army, Army Air Force and Navy officers and enlisted men and a few civilians. These men were taught basic principles of radio wave propagation by scientists and engineers from the Bureau staff and the staffs of cooperating groups in the Armed Forces and in civilian scientific bodies. The lectures were supplemented by drill in the solution of typical propagation problems. Those who took the course subse-

---

quently organized similar courses for military personnel, organized problem-solution groups, or went into the theaters of war as communications officers.

With the end of the war has come an expansion of IRPL activities. The laboratory has been designated as the centralizing agency, for the United States, for all basic data and research in radio propagation. Data from new ionosphere stations were added to those from older stations for analysis. The total number of ionosphere stations which had been established by the United Nations and from which data were regularly being received was 45 in January, 1946. In addition several former enemy stations which had been taken over by the United States and British forces were also sending in data. Fig. 1 is a map showing the worldwide distribution of existing and proposed stations as of January, 1946.

It is now planned that most of the ionosphere field stations which were established by Carnegie Institution and the Army and Navy during the war will be taken over and operated by the Bureau. In addition, research activities are being expanded to include basic theoretical and experimental investigations of radio propagation on all radio frequencies from the very low frequencies to the microwaves.

In the past, radio amateurs have pioneered and rendered unstinting assistance in the advancement of the study of radio propagation. Many old-timers will remember how the frequencies above 1500 kilocycles (“below 200 meters” in the parlance of that day) were given to the amateurs because they were considered to have little practical value. What happened is apparent from an examination of the issues of QST around 1922 to 1925, which bristled with accounts of first contacts between U.S. amateurs and those in foreign countries on the higher frequencies. Many of the personnel on the Bureau staff who were responsible for the developments described herein are radio amateurs or ex-amateurs. There is no doubt that amateurs will continue to play a large role in the future in these studies, so important to commercial and amateur radio as well as to national defense.

**SWITCH TO SAFETY!**
1946 V.H.F. Marathon

May 1 to December 31, 1946, Inclusive-All W/VE Work Counts for Points in Scoring Extra Credit for F.M. and Regular Activity

BY F. E. HANDY,* WIBDI

Another popular prewar ARRL contest returns! The Marathon is a running competition based on cumulative operating results in the v.h.f.-u.h.f.-s.h.f. bands. This activity is designed to increase interest, occupancy, and enjoyment in all these bands. It will give appropriate recognition to the outstanding workers in these frequency ranges.

The contest rules are detailed below. They are based on study of information and suggestions received in the last such competition and include consideration of suggestions from various sources.

(1) Solid bronze.medallion awards will be engraved with the calls of the winners for each of four frequency groupings (50-54 Mc., 144-148 Mc., 235-240 Mc., 100-and-above Mc.) for their leading scores based on their station operations covering the last eight months of 1946.

(2) The high monthly scorer will receive certificate recognition for the leading results reported covering his operations for each designated calendar month.

(3) In addition special certificates will go to the Marathon Leaders for each ARRL Section for the whole period May 1 to December 31, 1946, inclusive. The certificate award is reproduced herewith.

As a separate feature from the Marathon, additional bronze-medallions are being offered for the three amateur operators demonstrating confirmed contacts to show the three highest numbers of STATES WORKED by any W- or VE-amateur between March 1 and December 31, 1946, inclusive. (See full details of this separate competition and reproduction of the medallions in the Operating News section, this issue.) The record of "states" worked will appear from time to time with QST's monthly reports of Marathon results. Reports for this separate feature may be sent in with Marathon scores.

The frequency band of one's transmitter shall determine contact multipliers allowed (1, 2, 10, or 15) and permits cross band work to count.

Rules

1. The Contest is open to all U. S. and Canadian licensed radio amateurs, and will take into account operating and experimental work reported at monthly intervals during the contest period May 1 to December 31, 1946, inclusive.

2. Contact Points. Contacts may be scored for each completed QSO sufficiently good to permit exchange of intelligence with a station! One contact only, per band, per year, per different station, counts in the claims. Points claimed depend on distances measured by a great circle line between stations as follows:

Under 25 miles ..................................... 1 point
25 to 75 miles ..................................... 2 points
75 to 250 miles .................................... 5 points
250 to 500 miles ................................... 10 points
500 to 1500 miles ................................. 25 points
Over 1500 miles ................................. 50 points

3. Multipliers.

50-54 Mc. contacts ................................ 1
144-148 Mc. contacts ............................. 2
235-240 Mc. contacts ............................. 10
Contacts above 400 Mc. .......................... 15

The frequency band of one's transmitter shall determine contact multipliers allowed (1, 2, 10, or 15) and permits cross band work to count.

4. Frequency Modulation Multiplier. For all contacts made in which the transmitter of the claimant is adjusted for and uses controlled FM, the points may be figured as in Rules 2 and 3 for various frequency bands, and then a multiplier of two in addition to any other factors may be applied. To earn this multiplier contacts must be initiated on FM. The factor of two may not be applied if contact is established on AM and then the transmitter is switched to FM. The use of FM at stations contacted does not affect your own score. Claims for a given station in a given band may include either an FM or AM credit, but not both.
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5. Special Credit for Regular Activity. Additional credits, one for each contact with a different station, and not to exceed three points per day, may be claimed by each contestant as a bonus for regular activity. Total number of points claimed per month under this rule may not exceed 50. The same station may be worked on different days. Contacts for which this special credit is claimed need not be listed in your regular Marathon report. Logs showing such QSOs must be kept available for call (in proof of the points, if requested by the award committee). This monthly credit is added after the score has been determined under Rules 2, 3 and 4.

6. Extra Portable or Portable-Mobile Credits. In addition to credit for work with a fixed or permanent amateur station, one extra credit for communication with that same station operating portable or portable-mobile, may be claimed for a given band. Such stations may be considered to be different stations when they operate afield. If more than one contact is made under these conditions, only that for the greatest distance is counted. All locations of temporary stations of portable or portable-mobile character must be accurately defined to permit a valid claim. Fixed-portable stations, or those using the portable-mobile equipment because of operation at a new address and not actually portable or portable-mobile, may not be counted additionally if they have been worked while located at a previous location; if the new location is at a greater distance, however, the QSO with the second location is then claimed.

A portable or portable-mobile equipment may be used by the competitor himself, and when duly controlled and operated by this individual, points in addition to those attained by contact with particular stations included in claims resulting from operation at his fixed station may be granted. Only one such additional credit for each station worked both from the home location and the portable or portable-mobile location shall be allowed. Where more than one contact is made in portable status, the extra credit claimed shall be that for the contact over the greatest distance.

7. Reporting. Monthly claims must be made in the form of a "stations worked" list, showing station calls, locations (city & state), distances and points for each QSO and giving claimed total of all credits for a given reporting month (1st to 31st inclusive).

Reports must be sent at once after each reporting month for claims to be allowed, i. e. reports for a particular month must bear a postmark not later than the 8th of the following month. Special mimeographed report forms available from the ARRL Communications Department, should be used (or facsimile of such forms) in making monthly reports.

8. Proof of contact in writing from any stations contacted may be required as prerequisite to credit whenever thought necessary by the award committee. FCC logs may be submitted as necessary to straighten out points in doubt.

Each competing score shall be that obtained by one operator, operating equipment under his individual control. Club stations may take part. The highest one-operator score shall be submitted. Reports from other club station operators may be submitted for mention.

The Award Committee may declare "no award" if fewer than three entries turn up in any classification or may declare "duplicate awards" if circumstances warrant. ARRL staff members may participate but are ineligible for awards. It is not required that an amateur be a League member to take part fully. All licensed W/VE hams are invited to report their worked lists and point claims for each reporting month as explained in Rule 7. Decisions of the Award Committee shall be final. Mail all reports to ARRL Communications Department, West Hartford, Connecticut.

---

Silent Keys

It is with deep regret that we record the passing of these amateurs:

W4BCB, F. C. Nedley, Tallahassee, Fla.
W6JPN, Halford M. Postle, Van Nuys, Calif.
W6NRJ, John G. Hoser, Los Angeles, Calif.
WGRBI, Richard F. Poag, Long Beach, Calif.
W7HTD, Lt. (jg) Paul D. Searles, Beaverton, Ore.
W5CP, Dr. Burton T. Simpson, Buffalo, N. Y.
W5MJB, George J. Geary, Point Marion, Pa.
WSONX, S/Sgt. Roy Bixler, Salem, Ohio
W9WLK, Dwight J. Stebbins, Morris, Minn.
XU3MA, Dr. Wm. Malcolm, New York, N. Y.
Ernest A. Moreau, Detroit, Mich.

---

Strave's

ATTENTION — S/Sgt. J. D. WHEATON and Pvt. LEIGH ROBARTES JR. The Victory Stamps awarded for your Crystal Ball contributions await you at ARRL HQ. Please send us your correct mailing addresses.
Operating the 807

Some Pointers on Eliminating Common Troubles

BY DONALD MIX,* WITS

Although the 807 is one of our most popular low-priced transmitting tubes, it is probably the source of more trouble than all other types put together, except perhaps the poorly-screened 6L6. This situation arises not so much as a fault of the tube, but in the way it is handled. Treated properly, it can be a pleasure to operate, but if it isn’t given consideration, it will get even with you by putting parasitic signals all over the hand (and outside too) not to mention putting the bite on your pocketbook for replacements.

One of the chief reasons for its reputation as a bad actor among those who have had sad experiences with this and other r.f. beam tubes is the one which makes it so desirable — namely, high power sensitivity. For efficient operation at full power, the manufacturers recommend a driving power of one-quarter watt, but appreciable output can be obtained with much less excitation. The considerable advantage over a triode of equivalent output rating, which may require as much as five watts, is readily appreciated. However, a very low excitation requirement means that a very small amount of feedback will cause self-oscillation. For this reason the input and output circuits must be much better isolated, if trouble is to be avoided, than in the case of a triode whose power sensitivity is much lower.

Satisfactory reduction in coupling between the two circuits at the operating frequency is not difficult if it is done correctly. Metal construction which provides shielding and a means of obtaining a good common ground connection is almost a necessity. Since the portion of the grid lead which passes through the glass seal and the base of the tube is not shielded, an external shield should be provided to eliminate the capacity between this wire and plate-circuit components which may be placed near-by. If the chassis is 3 inches or more in depth, the socket may be lowered on brackets so that only the top portion of the tube protrudes above the chassis, which then provides an effective shield. If the socket is to be mounted on the chassis, it should be sub-mounted so that the grid terminal is underneath and the lower portion of the tube should be enclosed in a cylindrical shield extending from the chassis up to the level of the bottom internal ceramic washer. A long looping plate lead should be avoided, elevating the tank condenser, if necessary, to permit a short plate lead. If the lead must be long for some reason, it should be kept well spaced from the bottom portion of the tube.

It is preferable, particularly at frequencies above 14 Mc., to place the driver plate-circuit components, or those for the grid tank circuit if link coupling is used, below the chassis, keeping the plate tank coil and condenser above. If parallel plate feed is used, the r.f. choke and blocking condenser also should be above the chassis. When plug-in coils are used it is usually not feasible to place the grid tank coil underneath the chassis, although the layout may permit the grid tuning condenser to be placed there. If space is available, plenty of room should be left between the two tank circuits. In any case, the grid and plate coils should be placed with their axes at right angles.

Unfortunately the tank circuits formed by the coils and condensers are not the only ones present. Leads, r.f. chokes and by-pass condensers can combine to form circuits which will cause oscillation all too readily at frequencies considerably removed from the operating frequency. R.f. chokes may combine with by-pass condensers to form a low-frequency t.p.t.o.g. oscillator circuit, but since the 807 screening is very effective at these frequencies it is seldom that sufficient coupling will occur to cause this type of parasitic oscillation. The most common trouble is oscillation in the v.h.f. region where the screening is not effective because the coupling is usually external to the tube. The leads to the screen by-pass condenser and to the cathode by-pass condenser also should be as short as possible. At high frequencies it is sometimes possible to avoid trouble by substituting mica by-pass condensers of smaller capacitance for the usual 0.01-µfd. paper condensers. If oscillation persists, one way to suppress it which has been found effective is to place a 50-ohm, 1-watt resistor between the screen terminal of the tube socket and the by-pass condenser, the voltage being fed in at the by-pass condenser end. This alone, or in combination with a v.h.f. choke in series with the grid, is usually sufficient to suppress any tendency to-
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ward instability. Depending upon the length of the leads determining the frequency, the proper size of the choke may vary somewhat above or below 10 turns of No. 18 wire wound on a ¼-inch diameter. A few turns either one way or the other may make considerable difference.

TANK CAPACITANCE

Beam tubes are much less tolerant than triodes in the matter of excitation. The manufacturer's recommendations should be followed closely both in regard to biasing voltage or grid-leak resistance, and screen voltage or screen-voltage-dropping resistance. Fig. 1 shows a group of tuning characteristics for an 807 amplifier in which the various voltages and currents have been adjusted properly. A slight rise in grid current occurs at the point of minimum plate current. The screen current also shows a very slight rise at the same point. Maximum output is coincidental with minimum plate current.

If the tube is under-excited, the curves do not look so pretty, as will be noted from Fig. 2. Here the grid-current curve shows a hump on the low-capacitance side of minimum plate current and a decrease on the high-capacitance side, in respect to the grid current at the point of minimum plate current. The screen current shows a slight irregularity also on the low-capacity side. Probably the most annoying characteristic is that maximum output occurs not at plate-current minimum but at a point on the low-capacitance side of minimum where the input runs higher. The plate-current dip no longer is an indication of maximum output.

While some increase in power output is possible by running the grid current in excess of the recommended value if the tube is heavily loaded, it is not to be recommended, because grid and screen dissipation increase rapidly — often with disastrous results to the tube.

Beam tetrodes differ considerably from triodes in the matter of off-resonance plate current. When using a triode whose rated loaded plate current is 100 ma., it is not uncommon to have plate currents of 150 to 200 ma. when the plate circuit is tuned off resonance. On the other hand, the off-resonance plate current of a beam tube may be only a few milliamperes higher than the rated loaded value. However, the output does not flatten off with the beam tube as it does with the triode when the loaded plate-current value approaches the off-resonance value. In fact, it is possible to load the tetrode to the point where no noticeable dip is obtained without encountering this flattening off of output.

Our experience with beam tubes has been that they will not stand up under the relatively terrific temporary overloads which a triode of equivalent power rating will withstand when the plate circuit is detuned, especially with the grid current above normal. Several 807s which were tried started to disintegrate rapidly when the plate current was tuned off resonance while the grid current was about twice the recommended value. This means a grid current of only 6 ma., instead of 3 ma., a value which is easily obtained if a close check is not kept on the driver adjustment. In some cases the grid current reversed, causing a $1.95 display of fireworks before the high-voltage switch could be pulled.

Increasing screen voltage over the manufacturer's recommendations seldom results in increased output. In fact, the tendency is for the screen and plate power both to increase while the output may actually decrease after the optimum value of screen voltage has been reached.

So far as efficiency and tuning characteristics are concerned, it seems to make little difference whether the bias and screen voltages are obtained from fixed sources, from a grid-leak and voltage-dropping resistor, or from a combination of the two, so long as the rated grid current is used. If, in the case of the 807, an extra 50 volts is available from the plate-voltage supply, cathode-resistor biasing may be used with identical results.

(Concluded on page 188)
May! That magic month for poets, gardeners and v.h.f. enthusiasts is upon us again, and May, 1946, has a special appeal. Not only does it represent the opening of the spring DX season, our first since 1941, but we are sailing in uncharted waters this time. Ever since it appeared that a new band was in prospect, to replace our old 56-Mc. assignment, we've speculated on the possibilities of this new 6-meter band. Now we're on the verge of finding out what it will do.

In the years since sporadic-E skip was first observed, workers on the five-meter band learned to watch the frequencies between 28 and 56 Mc. to tell whether Five was going to open up too. As the old assignment was near the top of the range where such skip occurs, we often observed skip signals on 28 Mc., on the police frequencies, and even into the f.m. and television bands just below our five-meter band, without any DX contacts resulting for us. The displacement of our assignment six megacycles lower in frequency should change that picture appreciably. We know that scores of old hands at catching openings will be watching the new band closely for the first sign that indicates a chance for DX work. They should have had their first taste before this appears in print.

As this material is being prepared there has been no sporadic-E work in the new band, and short skip has not been in evidence to any great degree on 28 Mc. Few contacts have been made by auroral reflection on 50 Mc., though there were a series of brilliant auroral displays and a considerable magnetic disturbance during March 23rd, 24th, and 25th. Auroral "fuzz" was noted on all 50 Mc. signals from more than a few miles away, and several W1s were reported heard in New Jersey, but the only contact known to have been made, at this writing, was between W8CLS/1, Waltham, Mass., and W3HDJ, Delanco, N. J., at 9:30 p.m. on the 25th. W1AEU, W1LZL, W1HXP, and W1HDQ were among those who were in there trying. Past experience on 56 Mc. has indicated that the likelihood of auroral DX is greatest when there is a pronounced auroral curtain in the northern sky, rather than a diffused display as existed during the period mentioned above. A similar condition occurred in September, 1941, when the most brilliant auroral display in recent history produced only a brief flurry of DX signals on 56 Mc., at the beginning and ending of the show, when the display was confined to the northern sky. Some of the strongest aurora-reflected signals ever heard on 56 Mc. have come through at times when no aura was visible at all, during daylight hours, or at times when cloudy skies prevented visual observation.

It is quite possible that the effect of the magnetic disturbances on 50-Mc. propagation may be appreciably different from the familiar 56-Mc. pattern; thus it is more important than ever that anything unusual be reported. Let's hear about it, gang!

May is good news to the 2-meter men, too. Signals are at last beginning to filter through from points up to 100 miles and more, after the long winter period during which we did well to work a distance of 25 miles. At W1HDQ we've been experimenting with various 144-Mc. arrays within the limits imposed by the rigors of a New England winter. With anything up to six elements, horizontal or vertical, we merely raised the level of our signal at stations we were already able to work with simple dipoles. The reliability of our coverage (up to about 40 miles) was improved by any of several arrays tried, but none of these broke down the path to several points near the 100-mile mark, from which we'd been hearing weak signals from time to time. We were deter-

**RECORDS**

Two-way Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Station A</th>
<th>Station B</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56 Mc.</td>
<td>W1EYM-W6DNS</td>
<td>2500 miles</td>
<td>July 22, 1938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112 Mc.</td>
<td>W1BJE-W3FYB</td>
<td>355 miles</td>
<td>September 6, 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144 Mc.</td>
<td>W6OIN/6-W6UID</td>
<td>100 miles</td>
<td>January 10, 1946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224 Mc.</td>
<td>W6O1/6-W6LFR/6</td>
<td>125 miles</td>
<td>August 18, 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Mc.</td>
<td>W6O1/6-W6MYL/6</td>
<td>60 miles</td>
<td>September 14, 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5250 Mc.</td>
<td>W2LGF/2-W7FOF/2</td>
<td>31 miles</td>
<td>December 2, 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* V.H.F. Editor.
All these stations, and many others worked since, were not weak barely-readable signals — they really pounded in, at levels of S7 or better, and frequently peaked over S9. Monday morning's mail brought numerous reception reports from points beyond our previous working range, the most distant being from WIIPA/1, who reported hearing us S6 while working portable-mobile near Dennis, on Cape Cod, more than 140 miles distant! The contact with WIIJDF is 144-Mc. history, as it represents the first work between Connecticut and New Hampshire on that frequency.

The response was tremendous. "How about sending us the dope on that beam?" was a standard query. WILPO wanted to know "Is the band open, or are you opening it with that array?" The best answer was to switch to our comparison antenna, a folded dipole, for a test transmission. Though the signal from WIIHQ had been running consistently above S7, it was inaudible in Newport when the folded dipole was used, though the loading was identical with the two antennas. Repeated tests showed that we could get through weakly with the simple antenna, when conditions were riding a peak, but under the same conditions the 16-element was giving us "local" characteristics — the difference being in the vicinity of 12-14 db, which is close to the theoretical gain for such an array.

Actually the phenomenal difference in signal with and without the array stems in part from the fact that a superregenerative receiver has a steep sensitivity characteristic in the range between inaudibility and what is commonly called S9 — the point at which all background hiss is suppressed. This is true of all receivers, though to perhaps a lesser degree: i.e., only a small change in level is required to make a tremendous difference in the apparent strength, when no a.v.c. is used, as in c.w. reception. With 'phone reception on a communications receiver we see rather than hear the difference by watching the variation in S-meter reading. When you pour it on with a high-gain v.h.f. array, the boys with the superregens really hear the difference, and it sounds like plenty!

No black magic was used in connection with this 16-element array. It is a perfectly straightforward setup, the conventional eight half-waves in phase, shown in Fig. 1, with eight reflectors spaced approximately two-tenths of a wavelength in back of the curtain of driven elements. The reflectors were omitted from the diagram for the sake of clarity. The cumbersome nature of the structure required to support such an array would make its construction out of the question for any
lower frequency, but for 144 Mc, the outside dimensions of the array are only $1\frac{1}{2} \times 7\frac{1}{2} \times 10$ feet, and the supporting frame can be made feather light. The entire frame of our array is made of $\frac{1}{2} \times \frac{3}{4}$-inch spruce, and with elements mounted, the whole structure weighs less than 10 pounds!

![Fig. 1 — Schematic of the radiating portion of the 16-element array. Reflectors are omitted for clarity. Radiators are 38 inches long, reflectors 40.5 inches. Cross-over or phasing sections are also 40.5 inches long. Reflectors are mounted 17 inches in back of each radiator.](image)

The center pole (a 1½-inch rug pole 10 feet long) turns in three bearings which are mounted on braced arms extending out about two feet from a vertical “two by three,” which is braced in position on the porch roof. An improvised pulley made of two pieces of $1 \times 2$-inch “ferring” notched in the ends and fastened cross-cross fashion near the bottom of the center pole serves as a “rotating mechanism.” Sash cord wrapped three times around this “pulley” and run over to the window on small dime-store pulleys allows the beam to be rotated more than 360 degrees before reversal is required. To keep the array from twisting in high winds light sash cords are attached near each end of the supporting structure. These cords are brought through the window near the rotating ropes and are pulled up tight and fastened when the antenna is not in use.

The elements are of $\frac{3}{16}$-inch soft aluminum tubing for light weight. To stiffen the structure, and to help to maintain alignment, inserts were turned down from $\frac{1}{2}$-inch polystyrene rod to fit tightly into the elements at the point where the cross-over or phasing wires are connected. Similar inserts are used for the reflector elements also. The interconnecting phasing sections are of No. 16 wire, spaced about $1\frac{1}{2}$ inches. The feed-line, connected at the center of the system, is Amphenol Twinlead, 300 ohms impedance.

That the match at this point is fairly close is indicated by the fact that the array will load with any length of line, and the standing-wave ratio on the line is low enough to be inconsequential, so that no matching transformer need be used. One word of warning; don’t expect an array of this sort to show up impressively when tested with a neon bulb — we were sure that this one was no good at all until we listened on it a bit. Then our doubts were dispelled in a hurry!

Though it is difficult to find evidence of r.f. in such a system with a neon bulb, there is no lack of field strength in the right places, as the field pattern shown in Fig. 2 will demonstrate. This was taken with the remote-indicating field-strength meter described elsewhere in this issue. The small circle represents the field around our comparison antenna. The dotted line shows the pattern of a 5-element parasitic array, the mounting of which did not permit complete rotation. A look at the solid line representing the field pattern of the 16-element array shows why ease of rotation is a “must” — at 10 degrees either side the power begins to drop sharply, and at 20 degrees it is down almost to zero; in fact, the pickup in these nulls is not appreciably greater than with no antenna connected to the receiver. This is of untold value in working DX when other stations are active locally. No ham antenna is apt to be perfect, and this one is no exception — note the considerable minor lobes resulting from other antennas and house wiring. Still, the front-to-side ratio is

![Fig. 2 — Field pattern of the 16-element 144-Mc. array, showing comparisons with a 5-element parasitic array and a simple folded dipole.](image)

sufficient to make all but the strongest of locals drop completely out when they move into a null as the antenna is rotated.

Interest in the possibilities inherent in the use of such high-gain arrays at both ends of long v.f. paths is high, and early reports indicate
WHO WILL MAKE THE FIRST 50-MC. W.A.S.?

In the period just before the outbreak of war, several 56-Mc. operators were close to having worked all 48 states on five meters. The moving of the assignment in this range to 50 Mc. brings W.A.S. within the realm of possibility for almost any v.h.f. worker. It will not be done easily nor quickly, and the man who makes it will have done some real promotional work to get stations on the band in the hard-to-get states.

To recognize the outstanding effort involved in working all 48 states on 50 Mc., ARRL announces a permanent W.A.S. Contest for 50-Mc. workers. A suitable award, as yet to be selected, will be given to the first operator who makes two-way contact with all the 48 states.

The contest is open to all W and VE operators. Contacts must be made by a fixed station operating in one place (mobile contacts made on tours do not count) and must be two-way work on 50 Mc. No crossband work will count, though this is acceptable for Marathon scoring. Send in your states-worked total, with details of new contacts made, by the 8th of each month. Scores will be listed regularly in QST, but stations not reporting regularly will be dropped from the list — there will be no "dead wood" in the QST listing. QSL cards or other "proof of contact" will be required.

Records for the contest may start with March 1, 1946, the date the 60-Mc. band was opened to amateur operation. The contest will continue until someone makes the grade.

date thus far reported for 144 Mc. two-way work, and will be listed as such when confirmation is obtained from W3GMY, but it barely edges out a contact reported by W6JXZ, Van Nuys, California, who worked W60IN at San Diego on March 4th. This hop is close to 120 miles, and is impressive when one considers the elevations in between the two, the intervening terrain running up well over 1000 feet from sea level. Stations in Long Beach and Los Angeles are worked regularly, the distance being about 30 miles, also over elevations up to over 1250 feet, with signals at the S9 level most of the time. The receiver at W6JXZ uses a 6AK5 triode-connected mixer, with a 3-inch diameter coaxial line 14 inches long as the tuned circuit. The oscillator is a 6C4. Three stages of i.f. at 10 Mc. are used, two with 6SG7s and one with a 6SH7. The whole setup is home built, including the air-tuned i.f. transformers.

W6JXZ points out that the ratio between the diameter of the driven portion of a folded dipole and that of the parallel sections provides a flexible means of matching the center impedance of a parasitic array to almost any sort of line. Following this line of thought, the match at the center of the 3-element array described in March QST in the article entitled, "Need There Be Line of Sight?" would be better if all components of the radiating element were made of the same diameter material, rather than using two wires in parallel with a driven section of tubing. A similar match might also be obtained with a 2-section dipole by making the driven section one-third of the diameter of the parallel section.

We've been asking for more information on v.h.f. DX heard or worked during the war period. Here are three more reports. At the Greenville, S. C., C.A.A. station, Ellis Huguley, LSPH, has contacted aircraft over Washington, D. C., on 116.1 Mc., a distance of more than 400 miles. Planes at 3000 feet or more can be worked over a radius of 150 miles, and craft as low as 500 feet above the Atlanta airport, 140 miles away have

(Continued on page 138)
THE POST-WAR ten-meter activity has brought forth few stations more outstanding than W6MBA/Tinian. This busy and widely-sought-after station turned in a performance that will be long remembered by those fortunate enough to effect a QSO and its signal will be recalled with longing by those who burned up countless kilowatts — and failed.

For W6MBA/Tinian passed from the amateur scene on March 5th when the station's prime-mover — Winton W. Smith, 2nd Lt. AC, W6MBA, of Los Angeles, closed the station preparatory to his transfer to Manila.

In response to an urgent plea by W2OEN/1 during a QSO, W6MBA air-mailed the accompanying photographs of his Tinian layout, and a letter from which we quote:

"The first thing to do is to explain the suffix, Tinian. We are authorized to operate on ten meters. However, we have to use the suffix of Tinian instead of that used by the boys on Guam. The reason is that Tinian is a former Japanese possession. I might add, though, that it is not advisable to sign out Tinian and so, on c.w., it is often dropped for the KB6 of Guam.

"The rig at W6MBA/Tinian consists of a pair of HK24Gs, in the final, running about 150 watts on 'phone and 170 watts on c.w. Actually, we took an old Army transmitter and tore out the r.f. section and built the new transmitter, utilizing only the power supplies and the modulators. A pair of 809s do the job on that.

"The receiver is a Hammarlund Super-Pro that was never meant for ten meters. One of the low-frequency bands was torn out and new coils wound for ten meters. During the process of rebuilding the receiver, an additional stage of pre-selection (a 6AG5) was built into the receiver. This gave us a receiver that out-performs any others we have tried against it.

"The antenna, of course, is our pride and joy. Actually, it is a stacked collinear broadside beam, consisting of four sets of collinear elements, each having four half waves. This gives us sixteen half waves in phase. The collinear elements are spaced a half wave apart. This "four-by-four" (as the Zs call it) is slung between a pair of eighty-foot poles and is so orientated that its beam is directed 47 degrees east of true north. The center of the beam cuts the California-Oregon border and comes out at Miami. The feed system is a quarter-

(Concluded on page 158)

The operating position at W6MBA/Tinian. The cabinet houses a pair of HK24Gs and the associated transmitting equipment. A monitor and an aircraft receiver rest on the shelf above the Super-Pro.

May 1946
AN OPERATING CONSOLE FOR THE AMATEUR STATION

Mounting equipment in a console desk was suggested by looking over many commercial installations which tend toward this arrangement. Such a console was built at W9EYN several years ago and has been a source of great satisfaction. Nearly every visitor to the shack contemplates construction of something similar when they realize all the advantages possible. The design makes a hit with the XYL also, since most of the unsightly equipment that usually clutters up the operating table is neatly mounted out of sight. An entire station may be built into such a console, depending on size and how much auxiliary equipment it is desired to locate at the operating position. At W9EYN, it was decided to mount only the receiver, exciter, speech amplifier and monitor in the desk — with, of course, the necessary power and bandswitching controls for a remotely-located transmitter.

There are many possible arrangements for equipment. It would seem logical to mount the receiver in the center panel with sufficient space remaining for power controls, monitor, modulation indicator, and similar accessories. The v.f.o. may be located on one side with speech input control and speech amplifier on the opposite. There is ample space for power supplies, as well as other units not requiring direct control, in the rear lower section of the desk. Lower side cabinets have room for log books, QST files, and other station necessities.

A close-up of the left-hand panel of the console. The controls for the speech amplifier and the audio circuits are located on this panel. The right-hand panel contains the v.f.o. and the exciter. The dials at the right of the central panel control switching circuits for the remotely-located transmitter.

As to construction, it is suggested that the console be made in detachable sections. It becomes a rather large piece of furniture and difficulty might be experienced if it had to be moved. In the desk at W9EYN there are six sections. Three lower units make up a U angle which is bridged by the operating table top. Three upper sections mount the panel equipment. The sections may be made up in the form of open framework, with spaces not filled by equipment paneled in with plywood or other type material. Angle iron strips can be used to mount the panel-supported equipment. Each side section should have removable cabinet-type doors to allow access in rear. The back of the console might be left open. A shelf across the back lower section affords plenty of space for power supplies.

Front view of the console at W9EYN. The panels beneath the writing shelf have been removed to show the space available for power supplies and other units not requiring adjustment.
Complete constructional details are not given here, but Fig. 1 supplies suggested measurements. The operating table top is lower than usual. This allows a more comfortable position for the arms and shoulders. A semicircular cutout is made in the front of the table to allow the operator to reach controls conveniently, and the position is excellent for a key or bug located at one side. The suggested dimensions allow the mounting of two 19-inch panels in the center, and one 19-inch panel to the right or left.

If good wood is used the desk might be finished in natural grain and a really nice piece of furniture constructed. The desk at W9EYN got a coat of flat paint which has been since regretted. To further trim and finish the project, cover the table top and upper shelf with battleship linoleum, securing the edges with metal strip available for the purpose. — Joe Rohrer, W9EYN.

FIG. 1 — Outline dimensions and layout of the console built by W9EYN. Note the low (28 inches) writing shelf that offers a high order of operating convenience and comfort.

A NOISE SILENCER USING GERMANIUM CRYSTALS

Many stations are bothered by ignition and other noises often to the point of spoiling what would be a good QSO. As a result of the war, there has been developed a diode that has characteristics such that a remarkable noise silencer can be made in most communication receivers with a minimum of change. The diode is the new 1N34 Sylvania germanium crystal that exhibits polarized nonlinear current-voltage characteristics. This diode starts to work with much less signal than the typical vacuum-tube diode and has less electrostatic capacity, making it more suitable for a high-frequency i.f. amplifier. The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is in use by the writer and a brief description follows.

![Diagram of Noise Silencer Circuit]

- In the schematic the diode load resistor is the series combination of $R_1$ through $R_4$, $C_1$ and $C_2$ in combination with $R_1$ make up the r.f. decoupling network.

Resistor $R_2$ is where the noise is dissipated. As can be seen, the 1N34 germanium diode is connected in shunt across the resistor after first being connected through a 0.1 second constant RC network. $R_3$ is an audio decoupling filter before the audio output network $R_4$ plus $C_5$.

This silencer is remarkably effective on noise of pulses of steep wave front and short duration such as are emitted by automobile and aircraft ignition systems. — Wm. F. Frankart, W9RPD/6.

RELAY COIL TRANSIENT REDUCTION

After I installed a Model 750 Advance overload Relay in series with a ground return from my final amplifier, I found that when I adjusted it to kick out at 320 ma., under steady-state conditions, it would not handle the transients due to normal turning on and off of the plate power supply. If I adjusted the threshold so that it would withstand the transient voltages, then it would not kick out, except under extreme conditions of steady overload. Since the d.c. resistance of the relay coil was only 6 ohms, I was afraid that I might have trouble slowing down the transient, especially since I did not know what the wave form of the transient looked like. To be on the safe side, I shunted the field coil with a 3000-µfd. 10-volt Mallory condenser, and found that the transient was completely tamed. It is quite possible that a lower value of capacitance would do the same trick. — D. W. Aitchley, jr., W1HKK.

May 1946
How:

DX contacts, like the dreams in that popular song, are getting better all the time. Every week countries crop up that give even the jaded old timers a new lease on life, and the fact that it isn't always the easiest stuff in the world to work just makes the game a little more exciting. The 10-meter band always was the craziest and most wonderful band we have, and if you can stand off the men in the white jackets long enough you can run up a good total.

Lately we have had reports from fellows working stations a few hundred miles away when the beam antennas were not pointed at each other, and the conjecture has been that possibly the signals were going around the world, particularly since the signals have a very hollow sound to them. The ionosphere boys, whose business it is to study these things and find the answers, call this effect "scattering" and say that these signals are reflections from a distant point, as shown in Fig. 1 on page 60 of the January, 1946, QST, and we are in no position to argue with them. On 28 Mc. one also runs into reflections from the aurora — both borealis and australis — but this is generally recognized by the fluttery characteristics it gives the signals. So, round-the-world signals on 7 and 14 Mc., but probably not on 28.

What:

There are plenty of guys to welcome back this month, and a few juicy new ones to report. W3ASW starts the stuff rolling with VP6YB (28,150 f), although the VP6 sometimes gets covered up by L77AZ and VK2GU. W8QPL is back and in business, starting off by raising W9EWY/VS6 (28,000) on a CQ, which is going to make anything else he does seem easy by comparison. W2JJC heard VU2WP (28,050), the first report we've had on VU activity, and in the worked column there are I1KN (28,000), YR5C (28,050), and ON3A (28,100).

Attention, Foreign Amateurs

We amateurs have a new band at 11 meters. When the 10-meter band is open, listen for us on 11 also. Communication often should be better on 11 than 10, particularly when 10 is almost but not quite open. Your reports on their relative performance will be welcomed. Our exact limits are 27,185 to 27,155 kc.

G8IG can afford to sit back and take things easy for a while. On February 28th he made WAC and WBE in 9 1/4 hours by working, between 0822 and 1750 GCT, W4YA/XZ, XU1YQ, W8CJ/RXU, XU1YK, ZS6FN, LU1EC, G3FI, G6CU/ZC2, WH1EN and VE3IC. The final amplifier is a TS5, modulated by T22a in Class B, and the antenna is three wavelengths long, fed by 100-ohm line as a quarter-wavelength from one end.
fugitive from the Call Book, and this month it includes phones like FA8JD (28,030), FA8NF (28,090), HClFG (28,000), CE2CE (28,095), TG0HS (28,120), ZB1IP (28,140), and lots of Pacific stuff - • - Some of the more mellow phones from W2MPA this month includes GM6SR (28,500), W9DCH/J (28,300), at Iwo, GW6JW (28,200), W2KQT/KB6 (28,100), XABY (28,300) in Greece, LX1DP (28,200), G5YVZ (28,150), XACR (28,300) in Greece, PAOJM (28,250), DXEH7 (28,600) in Poland and W7GXR/KB6 (28,150). In the heard column are included such as KAlAB (28,300), HB9J (28,300), WS5KB/J (28,200) and VE4AEV/VP8 - • - W6AM found time to score up W2ILE/K6 (28,035) on the Line Islands, 1900 miles south of Hawaii, and Don adds that he had a swell 11-meter QSO with K6TKA (K6CGK at key) using i.c.w. both ways. Hmmmm, guess that’s the first K6 we’ve heard of with i.c.w.!

Where:

Unfortunately for all, a number of foreign stations are saying “QSL via ARRL” and then forgetting to send in their address so that we can do some mighty sharp forwarding. Chief mystery man in this category is PJ3X (28,000), with PXIB (28,000) running a close second, so if either of them reads these pages here’s hoping they will send in their addresses. (Why don’t you work them and tell them yourself? - Jeeves) If we weren’t so busy with other things we would swing the bell around and work them, but we like to think that they read the column. (If you haven’t tried to raise them, why was the light bill so high last month? - Jeeves) (It got dark early!) (Not that early!) - • - Here are some addresses, forwarded by the gang, that may partially solve some of your QSL-ing problems for the nonce: YRSX (28,150 TS) and YR5B via HB9AG; OQ5BO (28,000), Maurice Plumen, Box 222, Leopoldville, Belgian Congo; YV5AP, C. Nonel, Avenida La Guaira, Venezuela; PY2AJ, Box 440, Santos, Brazil; XU1YO (28,005 f), 700 Brewster Ave., Redwood City, Calif.; CX4CX (28,140 f), Jose Goylet, 1012 Blancos, Montevideo; CX2CO (28,125 f), Ricardo Sierra, Presidente Berro 2741, Parque de los Aliados, Montevideo; CX4ER (28,030 f), P.O. Box 1313, Nairobi, Kenya; G6ZO/I (28,000) and XAAZ, 2GHP, Signals CMF, Caserta, Italy. - • - Via W2JIL, we learn that G4MF, who spent 3 months in a German prison camp, will QSL all prewar contacts that didn’t get his card. His address is Tom de Putron, “Beverley”, Les Hubitas, St. Martins, Island of Guernsey, Channel Islands. - • - L81ID is on signing L81XX, and will QSL as soon as possible. Yours for him can go via us - • - XU1YV (28,030) puts through a nice signal via a 6-element Sterba. He is ex-ARRL Director W3QV, and QSLs go to his home address.

Why:

That squib elsewhere in this issue asking for dope on 28-Mc. skeds, the information to be used by the BuStan in their prediction work, is certainly tailored to fit the average good DX station. All it requires is a daily sked with some distant station and a record of the times the contact was made and when it wasn’t. It is the sort of dope we’ve carried around in our heads and formed a sort of instinct about, but the ionosphere boys have to be a little more exact than, “Oh, the VKs should start coming through in November.” Given several hundred schedules — a pushover for the DX gang — they will get information that they can get no other way. When you get through here, look up that squib and start figuring on a sked with your most reliable DX contact.

For what it may be worth, here is how W1DLC tuned his 3-element beam. The job is 28 feet off the ground, the elements are 3½-inch tubing and the radiator is fed delta match. Dick says, “Perhaps you have noticed that when you connect a beam to a receiver there is one point somewhere, either in the band or out of the band, where the noise peaks up. Of course, this is its resonant frequency. I simply kept lengthening my elements with the 4% shorter ratio and 5% longer ratio being maintained, until I got the beam peaked on 28,010 kc., starting from the figures in the Hand-book. The result was that the driven element was strengthened to 17 feet 5 inches. This may or may not be the reason I get out fairly well, but it works.” It sure does, and only 180 watts.

Who:

Last month we mentioned that W6MBA/KB6 had a nice antenna, and elsewhere in this issue (Continued on page 118)
The Cliff-Dweller's Antenna

While There's Wire There's Hope

BY C. G. PETERSON, * W2KJU

The ham who is an apartment dweller in the city is often up against what appear to be insurmountable handicaps when he tries to put up a decent skywire. Small roof space and nearby steel and concrete buildings are the worst headaches. Even the smallest roof will accommodate a half-wave on 14 Mc., but the real problem is what to do for an antenna for 40 and 80. It would appear that the c.w. traffic and rag chewer is out of luck, but even in the worst cases some sort of compromise antenna can be made to function decently. You may not be able to get out quite as well as your country cousins, but stick with it, brother, and read on.

Deep down in the abyssmal darkness glows the faint filament of hope!

The first look at my present QTH back before the war gave me the screamers — but the lease was already signed. The outlook for ham radio was black. Our apartment is on the second floor rear of a five-story building located in the middle of a block, and a sixteen-story building towers behind it. The only open space is over a one-story building adjacent to our house.

The first antenna tried was a 40-meter single-wire-fed Hertz running from the roof across the "taxpayer" to a garage. The far end of the antenna was attached to a structure on the roof of the garage which housed the elevator-lifting machinery. The antenna was cut to resonate at the center of the 40-meter band. At this time the rig was running about 30 watts input, but even considering the low power, results were pretty dismal. Loading was difficult — and from the looks of the log, radiation was practically nil.

The book says that single-wire-fed works best when the antenna is erected over good conducting earth and when the transmitter is well grounded. The lack of a good ground at this location accounted in part for the poor results obtained, but I had a strong suspicion that the large masses of iron in the vicinity of the antenna were responsible for a poor impedance match between the flat top and the feeder.

Next, two 15-foot poles were put up on the roof about 50 feet apart. A 40-meter dipole was strung between the poles with about 9 feet at each end of the antenna sloping down towards the roof. The antenna was cut to resonate at the center of the 40-meter band. A jumper was placed across the insulator at the center of the antenna. A Hartley oscillator whose tank circuit would resonate at 40 meters was constructed in a cigar box using a Type 30 tube with a 22½-volt battery for the plate supply. A low-range milliammeter was inserted between the grid leak and ground and a piece of curtain rod was fastened to the cigar box to serve as an antenna. A calibrated receiver was used to determine the setting of the tank condenser at 7150 kc. The oscillator was then placed near one end of the 40-meter dipole and the tank condenser was rotated until the grid current dipped. This showed that the antenna was taking power at the frequency of the oscillator. A few inches at a time were trimmed from each end of the antenna until the oscillator grid current dipped at 7150 kc. This method of cutting an antenna to frequency is described on page 40 of the 1939 edition of the ARRL Antenna Book, and is a simple method for determining the electrical length of a "hunk of wire" with several bends in it that is strung in the vicinity of grounded objects.

The jumper across the insulator at the center was then removed and the twisted-pair feeders were attached. The rig was fired up and we were able to get out at last, in spite of the 16-story apartment building looming within 100 feet of the antenna. In the first few hours of operation all U. S. districts, K4, CM, and PY were worked. Joy and happy day!

Success Again!

The 40-meter doublet was used for about a year, and then we got the urge to try 80 and 20. An 80-meter Zepp was erected with about 80 feet of it on the roof, none of it being any higher than the two 15-foot poles that supported 50 feet of its length. The remaining length of the antenna was run down to the roof of the one-story building next door. The antenna was cut to resonate at 14,350 kc. using the previously-described method except for one minor change. All trimming of

(Continued on page 134)
A DX Record: To the Moon and Back

How the Moon-Radar Feat was Accomplished

BY HERBERT KAUFFMAN, • W20QU

In late January the newspapers and radio were full of the latest news sensation — “communication” with the moon. Lots of people had dreamed about it, but the practical realization came about as the result of hard work on the part of engineers at the Signal Corps Laboratories. There were hams in the picture, naturally. Here is the story of how it was done, written by the first man to hear a signal from the moon.

Would never be successful. But the next day our results were confirmed; four other persons saw and heard moon echoes and Col. De Witt was told that his plans and calculations had borne fruit at last.

The first question reasonably asked may be, “How do you know it is the moon?” Later on we will show that under the circumstances it had to be the moon, because the technical characteristics of the system would not allow a radar echo to return from anything except an object such as the moon, and at a distance of about 240,000 miles or so from the earth. It is possible that many people may still be skeptical, and to such folks I can only say that since that memorable day of January 10, 1946, we have received echoes the moon. The coming of radio and radar has day after day, at all hours of the day and night, given such encouragement to that dream that and under all sorts of meteorological conditions. I do not mean we have received echoes without fail, every time we shot for the moon. We have not; indeed, that is one of the reasons for the continuation of the study. We want to find out why we do not, and what frequency or frequencies (if any) will make echoes receivable all the time.

At the Evans Signal Laboratory, one of the combined group of Government laboratories comprising the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories with headquarters at Bradley Beach, New Jersey, a ½-second pulse of 111.5-Mc. energy was beamed at the moon on the 10th of January, 1946. Two and one-half seconds later a faint “beep” was heard in the loud speaker. That was the voice of the moon, the first time it had been heard upon the earth, and the writer was fortunate enough to be the first man to hear it.

It came about this way. Dr. Harold Webb, one of my associates, was watching the oscilloscope at the time. He had not heard the beep. I said to him, “Did you hear that beat?” He said, “No.” Then I heard another beat, but Dr. Webb did not hear that either, so we turned up the audio gain, whereupon we both had no difficulty in hearing it.

At first we told no one of our success, not even Lt. Col. John H. DeWitt, jr., W4ERI and ex-W4FU, the officer in charge of the project and the man primarily responsible for the triumphant culmination of an experiment that many thought would never be successful. But the next day our results were confirmed; four other persons saw and heard moon echoes and Col. DeWitt was told that his plans and calculations had borne fruit at last.

The first question reasonably asked may be, “How do you know it is the moon?” Later on we will show that under the circumstances it had to be the moon, because the technical characteristics of the system would not allow a radar echo to return from anything except an object such as the moon, and at a distance of about 240,000 miles or so from the earth. It is possible that many people may still be skeptical, and to such folks I can only say that since that memorable day of January 10, 1946, we have received echoes day after day, at all hours of the day and night, and under all sorts of meteorological conditions. I do not mean we have received echoes without fail, every time we shot for the moon. We have not; indeed, that is one of the reasons for the continuation of the study. We want to find out why we do not, and what frequency or frequencies (if any) will make echoes receivable all the time.

In May, 1940, Col. DeWitt was chief engineer of WSM in Nashville, Tennessee. With typical amateur inquisitiveness he kept thinking about getting echoes from the moon and actually set up equipment using the same frequency and about the same power we use now. However, because of equipment limitations he failed to
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achieve success. The idea remained with him all during the war, but as director of the Evans Signal Laboratory the more pressing need for getting vital radar equipment out into the field made it impossible for him to try again.

Shortly after V-J Day, Col. DeWitt issued instructions to modify certain standard radar equipment for the moon investigation. Changes were made immediately to allow us to send out a long pulse. The transmitter was driven as hard as possible so we could get considerably more power from it, and an ordinary telegraph key was connected in the circuit to turn it on and off.

In a few days we were ready. It was decided that a one-second pulse every four seconds would be satisfactory, so about ten minutes before moonrise I started to key the transmitter, continuing for thirty minutes with no observable results. After operating for about ten days, it became evident that the TR system 1 was not working satisfactorily; the TR tubes were not protecting the receiver from the strong transmitted pulse. Engineers from the Antenna Design Section were called in, and J. Ruze, head of the section, and A. Kampinsky designed a system using quarter-wave step-up transformers on the 250-ohm line with open spark gaps on the ends of the quarter-wave TR and ATR. But the gaps would not last because of the unusually long pulses, although normally they work very well on conventional radar sets where the pulses are very short and the average power is low.

The next step was to design a mechanical TR system using an electro-mechanical keyer which would close shorting bars on the transmission line, the keying being so arranged that the shorting bars would have to be closed before the transmitter would go on. But still we did not succeed in getting a response from the moon.

The head of the Research Section of the Laboratory, E. K. Stodola, W31YF, and two of his assistants, Dr. Harold Webb and J. Mofensen, now part of the moon-radar group, decided that if two antennas could be mounted side by side on the same tower the additional 6 db. gain that could be realized in the two-way system would be an advantage, so engineers from the Mechanical Design Section were consulted. Under the able direction of J. Zorowitz this rather difficult feat was accomplished. Now instead of 32 dipoles we had 64. The phasing of the dipoles was done by F. Haske, P. Hartman and F. Elacker, ex-W2DMD.

During the time that the new antenna was being assembled and installed it was decided to utilize the narrowest band-pass possible in the receiver, to design an electronic keyer and sweep generator in order to operate a nine-inch cathode ray oscilloscope, and to measure the receiver sensitivity. Elaborate equipment was brought into the test area for the latter purpose and it was found that 0.04 microvolts would equal the receiver noise, showing that the receiver was many times more sensitive than our ham receivers — although it should be noted that the band-width used (about 50 cycles) is much too narrow for voice communication. Equipment was also set up to measure the efficiency of the transmitter; which was found to be fifty per cent. The power input to the final stage of the transmitter was about 8000 watts, so that 4000 watts went into the antenna. Since the antenna had a power gain of 200, this was equivalent to 800,000 watts in a nondirectional antenna. Calculations made in the labora-

1 The automatic transmit-receive switching system used in radar sets. It normally employs gas tubes that ionize during the transmitted pulse, acting as a temporary conductor to change the transmission-line or wave-guide configuration in such a way that the receiver is protected during the time the transmitter is operating. At the end of the pulse the tubes deionize, opening the channel to the receiver.
tory by W. McAfee and his Mathematical Analysis Section showed that theoretically, using the above figures, the moon would reradiate 3 watts. It was calculated that the received signal after passing through the sensitive receiver would be about 16 db. above the noise.

Tests were made daily after the new antenna and keyer were installed, without success until January 10 when I heard that first faint beep from the speaker.

To appreciate the techniques used it is necessary to understand the Doppler effect. Have you stood near a railroad while a train came thundering down the track with its whistle blowing? Did you notice that the sound suddenly dropped in pitch (or frequency) as the engine went by? That is a familiar example of the Doppler effect. If the source of waves, either sound or radio, moves with respect to the observer, the frequency will be shifted either higher or lower, depending on whether the object is approaching or receding. The amount of shift depends on the frequency used and the speed of the source with respect to the receiver. The effect is the same when the waves travel out from the source and are reflected back from a moving object. In our case the moving reflector is the moon, with additional movement contributed by the rotation of the earth.

To receive an echo from the moon obviously is not just a matter of turning on the transmitter and receiver and waiting. The exact time of moonrise or moonset at Belmar, N. J., where the equipment is located, must be computed daily, as must also the optical angle of rise or set on the horizon. The latter changes from day to day and varies about fifty degrees during the month. The orbital velocity of the moon, which also changes from day to day, must likewise be calculated and added to or subtracted from the earth's tangential speed so that the Doppler shift can be computed. The change in frequency caused by the Doppler effect is about 33 cycles per hundred-miles-per-hour of object speed at a frequency of 111 Mc. It is necessary for us to know this change so the receiver tuning can be set to pass the received frequency through the narrow band-pass.

Referring to the block diagram, Fig. 1, notice that the transmitter and a major portion of the receiver are both controlled by the same crystal, which has a fundamental frequency of 516.2 kc. This frequency is multiplied up to 12.39 Mc. as can be seen by following the arrows through the various blocks. At this point the signal is keyed by an electronic keyer and then goes through a coaxial line to the transmitter. All the stages preceding the keyer function continuously; this is necessary because frequencies are taken from the multiplier to operate the receiver heterodynes, and the receiver must operate during the time the transmitter is silent.

The 12.39 Mc. signal is fed to an 807 tripler which drives a pair of 257-B buffers in push-pull. These in turn drive a pair of 450-TH push-pull triplers which excite a pair of 1000-Ts as push-pull final amplifiers, feeding a balanced 250-ohm open line to the antenna. The standing-wave ratio on this line is less than 1.1 to 1.

It might be pointed out here that the grid and plate tank circuits of the 807 and the 257-B tubes use conventional coils and condensers and that the grid circuit of the 450-THs also is coil-and-condenser tuned. However, the plate circuit of this stage and the grid and plate circuits of the 1000-Ts are parallel lines with movable shorts for tuning them to resonance.

The receiver, which employs a quadruple heterodyne circuit, obtains its heterodyne injection voltages from a separate series of multipliers working from the transmitter crystal. In fact, the receiver basic frequency is obtained from the transmitter multiplier, as can be seen by following the arrows on the block diagram. The injection for the last mixer is obtained from a separate crystal operating at a fundamental frequency of 516.265 kc., multiplied three times before it is injected into the last mixer. The frequency can be varied 400 cycles above or below the 1,545 Mc. last intermediate frequency by adjusting the air gap on the crystal holder. This variable crystal is necessary so that the injection to the last mixer can be set quite exactly to give a resultant final intermediate frequency of 180 cycles, because at this very low intermediate frequency the narrow band-pass filter is only 50 cycles wide. The beat between the incoming signal and this variable
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crystal is so adjusted that the resultant beat falls in the center of the narrow-band filter. As explained, the Doppler shift changes from day to day and from moonrise to moonset, so it is necessary to adjust the last heterodyne injection frequency to compensate for this change.

To show how this crystal is set let us assume that the next moonrise will give a Doppler shift of 296 cycles. To this figure we add 180 cycles, a distance of more than 44,000 miles, because the one-quarter second pulse sent out into space is 44,000 miles long, as compared a pulse length of a few hundred yards with the usual aircraft-detection radars. The received signal follows the transmitted pulse by about 2.5 seconds, which is equal to about 233,000 radar miles (one direction only).

At the present time an old radar set using which is the center of the band-pass filter of the final i.f. amplifier. This gives a resultant frequency of 476 cycles. We then compare an accurate audio oscillator with the heterodyne between the third harmonics of the two crystals by observing the audio frequency, which has been set to 476 cycles, on one set of plates of an oscilloscope and the heterodyne beat on the other set of plates. The crystal is adjusted until a 1-to-1 Lissajous pattern is observed on the scope. With this adjustment only an object moving at the proper speed to shift the carrier frequency by 296 cycles will be able to pass through the narrow band-pass of the receiver.

Now let us see why it was the moon that we received and not any other object. From the above analysis, any other object in space would have to be moving at the exact speed for which the receiver has been adjusted. Another object moving either faster or slower than the moon would create a different audio frequency and would not pass through the narrow band-pass filter if the difference was more than 50 cycles. Furthermore, such an object would have to be at water-cooled tubes is being modified with Clarence Holritz, W9BBD/2, making the necessary calculations as to efficiency, bias and drive necessary to get an expected 50,000 watts output — more than ten times the power obtained from the present transmitter. The present low-power transmitter will be used as a driver. A high-voltage rectifier has been acquired from one of the other Sections of the Laboratory and this rectifier is capable of delivering 10,000 volts at 10 amperes continuously. The present low-power transmitter is being operated with about 4300 volts at 2 amperes to the final tubes. It is expected that much useful information will be gathered during the coming months in our studies of wave propagation — information which someday may be useful to the amateur. It is hoped, too, to study propagation at other frequencies than the one used so far.

Beyond the individuals mentioned above, so many have been associated with the "Diana" project that it is impossible to name all those who contributed to its success.
AUSTRIA

From OE3WB we hear that:

"The Oesterreichischer Versuchssenderverband (Austrian Union of Amateur Radio Stations) which had to cease activities in 1938 because of the annexation of Austria by Germany, has now been reestablished in its original form and its members hope that their voices will soon be heard again on the air. For the time being they can regretfully greet their friends by means of QST only, as the Austrian amateur sender law has not come into force again so far. We are sorry to say that only a few well-known hams will be heard again and that these will partly have to rebuild their stations.

"Among them will be: Heitler, OE1ER; Strunz, OE1EZ; Polacek, OE1FP; Lehrner, OE3FL; Schöll, OE3FS; Blaschek, OE3WB; Tax, OE6AX; and Doppelhofer, OE6DK. Carl Martin, OE1CM, who made WAC in 1926 and who had been president of O.V.S.V. for many years, died in the autumn of 1945. Nothing definite is known so far about the winner of the first WAS in Europe, Archduke Anton, OE3AH, who is supposed to be in Rumania at present. Haas, OE1FH, who had been our most famous DX-ten-meter man, emigrated to Australia in 1938; we are now eagerly expecting his first message.

"Our president is now E. Heitler, OE1ER, one of our eldest and most successful OE hams, and we are sure that his personality will guarantee new achievements for our society."

AUSTRALIA

Along with reactivation above 28 Mc., our VK friends have new regulations. Changes of note from pre-war rules include an increase in the minimum age to eighteen years; a 14-w.p.m. code test; two classes of licenses, one with power limit of 100 watts and the other with 50 watts; and a strict ban on musical entertainment of any kind.

Reflecting the gradual return to peacetime conditions, "Amateur Radio" is once more appearing in printed form and is enlarged in size. The Institute hopes to obtain permanent quarters for its federal executive which will include workshop and laboratory, library and a technical information service available to all members.

CUBA

Most hams know already, but we want to record the fact that Cuban hams have been returned to the air. The first license was issued to the society's headquarters station, CO2RC. Hereafter, licenses will be issued only to Cuban citizens eighteen years of age or over, and persons between eighteen and twenty-one years must have written approval of parents or guardian! Licenses will be issued to citizens of other countries who extend a similar privilege to Cuban citizens.

NETHERLANDS

The combined-society group of V.E.R.O.N. is pleased to announce, after a conference with gov-

(Concluded on page 188)
An Umbrella-Type Antenna

A Directive System Employing Sloping-Vee Elements

BY ALFRED K. ROBINSON,* EX-W7DX

This article describes an umbrella-type directive antenna designed for use at one of the FCC monitoring stations. It consists essentially of a grouping of sloping-Vee antennas arranged so that complete coverage in any desired direction is possible by proper selection of wires in the "umbrella." Only a single mast is required.

A unique antenna has been installed at one of the government's primary monitoring stations. This antenna, resembling an umbrella in physical construction, combines high gain, around-the-compass directivity, low-angle radiation, and wide frequency range with economy both in material and installation costs.

Installation was made under the direction of the Equipment and Projects Section of the Field Division, Engineering Department, Federal Communications Commission. This Section is charged with the general instructions to the field in connection with monitoring or equipment operation and utilization. The antenna is one of the many results of the Division's efforts to improve continuously upon the technical equipment under its supervision.

* 813 So. Flower, Santa Ana, Calif.

Fig. 1 — Sketch showing constructional details of the umbrella-type antenna. The far end of each wire is supported on a short post and the wire is terminated to ground with a resistor.

The design of an antenna suitable for a monitoring station differs greatly from the requirements of commercial radio installations, either transmitting or receiving. In practically all such instances the problem is to receive or transmit specifically as to distance, frequency and direction. The monitoring-station antenna design is a great deal like that with which the amateur is confronted; namely, to receive on as many frequencies, from as many directions as possible, while still retaining a directive pattern to eliminate interference and to take advantage of the gain usually provided by utilizing directivity.

Like the Commission, the amateur is faced with an economic problem; the cost of the overall installation, necessary land, etc., usually are prime factors. In the following description of the "umbrella" antenna it must be remembered that the location influenced the design; also it should be kept in mind that considerable compromise is possible both as to height and length of the elements. Many modifications readily will suggest themselves to the average ham.

The umbrella antenna consists of eight equally-spaced wires radiating at intervals of forty-five degrees from the top of a central 90-foot pole as shown in Fig. 1. Each wire slopes from the top of the pole to a short stub set in the ground, where it is terminated electrically through a non-inductive 400-ohm resistance to ground. This value is chosen arbitrarily since its value, plus the ground resistance, should equal the characteristic impedance of the wire and naturally its value will depend upon the ground resistance encountered at a particular installation.

In reality the umbrella antenna consists of predetermined combinations of sloping-Vee antennas. For normal operation two adjacent wires are used in the form of a single sloping Vee.

Theory of Operation

No claim is made that any new theory is involved.1 However, certain well established principles have been adopted in a somewhat new and practical application.

To visualize the final results, one must analyze
the applied theories step by step. First consider the long single wire in space with maximum lobes as indicated in Fig. 2. The angles for the wire length in use (four waves in this instance) may be determined from the chart of Fig. 3. The minor lobes are eliminated for simplicity.

The resulting horizontal pattern is approximated in Fig. 5 (B). The dotted lines show the field strength of a single lobe of the wire in space, the dashed lines the accentuation because of reflection, and the solid line the resulting gain with two wires oriented as in Fig. 5 (A).

The terminating resistors, \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \), each should have a value of approximately 400 ohms for a ground resistance of 55 ohms, giving an over-all impedance of around 465 ohms. This value is only representative; the resistor value should be adjusted to a compromise with the best front-to-back ratio over the widest frequency range.

It should be stated here that even at optimum frequency, slight compromise can be made in pole height and vertical tilt angle. This is possible since it can be shown that the optimum tilt angle is not critical, provided the length of the legs is two or more full wavelengths long.

At the optimum frequency and angle as selected on the basis of four full wavelengths, this antenna will have a gain something less than a possible 10 db. over a single half-wave dipole.

With the height of the pole, length of the legs, and tilt angles thus fixed, certain changes may be expected as the frequency is shifted. Reference to Fig. 3 shows that increasing the frequency so that the wire length is five or more full waves changes the angle of the main lobe only slightly with respect to the wire. A very small decrease in the angle of incidence will result; hence a slight narrowing of both the vertical and horizontal portions of the lobe. However, a considerable increase in gain is derived. Evidently, then, no harm results by raising the frequency until a point is reached where the vertical angle has narrowed beyond practical limits.

Going in the other direction (decreasing frequency) it is obvious (also from Fig. 3) that a gradual increase in the angle of incidence results. Correspondingly the gain decreases and the lobes, both vertical and horizontal, broaden out. However, this is not necessarily a disadvantage. Higher-angle radiation is permissible at the medium-high frequencies since the critical angle of transmission is normally greater.

In the horizontal plane it is possible to broaden the angle by selecting alternate antenna wires instead of adjacent ones, hence worth-while gain and directivity are still available on lower fre-
quencies. In this connection it should be pointed out that Fig. 3 shows that the unterminated wire of one wavelength would have maximum lobes at 54 degrees. Because of the different type of current distribution, the terminated wire of this same length would have the main-lobe maximums at 45 degrees. For two wavelengths or more, the difference from this effect is negligible. Thus using alternate wires at the lower frequencies still results in gain when the frequency is such as to make the wires each one wavelength long.

The foregoing analysis is based on an optimum tilt angle for proper aiming of the lobes. For maximum phase addition, the angle with respect to the wire would be slightly greater resulting in a small increase in the angle of incidence and a sharpening of the directional pattern. The dotted line in Fig. 3 gives the values considering this effect.

Elimination of Standing Waves

The front-to-back ratio, as noted from the graphs of Fig. 6, is extremely good. To attain such pronounced differences with legs of this short length on the frequencies indicated requires that a directional antenna of this type be terminated properly. A very simple method of attaining proper termination can be had by using a "grid-dip" meter. The grid-dip meter consists of a simple variable-frequency oscillator with a sensitive milliammeter in the grid circuit. As the plate is loaded, a pronounced dip will take place at the frequency to which the load is tuned. By connecting the transmission line through a small coupling coil to the grid-dip meter all resonant points on the transmission line will be evidenced by a pronounced dip. As the proper termination is approached, these dips flatten out so that the meter reading remains almost constant as the frequency is varied over wide ranges; the reading will be that of a moderately loaded condition. This procedure eliminates the necessity for energizing the antenna with a strong oscillator and checking transmission lines by loops or other means.

Practical Results

Because of the automatic antenna-switching system\(^2\) which selects instantly any antenna on the reservation, comprehensive tests of the capabilities of the Vee with respect to other antennas available were possible. Considerable gain was noted over simple doublets cut to the frequency under test. This gain at times spelled the difference between a copiable signal and an inaudible signal. In addition, during periods of heavy atmospheres, noise received on the simple doublet would preclude reception of even the strongest signals whereas the Vee would discriminate against the storm unless the latter was in line with the station being received. Almost exact duplication of signal strength was noted between the rhombics and the Vee at distances of approximately 1500 miles at frequencies of 8 Mc. and higher. At frequencies below 8 Mc. and at distances of 1500 miles or less, the Vee generally is equal to or superior to the rhombic. For distances greater than 1500 miles, the rhombic is increasingly better, almost in the same proportion as the Vee is better on less-distant stations. In order to attain even better results it would be necessary only to extend the length of the legs a few hundred feet.

Fig. 6 indicates relative signal strength, based on receiver R units, of standard-frequency station WWV at 5, 10, and 15 Mc. There are two graphs for the 5-Mc. signal, Fig. 6 (A), showing the pattern using adjacent legs of the Vee and Fig. 6 (B), the pattern with two alternate legs; that is, one free leg between. Apparently theory holds very closely in practical operation since alternate legs on this frequency are necessary for proper lobe alignment. Other tests run with a local signal generator confirm the graphs of Fig. 6 for other directions and frequencies.

Switching System

In order that any combination of wires may be used to form the Vees with the included angle desired for the frequency in use, four remotely-controlled stepping relays are installed in a water-

---

\(^2\) Robinson, "Automatic Antenna Switching," QST, April, 1945, p. 38.
tight box at the top of the pole. These relays are composite and were constructed locally since selsyn motors were not available on the market at the time of construction. Each relay consists of a single-pole, eight-position, low-loss-type rotary switch with a solenoid mounted with a mechanical rachet so that each activation causes the relay to set up another contact. Each of the eight contacts is paralleled with the respective contacts of the other relays. The relays are paired, with the two selector arms from one pair connected to a transmission line, the impedance of which should match the average characteristic impedance of the antenna wires. The water-tight box with the relays installed is shown in the photograph. Of note is the fact that the wires are kept clear of the sides of the box as much as possible and are no longer than necessary.

The optimum angle for the slope of the wire was obtained by the erection of a 90-foot pole. To obtain such a height two smaller poles were spliced together since the cost of a pole with an over-all length of 96 feet is prohibitive in this section of the country. A properly designed spliced pole is equal in every way to that of the single pole.

To support the transmission line from the antenna box and the transmission line terminations from the station, a double cross-arm assembly was installed about ten feet off the ground at the base of the pole.

Ground
Because of the dryness of the soil in this section, it was necessary to construct a special type of ground connection in order to be assured of reasonable resistance stability for termination of the antenna wires. Essentially, this consists of 8 to 12 No. 14 wires driven some 15 to 20 feet directly down into the ground.

Lightning Protection
To guard against the frequent electrical storms prevalent in this section of the country a lightning rod was installed on top of the pole extending above the center of the antenna some six feet. This rod with its independent ground at the base of the pole provides a safety factor for the resistors, relays and transmission lines. In addition lightning arrestors were placed across the control lines.

Strays
While W4GVD/9 and W5DTL/9 were visiting W9APX, W6OUW, Inglewood, Calif., was called and raised. His signals were 5-9 with 180 watts input. He decreased his input to 40 watts and the signal was still reported S9. He lowered his power until the input was only 0.16 watts (20 volts at 8 ma.) and the signals were still readable in East St. Louis, Ill., on 28.7 Mc.
A Selective Pulse Communication System

Multiple Station Operation on the Same Frequency

BY ARTHUR R. KNIGHT, * EX-W8BDE AND HOWARD STORCK, EX-W8BYN

In the old days, amateurs derived much pleasure from experimentation. The authors believe that there are now many amateurs who would be interested in testing a new communications system for the sheer pleasure of such experimentation. This is written in the hope that it will be a basis for such work and, although this article deals only with pulse code communication, one can easily visualize voice communication using time-modulated pulse systems or other pulse schemes.1

The system to be described is the subject of a patent disclosure by Arthur R. Knight. So far as patent rights are concerned, all hams and amateur organizations are hereby given all rights pertaining to amateur communication.

The dream of all radio operators has been some method or system whereby they could receive some one desired transmitting station at will to the exclusion of all others with, perhaps, the elimination of natural static and man-made noise. This dream may be partially realized with the system herein described, at least, to an extent undreamed of before developments of World War II made it possible.

Time Selection

In this system, literally thousands of stations may operate simultaneously on the same frequency of transmission and reception without interfering with each other. The various stations all transmit on exactly the same frequency; all receivers are tuned to this common frequency. Various stations are selected or “tuned in” by selecting manually on each receiver the exact instant in time when intelligence from any one chosen station will reach the receiver. Where transmitters are at fixed locations, the receiver may be calibrated as to stations, or in miles, or in any other suitable measurement of distance.

At any one point on such a dial the same station will always be received. Furthermore, the radar principle of pulsing is used which enables one to secure in the neighborhood of one kilowatt of peak radio frequency power into the antenna using an ordinary five-watt r.f. unit with suitable power supplies and controls.

Our system is based upon synchronization from some accurate signal source, and upon the time it takes radio frequency energy to travel from one place to another. For the purpose of explanation, one method of accomplishing these results will be described and other methods of accomplishing the same results will be suggested. The simplest way of explaining the idea is not the most practical way of accomplishing the desired results. Anyone familiar with transient techniques may easily visualize the equipment necessary. Much has already been published on such techniques, or the authors may be consulted for further information.

For discussion purposes, assume a transmitter which radiates r.f. pulses of energy 500 times a second. Further assume that the time duration of the radiated energy is only one microsecond. The transmitter is “working” only one-two thousands of the total time between radiated pulses. This transmitter will be referred to as the “Master Station,” and the pulses radiated by this transmitter will control all circuits for all stations desiring to communicate with each other. All reception will be accomplished during the time the transmitter is not working.

Assume that two radio stations, No. 1 and No. 2 of Fig. 1, desire to communicate with each other. All receivers and transmitters are tuned to the

1 "Forms of Pulse Modulation,” QST, Dec., 1945.
same frequency. Station No. 1 transmits intelligence to station No. 2 in the following manner:

1) The Master Station radiates a one-microsecond pulse “A.”

2) This pulse is received at No. 1 approximately 50 microseconds later, because No. 1 is located 10 miles from Master Station.

3) The pulse from Master Station is received at station No. 2 approximately 80 microseconds after initiation, since No. 2 is located 16 miles from Master Station.

4) Since No. 1 is transmitting, the key there is closed and pulse “B” is immediately radiated, neglecting delay in the equipment. It is received at station No. 2 approximately 150 microseconds after “A” was initiated or 70 microseconds after “A” reached station No. 2.

5) When pulse “A” is received at station No. 2, it initiates a “gating” circuit in the i.f. or video amplifier which is manually controlled with reference to time. This gate circuit is moved out approximately 70 microseconds so that the gate is opened for slightly more than one microsecond, thus coinciding with the arrival of pulse “B.” The pulse is then passed through the receiver and the signal is heard as an audio tone through distortion in the audio amplifier.

The above paragraphs explain the basic theory. It is important that they be thoroughly understood before proceeding with this discussion. A number of things are to be noted. It is necessary for all equipments to be controlled by the same master timing station. When transmitting, the energy is simply amplified and relayed. This type of equipment is called a “transponder.” Intelligence is created by keying the transponder output into dots and dashes. The important point at the receiving station is the gate which allows only the desired intelligence to pass. That gate is in the amplifier only. The receiver receives all signals. This is necessary so that the pulse from the master station can start the gating action.

The above is only a rough outline of the basic theory which disregards many things, such as the delay in each equipment. Furthermore, if such a system were used, the control energy “A” would necessarily need to be of a distinguishing nature so that the equipments would not oscillate within themselves, or between each other. This could be overcome by various tricks; for example, two pulses could originate at the master station a few microseconds apart and then paired-pulse interrogation could be used to operate the gate, or a long pulse could be used as “A” and a pulse filter could be used to control the gate. In this connection, it should be noted that the starting pulse does not need to be the same, but the cycle of repetition must be the same. There are other reasons against using the same r.f. for synchronization.

First, if the stations are physically close together, they will all be crowded at the start of the time cycle. Second, synchronization transmitters are not available. Third, the coverage, for synchronization purposes, would not be as great as some of the standard stations now on the air. Fourth, a standard unit can be designed for synchronization purposes which can operate on any low frequency station, such as a reliable broadcasting station or WWV, and the transmitted frequency then “counted down” to a selected synchronization frequency by one of the highly accurate systems which may be put to such use.²

Perhaps a better understanding of the system may be had by making reference to a block diagram of a proposed “ham” station necessary to practice this system. Fig. 3 represents such a station. This station differs from the ordinary radio station in that it has an auxiliary receiver from which synchronizing energy is secured. In this particular case, the r.f. energy from WLW (700 kc.) is counted down to 700 cycles by one of the methods referred to above.

Once the synchronization pulse is available, the transmitter is the height of simplicity; all that is necessary is to amplify the synchronization pulse to a sufficient degree to unbias the transmitter. The receiver is somewhat more complicated than the transmitter. It must be so designed that it can present output pulses without too much distortion.

(Concluded on page 144)

TRIBUTE TO XUBMA
610 West 143, N. Y. 31, N. Y.

Editor, QST:
I am enclosing reports of the death of Dr. William Malcolm, ex-XU3MA and XUSMA, otherwise known to amateurs of several continents as "Old Man River" (OMR).

Dr. Malcolm's personality, his devotion to the air, and the historical chances which gave him unique opportunities, easily make him one of the outstanding amateurs of all time. A DX man, he continuously and conscientiously handled semi-local traffic between his station at Chefoo and Shanghai for many years. During the early stages of the Japanese war (1937-39) it was the only radio output from the North China port, and he handled astronomical and other international traffic, easily making him one of the outstanding amateurs of the Japanese war (1937-39). It was the only radio output school children held aboard a pirate ship in notorious Bias Bay, Hongkong.

Forced to leave Chefoo, the doctor, approaching 80 years of age, went on the air with XUSMA, an 807 driving a pair of 807a on c.w. only, on ten and twenty. His equipment, built into an office desk, was a fine piece of living-room furniture, a point he stressed as necessary to the household security of amateur radio. "Many an enthusiastic young ham," he wrote, "has been completely discouraged by being ostracized by the OW to the garret or cellar, and thought he had become tired of radio when as a matter of fact he had only become tired of cold fingers and cold feet!" Active organizationally as well as on the air, he was a member of the committee of the International Amateur Radio Association of China until his departure for the States in 1940, and was an unswerving contributor of entertaining articles and artwork to its magazine, QST. For Dr. Malcolm was an artist of no mean ability, and many of his lengthy series of radio cartoons, "Technical Terms Illustrated" have been printed (with or without credit) in United States radio section, which will include club and library facilities, study assistance, "on-the-air" meetings for the members and branches throughout Canada and a general range of activities of interest to radio amateurs, especially to those who have served with the armed forces. All ARRL members who are eligible for Legion membership will be able to get full details very soon from the nearest secretary, whether they are Legion members or not. The main qualification is a genuine interest in radio and naturally, eligibility for Legion membership. This is an excellent chance for those who want to maintain their service friendships via amateur radio.

Get in touch with the nearest Legion office, leave your name and address and a brief record of your radio experience and ask the secretary to notify you when he receives further details, which will be supplied from the Sask. Provincial Command office. As there are hundreds of branches throughout Canada it may take a little time to supply them all with complete details. B.E.S.L. secretaries outside Canada are requested to write direct to this office for details as the plans call for a world-wide organization with attention being concentrated on Canada for a start. However, details will be supplied to other branches in case they are in a position to do their own local organizing. It is important that the survey be completed as soon as possible and veteran VE operators or those who are interested in becoming hams are therefore urged to check with their local Legion secretaries (or this office) as quickly as they possibly can.

D. H. Lathe, VE4FS

RUMORS
1409 Mango Court, Corpus Christi, Texas

Editor, QST:
I believe it is not only bad taste to spread rumors on the air regarding frequency allocations, but also harmful.

S. T. McNeil, WE5Y, ex-WELJN, W0BHR

Editor, QST:
A report, or it may be just a rumor, is going around among some licensed radio amateurs over the air that the representatives of the governments of the United States and Great Britain are now in session, talking of the possible diversion to commercial use of the bands formerly allocated to the amateurs in the 20 and 40 meter locations.

If this is true, I am sure that the ARRL is on the job and doing everything possible to prevent such sabotage of the amateurs' frequencies. However, some of the local operators thought it worth while to write you and see if there is any truth in the reports. . .

R. E. Cowan, W6CF

(Enron's Note: The rumor is entirely without foundation. The United States and United Kingdom are two of the strongest supporters of amateur radio, fully realizing its wartime and peacetime value.

There have been many conferences concerning future radio frequency allocations, and there are more to come. That is one of the reasons we have a Legion — to represent the amateur service at such meetings and to keep in close contact with all activities possibly affecting us.

Sincere thanks to W6CF for writing HQ, for information instead of spreading further what seems like alarming news. We urge the continued cooperation of all amateurs in not spreading incomplete or inaccurate information over the air. One thing is a pretty certain bet: the wilder the rumors, the greater probability of their being untrue.)
Editor, QST:

Our short-wave editor states that he heard an announcement over W1AW to the effect that (and I quote) "Amateur band 14,200 was open to all amateurs with 50-kilowatt power by authority of the FCC." It has been brought to our attention that this statement is obviously incorrect, and we would like to have the official statement of that announcement direct from you to clear this up to our members.

— Art Hankins, Editor, Victory Radio Club

Report from HA

Sarisap, Easternon VM., Hungary

The Budapest radio just now communicated the reopening of postal traffic between U.S.A. and Hungary. After a long silence I am glad to get contact again with the hams of foreign countries and especially with my old radio friends of the states.

Maybe you are interested in the present situation of amateur radio in Hungary. Briefly, it is hopeless for quite a long period, I think—not only because we didn’t get back our licenses as yet, but also our equipments are ruined or disappeared. The former government has collected all ham equipments and there is no sign where they are now. To build a new one is very hard; prices are above the Heaviside layer and we are also financially ruined. (We hams have never been millionaires.)

Many of the HA hams are dead or disappeared. During wartime a new generation has grown up, with a great interest in ham radio. We hams could not get together with the old fellows outside so we made local rag-chews on ‘phone (till 1942). That was interesting for the non-amateurs, who have listened, and many of them are now learning code, etc., to get a license when the government makes it possible again. Of course, we old hams are ready to spring into action again as quickly as it will be allowed. At the least, I’ll make a good old Hartley or t.p.t.g. from an old receiver.

We hams could not get together with the old fellows outside so we made local rag-chews on ‘phone (till 1942). That was interesting for the non-amateurs, who have listened, and many of them are now learning code, etc., to get a license when the government makes it possible again. Of course, we old hams are ready to spring into action again as quickly as it will be allowed. At the least, I’ll make a good old Hartley or t.p.t.g. from an old receiver. Hi!

Our general hope is that ARRL or IARU with its great influence will end our long silence soon. Please protect and somewhat amused at the new amateurs that have in the past contacted him on the air:

It is with great pleasure and personal satisfaction that I renew my membership to ARRL and subscription to QST. Both have been of invaluable aid to me during the past trying years and have helped me do what I think was a good job on the government radio project I was engaged in during the war.

In visiting the various radio plants up here I was impressed and somewhat amazed at the high place of honor occupied by QST and the Handbook in all engineering and test departments. I know for a fact much of the elaborate equipment manufactured was started on its way by an idea gleaned from our two valuable publications.

Now that we once more are applying ourselves to domestic and more peaceful occupations there is no need for me to say, “keep up the good work.” As hams we should not be content to rest on our past laurels but rather like a lot of inquisitive little boys and girls we will have to find out what makes those wonderful new radio creations tick.

— Bob Humphrey, VE3ALC

MARCONI

108 Novar Dr., Glasgow W.2, Scotland

The letter in your December, 1945, issue touches an old controversy beyond the compass of a letter to the Editor. Marconi was an initiator, not the inventor of radio. None of the components used by him were conceived by him. (The coherer was devised by Branly.) Clerk-Maxwell announced the existence of electro-magnetic waves in 1883, and Hertz in 1888 produced these waves by an oscillator devised by him. The principle of tuning was demonstrated to the British Association at Oxford (England) in 1894 by Sir Oliver Lodge and patented by him in 1897. The thermionic valve was invented by Ambrose Fleming in 1904. Edison patented a system of wireless before Marconi’s time as the telegraph wires running alongside railroad tracks were utilized for transmitting news to traveling trains by means of electro-magnetic waves. This was too far ahead of the times and was not a commercial success.

The British Admiralty achieved wireless communication some months prior to Marconi and perfected their system independently.

— C. G. Wisdom

Editor, QST:

The writer, formerly chief operator of WSUSA, has been asked to write to you in behalf of Luis Fernandez, KAlFH, 1181 M. H. del Pilar, Sy-Quila Apts., Malate, Manila, Philippines.

During the dark days of the Jap occupation of Manila, Mr. Fernandez aided the allied guerillas materially by providing radio parts for the construction of a transmitter, at great risk to his life. Night after night, as many as 20 people crowded into a small room in the basement of the Fernandez home to listen to short-wave news broadcasts from the United States. When the Japs discovered his radio equipment they arrested everything in sight including several hundred QSL cards. Luis put a very high value on his American cards and has asked me to petition you to publish a request for amateurs that have in the past contacted him on the air: please send their cards again to replace those stolen by the Japs.

I am sure that you will agree with me that amateur stations operated by brave men like Luis Fernandez have done a great deal towards giving amateur radio the splendid name it has acquired during the war.

— R. C. Hansen

PLACE OF HONOR

218 Havelock St., Toronto, Ont.

Editor, QST:

It is with great pleasure and personal satisfaction that I renew my membership to ARRL and subscription to QST. Both have been of invaluable aid to me during the past trying years and have helped me do what I think was a good job on the government radio project I was engaged in during the war.

In visiting the various radio plants up here I was impressed and somewhat amazed at the high place of honor occupied by QST and the Handbook in all engineering and test departments. I know for a fact much of the elaborate equipment manufactured was started on its way by an idea gleaned from our two valuable publications.

Now that we once more are applying ourselves to domestic and more peaceful occupations there is no need for me to say, “keep up the good work.” As hams we should not be content to rest on our past laurels but rather like a lot of inquisitive little boys and girls we will have to find out what makes those wonderful new radio creations tick.

— Bob Humphrey, VE3ALC

W4ERI, PLEASE NOTE

700 Ralph St., San Francisco, Calif.

Editor, QST:

On page 45 of September, 1921, QST appears the following limerick:

A whimsical lad called Maloney,
A ham in the art of Marconi,
Once essayed to tune
A spark from the moon.
With suspicion guarded
He’s always now guarded—
Beware lest you follow Maloney!

— Vernon Howard, W4ERS

(Continued on page 140)
3625-4000 kc! The operating business is looking up! A few short months ago we were wondering what "10" would be like. 28 Mc. seemed erratic at first. We liked some of its surprises. The "BW" party found conditions excellent. Reports of BW-operations are still pouring into ARRL Hq. We write these words just as W1AW goes on the air with the first news of the welcome contents of FCC Order No. 130-D. By the time you read these lines many amateurs will have been on "80" three or more weeks, ourselves included. A few of the gang who could hardly wait for April One have been tuned up all set to throw the Big Switch. Now more gear is slated to come out of storage. No "band warming" will be needed for eighty. The band is guaranteed to be hot. See you there!

U. S. hams will start with all the c.w. brethren able to use 3625-4000 kc. of our lowest frequency band, but of course steering clear of the busy 3900-4000 kc. 'phone band (VEs and U. S. Class A only). 3625-4000 k.c. must perform for all our other lower frequency bands which is quite some assignment. VEs can also use 3500-3625 kcs. with a temporary 50-watt limit, provided they do not interfere with U. S. military uses. In the event of flood disaster or other emergency it is good that we have these low frequencies to supplement and handle area links from the ARRL Emergency Corps v.h.f. communications. This is a new authorization is a top frequency plan providing for each ARRL Section, based on prewar use, and designed to avoid conflicts with TLs and other known nets. The "BW" party found conditions excellent. Reports of BW-operations are still pouring into ARRL Hq. We write these words just as W1AW goes on the air with the first news of the welcome contents of FCC Order No. 130-D. By the time you read these lines many amateurs will have been on "80" three or more weeks, ourselves included. A few of the gang who could hardly wait for April One have been tuned up all set to throw the Big Switch. Now more gear is slated to come out of storage. No "band warming" will be needed for eighty. The band is guaranteed to be hot. See you there!

U. S. hams will start with all the c.w. brethren able to use 3625-4000 kc. of our lowest frequency band, but of course steering clear of the busy 3900-4000 kc. 'phone band (VEs and U. S. Class A only). 3625-4000 k.c. must perform for all our other lower frequency bands which is quite some assignment. VEs can also use 3500-3625 kcs. with a temporary 50-watt limit, provided they do not interfere with U. S. military uses. In the event of flood disaster or other emergency it is good that we have these low frequencies to supplement and handle area links from the ARRL Emergency Corps v.h.f. community nets that ECs have under way. Remember that in emergency FCC may "declare" the emergency to aid in our organized amateur service. (See FCC regs., par 12.155. They require no special authorization, 3555 kcs. in this band for official bulletins until other frequencies are cleared. No "immediate" new Net Directory. However, be sure you tell ARRL about your plans. A master frequency plan providing for each ARRL Section, based on prewar use, and designed to avoid conflicts with TLs and other known nets can be consulted by Section planners. But operation under the plan must await the return of the rest of this band. General resumption of ARRL Trunk Lines will await that action. W1AW will undertake limited two-way work, when possible on 3950 kc. 'phone and 3825 kc. c.w., but will continue to use its special authorization, 3555 kc. in this band for official bulletins until other frequencies are cleared.

27,188 to 27,458 kc. All FCC-licensed amateur stations may now use this band for A8 A1 A2 A3 A4 and FM voice or telegraph emissions. The new authorization is a shared use of frequency with medical and industrial users. Two more significant facts about the band, which is a newcomer to the family of ham bands: (1) It is the only band below 144 Mc. on which amateurs may use duplex voice work. (2) It is the lowest band in which A-2 emission is specified. A "genuine" QRM-band, the many possible uses make it sound attractive. Give it a whirl and let's know...
how you find it. (We're also looking for OES reports on first use of the newly allocated 235-240 Mc.)

**VHF Marathon.** Attention of all amateurs working in 50-54 Mc., 144-148 Mc., 235-240 Mc., or any higher frequency amateur bands is invited to the announcement of the rules for the 1946 competition. Scores will be determined by the number of QSOs, DX and consistent activity. See details elsewhere in this issue. Monthly results will be featured in QST. Not only OES, but all v.h.f., u.h.f., s.h.f. workers are invited to get the reporting forms and participate.

**About Reactivation of ORS and OPS Appointments.** Effective May first any ORS and OPS who has submitted activity reports to his SCM covering two consecutive months of his postwar amateur station operation, and presented his certificate for SCM-endorsement may have his appointment renewed. (SCM sends usual Form 4 endorsement card to ARRL HQ. for record purposes.) At any time within 24 months of May 1, 1946, prewar ORS or OPS may report and apply for reactivation, SCMs automatically issuing endorsements on receipt of the second such activity report. Leadership posts, Route Manager and Phone Activities Manager, in these groups are being reviewed by SCMs. Member-amateurs with an active or continuing interest in organizing and coordinating section traffic schedules and voice activities are wanted where prewar RMs and PAMs are not available to carry on their assigned functions in ORS/OPS groups. SCMs must endorse certificates of prewar RMs or PAMs (notifying Hq. on Form 4) to validate these old appointments.

**Appointment Applications Invited.** With the above announcement the ARRL Field Organization again offers appointment activity in all departments. An abbreviated description of each type SCM-appointment appears with the announcement of the new Official Experimental Station appointment. (See pages 66 and 80, March 1946 QST). Ask ARRL for a copy of Operating an Amateur Radio Station and an application form for the appointment you are interested in and qualified for.

**28 Mc. Ideas: Sportmanship vs. QRM.** Not only in the “BW” (see claimed scores this issue) but in many periods when 28 Mc. has been good, we have found desirable DX signals under a bunch of locals engaged in rag chews, or under certain unmodulated carriers from local sets being tuned up or tested. When stations are stacked two or three deep this needless QRM is almost inexcusable. GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP requires amateurs to refrain from local work in a DX band or from excessive tuning up, when the DX conditions are right and signals are coming through.

W1JNO writes to invite additional attention of 28 Mc. operators to (1) possible harmonics of their stations falling in the television channels (2) possible excessive frequency drift of some crystals and the danger of drifting off-frequency if one starts but 25 kc. from a band-edge (3) danger of FCC citations from direct radiation from links and low-power driver stages at 14 or 21 Mc. “Better check up,” he says. He also suggests increased use of “10” for short haul phone work, and use of vertical antennas for non-directional local work at night and other times, all of which is sound doctrine.

**ARRL “FD” to be June 22/23.** Dates for this once-a-year outing for testing emergency powered portables can be announced now that we have more frequencies to facilitate plans: Count on June 22/23. Full details in next QST. See you in the FD!

— F. E. H.

**FLASH!**

**CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM RESUMES**

Headquarters station W1AW has just received temporary authorization for use of 3555, 7145, and 14,280 kc. on an unlimited time basis to provide one-way transmissions pertaining to amateur radio matters and in order to permit resumption of international Morse code transmissions as a part of the ARRL Code Proficiency Program, 29,150 and 52,000 kc. frequencies will also be used.

The CP program will be similar to that in effect in 1941 and detailed information will follow in June QST. Practice transmissions will start May 1 (see W1AW Schedule).

To permit direct comparison of one’s first and tape sending, QST will list in advance the text to be used for practice on two of the five weekly practice runs. The following tabulation indicates material to be used in the program during May and to June 18th. To get sending help hook up your own key and buzzer or audio oscillator, turn to the QST material, tune in W1AW, and attempt to send right in step with the tape signals. Adjust your spacing in the manner the received signal indicates necessary for improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Subject of Practice Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2</td>
<td>Need There Be Line of Sight? p. 47.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>Technical Topics, p. 59.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10</td>
<td>Official Experimental Station, p. 66.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>Operating News, p. 80.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April QST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 15</td>
<td>Good Operating Pays Off, p. 31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21</td>
<td>A Band Pass #8-Mc. Converter, p. 44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23</td>
<td>Crystal Grinding Without Tears, p. 58.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29</td>
<td>The Postwar Naval Reserve, p. 54.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 31</td>
<td>The Future Above 60 Mc., p. 60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 4</td>
<td>The Circular Band Theorem, p. 65.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 6</td>
<td>Technical Topics, p. 67.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 10</td>
<td>Listening Post in the Philippines, p. 70.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>Qualifying Run, 10:00 p.m. EDT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 1946
Get started on practice material from WIAW now. The WIAW bulletins "to all radio amateurs" will give additional practice at 15 and 25 w.p.m.

The first certificate-qualifying run is scheduled for June 18 at the usual CP transmission hour, 10:00 P.M. EDT. Following an initial issue of certificate, the ARRL program will award additional recognition by progressive sticker-endorsements at each higher speed attained. All amateurs are invited to participate in the Code Proficiency Program and to submit copies made during the June 18th qualifying run.

NEW WIAW OPERATING SCHEDULE
(Effective May 1, 1946)

Official ARRL Bulletin containing latest FCC information relating to amateur operation and reactivation, and other bulletins on matters of general amateur interest are transmitted on regular schedules, as follows:

Frequencies: 3865, 7145, 14,280, 29,150, and 52,000 kc.
Times: 8:00 and 11:30 p.m. EDT, Monday through Friday. (0000 and 0330 GCT, Tuesday through Saturday.)

Starting at the times indicated, bulletins are transmitted by telegraph simultaneously on all frequencies. Bulletins are sent at 25 w.p.m. and repeated at 15 w.p.m. to facilitate code practice. Telegraph bulletins are followed by voice transmissions on each frequency in turn. Changes from this schedule will be announced by the operator.

Code Proficiency Program: Practice transmissions at five speeds, 15 through 35 w.p.m., are made Monday through Friday, on the above listed frequencies, starting at 10:30 P.M. EDT (0200 GCT, Tuesday through Saturday). Approximately ten minutes practice is given at each speed. First certificate-qualification run is scheduled for Tuesday, June 18.

General Operation: Frequencies- 3950 kc. (voice), 3825 kc., 29,150 kc., 28,245 kc., and 52,000 kc. WIAW engages in two-way work with amateurs as progress on constructional projects permits. The station is not operated on legal national holidays.

BRIEFS

The Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Club will hold its 17th Annual Stag QSO Party at the Republican Hotel, Saturday, May 11, at 6:30 p.m. Admission is $3.50 in advance, $4.50 at the door. Tickets are available from Ralph O. Koenig, W9RUF, 1311 South 5th Street, Milwaukee (4), Wisconsin. The Party includes dinner, entertainment, famous Milwaukee refreshments, and all ticket stubs go into the box for prize drawings.

WHO CAN WORK MOST STATES ABOVE 50 MC. IN 1946?

Awards! What W or VE amateur operator using any frequency above 50 Mc. will work most of the 48 United States from March 1st to the end of 1946? Three suitably inscribed solid-bronze medallions, engraved with the call of the winner and the number of states he works will be awarded by ARRL. All work credited must be that from one location, with the transmitter on 50-54, 144-148, 235-240, or above 400-Mc. amateur bands.

A location is defined as "from places in one community, no two of which are more than 25 miles apart." The District of Columbia counts for Maryland.

BRIEFS

KAIHR ON THE AIR

A radiogram via W7ETN brings word that KAIHR, Manila, returned to the air March 13th, with A-2 on 28,700 kc., and is open for traffic. Old time message-pushers will remember KAIHR as one of the most active traffic stations in the islands. Operators are W5DUJ, W7HOB, and W9CHZ.
EARLY CLAIMED SCORES —  
BAND WARMING PARTY

The 28 Mc. band has hardly cooled off as we write this, but reports on the Band Warming Party are pouring in. We have scanned the logs and taken off the claimed high scores, which we present for the information of all. Early reports indicate that practically all activity was on 28 Mc., although several logs show some operation on 144 Mc. W6ULE worked 144 Mc. exclusively, making 26 contacts in the Los Angeles area.

It appears that the gang in the western sections had things pretty much their own way, although we assure you those scores were not made by relaxing in an easy chair! Old time contest men for the information of all. Early reports

    MKS

However, we assure you those scores were not made by relaxing in an easy chair! Old time contest men who participated in the BW agree that it was the most grueling affair they have encountered, yet nonetheless enjoyable. QRM reached new proportions, at least equaling anything ever heard in prewar days. But judging by the enthusiastic comments on the logs, hams can take it. They want more — contests, not QRM! You will recognize some prewar contest masters in the list, among them W3BES and W8OFN ... all still in there pitching.

We got a wonderful break on conditions for both domestic and DX contacts. It was a “band warming” in every sense of the word. Here are the highest (unchecked) scores so far reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W6BEJ...</td>
<td>40875-109-35-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7ETT...</td>
<td>47216-100-32-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8HJ...</td>
<td>42965-109-35-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6MB/Enid</td>
<td>41370-175-35-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4BPT/X6</td>
<td>42965-309-57-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3TR/3</td>
<td>41370-351-44-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3BES...</td>
<td>31000-301-40-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RPGC...</td>
<td>22356-351-47-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8ORL...</td>
<td>22756-220-49-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RKO...</td>
<td>20516-251-47-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6ERK...</td>
<td>21020-220-34-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2FKN...</td>
<td>21020-234-44-f</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9BPF...</td>
<td>21020-234-44-f</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8GOFN...</td>
<td>22256-233-47-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RKO...</td>
<td>22256-233-47-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7ON...</td>
<td>22756-220-49-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RKO...</td>
<td>22756-220-49-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6RKO...</td>
<td>22756-220-49-cw</td>
<td>28 Mc.</td>
<td>cw/f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIELD DAY — JUNE 22-23
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!

Yessir! There will be a Field Day this year. Mark your calendar, dig out the portable/emergency gear, check the trailer (if you are fortunate enough to own one!), pick the site for your operations, get your special antennas cut to length, check the portable masts to see if all the pieces are still around, and break the news to the family that the June 22–23 week-end is reserved for ham radio. Clubs particularly will want to make plans early. It is the ham outing of the year. ARRL Emergency Corps members will find the FD an unexcelled opportunity to test emergency equipment, including auxiliary power supplies. We expect that some Emergency Coordinators will take advantage of the Field Day to expand AEC plans. Don’t miss this fun-in-the-great-outdoors activity. Full details June QST.

BRIEFS

W2KGW, operating fixed-portable at Stevensville, Newfoundland, has had several ragchews by 28 Mc. 'phone with his wife in Westfield, N. J. On February 13th we heard one of these contacts. Some angles involved struck us as examples of “rotten operating.” Here’s how it went. W2KGW / VO called “CQ Westfield, N. J.,” whereupon answers poured in from New England to Pennsylvania. To many of the gang, a directional CQ meant nothing compared with the possibility of raising a VO! We commend W2KGW’s patience in dealing with the non-New Jersey answers. After several attempts, W2MYH, Summit, N. J., was raised. He got W2KGW’s YF on the land line and a relayed telephone call was tried. This proving unsatisfactory, Mrs. W2KGW set out for W2MYH’s shack. That’s when bedlam started. So many stations were calling W2KGW / VO on W2MYH’s frequency, that KGW was finally obliged to announce, “I give up. Take it easy, fellows.” By the time his wife reached W2MYH the interference had reached such proportions that contact was impaired. It was rather pitiful to hear the unnecessary jamming by horners-in while a GI was trying to talk with home. There was no excuse for the mad rush to work W2KGW / VO while he was in contact with another station. Common courtesy in operating would have dictated that a fellow be permitted to complete his contact before others tried breaking in for a routine QSO. Let’s show a bit of the old-time ham spirit of cooperation, fellows!
MEET THE SCMS

The San Joaquin Valley Section has elected a new Section Communications Manager — James F. Wakefield, W6PSQ, Fresno, California, fresh from the Air Corps, and Army Signal Corps.

A Californian by birth, "Jim" first saw the light of day in Fresno on November 1, 1920. The amateur radio bug took its initial bite in 1935, and continued to nip until 1938, when FCC issued W6PSQ.

The present W6PSQ is designed for operation on 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 Mc. c.w., and 14, 28, and 144 Mc. 'phone. Transmitter line-ups: 6AG7-6L6-PP TB35s, 200 watts; 6A6-6L6-813, 200 watts; TZ40s in modulator: 6AG7-6L6-832-829, 25 watts. Receiver is an HQ-120X. In addition, portable/emergency equipment is available: Transmitting: 6AG7-6L6, 12 watts, portable-mobile; HY-75, 5 watts. Receiving: 6K8 converter with auto radio, and 9002 super-regen. Antennas include 3-element rotary, half-wave off center fed, half-wave co-ax.

"Jim" is active in the San Joaquin Valley Radio Club, having served on the Board of Directors, and held the offices of president, secretary, and treasurer. He has been active in ARRL organization work, holding appointment as Official Observer. His operating proficiency is indicated by his 25 w.p.m. receiving speed.

Hobby time is shared by ham radio, photography, and flying, as well as active participation in the sports of swimming, trap shooting, skiing, tennis, and skeet shooting. The favorites, aside from hamming, are skiing and flying.

The daily bread comes from association in the firm of Wakefield & Hopper, Real Estate and Insurance. When not busy in this field, "Jim" is devoting his first efforts to the new SCM office. We know that the SJV Section will go places under his leadership. Welcome to the family, "Jim."

BRIEFS

In case you have been wondering how those D4s put in such healthy signals with 25 watts, you will be interested to know that on March 1st the D4 GI stations received authorization to use up to 500 watts! Also, they are now permitted to use 'phone on all of the 28 Mc. band.

FIRST AEC DRILL?

P. C. Yeomans, W2OHE, Brooklyn, N. Y., Emergency Coordinator for Kings County, writes that his group has been holding 144 Mc. drills and tests under the new ARRL Emergency Corps set-up since its origin. W2OHE asks, "Are we first?" Operation of the reorganized AEC was described in December, 1945 QST. Local simulated emergency tests and regular drills under the leadership of ECs is the foundation upon which the new AEC is building. We recommend 144 Mc. for these drills, where practicable. Is W2OHE the first EC to actually have his group organized and working on the air? Let us know the date of the first AEC tests in your locality.

A radiogram from W2FI, handled entirely on 144 Mc. February 25th, with routing via W2AEF-W2LPA-W2IQT/W1HDQ, reports active emergency net operation that date in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, New York. W2FI was Control Station, with 19 stations (3 mobile) represented.

Have you joined the ARRL Emergency Corps? If you have been unable to get hold of an application form locally, a postal to your SCM or to Headquarters will bring you one, together with the address of your Emergency Coordinator, if appointed. Get in on the interesting AEC activities.

SEND YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS FOR PRIZE ARTICLE CONTEST

The CD Article Contest is open to all radio amateurs. The first winning article in the postwar series appeared in April QST. It is a continuing contest, with entries considered for publication each month.

The author of each article used is awarded a $10 prize, consisting of $5 in Victory Stamps, and $5 in ARRL supplies or publications (except QST).

Your contribution must be on a subject of interest to amateur radio operators. That is the only limitation, except that the length should be not over 500 words. Snappy articles of moderate length are usually most acceptable. Entries are judged on originality and value to the fraternity.

Write on any topic of interest to you as a radio amateur. There is an almost limitless variety of subjects in the fields of ham operating and organization. Send as many contributions as you like. Please mark your article "for the CD Contest."

A group of Seattle amateurs have formed a QSO club, the "ADDDC." The only requirement for membership is the ability to operate on 28338 kc. At last count there were 20 members. To learn the meaning of "ADDDC" one must get on the frequency, and then meet a member personally. W7JEF (ex-W6DEK, KAIAC, XU8CC) reports that the members hold luncheons each Monday.

82 QST
CANADIANS ORGANIZE AFARS

The Canadian Minister of National Defence for Air, and the Air Council, RCAF, have approved organization of the Air Force Amateur Radio System (AFARS) to be formed by the RCAF, and certain VE amateurs. A trans-Canada chain of amateur stations will be set up and operated by qualified operators, who will be trained in RCAF procedure, both c.w. and "phone. The object is: (a) to provide a backlog of trained radio amateurs in the event of emergency, (b) to acquaint these amateurs with the latest developments in service communications and electronics, (c) to provide a service for localized emergency operations, and (d) to foster mutual interests between the amateurs and the RCAF.

No reserve status will be required on the part of any member nor will there be any liability for service or call. Full membership is open to any Canadian citizen over the age of seventeen. The organization is aimed at encouraging good operating among AFARS members and amateur clubs located at RCAF stations. In some fifteen areas throughout Canada, Net Control Stations will be set up. Each of these "squadrons" will consist of one or more "flights" of not more than twenty radio amateurs each. Each "flight" will operate on a spot frequency between 3505 kc. and 3825 kc. with crystals loaned by ROAF. 3625 kc. started in their areas: Halifax, VE1JH; Montreal, VE3JJ; Toronto, VE3ADR; Winnipeg, VE4AAW; Regina, Don Leitch, 2450 Broder Street; Calgary, VE4GD; Victoria, VE5XX. Those interested should contact the organizer in their area. At the outset, operations will be restricted to c.w., but radiophone also will be used later. Although the AFARS idea has been considered for many years, its present fruition is largely due to the efforts of Noel Eaton, VE3CJ (ex Wing Commander, RCAF). Other amateurs who assisted in the early planning are VE3GT, VE3ADR (ex Flight Lieutenant, RCAF), and VE3EF (ex Wing Commander, RCAF).

BRIEFS

Here is proof that 28 Mc. is reliable for schedules, at least in some quarters. W6TPN/7, Centralia, Washington, writes, "I've pushed traffic for years on 7 Mc. c.w., but during the last three months I have run the most consistent and reliable schedule I ever had, and it has been on 28 Mc. 'phone. I schedule W9YM/KB6 (Guam), daily and haven't missed more than two schedules due to QSB. We handle an average of 300 messages per month. The record, however, is really held by W6QKB/KB6, who has had more than 81 person-to-person schedules in three months without a single failure!"] Can anyone match this performance?

Interest in amateur radio is high at the Eastern Signal Corps Training Center, Fort Monmouth, N. J. Plans include formation of the Fort Monmouth Radio Club, and facilities for round-the-clock operation in the ham bands. Space for a club room and station has been allotted, and several transmitters already are being installed. FMRC will be open to all radio amateurs of the ESCTC command. Since many ham stations in the theaters are operated by Signal Corps personnel, the Fort Monmouth school expects to keep close contact with former students. Valuable training in radio practice will be given through the handling of traffic, as well as technical training in building and maintenance of the equipment.

W6TEF/7, Kalispell, Montana, and W4HSQ, Oneida, Tenn., are keeping daily schedules on 28 Mc. 'phone, at 11 A.M. and 3 P.M. CST. Each station has 150 watts input, half-wave doublet antennas, and RME-45 receivers. Contacts have been consistent, with reports averaging R5 S5/S. W6TEF and W4HSQ are both located in the mountains. Let us hear of any other reliable schedules on 28 Mc. or higher frequencies, as well as outstanding work on other bands.

W6MBA/KB6 and XU1YU have regular traffic for the States. Here's a chance to arrange a schedule and get in on some overseas relaying.
**REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES**

All operating amateurs, especially ARRL members, are invited to report to the SCM on the first of each month, covering station activities for the preceding month. Reports from the SCM are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in these columns. The addresses of all SCMs will be found on page 6.

ARRL members are invited by SCMs to make application for the following appointments: ORS, OES, OPS, OO, OBS. Leaders are needed in several Sections to handle important SEC and EC posts. The SCM would also like to hear of your interest in RM or PAM appointments. Send all inquiries and applications to the SCM for your ARRL Section.

---

**ATLANTIC DIVISION**

**EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA** — SCM, Jerry Mathis W2BBS — 3AQN reports that the York gang is getting swell newspaper publicity for their emergency network. They have made successful field tests in conjunction with the OES. 3EBZ and 3BRD are hard at work on 144 Mo. 3BIL and 3MM are running close frequencies. Former ORS/OPS for 3.9 Mo, 8EKK reports the opening of the 144-Mo. band active on 28 Mo, 31XG are running a close race for the first 28-Mc. WAS. 3DGM is DXing on 144 Mo. 3EDO and 3KBA have mobile rigs on 144 Mo. The YARC of York has reorganized and spoke at the DARC meeting on BCI. BOC, SVS, and 3OAM and IYE have coaxial antennas on 28 Mo. DQZ 3GHM's NCL-10X, 3ILK has a new converter for 28 Mo. 3WMF and 3BHIO are on 144 Mc. DA and DPA are running 30 kw, on 28-Mc. for short skip DX. 3HIO is experimenting on super-hets on 28 Mo. The Frog Hollow net continues to attract a lot of interest in China, 3HXA has been mowing down the DX on 'phone on 28 Mo. with a new three-element beam. 3GET is using a new SX-25. 3IPB is a new converter on 144 Mo. and has 31,000 points in the Band Warming Party. 3KBB is old-timer LBOA, of New Haven, Conn. • 3EAN/4, KAP and KAT are new calls in Wilmington. CGV has a new 8JK beam. 3JBC is getting out well on 28 Mc. with a new three-element beam. 3GET is using a new SX-25. 3HIO is on 28 Mc. 3MM has a new four-element beam, following are new officers of the Hamilton County. Thanks for Bulletin on activities of the new ERCA town Amateur Radio Association was entertained by Senator James Mead, Officers are SD, pres., and GOW, treas. Classes are held each Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. under the tutelage of ARN and Jack Ritter. HTF is clicking FB with the DXers with good results both ways on the Da and GS. Frank is running 300 watts into a beam. 3EBI is on 28 Mc. In Neptune City, 3HIP has a nice signal on 28 Mo. CCO reports working some chelonia on 28 Mc. 'phone. 3HIO, W1HUT/PY7, Natal, Brazil; HPIA, Panama City; G4JZ, Cheltenham, England; and OA4AK, Lima, Peru. The DVARA W3AQ transmitter is in daily operation. Code and theory classes will be conducted under the tutelage of HAP, AZF has his new rotating mechanism in operation on his beam. HTF replaced the saddle on his beam and raised the unit ten feet. During the ARRLL Band Warming Party equipment worked well. 3TAZ, K600C, 3X4K, X61G, X61A, X61B, Z8AA, and Z8AA. 73, Tel and it's a wrap.

**WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA** — SCM, R.R. Rosen­

**WESTERN NEW YORK** — Charles I. Otero, W8UPH — The Radio Association of Western New York has been formed at Buffalo. The first regular meeting was honored by the presence of many former amateurs and the assembly of many old friends. SCM, FOA, moved to Chicago where DX is good. He can't hear the Philadelphia stations there but can tell them where on the DX stations they are calling them. A good show of DXQV in China. 3HXA has been mowing down the DX on 'phone and e. w. with his new 8JK beam. 3JBC is getting out well on 28 Mc. with a new three-element beam. 3GET is using a new SX-25. 3HIO has a new four-element beam on 28 Mc. 3MM made 31,000 points in the Band Warming Party. The Lancaster and New York Clubs are sponsoring a 144-Mc. contest which is creating plenty of activity. 3IKT has a new daughter; also several new counties. 3AVG and 3KT are running a close race for the first 28-Mc. WAS. 3EM working WAC in one day. 3INX has a swell-sounding signal on 28 Mc. The Frog Hollow net continues to attract a lot of attention. 3EWZ and 3BHD are hard at work on 144 Mc. 3DGM stricken the new 37-Mc. band a few moments after the WIAW broadcast. 3CJ is on 28 Mc. from OA4AK. 2AQN is DXing on 144 Mc. 3BDO and 3KBA have mobile rigs on 144 Mc. The YARC of York has reorganized and 3BL is the new president. 3BXR, G3XZ, JP7, and 4OH are active on 28 Mc. 3IXG has a new SX-25. 3IPB is a new member of the YARC, 3GZZ, FHG, and BXZ are all set for 3.9 Mc. 3EKK reports the opening of the 144-Mc. band for the first time. 3BDO has a new converter on 28 Mc. 3X4K is a popular station. Former ORS/OPS are invited to send in formal activities reports, write for report forms, and send in certificates for endorsement. 73, Jerry.
LIKE crystal filters, noise limiters require some understanding on the part of the operator if they are to be used effectively. However, they are much simpler and easier to understand than the filter, and their use requires less skill.

Noise limiter design is based on the fact that most of the objectionable noise picked up by the antenna consists of pulses of large amplitude and very brief duration. The pulse lasts such a short time that the ear would scarcely notice it if the noise were as brief as the pulse.

However, the objectionable noise pulse is strong, though brief, and it acts like a hammer blow on the speaker diaphragm. This blow sets the diaphragm in vibration, and these vibrations die out slowly. Thus an electrical disturbance of short duration produces a sound of long duration.

We have mentioned that the amplitude of the noise impulse is large. It is commonly very much greater than the signal. If we arrange a circuit in the receiver so that the maximum amplitude is limited, then any amplitude greater than this value will be "chopped off." Thus if the signal has a peak value of one volt at the detector, and if the detector will pass a peak signal of just one volt and no more, then the signal will pass through unaffected. However, if a noise pulse with an amplitude of ten volts arrives, then nine volts of it are "chopped off" and only one volt is passed. Since the energy varies as the square of the voltage, the blow on the speaker (and the noise you hear) is greatly reduced.

The level at which the detector limits the voltage is called the "threshold." Obviously, if the threshold is too low, it will clip the signal and result in distortion. On the other hand, if the threshold is too high, it will not be fully effective in reducing noise. Some receivers have a fixed threshold, adjusted at the factory to a compromise value. We prefer to provide a "Threshold Control" which can be turned down until distortion just begins to appear. This insures optimum results.

A noise limiter is quite a simple device and we hope this very brief description will clear up some misunderstandings about it. For instance, very often amateurs will write us that noise limiters cause audio distortion. The answer, of course, is to turn up the threshold control until distortion disappears.

If you would like to know more about noise limiters than we have been able to tell on this page, you will find plenty of good descriptions in radio textbooks and handbooks. Try page 165 of the 1946 ARRL Handbook, for a start.

WILLIAM A. READY
with merchant marine. PFC is still in the service. NTJ took the fatal step after release from the Army. T/5 TWI/4 was elected secretary of radio club at Oak Ridge, Tenn., where he is stationed. TVA logged the following local stations on 28 Mc. from his new Pittsburgh QTH: IZQ, JCM, KNI, QRL, OMY, OYV, PGV, PAS, SHK, and AOE. JCM works European DX with 20 watts to 616 final using cathode modulation. VNE has Class A ticket and is working 2072/9 using NC-100 and has completed new receiver with 6SC7 tube, and transmitter with 809 final. OUG is cleaning up his 3.5-Mc. crystals. 9LEZ/8 and SNC are employed at the same plant in Meadville. SNC was recently discharged from the Army. QWD is attending Allegheny College after receiving his B.S. in electrical and chemical engineering. UTQ is constructing modulator for his 28-Mc. transmitter using 809 final. QKJ dropped around to visit Erie fellows after his release from the Army at Sheppard Field, Tex. UUG has remarkable DX record on 28 Mc., with thirty-four countries worked since November 15th. DNO has been elected chairman of Pittsburgh Area Radio Club Council. MFO was elected vice-chairman. DX amateurs in Pittsburgh area having good success on 28 Mc.: MBC, UUG, OMY, PGV, MTX, RAS, MGZ, and BZC. MFO, president of Amateur Transmitters' Assn., of Western Pennsylvania, reports club news: NUG is in charge of program planning. OB gave an instructive talk on WX forecasting at February meeting. MARC and BWR were very lucky to have first two longwave receivers delivered in Pittsburgh. NRW is building a "plug-in front end" (r.f. detector and oscillator) for receiving on 40 and 28 Mc. RAS has set his rotary beam way up in the sky, with the aid of 3" pipe set in concrete and "plug-in front end" detector and oscillator. OW, in excellent condition, is being installed alongside the shack. OKO erected new beam antenna 25 ft. above his garage. TFU works locally with only 8 watts input. 73. Ray.

CENTRAL DIVISION

ILLINOIS - SCM, David E. Blake, II, W9NUX - Representative at the Chicago Area Radio Club annual meeting were: CRTA- WL, ADF, and YDV; Hamiesters Radio Club - KA and GY. Visitors included NVX, CLF, RCD, QGY, ODV, TVJ, TBM, TCZ, DJX, MNO, and 9LEZ/8. New license in Kentucky is a 300-watt CW rig. 73.

KENTUCKY — SCM, Joseph P. Colvin, W1ISW/9 — FS reports hearing BA8 on 28 Mc., c.w. KRY and JML are working ground-wave DX. JML is operating also on 82 Mc. (c.w. and语音). Other active amateurs are: WVT/1, UWV, and LPS/9. 9LEZ/9, who got a message back to Chicago 24 hours after arriving at Pasadena, who got a message back to Chicago 24 hours after arriving at Pasadena. TZL is on 28-Mc. c.w. JUW is a poor QTH in the Kansas City area. He is now on 28 Mc. with 28 watts. 73.

MICHIGAN — SCM, Harold C. Bird, W8DPE - The SRRC is going to build new towers, and additions to location equipment. MVZ works K6 and CQs. EGQ bought a 300-watt rig and transmitter. EGV is now ready for emergency use. R1 is making new wires and guys for 300-watt rig. EGV is now ready for emergency use. 9LEZ/9, who got a message back to Chicago 24 hours after arriving at Pasadena, who got a message back to Chicago 24 hours after arriving at Pasadena. TZL is on 28-Mc. c.w. JUW is a poor QTH in the Kansas City area. He is now on 28 Mc. with 28 watts. 73.

OHIO — SCM, Herbert S. Brier, W9EQQ — AB worked a 28 and has the DX fever again. IU is working dozens of DX stations each week. HUV worked Burma for his boat, and OW built a home with an acre of ground. OR2 built two receivers and is building a 300-watt transmitter. EGV bought a new 28-Mc. four-element beam. 73.

(Continued on page 84)
The "Super-Pro's" high-fidelity amplifier provides excellent broadcast quality—fine for use with record players when DX isn't coming through.

If you are troubled with spurious beats and images from powerful stations, you need a "Super-Pro." Complete shielding right up to the antenna terminals is one of the many features of the new Series 400 "Super-Pro."

THE SIGN OF QUALITY

HAMMARLUND

THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 W. 34TH ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
(Continued from page 88)

meetings. 51GW, at Greenville, Miss., has written asking to be placed on traffic trunks when they are reactivated. He also belongs to 59B, 5DE, 5DE, 56R, 57D, 58R, 59D, 61B, 65D, and 65Z. P.D. in May 51GW will announce when he can be reached.

SOUTHERN LOUISIANA — SCM, Vernon G. Pribyl, W9OMC — Congrats to ANU on its jr. operator. GZV now has an XTL and is going to settle down and do some real work on frequency measurement with the latest equipment. Your SCM is active on 28- and 3.5-Mc. 'phone and c.w. and wants traffic schedules. The following news was sent in by ZTJ: JRI, JRF, and LFP are home from the services. JONJ is with the Army in Texas but expects to become a civilian again soon and says he has a pair of 813s to build a rig around. He also says he is very interested in finding someone to play around "a.h.m." with him as he is now a weather-minded. S09B and a new 28 Mc. club recently was organised in Fairmont with twenty members. At the first meeting RPT was elected president and Jack Furtney, secretary-treasurer. Don’t forget to send those ORS and OPs certificates to your SCM for endorsement. Report your activities — they are needed badly. 73, Vern.

DELTA DIVISION

ARKANSAS — SCM, Ed Backes, W5OED — This month’s report was written by W5JIC. IYW has his mobile rig working in fine shape. JPF has new HT-EF rig working on 28 Mc. and is getting some fine reports. IWL has new antenna and is getting some very encouraging reports. ARX has new HT-EF, 5DBX is completely rebuilt and is working fine at 3.5 Mc. 5F can build a rig around. He also says he is very interested in finding someone to play around "a.h.m." with him as he is now a weather-minded. S09B and a new 28 Mc. club recently was organised in Fairmont with twenty members. At the first meeting RPT was elected president and Jack Furtney, secretary-treasurer. Don’t forget to send those ORS and OPs certificates to your SCM for endorsement. Report your activities — they are needed badly. 73, Vern.

HUDSON DIVISION

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND — SCM, Charles Ham, jr., W2KDC — All of our emergency nets appear to be short on paper work but long on steady operating and drills. Only two EOCs heard from officially. Nassau reports through OET that FI still has control Mondays at 9 on 146 Mc. and one at 25 Mc. approximately every third Monday. EOCs for NIDC and 9TWS/2, John having 120 watts crystal. KNA works across the pond (Long Island Sound) regularly. A message from FI to 1HDQ and return took one hour via AES and LPA. Another message to LPA in Ronkonkoma got good assistance from GZ, who has a five-element beam on his car plus an air-cooled 6J5 hanging out the window. RGO had a bad few weeks of it during the illness of his XYL. He did get a list of AES members in Bronx: MED, OJA, MGX, OJR, OLR, AD, and LKP, the EOC. AD worked several Gs the other day. Manhattan EOC members are LVJ, JBE, 8PA/2, DPF, IFL, LFM, O6O, and 82K. A message from HGO to MIL-1 in New York will be welcomed. New members are ZZM, 5CB, and 5GH. EOC is the single trunk call there. FCH and LPA are on 143 Mc. and is getting some very encouraging reports. ARX has new HT-EF, 5DBX is completely rebuilt and is working fine at 3.5 Mc. 5F can build a rig around.
As our the middle of September, 1945, we decided to bring out the new "HQ-129-X." Then followed the usual survey of required engineering time, tooling requirements and availability of materials. By the middle of October, it looked as though we would have the "HQ-129-X" in our dealers' stores before December 1st—but we were wrong. Strikes, reconversion in our own plant, reconversion and OPA troubles in suppliers' plants, shortages of critical materials, and finally a nation-wide industrial breakdown put our schedule months out of line.

Sure, we could have started earlier, but we were finishing up essential war work and we felt that that was our first duty. Nevertheless the "HQ-129-X" turned out to be a better receiver than we had planned... The delay made additional time available to conduct further engineering and now we are in production, and have made substantial deliveries on what we believe is the greatest buy ever offered to the amateur or shortwave enthusiast.

We know that a lot of you have waited months for your new receiver when you could have purchased others which were immediately available. Believe us, we are especially grateful for that confidence and support... The new "HQ-129-X" will live up to all of your expectations.

We are rapidly increasing production and the many thousands of back orders are speedily being filled.

Lloyd A. Hammarlund, President,
The Hammarlund Manufacturing Company, Inc.
IOWA — SCM, Leslie B. Vennard, W9PJR — ALC in 100 in March report. Officers are: JRY, pres.; UQJ, vice-pres.; and SEE, sec-treas. SEE now is local EC, as QAQ is going to have a 6 call soon. UQJ has a 50-h. pole for his beam. The Council Bluffs gang is taking over the tower at Massena Park, who is shipping his rig out to Don. KMJ is only yards from 6AM and says California kilowatts are not undated. MDQ says his 28-Mc. antenna elements, which were reported removed by an unknown person, is waiting for a new rig from Tencoo, 2KR; he will then deliver his present rig to MIN who in turn has promised his. LUS worked Nebraska on 3 watts, and NCT worked a P7, both on 28 Mc. BSL is back at Radio Transceiver Labs. IOT bought an HRO sans coils. OQJ has neighbor trouble, no antenna allowed.'CTO is buying HQ-129X. CQI is interested in 144 Mc., as is EWL. 28 Mc. on 3.5 Mc. c.w. AU hops on 7 Mc. but complain of no activity. Ex-CRZ, also at Mackay, is trying to get enough stuff together for a few applications for ORS and other appointments. 73.

MISSOURI — SCM, Mrs. Letha A. Dangerfield, W9OU — 28 Mc. finally is drawing out the old gang. QFP contacted QLT and reported that he and ZXX, in Butler, had a three-way QSO with 801Y on a ship700 miles from San Diego, the latter relaying for the two Missouri stations. DEA is located in Joplin with the CAA and has an IF-4 for use when he can manage for an antenna. GUQ and SOM are temporarily out of the game. TGN is now on 28-Mc. phone. OUD and BMS have the Stanton P-60 dusted, mounted in the rack and ready for the opening of the 3.5 Mc. EY3 contest. OUG and OKE, both new homes, now that some frequencies suitable for network operation are again available, your SCM will welcome applications for ORS and other appointments. 73.

NEBRASKA — SCM, Arthur R. Gaeth, W9FQB — From "Hank" Greenberg, official publicity man for Union County Amateur Radio Association, comes the following dope: The Union County Amateur Radio Assn. gives instructions in code and theory every Thursday at 7:00 P.M. at the YMCA in Elizabeth. LCR is the publicity man for Union County Amateur Radio Association, KG is on 28 Mc. with 50 watts and will have a kw. on soon. BSL is working out nicely on 28-Mc. 'phone and is building his time on 28 Mc. with a watchful eye on the lower bands. He has 28-Mc. c.w. and expects to live in Miami, Fla., when he "graduates" from the hospital. IFR is operating in this area after working through the war in shipyards. He has 28-Mc. rig with 815 final. LYN is also active there with 807 final. They plan to organise a radio club. GLV, in Galesville, is building a beam for 7 Mc. and VEX is also active there. QRT, QUF, VQK, and AWP, as well as others, worked in the Band Warming Contest. GUQ and W6QJW/K7 have new beams. OZI and DJJ have purchased new homes. Now that some frequencies suitable for network operation are again available, your SCM will welcome applications for ORS and other appointments. 73.

NOVEMBER NEW JERSEY — SCM, Winfield G. Beck, W2CQD — From "Hank" Greenberg, official publicity man for Union County Amateur Radio Association, comes the following dope: The Union County Amateur Radio Assn. gives instructions in code and theory every Thursday at 7:00 P.M. at the YMCA in Elizabeth. LCR is the publicity man for Union County Amateur Radio Association, KG is on 28 Mc. with 50 watts and will have a kw. on soon. BSL is working out nicely on 28-Mc. 'phone and is building his time on 28 Mc. with a watchful eye on the lower bands. He has 28-Mc. c.w. and expects to live in Miami, Fla., when he "graduates" from the hospital. IFR is operating in this area after working through the war in shipyards. He has 28-Mc. rig with 815 final. LYN is also active there with 807 final. They plan to organise a radio club. GLV, in Galesville, is building a beam for 7 Mc. and VEX is also active there. QRT, QUF, VQK, and AWP, as well as others, worked in the Band Warming Contest. GUQ and W6QJW/K7 have new beams. OZI and DJJ have purchased new homes. Now that some frequencies suitable for network operation are again available, your SCM will welcome applications for ORS and other appointments. 73.
We are justly proud of the technical accomplishments represented in the AX2 plated crystal. Its advanced development and pace-setting design again demonstrate Bliley's leadership in the manufacture of crystals for amateur frequencies.

Primary electrodes in the AX2 plated crystal unit consist of a micro-thin metal film which is deposited directly on the major surfaces of the quartz crystal by evaporation under high vacuum. This film exhibits extremely high adhesion to the crystal and can almost be considered as a chemical bond to the quartz. Since the crystal is chemically cleaned before plating the film provides a coating which protects the crystal surface against contamination.

Secondary electrodes, under spring pressure, are used to clamp the crystal in position and to provide a medium for thermal dissipation.

Under rigid comparative tests with unplated crystals, AX2 plated crystals show—

—better grid current stability over a wide temperature range.
—improved frequency stability under high drive conditions.
—substantial improvement in keying characteristics.

Type AX2 plated crystals, for the 40-meter band, are available now from your Bliley distributor—frequency selection from stock at $2.80 each. Prices and information on type AX2 plated crystals for the 20-meter band will be released shortly. Keep in touch with your Bliley distributor for latest information.
QRT because of appendix removal. VHR, first WØ in Omaha, hooked eleven Ga in a row on Feb. 14th. CDZ finally got tied up in a matrimonial knot. RUR put up two half-waves-in-line with operated stub on 29 Mc. FUV bulk-dosed spaced beams. MUV changed T5As to a pair of T56s. QUA purchased an HT-9. IJP purchased an H-129X; LTL is working for Western Electric in Los Angeles. QUC went to California. The A-K-Bar-Beno Radio Club raffled off its 144-Mc. rig and the winning lot was the winner. PPY, KBZ, BQG, and ARQ were visitors. SWVJ/9 gave a very instructive demonstration on the theory of crystal phasing. How about traffic reports and inquiries regarding AEC? 73. Art.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

CONNECTICUT — SCM, Edmund R. Fraser, W1KQY (continued from page 20) — SGT. BQJ writes from Windsor Field, Bahamas, that Main is the only New England State coming through consistently. Some of the new rotary beams for 28 Mc. 3E4W/1 is running 600 watts to a new coaxial vertical antenna. NPG has completed his new rig with 806As in the final and is experimenting with beam antennas on some of his chances. EB2A has two powered new rig rig with p.p. 812s. LPN reports successful results with delta–matching transformers. ON has a new four-element beam and attended the Norwich hamfest with DLM. Matry Le, amateur radio club, Yamauken, reports that the club has increased its membership. LKP, who is anxious to renew his call, went to town on 28 Mc. and found an old friend who reported 28 Mc. to be his favorite. ACW is on 28 Mc. with a pair of 807s. GCB is on 28 Mc. and is working with a delta-matching transformer. JQJ has new three-element, rotary working. BCT has applied for OES appointment. KF6SJJ/l, ex-KFV, report a pair of 807s. ACW and CPS are doing regular tricks at a club rig using 6L6 oscillator -807 buffer-doubler with 814 final, and LRE actave on 28 Mc. FOI had excellent results with Delta 4FFD/1 reports his folded dipole performing excellent on 28 Mc. LVX has completed his new crystal and band-switch rig using 6L6 oscillator - 807 buffer-doubler with 814 final, all of 807s. ACW has received his 2nd-class 'phone and telegraph tickets. IOC and other Monday night. 73.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS — SOM, William J. Barrett, W11AH — NWH is first to apply for OES appointment. Bob reports IHI, HRN, KJO, HIB, and NWH waiting for their letter to permit them to apply for OES. He has worked forty-two countries and WAC three times. IJQ has new three-element rotary working. BCT has applied for OES appointment. KP6SJU/l, ex-KPFV, reports from Springfield. DCG has ten countries since getting out of the Navy. He reports QRV, EYV, FOI, KZQ, NFB, KDM, and LRE active on 28 Mc. FOI had excellent results with Class B linear on 28 Mc. Hank had a visit from NLL, who is out of the Marines and studying electrical engineering at University College. GIZ is sporting new RME-45 and SSB. Lea also has new Onan gas-electric generator for operation from summer home at South Hadley. IBQ and his new XYL are located in Springfield. KZU and EZV have new X-28. The Westfield Radio Club is not to be expected, but has 12 formed members and runs a home station. LUD, BKG, KVN, IFE, LKO, IZN, and 7EZT/l received high praise from local aid stations in Saratoga. Meeting held with 144-Mc. channels for timing ski races. 144-Mc. drills are held every month at Bell Studios, WYCA, and VYCA. STV, and LKO is on 28 Mc. and will be on 3.9 Mc. later. JQF, EC for Lynn, wants any ham willing to help in the Emergency Corps to call him at LY2-5492. Traffic: WIJXU 1, MRQ 3, 5HQN/1, MAV. 73.

NEW HAMPSHIRE — Acting SCM, John H. Stoughton, W1AXL — Well, gang, here is Old No. 4 kicking the rudder bar trying to keep a straight course on our first report. It is going to seem strange that you will be a stranger at the beginning of the report. We all are sorry to learn that she had to give up her duties as SCM. We owe her "Thanks, Dot, for a job well done." It seems good to have BFT back with us, giving the usual fast and efficient service. ANS has blossomed forth with a new RME-45. KKK is working the hams of New Hampshire. JCA has received his 2nd-class 'phone and telegraph tickets. IOC and

(Continued on page 94)
With all old amateur station licenses that were valid between Pearl Harbor and Sept. 15, 1942, temporarily reinstated, and the FCC now issuing new station licenses, "ham" activities are on the upswing and short wave bands, long forbidden to the amateur, are getting warmed up. Astatic Microphones, in many new and time-tested models ideally suited to amateur requirements, are now in production and will soon be available in sufficient quantity to meet the ever-increasing amateur demand. Keep in touch with your Radio Parts Jobber for new and improved models in Astatic Microphones, Phonograph Pickups and Recording Heads.
The Name is Vibrapack*

...and it's the Perfect Portable Power Supply

Vibrapacks—the famous Mallory vibrator power supplies—are better than ever. Hermetically-sealed Mallory Vibrators are now standard equipment with cataloged Vibrapacks.

Hermetically-sealed vibrators assure longer life and greater dependability—moisture and corrosive fumes are sealed out—ionization breakdowns are prevented.

When you need high voltage from a low voltage DC source for powering mobile, aircraft or portable electronic equipment, specify Vibrapack. Features include nominal input voltages of 6, 12 and 32...nominal output voltages from 125 to 400...models available with switch for four output voltages in approximate 25-volt steps...heavy-duty models with 60 watt capacity. Ask your Mallory distributor for descriptive literature, or write us direct.

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. for vibrator power supplies

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

(Continued from page 98)

XYL, KAWS, are back in Boscawen once again. May 4th is the date for HFQ. He's to be married then and FWL is to be best man. Some of the gang are asking if the ole New Hampshire Net is to get going again soon. How about it, fellers? We hear that FFL is back in the U.S. Well, gang, how about dropping us a card on the 1st of each month giving us the news? The QTH is RFD 2, Claremont.

RHODE ISLAND — SCM, Clayton C. Gordon, WHRRC—The Rhode Island gang is modest to a fault—not a word has been received from anybody for this report. At the PRA meeting the majority of the active-on-the-air hams respond to "station reports" with "nothing to report." Exceptions are as follows: AFO has finished a new e.e.o. using an 802 oscillator. LWA has erected a 3.5-Mc. centered Zapp and is working on e.e.o. NDQ has a new cabinet for a rig and has been gazing into his crystal ball for ideas to fill it. KKE has gone in for toy electric trains. LFB has been experimenting with superregenerative receivers, attempting to reduce the hiss level, and gave a talk at the PRA meeting describing his experiments with injecting the a-Squesh voltage into the grid circuit of the detector. An interesting side-light on this talk was brought out in the fact that nobody present knew for sure what frequency the hiss was, or from what principle it was derived. Neither did they know the exact function of the squish voltage in relation to plate voltage-plate current-grid voltage values in the detector. Other clubs may find this subject a hot one for an evening quiz.

VERMONT—Acting SCM, Gerald Benedict, W1WFL—QQ's new QTH is Richford; he is now with Border Patrol. NDL and MMV have new receivers. MLI is on 28 Mc., e.e.o. with 200 watts. AD has an 807 with 50 watts on 56 and 120 Mc. IDW has a new rig for 95, 96, and 14 Mc. with 150 watts. CBW has a new farm near Danville. KJH has new jr. operator. We need more activity reports from this area. Get them in by the 1st. Will all Vermont hams please send complete QTH to your Acting SCM? Jer. Jerry.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION

ALASKA—SCM, August G. Hierbert, K70BP—The reactivated Arctic Amateur Radio Club, Fairbanks, meets the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays of each month in the High School building. Members voted to consolidate with the school "Hamateur Club" and help with code practice, theory, and design of junior operator equipment. EGN, HXW, HMS, GBP, HCU, and 3JWS, in Fairbanks, have been giving Statewide boys DX opportunities. Just arrived from the Aleutians are SQHG, 6QYE, and 2JKN, the latter known Alaska XYL is FZL, Fairbanks, whose father is EMU, Pilot Point.

IDAHO—SCM, Don Oberbillig, W7AVP—3JOS/7 is about ready for 28 Mc. with a pair of HY30s. He would like W8 to listen for him. AHS hopes to increase power soon. GQD is working 28-Mc. DX. DOH has been working DX with 130 watts. CRL is back at the post office in Moscow. GHG is busy in his radio repair shop. HKG is living in Moscow. AYP is waiting for 3000-ke. phone.

MONTANA—SCM, R. Rex Roberts, W7CPY—Section EC, CQWY. You will note the new Section EC for Montana. George has a fine plan worked out for Montana emergency net. Montana hams are really getting out on 28 Mc. Best DX reported to the SCM is contact with Okinawa and Guam by EQM at Butte. The Butte and Anaconda Clubs held a joint meeting at the home of EQM, attended by twenty-seven, plus PEG and 9IF7P/7 as visitors from Missoula. 7CDW and KKB are home from the services. Livingston plans a Field Day to be held in June. CVQ is looking for DX on 28 Mc. too soon but is now on 28 Mc., using cathode modulation. JKB was home on 30-day leave from the Aleutians. BWII has quit operating in the theater and is in refrigeration business on his own. CBY is the proud papa of a new YL, The Great Falls Club is meeting regularly but needs a suitable meeting place. DSS and CPY both use 3.9-Mc. antennas on 28 Mc. and report practical coverage as good or better than most of the antennas and beams made up for the 28-Mc. band. Thanks,

(Continued on page 99)
Amphenol serves the electrical and electronic industries with the most complete line of cables, connectors, plugs and fittings for every application. No matter what the need—from high-current, low-voltage cables and connectors such as are used in power lines, to high-voltage, high-frequency components required in the upper regions of the spectrum—there is an Amphenol product for the job. Amphenol cables and connectors are used in Radar, F.M., Television, Standard Broadcast, electronic controls and equipment...and in numerous industrial applications.

Amphenol connectors are engineered and constructed so as to afford the absolute minimum of loss of power, potential or waveform even at the highest frequencies. These components reflect the greatest advancement in all phases of electrically correct design and mechanically correct manufacture. Amphenol makes the most complete line of cables, connectors, plugs and fittings for the most efficient transmission of power at all frequencies.
Does the Shure Stratoliner Crystal Microphone have a high output level?

The Stratoliner Crystal has an output level of 49.7 db below one volt per bar. This makes it ideal for Transmitters, Recording, and other general-purpose use.

Can the Stratoliner be used for both semi-directional and non-directional pickup?

The swivel head permits pointing the microphone at the source of sound for semi-directional pickup. Pointing the microphone upward, gives non-directional pickup in the horizontal plane. In this position performers can group around the microphone.

What are other advantages?

The Stratoliner Crystal is equipped with a cable connector which permits quick change of various detachable cables. The high output level permits fairly long lengths of cable to be used. Genuine Bimorph Crystal.

Is it as expensive as it looks?

The list price is only $21.35...although its appearance would lead you to believe the price is much higher.

Crystal Microphones licensed under patents of The Brush Development Company

SHURE BROTHERS
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
225 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, Illinois
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO

(Continued from page 86)

WASHINGTON — SCM, O. U. Tatro, W7FWD — EEN has been appointed EC for Spokane and vicinity and all amateurs in this area who desire to aid in Emergency Corps activity should contact him. DSR, 5E1I7, and 9FEG have added government surplus high-voltage transformers to their stations. EKF and 6FCP/7 finally made 26 Mc. E2E operated portable from North Idaho. 9FBY/7 was on 3.5 opening day with 200 watts and 812a. The SRC entertained about sixty hams with dinner, refreshments, music, and prizes. CBYAX has four-way, 144-Mc QSO with US and CAM at home stations, AWX operating mobile. GMC is completing a neat 144-Mc mobile set. HCE has about completed an s.o.s. in one of FCZ's aluminum cabinets and is substituting a 446A lighthouse tube for the 7A4 in the 144-Mc rig. JFB, EC, reports that portable activity around Yakima is now great enough to warrant Emergency Corps organization. GE and ZEX are now Mt. and Mrs. Active on 28 Mc. and opened on 3.5 Mc. GEV is in Shanghai and is trying to reach home via FWR on 28 Mc. 73. CQ/7.

OREGON — Acting SCM, Cliff Ties, W7BEE — Owing to the suddenness of the appointment, and the fact that there are no reports available for comment from other parts of Oregon, the data here must consist of the doings of the local bunch. The Pendleton Amateur Radio Club has been reactivated with a membership of eighteen licensed hams and a couple of excellent prospects. Officers elected for the coming year are: BEE, pres.; EQL, vice-pres.; BUS, treas.; MQ, secy.; BDN, OO. Meetings are held the first Tuesday in each month and visitors are more than welcome. All hams here are EQL, who is manager of the local broadcast station, BED, MQ, GKM, and BEE, BUS, one of our implement dealers, and our treasurer, is in the ring for nomination to the position of mayor here. BEE has a mobile transmitter in the back of the car with an input of forty watts but still lacks the converter to enable operation with the car receiver. While the Southwest Pacific has been coming in good he has been able to transmit Valentine Greetings from hams in Guam and Okinawa to their wives in the States. Will the correspondents of the various clubs in the State please pass along news. It is necessary if this report is to be made, 73. CQ/7.

Nevada — SCM, N. Arthur Sowle, W6CW — Asst. SCM, Carroll Short, jr., W6BVZ. No reports were received in February and March. No doubt everyone is very busy getting equipment on the air and preparing for the new frequencies. Your SCM cannot gather news and report it unless you send it in. A few months of this and then you decide the SCM is not active. However, you don't consider that YOU are responsible for not submitting your reports. Let's keep the Nevada section represented. Send in your reports. 73. Art.

PACIFIC DIVISION

SANTA CLARA VALLEY — SCM, Roy E. Pinkham, W6BPT — The Santa Clara County Amateur Radio Assn. held its monthly dinner meeting at Vahi's club on March
Here's the u-h-f pair you've been waiting for!

**Famous lighthouse tubes**

**Type 2C40**
- Frequency: 1,200 mc
- Plate voltage: 250 v
- Plate current: 17 ma
- Power gain: 12 db
- Power output: 0.2 w

**Type 2C43**
- Frequency: 1,200 mc
- Plate voltage: 360 v
- Plate current: 20 ma
- Power output: 1.5 w

**Type 2C40 — ratings for typical operation**
- **Class A r-f amplifier**
  - Frequency: 1,200 mc
  - Plate voltage: 250 v
  - Plate current: 17 ma
  - Power gain: 12 db
  - Power output: 0.2 w

**Type 2C43 — ratings for typical operation**
- **CW oscillator**
  - Frequency: 1,200 mc
  - Plate voltage: 360 v
  - Plate current: 20 ma
  - Power output: 1.5 w

The ultra-highs await the adventurous ham pioneer!

You'll get a thrill out of exploring the new bands that Types 2C40 and 2C43 open up! And in doing this, you'll be blazing a trail like other amateurs who, from the start, have led the search for new frontiers in radio... But remember—the ultra-highs require new methods, a revamping of your present rig! While Types 2C40 and 2C43 can be used in conventional tube circuits, and also will perform in long-line circuits from 150 to 600 mc, their top u-h-f performance is attained only by utilizing concentric transmission-line resonators. G.E. is at your service should you need advice on circuits in this class.

**General Electric**

Electrical tubes of all types for the radio amateur
High Power Beam Tetrode

Here's the easy way to handle a one kilowatt input on the ham bands—two AT-340's—driven by a single 6L6, or any low powered all band exciter. The unusually high power gain of AIREON'S new tetrode makes this possible, and incidentally, you'll note the special price to hams makes it easy on the pocketbook too.

The AT-340 is very conservatively rated at 150 watts plate dissipation, and its full power top frequency is 120 megacycles. Uses a giant 5-pin metal-sleeve base and top plate connection.

Typical operating characteristics shown at the right should be compared with existing types to fully indicate the superiority of the AT-340 as to price and performance.

Tubes and specifications now available.

Typical Operating Conditions
Class "C"—2 Tubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fil.</th>
<th>5.0 volts 7.5 amps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate</td>
<td>3000 volts 333 ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>150 volts 12 ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>400 volts 20 ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Dissipation</td>
<td>150 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Input</td>
<td>1000 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving Power</td>
<td>4.75 watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ham Net $17.00
Ham Special $30.00 pair

Lewis
Subsidiary of Aireon
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS
LOS GATOS • CALIFORNIA
The Aireon Manufacturing Corporation is proud of the enviable reputation Cinaudagraph Speakers have attained for high fidelity, superior performance and ruggedness. This standard of perfection will not only be maintained in Cinaudagraph Speakers but will be extended through the exceptional research, engineering and production facilities of Aireon. Recognition and acceptance of Cinaudagraph Speakers by leading radio manufacturers is an assurance of their high fidelity performance.

A complete line of speakers from two-inch units for portable radios to fifteen-inch models for commercial phonographs and public address systems is produced at the Slater, Missouri plant. You are invited to write us about your speaker requirements.
MIDGET CONDENSER

• Single Hole Mounting.
• Isolantite Insulation.
• No moving contacts.
• Circular plates for low loss fixed nun1-
mum permits adjustable band spread.

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL
MANUFACTURING CORP.
MAIN OFFICE: 81 PROSPECT ST., BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

THE "Butterfly" rotor plates with 90 degree stators insure:

ELECTRICAL SYMMETRY
LOW DISTRIBUTED INDUCTANCE

Features
- Circular plates for low loss fixed minimum permits adjustable band spread.
- No moving contacts.
- Plates easily removed to change capacity range.
- Insulation Isolantite.
- Single Hole Mounting.
- Small size - made to fit standard Cardwell Trim-air hardware.

Other sizes available. Inquiries will be promptly answered.

PL-6113
(Type ER-14-BF/SI)
Range: 6-2.5 mmf (approx.)
(Minimum capacity loaded by circular rotor plates - for a Ham "C" circuit.)
Amateur Net: $2.40

PL-6076
(Type ER-6-BF/S)
Range: 6-2.5 mmf (approx.)
Amateur Net: $1.62

The "Butterfly" rotor plates with 90 degree stators insure:

(Continued from page 90)

Available for the **FIRST**
*Time at Your Jobber's*

The new Z5 unit, when used in our simple circuit, is no more critical than an ordinary 40 or 80 meter crystal. High power output without damage to crystals is now possible with the new PR Super 10 meter crystal. PR Super 10 meter crystals, with a temperature coefficient less than 2 cycles per M. C. per degree centigrade, are now available at your favorite jobber's.

PR crystals can "take it" and really "put out." Every PR crystal is **unconditionally guaranteed.** See your jobber today — ask him for a copy of the descriptive booklet on PR 10 meter crystals.
Latest addition to the famous line of JOHNSON Tube Sockets is the 122-101. A ceramic wafer socket with aluminum base shield and JOHNSON superior contacts—the 122-101 is designed to really "take it"!

Socket is designed so that by-pass capacitors may be mounted directly on the tube socket base. Button mica capacitors are available in a range of capacitances enabling the tube to be used at its highest frequency.

Grid terminals are designed so that connecting wires may be isolated from other circuits.

Grid terminals are specially constructed to permit small grid coils to be mounted directly on the terminal ends, thus eliminating connecting leads.

Holes are provided for adequate ventilation of the tube.

Built-in retainer springs hold tube securely in place under conditions of heavy vibration and shock.

Your JOHNSON Distributor has, or soon will have the JOHNSON 122-101.

Shown at left are JOHNSON 228 and 273 tube sockets. The 228 socket is ideal for many tubes including the "Tuf-20", and the 273 socket is designed for tubes including the 4-125A, 6C28, 125A, 603 and 4X04. See these sockets and other outstanding JOHNSON products at leading radio-electronic distributors everywhere.

There is a JOHNSON Tube Socket for every stage of the "ham" transmitter many of these some sockets are being widely used in commercial communication and industrial electronic equipment. JOHNSON means the ultimate in amateur, industrial and broadcast components.

(Continued from page 100)

ROANOKE DIVISION

VIRGINIA — SCM, Walter O. Walker, W3AKN—FQG now has forty-one countries worked on 28 Mc. with about twenty verified QSL cards. SCM has a new 28-Mc. beam antenna and is getting good results. NT is building a high-powered 28-Mc. transmitter. BBR and HIF have new 28-Mc. vertical doublet antennas. AJA is going strong on 28 and 144 Mc. AAO still has trouble with his SSB final amplifier oscillating on 28 Mc. as well as other feedback trouble. MT is assembling parts for a new rack and panel 28-Mc. transmitter to run 300 watts input. IFJ has been released from the Army and has a 40-watt transmitter on 28 Mc. GCP is experimenting with different types of tubes in his 28-Mc. final amplifier in an attempt to get best results. AKN is rebuilding his transmitter for high power to operate on the 28- and 3.5-Mc. bands. BBU, at Laughey Field, is getting his 28-Mc. rig set up. The Richmond Amateur Radio Club is going strong and held a state-wide hamfest on April 13th and 14th. The Norfolk Radio Club and the Portsmouth Radio Club are holding weekly meetings and planning big things for the coming summer season. The Sacramento Amateur Radio Club is in the process of reorganization with a suitable meeting place being sought.
FEATURES

1. Small size (actual size shown in illustration).
2. Elimination of heater supplies. Removes possible source of hum; permits both terminals to be connected far above ground potential.
3. Compact pigtail construction. Permits the 1N34 to be soldered into place, without use of sockets.
4. Rugged construction. Units will withstand vibration and shock more successfully than conventional vacuum tube diodes.
5. Low forward resistance value.
6. Low shunt capacitance (about 3 micromicrofarads for unit mounted in place in circuit, compared with about 15 micromicrofarads for a 6H6 under similar conditions).

APPLICATIONS

In general, the features of the 1N34 suggest its use in lightweight and portable equipment, for frequency ranges up to 500 mc. Potential fields of application include:

Field strength meters. Typical circuit diagram is shown below. Useful in delivering propagation characteristics of rotary beam antennas.

Now in stock at Sylvania Distributors

For further technical information on the 1N34, write direct to Sylvania Electric.

Inquiries and suggestions on new applications are invited.

Visit us at the Chicago Radio Show — Booth 86

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

Electronics Division, 500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
For Low Drift and High Activity . . .

Choose

C.T.C. CRYSTALS

"Crystals You Can Count On"

Mathematical dimensioning, X-ray orientation, mechanical lapping, etching to final frequency — these important features are but a few of the 21 vital checks and tests that are your assurance of fine performance and long life from every C.T.C. Crystal.

C.T.C.'s quality Crystals are now available for immediate delivery for amateur frequencies in the 20, 40 and 80 meter band. They are available in two types of holders — "C" to fit actual sockets and HPB to fit 5 or 6 prong sockets. Kilocycle spread of the C.T.C. crystal assemblies include — 20 meter band — 14,000-14,750 kc; 40 meter band — 7000-7300 kc; 80 meter band — 3500-4000 kc.

For complete information on C.T.C. Crystals You Can Count On write for free bulletin.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIonic CORP.
451 CONCORD AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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have the information on your individual dealings, fellows, for news is hard to gather except from contacts on the 28-Mc. band after the band folds for DX. 73.

WEST VIRGINIA — SCM, Donald B. Morris, W8JM — Any amateur who is interested in OBS, OBS, OEC, SEC, OOS, and OBS appointments may obtain information by contacting the SCM. Any person holding OBS or OBS may be new his appointments by sending in his certificate with his second station activity report. Let's get a lot of activity started in the State and please report on the lat. Watch for the MARA meeting on their old Net frequency of 3770 kc. PQ, back in civvies from the ETO, visited ARRL before resuming studies at W.V.U. NTV, still in the Navy at Frisco, hopes to get home soon. MIS is back on 3095-ke. 'Phone with a nice signal. We regret to announce the passing of two well-known amateurs from Wheeling, AAO, who died in a Jap prison camp, and ADI, who succumbed to a stroke. ELO and ETIV are back in civvies after service with the Navy. KIS, active with the Perry Command during the war, has married and moved to Washington. D. C. SPY brought along captured Jap and German gear to the last MARA meeting and gave a very interesting talk on its operation. KWL, OBF, and ERA are angling the DX on 28 Mc., with KWL handling traffic from Germany. Traffic: WSKWl 2, GBY 1, 73, Don.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION

COLORADO — SCM, H. F. Heolel, W9VCc — KHC/6 will be found on 3,5 Mc. as soon as he can get the low-down on what his permanent location is going to be. Rumors now have a new move in store for him. He expects to be moving to Oklahoma City again. The Denver Council of Radio Amateurs has formed another club in Denver known as the Denver Radio Club with MFP, pres.; JVA, vice-pres.; YY, secy. March 23rd was the first of a series of hamfests (or would you call it a FEAST?) in Denver with meat and butter without ration points. Some of the old-timers still were among the missing as they are in other parts of the country and a lot of new faces were seen. TLM was head man and the only one who could get up and try to out-talk TFP and get away with it. When you send in your request for a renewal for this business tell them that if TFP loses his job you want your money back. 2NT/9, Denver, is another OBS and WTN, Pueblo, is the only OBS down there. Let's have some in the other parts of the State. We need you to spread the glad tidings when they are published by WIAW as we still stand a good chance of getting the rest of our frequencies back. You may be the only one able to spread the good news in your community so send in your application for OBS. WYX holds the rating of Section EC for Colorado and needs a lot of F.Ca. Send your applications to him at 2058 So. High St., Denver 10. I have just found out that springtime in the Rockies is a lot nicer than the Mississippi Valley at high tide. 73. By Heck.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

ALABAMA — SCM, Lawrence S. Smyth, W4GBY — Asst. SCM, Col. Fred J. Elser, W6ANM/4 — AUP, GBV, 6ANM/4, and DXB (who says he will be on with 250 watts and oil cups on his bug) have made active preparations for the 4-Mc. band on April 1st. A number of the Montgomery fellows have installed beams on 28 Mc. GBV worked a 2S within a few hours of getting his beam up. 6ANM/4 worked Tinnitus Island. AUP worked Norway with only 25 watts! FYF is now with Majestie in Illinois and is on 30 Mc. IDZ is out of the services and back in appointment after working portable in California. AAO is now at San Juan, P. R. working a portable K4. Former SCM DGS is now with Halython. FCI is back on the air in Birmingham. FMW is married and back on 28 Mc. AUP and HEG engaged in a cross-Montgomery QSO on 144 Mc. Old-timer DGO was observed at a recent Montgomery Club meeting. Lt. Col. Harry Copland was a recent visitor to the Montgomery Club. He exhibited several very interesting old radio documents, including a 1915 ARRL relay station appointment signed by H. P. Maxim and C. D. Tusks. This section notices the great ease with which England can now operate for news is hard to gather except from contacts on the 28-Mc. band after the band folds for DX. 73.
### TYPICAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

**CLASS A1 AMPLIFIER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate current</td>
<td>6.0 Ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate resistance</td>
<td>0.75 megohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen grid current</td>
<td>2.0 Ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual conductance</td>
<td>4200 micromhos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Direct Interelectrode Capacitances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitance Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid to plate</td>
<td>0.005 micromicrofarad Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>7.0 micromicrofarads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>6.0 micromicrofarads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heater voltage</td>
<td>6.3 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater current</td>
<td>0.150 ampere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum plate voltage</td>
<td>250.0 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum plate dissipation</td>
<td>2.0 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum screen grid voltage</td>
<td>250.0 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum external negative grid voltage</td>
<td>1.0 volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum screen grid dissipation</td>
<td>0.75 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum heater-cathode voltage</td>
<td>90.0 volts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HERE'S** a new sharp cut-off r-f pentode amplifier designed especially for 6.3 volt and a-c/d-e series service in television and FM receivers.

The tube may be operated with full plate voltage on the screen grid to produce high input resistance as a result of reduced electron transit time. Identical voltage requirements for plate and screen grid also eliminate the need of screen grid filter resistors and by-pass capacitors in some circuit applications.

**Visit us at the show • Booth 86**

**S Y L V A N I A **

**E L E C T R I C**

Emporium, Pa.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS
The Electronic Distributor and Industrial Sales Department of Maguire Industries, Incorporated, was formed primarily to offer better, faster service... to assume all merchandising, sales and customer relation duties and responsibilities essential in marketing the combined, precision-built products of the Thordarson Division, Meissner Division and Radiart Corporation.
SERVICE...
SINGLE SOURCE!

THORDARSON
QUALITY-BUILT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

TRANFORMERS
- For all requirements...communications, sound amplifier, industrial, experimental and amateur.

TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
- Advanced tone compensation, conservative ratings, multiple input channels, low hum level, etc.

MEISSNER
COMPONENTS
- Standard, plastic and Ferrocart transformers; antenna, R. F. and oscillator coils; accessories.

SERVICE INSTRUMENTS
- Meissner Analyst...a complete servicing instrument; Signal Calibrator...self-contained and portable.

RADIART
VIBRATORS
- Exact duplicate Vibrators, individually engineered...long life, low noise level, minimum interference.

RUST-PROOF AERIALS
- A complete line, newly designed to fit all cars...cowl, hood and under hood types. Many exclusive features.

WRITE TO THE ADDRESS BELOW FOR MORE COMPLETE DETAILS!

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.
936 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
Complete — Ready for Operation

THE HARVEY MODEL 100-T TRANSMITTER

Includes everything required to go on the air on 'phone and CW

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The HARVEY 100-T Transmitter is a plate modulated unit of effective power (175 watts input on CW, 130 watts input on 'phone) that provides real "on the air" performance. It has everything you want — appearance, 5-band operation, quick frequency shift, reliability and ease of tuning.

The HARVEY 100-T is built to the same high standards of quality that have made HARVEY Transmitters known and respected throughout the world.

For complete information on the 100-T and other HARVEY Transmitters write for free Transmitter Bulletin.

(HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
451 CONCORD AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS)
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SEC, stands ready to help anyone wanting to get into this set-up. Now that the 3700-4000-ko. band is on the go, let us get our old 3875-ko. e.w. net going and the 3910-ko. 'phone back up with the old Kibbelthes of the Kilobotes taking the lead. GVC is in Orlando, the center part of the State and will make an excellent contact for us. EYI comes through with the following information: DBA resigned from Motorola to accept a job with Federal Radio Co.; GGJ has a new 5-band FT-101 transmitter; IK has the bug and is going on 28-Mc. 'phone; HPM has resigned his position with the Police Department to take a job with Florida Power; EZG takes HPM's place with the Police Department. GFE and EFW report making WAC in two weeks on 28-Mc. 'phone and EYI is waiting for the 14-Mc. 'phone band to pop open. VV has worked all countries except China, Russia, Norway, and Sweden. EYV is working out with his portable mobile neatly on 28 Mc., as is VV. They keep the band box coming to and from their work. QN is getting lined up as 00. VP6EM writes from Kingston, Jamaica, that the gang down that way are all getting on the air and working some nice DX. AAO, in San Juan, is working DX with a rain-water pipe down drain on the side of the house. CNZ is back from a trip to Port of Spain as a radio instructor for PAA. BYF sends in the first message-handling report. BYF acted as host for members of a family in Miami while they listened to their brother in Switzer­

(Continued on page 110)
Only with Westinghouse can you gain the full benefit of this mark of greater dependability.

more supervisory controls than any other type of transmitter...

Your job has become easier because Westinghouse AM transmitter controls include everything from one master switch to a complete indicator lamp system. And the soundness of Westinghouse design is backed by more experience in actual station operation than any other manufacturer. Write today for the full story. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. J-08149-A
DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL

DRAKE RADIOS
SOLDERING IRONS

Yes, Drake irons are right for radio. And these sturdy irons have proved their dependability and worth in use on countless other jobs, too, for over 25 years. That's why we say - whatever your needs, you are certain to find a Drake iron that fills the bill exactly!

600-10—the Drake No. 600-10 is ideal for those all important connections when rewiring your rig. Get back on the air fast. Make good dependable connections with this 100 watt ¾" tip.

400—the Drake No. 400 is the perfect iron for work in small places. Only 9 inches long, it is especially designed for tight corners and delicate connections. 60 watt, ¾" tip.

Ask your nearest supplier or write for the name of the distributor nearest you... and give yourself the advantages of these superior irons.

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL.

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION

LO S ANGELES — SCM, Ben W. Onstenk, W6QWZ—Reorganization of AEC in this area continues with following new EC appointments: PTR, KEI, FFN, GYT, and ULE. Boundaries, frequencies, and operating procedures were discussed at a meeting of ECs held in Los Angeles Hall of Justice recently. All interested in AEC are urged to contact 8WLG/6, the SEC, at 618 E. Buckethorne, Inglewood, or your SCM. The Santa Monica AEC is putting its MDFs on 51.84 Mc. under the direction of PTR. The Foothill Radio Club will sponsor AEC activities in its area under FFN. The Glendale Radio Club is starting AEC in that area under ULE. KEI is in the process of organizing the AEC in Los Fermanado Valley. As we go to press, there are signs of AEC activity in the Circle area through the Citrus Belt Amateur Radio Club. At this time we are anxiously awaiting word from the Santa Barbara gang as to their plans. New appointments as OBS: QL, ABW, IWE, and 2G0ZQ. KEI now QO in San Bernadino, UQG, QFT, and JZE, in Ventura County, are looking for contacts on 144 Mc. They have a nightly schedule and will be looking for you fellows. K4HTU is all alone now at Victorville, no QRM for forty-two miles and plenty of room for the sky-hook. Upfi carried his 3.5-Mc. antenna in the back of his car for 4½ years. QIL is at the key going strong after several years in the Navy. NPX and GJC are on 144 Mc. in Beaumont. Expecting to start up and set the QTH just right next door to yours truly. Woe is me! The Amateur Radio Researcher’s Club meets the 2nd and 4th Thurs. at 8416 San Carlos St., South Gate. The Citrus Belt Radio Club meets the 1st Fri. at 100F Hall, 100 E. 1st St., Colton. The Glendale Radio Club meets the 1st and 3rd Wed. at Spar Heights Community House, 3311 Downing St., Glendale. The Inglewood Amateur Radio Club meets 1st and 3rd Fri. in Veterans Memorial Hall, Centinela Park, Inglewood. The Foothill Radio Club meets the 2nd Thu. at YMCA Building, 134 West Badillo St., Covina. The Associated Radio Amateurs meets 2nd Tues. at Bowling Green Club House, Long Beach Recreation Park. The Mike and Key Club will meet every other Mon. at 1011 Pine St., Santa Monica. The United Radio Amateurs Club of Wilmington meets the 2nd Fri. Call MDX or ANN for information. The Pasadena Radio Club will meet every other Fri. starting May 3rd at the Livingston Hotel, Grand and Los Robles, Pasadena. Call KEI or SRJ for further information on San Fernando Radio Club. Wave propagation data on u.h.f. and v.h.f. is urgently needed by the ARRL. Appointments are being made for this work. My QTH is 96313rd Ave., Inglewood.

ARIZONA — Acting SCM, Gladden Elliott, W6MML — At the Radio Club of Arizona meeting QLZ demonstrated a 144-Mc. rig and beam. NVB reported his experiences as a commercial operator. KMM is on low-power ‘phone and c.w. MDD has an 815 final on the air. MGJ has a new four-element beam up. PEZ did a fine job in the contest. FZQ has been transferred to Florida. 9UV is located a half block from QNC. PMJ and R0D both have new Argonauts and plan 144-Mc. operation. FZQ is near Manchester, N. Y., and wants to work the gang. PDB is relaying a lot of East Coast traffic across the Pacific. Marsch has a 2046Z in that rig. KZGR/6 is on ‘phone and c.w. at Fort Huachuca. RLC is running 300 watts to TW76 and 200 watts on 146 Mc. with a pair of HK24s. 5JZQ and 5QG are on 28-Mc. ‘phone at Douglas. 5HM/6 has a new Millen exciter. 7GYK/6 succeeded QTO as secretary of the Tucson Short Wave AEC. The club will conduct code and theory classes. GS and OZM are on the air. RNW is building a couple of rigs for other fellows. JGC has a pair of 615s on 10. OWX runs 450 watts on a pair of 86s. 5JDL/6 is on at Ryan Field. UPB is getting...
WHEREVER THE CIRCUIT SAYS \( \Omega \)

IRC Catalog 50 lists a resistance unit for every ham-rig requirement. Your local IRC Distributor has a copy waiting for you! . . . and he now can give you prompt service on IRC products. Drop in, look around—you'll find his store headquarters for the best in electronic parts and equipment of all kinds.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
401 N. BROAD ST., PHILA. 8, PA.

In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd.
11 King St., W., Toronto

IRC MAKES MORE TYPES OF RESISTANCE UNITS,
IN MORE SHAPES, FOR MORE APPLICATIONS
THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD.
TEMCO ANNOUNCES
A 75/100 Watt Sensation

Series GA MULTI-FREQUENCY VFO and
CRYSTAL PHONE—CW TRANSMITTER

For those who prefer and appreciate fine equipment Temco announces a new line of custom built quality transmitters designed and engineered to peerless standards—featuring maximum frequency flexibility and unusual operational simplicity. Unexcelled in craftsmanship, these units range from 75 to 750 watts output and operate within the 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 megacycle amateur bands but are also available for operation on any five harmonically related bands for other forms of communication.

As a result of standardized engineering Temco has developed a basic 75/100 Watt unit which in itself provides a complete multifrequency radio telephone and telegraph unit. For power output ratings in excess of 75/100 watts, this basic unit serves as an exciter for a series of power amplifiers of 150 to 750 watts output.

No Additional Expense
For Signal Shifting Unit

An exceptionally stable Variable Frequency Oscillator plus direct crystal control makes it unnecessary to employ any external equipment to obtain the frequency flexibility needed as greater channel congestion occurs.

The VFO tuning dial and final amplifier plate circuit adjustment dial are the only tuning controls required throughout any one frequency band. Changing from VFO to crystal control is accomplished from the front of the panel by a three position switch. The transmitter accommodates two crystal holders affording operation on two crystal controlled frequencies.

All Tuning Adjustments Are External

In changing frequencies it is only necessary to set the band switch—plug in the correct final amplifier coil unit—set the VFO dial to the desired frequency or select the desired crystal and tune the final amplifier plate circuit to resonance.

Thus when using crystal control the transmitter becomes a one dial unit inasmuch as the crystal oscillator does not require any tuning whatsoever.

For telegraph operation, break-in keying of the VFO and buffer stage is accomplished by the grid block method thus insuring distinctive clear-cut, clickless keying.

The speech amplifier input is designed to use a high impedance crystal or dynamic microphone. Three meters measure final amplifier grid and plate current and modulator plate current. Four separate power supplies are provided. All controls are at the front and the entire design permits ready accessibility to all components and provides for minimum space requirements so that the unit can be placed in any convenient location adjacent to receiving equipment.

With Mike, Key and Antenna You’re ON THE AIR

The Model 75/100 GA is designed to give a most conservatively rated power output of 100 watts on CW telegraphy and 75 watts on telephone. All Series GA transmitters are furnished complete with one set of tubes and coils for five band operation. In addition a built-in relay transfers antenna from transmitter to receiver. The only accessories needed are a microphone, telegraph key and antenna installation.

See your dealer for complete information or write directly to Temco.
DESIGN and ENGINEERING FEATURES

Rated Output Power: 75 watts on radio telephone—100 watts on radio telegraph.

Frequency Range: 3.5—7—14—21—28 m.c. amateur bands. (Other harmonically related bands within the range of 2 to 30 m.c. can be supplied on special order.)

Type of Modulation: High level Class AB2.

Modulation Capabilities: 100%.


Input Level: From high impedance crystal or dynamic microphone, level of approximately—55 db.

Audio Frequency Response: ±2 db from 200 to 6000 c.p.s.

Noise Level: —45 db below 100% modulation.

Audio Distortion: Less than 8% at 85% modulation.

Frequency Control: Variable frequency oscillator or crystal control with positions for two crystals.

Front of Panel Controls: VFO dial—Final amplifier tuning dial—VFO or crystal selector switch—Exciter band selector switch—Audio gain control—Filament power switch—Plate power switch—Transmit-standby switch—Phone—CW switch.

Metering: PA grid current—PA plate current—Modulator Plate current.

Tube Complement:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1—6J5</td>
<td>VFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6AC7</td>
<td>Class A amplifier or crystal oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6L6</td>
<td>3.5 m.c. buffer or 7 m.c. doubler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6L6</td>
<td>14 m.c. doubler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6L6</td>
<td>21 m.c. tripler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6L6</td>
<td>28 m.c. doubler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—814</td>
<td>Final amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4—6L6s</td>
<td>Class AB2 modulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6J5</td>
<td>Modulator driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—6SJ7</td>
<td>Speech input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2—866</td>
<td>High voltage rectifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2—5Z3</td>
<td>Low voltage rectifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—80</td>
<td>Low voltage rectifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power Consumption: Approximately 400 watts.

Power Factor: Approximately 90%.

Measurements: Approximately 29” wide, 20” deep, 13” high.

Power Source: 110-115 volts 50/60 cycles AC.

DEALERS

...interested in carrying this line of custom built quality Temco Series GA Transmitters are invited to write for details of this interesting franchise. Several excellent territories still open to live wire merchandisers.
GOOD QSO'S AT BAND ENDS

BAND and operation often results in better QSO's but it also places critical reliance on your crystal. JK "Stabilized" Crystals are especially processed to prevent drift due to aging in service or on the shelf. Their low temperature-drift characteristics (usually less than 1 P.P.M. per degree centigrade) plus their vibration, moisture and dust proof mountings, make band edges as safe as center-of-the-band operation. Listed below are three of the most popular types of JK "Stabilized" Crystals. They are built so you can install them and forget about them.

**How Often Have You Needed a Frequency Standard?**

To check band edges, transmitter frequency, received signal frequency, signal generator for aligning receiver? With a frequency range from 100 KC to 500 MC, in convenient steps, frequency, signal generator for aligning receiver. With a complete with tubes and JK "Stabilized" Crystals, to check band edges, transmitter frequency, received signal frequency, signal generator for aligning receiver. JK FS-3,44 covers the whole range of generally useful bands. Continuous frequency stability is maintained with two JK "Stabilized" Crystals. The FS-344 will become one of the most used pieces of equipment in your shack. Price $79.50

(Continued from page 110)

good results on 28-Mc, c.w. TDJ has a new tube tester that will test 5075, 73, GC.

SAN DIEGO — SCM, Ralph H. Colburn, W6CHV, and AEC, SCM, G. W. Brown, W6APG. Activity is increasing rapidly in this section. W6SC/6 is on 28 Mc, with frequency modulation and worked a W4 in the early morning before the band was open. OFT has 425 watts input, and finally worked VK3AKR for his first Australian contact. KSH reports activity in Santa Clarita, with the Orange County Radio Club going strong. New officers are: DEY, pres.; TIK, vice-pres.; FTC, secy. Meetings are held on the 2nd Wed. of each month. LKC reports OFT has an F8 portable-mobile rig in his car running about 150 watts and working swell. MMZ is now an ensign in the Navy and is stationed at Kodiak, Alaska. He will be on the air soon with his own call but at present is operating with 6SMF/K7 and wants all the old gang to be on the island, for him. JOY has a new rig on 28-Mc, c.w. running about 150 watts, and has worked VK4HR and VK3QL. HBN, formerly located in Los Angeles, is now a ham in Ramona operating 28-Mc. phone. LKC finally made WAC on 28 Mc, by working ten different "Q" stations in England and Wales. LKC is building a 28-Mc, portable-mobile rig in his car. He reports bearing a station in Russia on 28,700 kc. around 7:00 to 9:30 p.m., but says the fellow never talks English and you can't understand them. Local stations participating in the Band Warming Party included 3XFP/6, LKC, LJJ, and CHY. FGU has received his old call back after about six years off the air. MHL has received an F8 portable-mobile, MBU and NXR are proud papas. MBU has a new 1-kw. rig for 28 Mc. under construction. Traffic: W6BAM-4, LKC 7, CHY 5, 73, Ralph.

WEST GULF DIVISION

NORTHERN TEXAS — SCM, Jack T. Moore, W6ALA — HZB reports that he and BYE are roommates at Texas A & M. Jack says he is an electrical supervisor. KDH recently returned to clean out the college with the following officers: GSS, pres.; KQZ, secy.-treas. The club has a 100-watt 'phone and c.w. rig and NC101XA and HRO receivers. Power will be increased to 300 watts soon. LKC and AMK are in England and will be back to work for the power company, and finally worked VK3AKR for his first Australian contact. KSH reports activity in Santa Clarita, with the Orange County Radio Club going strong. New officers are: DEY, pres.; TIK, vice-pres.; FTC, secy. Meetings are held on the 2nd Wed. of each month. LKC reports OFT has an F8 portable-mobile rig in his car running about 150 watts and working swell. MMZ is now an ensign in the Navy and is stationed at Kodiak, Alaska. He will be on the air soon with his own call but at present is operating with 6SMF/K7 and wants all the old gang to be on the island, for him. JOY has a new rig on 28-Mc, c.w. running about 150 watts, and has worked VK4HR and VK3QL. HBN, formerly located in Los Angeles, is now a ham in Ramona operating 28-Mc. phone. LKC finally made WAC on 28 Mc, by working ten different "Q" stations in England and Wales. LKC is building a 28-Mc, portable-mobile rig in his car. He reports bearing a station in Russia on 28,700 kc. around 7:00 to 9:30 p.m., but says the fellow never talks English and you can't understand them. Local stations participating in the Band Warming Party included 3XFP/6, LKC, LJJ, and CHY. FGU has received his old call back after about six years off the air. MHL has received an F8 portable-mobile, MBU and NXR are proud papas. MBU has a new 1-kw. rig for 28 Mc. under construction. Traffic: W6BAM-4, LKC 7, CHY 5, 73, Ralph.

(Continued from page 112)
ALLIED'S NEW
1946 CATALOG
of Radio Parts and Equipment

Everything for the Veteran and the Beginner!
Includes Latest Communications Receivers

Here's your latest, most complete Buying Guide for everything in radio! Includes newest receivers, Ham gear, code apparatus, parts, kits, tubes, tools, books, test instruments, public address and other equipment. Over 10,000 items available from the largest and most complete stocks under one roof. Nationally known makes. Finest values. Fast, efficient service from one reliable central source. Our experienced staff of licensed radio amateurs is glad to help you.

Free... Send for it today

FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY... ORDER YOUR
Communications Receiver

Now from ALLIED Time-Payments • Trade-ins Accepted

NEW HALLICRAFTERS S-40
Model SM-40 External "S" Meter, $15

NEW PRECISION RME 45
Delivers peak reception on all frequencies 500 to 33,000 Kc. Full vision calibrated dial using one control for two-speed tuning. Five Amateur bands with ample band spread. DB calibrated signal level meter, 2 step variable crystal filter, Automatic Noise Suppression. Stable, variable pitch beat oscillator. Net, with Speaker .......... $186

Other Models
Hallcrafters SX-25....... $94.50
RME DB-20............. 59.30
RME VHF-150 Converter 86.60
Hammarlund HQ-15X... 129.00
National NC-2-6OC..... 225.00
National HRO......... 197.70
Hallcrafters SX-28A... 225.00
Hallcrafters S-36A.... 307.50
Hammarlund 400X..... 316.00
Hammarlund 400SX..... 316.00
Hallcrafters S-37.... 591.75
Hallcrafters BC-610... 590.00
Hallcrafters HT-9..... 225.00

Net F.O.B. Chicago Prices Subject to Possible Change

ALLIED RADIO CORP., D. L. Warner W91BC
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 27-EE-6
Chicago 7, Illinois

Date

□ Enter order for ... Model
□ Enclosed $ ... □ Full Payment □ Part Payment (Balance C.O.D.)
□ Send literature on Receivers and Time Payment Plan.
□ Send FREE new 1946 Allied Catalog

Name
Address
City Zone State
In this NEW WORLD OF ELECTRONICS

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
SPELL New Opportunities!

A FEW YEARS AGO broadcasting was born—many of the first radio men to enter that field have long since arrived at the top of their profession.

TODAY, the techniques of this New World of Electronics, war-developed and now released, offer greater opportunities than ever existed in the early days of broadcasting.

MICRO-WAVE RELAY SYSTEMS, TELEVISION, FM broadcasting, mobile communication systems for trains, automobiles, buses and trucks, many industrial applications—these are only a few of the new developments and new techniques which offer exciting, exciting opportunities to you who are alert—and are qualified.

YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY to "get in on the ground floor"—where promotion will be rapid—where you can go to the top, (if—you have the foundation of technical knowledge which is so vital to an understanding of the new techniques. Your first step toward success in this new world of electronics is your resolution to acquire a formal, fundamental technical knowledge. CIRE home study training is planned to do that for you.
NEW!
Western Electric
CLOVER-LEAF antenna for
FM BROADCASTING

12 OF THE MANY IMPORTANT FEATURES:

1. High gain
2. Circular azimuth pattern
3. Simple to install
4. Minimum maintenance
5. Exceptionally rugged design
6. 50 KW power capacity
7. No multiple transmission lines
8. No phase correcting lines or networks
9. No balancing lines
10. No field or factory antenna tuning
11. No Insulators—full lightning protection
12. No end seals

Western Electric's new 54A Antenna can really dish out horizontally polarized waves in concentrated form. It's the high gain CLOVER-LEAF Antenna, designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories for FM broadcasters in the 88-108 mc band.

Radiating units shaped like clover leaves are spaced at half wavelength intervals. Power gains ranging from 1.30 with two units up to 4.70 with eight units are readily achieved.

Each radiating unit consists of four curved elements, which are connected by clamps along a feed conductor. The usual phase reversal occurring at half wavelength points along such a feed line is compensated for by merely reversing the elements in adjacent units. This eliminates insulators, end seals and the need for multiple transmission lines, phase correcting lines and balancing lines.

The impedance of the 54A Antenna is matched to the impedance of the coaxial transmission line by means of a unique low-loss transformer which utilizes the base section of the tower and antenna feed conductor. This transformer is set to proper adjustment at the time of installation.

Computed Radiation Pattern for a 5-unit array. Pattern measurements on accurately scaled models show that the distribution of energy in azimuth is circular (±0.2 db), and that the computed beam width is realized in practice to ±1°.
Ready for immediate delivery and furnished in your choice of two frequency ranges: —

12,500 KC to 13,500 KC (inclusive) which is ¼ of new 6 Meter Band
Amateur’s Net Price $3.50

6,250 KC to 6,750 KC (inclusive) which is ½ of new 6 Meter Band
Amateur’s Net Price $2.80

also NEW LOWER PRICES

Valpey Type Cm-5 in:
80 and 40 Meter Band
Amateur’s Net Price $2.80
20 Meter Band
Amateur’s Net $3.50
10 Meter Band
Amateur’s 4.50

VALPEY CRYSTAL CORP.
HOLLISTON, MASS.

Craftsmanship in Crystals Since 1931

(Continued from page 110)

will be using VE6JF for new call. LX still prefers a good 0.w.
950 to 'phone. ITA is operated by the Provincial Institute
of Technology and Art in Calgary. PG and ACF plan to
operate a small rig from their cabin on Highway 5525 this
summer. OD is getting rig lined up for early action. AOC’s
new call is NAYT. ALO and BY have daily schedule with
GY at Fort Saskatchewan. EA built preselector for his
receiver. HM gets out FB on 28-Mc. 'phone. ABL’s new call
will be 6WS. ASX will sign 6GS. ANQ will use 6EL after
April 1st. John Gerrie’s new call is 6QK. ALO will sign
6AL. LG intends to rebuild the heap to use an 813. HF, in
Yukon at Lae La Barre, will be on the air soon with 807a in
the rig. UF is getting out an FB signal. JP is interested in the
APARS set-up. AEA hit 28-Mc recently and is trying to
iron out the bugs in the heap. HC, ex-5MJ, will sign 6MJ
from now on. ADW has rig on 28 Mc. using 807 final. AAZ
is looking forward to getting back on 3.5 Mc. How about you
chaps contributing a spot

PRAIRIE DIVISION

MANITOBA — SCM, A. W. Morley, VE4AAW — The
past month has been an important one in Winnipeg.
At a meeting held March 8th, at which over seventy-five
Winnipeg hams were present, it was decided to form one
big club, to be known as WARC. Officers to be elected are:
pres.; AAI, vice-pres.; SO, secy.; and Miss F. Todd, treas.
Ham radio needs a strong organization in Winnipeg and
everyone should support it. New AEC member is AP
at Brandon. EE has new Jr. operator. AFY is busy on 28 Mo.
IF is working DX. From Portage comes word that ALT is
miming VE7. LV is working with receiver. UB is
working out of town. AMT has p.p. 809s. AN, ex-ANI.
runs 100 watts. ALE has returned home and reports that “while
away I took unto myself one XYL.” RB, at Killarney,
runs 6L6-807. Locally 28 Mo. is being worked to the bone. New
calls appear daily and with the mix-up of changing calls it’s
hard to tell who’s who. By the time this appears 3.5 Mc.
will be wide open. Look for me there. New call is AM. 73.

SASKATCHEWAN — SCM, Arthur Chaseworth, VE3AFY
— The regular meeting of the MJARC was held recently
with a full attendance. All members reported some activity
and a lecture on antennas was given by ACO which was very
much enjoyed. We understand the Regina club is meeting
every month and no reports have been received from that
city. The Moose Jaw club decided to postpone the holding
of a hamfest until more interest and activity is shown in
eastern points. PK reports getting his rig on 28 Mc. with
15 watts and working an LU the second day. FB, Petel All
Saskatchewan district calls will be changed to VE5 on
April 1st. 73.
Through progressive steps of refinement UNITED graphite anode high vacuum tubes have been developed to such an extent that today they set a new high standard for constancy, efficiency and long life at heavy duty. Here are the up-to-date facts about these tubes which represent a revolutionary contribution to electron tube advancement.

**BASIC ADVANTAGES OF GRAPHITE**

1. Graphite will stand temperatures higher than ANY other material. It has NO melting point, hence no physical distortion from overloads.
2. Being highly porous, Graphite can be EFFECTIVELY degassified through its entire mass.
3. Because it is almost a perfectly block body Graphite has high thermal emissivity and conductivity. Operating temperatures are therefore low in relation to energy dissipated thus preventing distortion of grid and other parts.

**UNITED REFINEMENTS IN TUBE DESIGN AND PROCESSING**

1. Crystal clear glass envelope resulting from isolated "getter trap" (patent pending) increases efficiency 10 to 20%.
2. New type graphite, machined to our specifications is free from amorphous particles.
3. Zirconium impregnation of graphite anode greatly increases service life of the tubes.

**TWO HUSKY AMATEUR TYPES**

Designed as high power renewals for soft glass tubes with 6.3 and 7.5 volt filaments, these "huskies" will take full rated inputs without a blush. They are especially desirable as replacements for tubes of 40 to 55 watts plate dissipation. The V-70-D or 812-H will perk up the old rig with new healthy watts and with little or no revamping.

1. Ground Tungsten Seal Rod
2. Genuine India Lava
3. Zirconium Impreg. nated Graphite Anode
4. UNITED Getter Trap (Patent Pending)
5. NONEX Hard Glass
6. High Grade Ceramic Base Insert

**UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY**

**AMATEUR RADIO DEPARTMENT**

42 SPRING ST, • NEWARK 2, N. J.

*Transmitting tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934*
AS NEW GEAR HITS THE MARKET...

You can be dead sure that... just as fast as new gear appears on the post-war market... the Radio Shack will bring it to you. And it’s happening right now! Receivers, transmitters, and accessories are being delivered in ever-increasing quantities. Keep your eye on the Radio Shack for a wide variety of exciting post-war developments.

RECEIVERS GALORE

ORDER THESE FAMOUS RECEIVERS FROM THE RADIO SHACK

NATIONAL
( ) N-2-40C .......... $225.00
More HRO's soon available

HAMMARLUND
( ) Super-Pro ...to be announced
R. M. E.
( ) RME-45 complete ....$186.00

HALICRAFTERS
( ) S-22R Skyrider Marine $74.50
( ) S36-A VFH FM-AM—Complete ..................322.00
( ) S-39 Sky Ranger ........110.00
( ) SX-23 Super Defiant—Complete ................109.50
( ) SX-28A Super Skyrider—Complete ................238.00
All prices are for complete receivers and are net F. O. B. Boston

NATIONAL 1-10

The experimenters' choice... available now to fill your need for a receiver covering one to ten meters, this 4-tube super-regenerator with one tuned r-f stage is furnished complete with six sets of easily changed coils.

Receiver and coils ..................................$56.10
Kit of four tubes ....................................9.37
Power supply type 5886 ...........................19.50
Matching speaker ...............................10.95
Immediate shipment from stock.

NATIONAL NC-46

A post-war design by National... price to be announced.

ORDER THESE RECEIVERS NOW

We will immediately telegraph confirmation of your order for prompt shipment from new stock.

NATIONAL DIAL—type ACN

You can get same-day shipment on this old favorite full-vision dial. Net price only $3.00

SEND FOR FREE RADIO SHACK 108-PAGE CATALOG
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YOU'LL FIND IT AT THE RADIO SHACK

SPECIAL OIL CAPACITOR
1000 volts 6 mfd. only $1.19

UFH ACORN TUBES—Types 954-955-956
Six tubes same type or assorted $2.95
Isolantite socket for acorn tubes 48¢ each

SUPER SPECIAL TUBE VALUES
Type 832—JAN inspected $5.95 ea.
Type 3C24/24G Elmac 1.95 ea.

HAMMARLUND HQ-129-X
Deliveries have started on this super-value. This professional receiver has many new features . . but the same old price. $129
Receiver, complete with tubes and built-in power supply
Matching speaker $10.50

HALLICRAFTERS S-40
Here's a post-war design built for your convenience. Wholly self-contained • covers .54 to 42 mc • electrical band-spread • built-in speaker • phone jack • ANL • stand-by switch • power supply.

price complete $79.50

TIME PAYMENTS
You can equip your station on easy time payments when you buy at the Radio Shack. Write for details—filing material needed.

BCNU at Framingham
N.E. ARRL Convention—May 4th

ABBOTT TR-4
You all know this famous transmitter-receiver for 2-meter work. Order it today from the Radio Shack. $43
Kit of tubes for TR-4 $8.30

COAXIAL DIPOLE
For the 144-148 mc. band. For fixed-station or mobile use—matches 50-55 ohm coax cables—continuously adjustable—immediate delivery from Radio Shack only.
Net price $12.50

The RADIO SHACK
167 WASHINGTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM
WRITE
Leo, W9GFQ
For Fast Delivery!

Get Leo's own personal, sudden-service on your radio needs. Leo will help you get back on the air quickly with first delivery on anything in radio.

HAM NEEDS

Transmitting tubes, condensers, miles...everything for the Ham. One of the country’s largest stocks of Ham equipment. Write Leo, W9GFQ, today, and be first with the latest. We invite inquiries for special equipment of all kinds.

TRANSMITTERS

For peak performance and more dollar for dollar value, get a WRL Transmitter Kit...designed in Leo's own laboratories...tested and proven. Available in 15, 35, 70, and 150 watt kits as well as kits custom built to your own specs. Write Leo today for complete details, prices and terms.

RECEIVERS

Here are just a few of the many well-known receivers offered by Leo:
- Hallcrafters SX-55 ......... $94.50
- Hallcrafters SX-28A ......... $90.00
- Hallcrafters SX-28A ......... $223.00
- Telephone BC-1A ........ $29.50
- Hammarlund HQ-129X ......... $129.00
- National NC-1140C ......... $225.00

FREE! NEW 52 PAGE FLYER

52 pages packed with real buys in radio, electronic, and general merchandise. Write for details of our trade-in plan and easy terms.

New Tuning System

(Continued from page 80)

used has continuous coverage from 540 kilocycles to 110 megacycles. The two tuned r.f. stages employ type 6AG5 tubes and a type 7F8 dual triode functions as oscillator and mixer. The basic circuit arrangement for the oscillator and mixer stages is given in Fig. 5. It has been necessary, of course, to introduce other innovations in order to cover such a wide range in one receiver. One of these is the use of dual i.f. transformers. Two i.f. channels are provided, 455 kc. and 10.7 Mc., and the change-over is accomplished automatically by the receiver band switch in the vicinity of 30 megacycles.

A few additional practical suggestions are in order for the amateur who plans to use this circuit. All trimmer condensers must be completely insulated from the chassis because both ends are “hot,” just as in the case of the coils.
Meet Joint Army-Navy Specification JAN-R-11
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK IN STANDARD RMA 10% TOLERANCE VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>RESISTANCE RANGE</th>
<th>MAXIMUM VOLTS</th>
<th>LIST PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>½ Watt</td>
<td>½&quot; x ¾&quot;</td>
<td>10 Ohms to 22 Meg.</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>13c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Watt</td>
<td>¾&quot; x ⅞&quot;</td>
<td>10 Ohms to 22 Meg.</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>17c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Watt</td>
<td>1⅛&quot; x ⅞&quot;</td>
<td>10 Ohms to 22 Meg.</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>25c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resistance value and wattage are marked on every unit for quick identification.

NOW... OHMITE makes available to you three Little Devils of exceptional ruggedness and stability!

Millions of these tiny molded fixed composition resistors have been used in critical war equipment and in the nation's foremost laboratories. They meet Joint Army-Navy Specification JAN-R-11, including salt water immersion cycling and high humidity tests. They can be used at their full wattage ratings at 70°C (158°F) ambient temperature. They dissipate heat rapidly—have low noise level and low voltage coefficient.

Ratings for maximum continuous RMS voltage drop are high: 500 volts for the ½ watt unit—1000 volts for the 1 watt unit—3500 volts for the 2 watt unit. Units have high insulation breakdown voltage.

Little Devils are completely sealed and insulated by their molded plastic construction. Leads are soft copper wire, hardened immediately adjacent to resistor body—strongly anchored—and hot solder coated.

Light, compact, easy to install. All units color coded. Resistance value and wattage are marked on every unit for quick identification. Available from stock in Standard RMA values from 10 ohms to 22 megohms. Order them now!

Available Only Through OHMITE Distributors

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4863 FLOURNOY STREET, CHICAGO 44, U.S.A.

Send Now for BULLETIN No. 127
Gives complete data and list of RMA values. Includes dimensional drawings and handy color code. Write for it today!
XTALS • XTALS • XTALS

Mounted Low-Drift

3.5 M.C. and 7.0 M.C.

XTALS

± 5KC your specified frequency anywhere in 3.5 and 7.0 MC bands.
Fits octal socket — has stainless steel electrodes — moisture resistant phenolic case and neoprene gasket seal.

Send cash or money order. No C.O.D. accepted.

Only

$1.50

EACH

Postpaid in U. S. A.

COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT CO.
1416-18 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

XTALS • XTALS • XTALS

(Continued from page 123)

Padder condensers should be connected in series with the coils at the end away from the grid. To reach the higher frequencies of which this circuit is capable a great deal of care must be taken in mechanical design and layout. The band switch should be placed directly under the main tuning gang and all leads should be kept as short and direct as possible. In the unit pictured, the leads from capacitor to band switch are of copper strip, silver plated to reduce r.f. resistance. The coils for the two highest bands may be placed between switch wafers and supported directly on the band switch. For the lower frequency bands a little extra lead length is unimportant and coils may be mounted in the usual manner on the chassis, progressively farther from the switch as the frequency is decreased. The bandspread condenser is connected in parallel with the larger section of the split-stator condenser to reduce the effect of its minimum capacity in the same way that the tube loading capacity was reduced.

While it is unlikely that any but the most experienced amateur builders will attempt the construction of an elaborate receiver such as the one shown here, this split-stator tuning arrangement offers endless possibilities. It should be entirely practical to add a stage or two of tuned preselection to the v.h.f. superregenerative rig by this means, and many other applications will occur to the experimenter. The advantages of low minimum capacity, higher gain per stage, more uniform gain throughout the tuning range, and the possibility of using cheaper tubes at higher frequencies should make this circuit a "natural" for all h.f. and v.h.f. purposes.

Field-Strength Meter

(Continued from page 88)

Mc. As many v.h.f. antennas are vertical, the socket was mounted for maximum convenience when using vertical pick-up antennas. For work with horizontal arrays the pick-up unit can be placed on its side, or a horizontal pick-up antenna may be made by attaching the plug near the center of a piece of rod stock. The antenna length may affect the tuning range of the coils in the pick-up unit, as the antenna is directly coupled to the hot end of the circuit. The coil sizes given resonated when a 24-inch rod was used for a pick-up antenna for all bands.

The r.f. chokes contained in the meter unit are possibly an unnecessary precaution, as the interconnecting cable is by-passed at both ends, but we were taking no chances with an expensive meter and the chokes are cheap insurance.

Constructed recently when some conclusive data was required on the performance of the 16-element 144-Mc. array shown on our cover, this unit has turned out to be the handiest gadget we've had in many a day. The determination of
Last issue this column advised you to latch on to a Mallory Vibrapack, stow your ham gear in the old gaswagon, head for the countryside — and enjoy a few QSO’s while communing with Mother Nature.

And what should you take along to accompany your Vibrapack? Well, some batteries for one thing, plus a darned good receiver. Speaking of receivers, have you seen the new RME-45?

The first thing you notice about the RME-45 is its smart appearance. Black panels against the crackle gray of the cabinet, the red traveling pointer mounted over the translucent rear-illuminated main scale, and 6 bands covering a range from 550 kc. to 33,000 kc., make the “45” the sharpest receiver in your section of town.

And the good looks of the RME-45 is indicative of its general all around engineering excellence. You demanded real selectivity, which in a superhet is determined primarily by the sharpness of its i.f. amplifier stages. As the frequency band which the i.f. amplifier will pass is narrowed, the selectivity of the receiver increases.

This is illustrated by the curve which shows the selectivity of the RME-45 receiver at 1000 kc. With the crystal filter out of the circuit, (Curve A), a signal with a frequency 2 kc. higher, or 2 kc. lower, than 1000 kc. is passed with full strength by the i.f. amplifier. With the crystal filter in the sharpest position, (Curve C), the same signal is down 60 db. (strength of 1/1000).

Tuning the receiver simply amplifies and then converts the received signals of the different frequencies into the i.f. frequency of the receiver. Band spread, often confused with selectivity, is a slowing down of the rate at which this tuning is done.

To obtain the correct amount of band spread — neither too much nor too little — RME properly coordinated three factors:

1. Rate of turn of the tuning knob.
2. Distance of dial (or pointer) travel.
3. Rate of rotation of the tuning condenser gang.

And the band spread dial is directly calibrated in frequency. Now, having found the solution of the band spread problem, let’s look at the choice of attaining this coordination of factors by electrical or mechanical means. There are two great features of mechanical band spread which electrical cannot offer. They are: (1.) Use of only one set of tuning condensers, thus avoiding the circuit losses which are inevitable when adding another set of condensers in parallel. (2.) Single dial control with its accurate calibration and logging.

The designers of the RME-45 added a further improvement — two speed tuning. The small concentric knob turns five times while the larger one turns once. A band is covered at the correct rate of speed by using the large knob and the desired station is easily tuned on the nose by using the small one. CW operators will like the effortless way in which the small knob gives the peak of a signal with the crystal filter in.

CAL-O-MATIC tuning, that’s what RME has termed their new system. It is a mechanism wherein automatic tuning and calibration of the scale go hand in hand. And that also means better calibration of the entire frequency range of the receiver without any further adjustment to be made, once the receiver comes out of the test room. All calibration points, main and bandspread, are determined automatically as tuning proceeds. No dials to preset, no padders to be preadjusted, no recheck points to observe. The stations are logged, and there you have it.

Why not drop us a line for all the dope on the RME-45? And while you’re at it, tell us how you like this HAM GEAR column and what you’d like us to write about next issue.
Operating the 807

(Continued from page 64)

Beam tetrodes of the 807 size and smaller make good frequency multipliers, but tube life is quite apt to be short unless suitable precautions are taken. For efficient operation both bias and excitation should be increased. However, these seem to be little point in going beyond twice the normal values for either doubling or tripling at least. The point to be watched is that of keeping plate and screen dissipation within the ratings. This may mean a considerable reduction in power input and a corresponding reduction in output from the values used when the tube is operating as a straight amplifier, since the efficiency of a doubler or tripler seldom exceeds 40 per cent or so. With the higher grid current, added precaution is necessary, of course, when it comes to detuning of the plate circuit to avoid damage to the tube.

For 'phone work the tetrode may be not so well suited as an output amplifier, since the screen as well as the plate must be modulated. Unless a special modulation transformer with a dual secondary is available, this means that a fair amount of audio power must be thrown away in the screen circuit. However, since audio power usually comes cheaper than power at r.f., this may not be considered too much of a disadvantage, although it must be taken into consideration.

Above 50 Mc.

(Continued from page 68)

been worked. Planes in the vicinity of Knoxville, Tenn., have been contacted at 1000 feet, a distance of 140 miles, even though elevations over 6000 feet intervene between the two points.

From Marianna, Florida, W1NWES was able to contact aircraft near Langley Field, Virginia, on 126 Mc., a distance of about 600 miles. Grid, formerly W4GJO, now plans to return to Florida, and hopes to pull off something like this on 144 Mc. one of these days.

The prize in this department goes to J. H. Faulkner of Los Angeles who heard plenty of stuff when he was serving aboard a Navy tanker in the Pacific. While 200 miles from Samoa in September, 1944, he picked up a ship which was then in the North Atlantic, just south of Iceland. The frequency was 80 Mc.!

Of late we’ve been gratified to note the general trend toward improved gear on 144 Mc. More and more the 2-meter band is coming of age. Crystal control or its equivalent, once considered all but impossible for such a high frequency, is being used by an ever-increasing number of stations. And it pays off — at least 80 percent of the stations heard at W1HDQ from distances beyond 75 miles are using crystal or m.o.p.a. rigs, and superhet receivers are becoming increasingly popular. Even simple m.o.p.a. combinations us-
§12.136. LOGS. Each licensee of an amateur station shall keep an accurate log of station operation, including the following:

(a) The date and time of each transmission. (The date need only be entered once for each day's operation. The expression "time of each transmission" means the time of making a call and need not be repeated during the sequence of communication which immediately follows; however, an entry shall be made in the log when signing off so as to show the period during which communication was carried on.)

(b) The signature of each licensed operator who manipulates the key of a radiotelegraph transmitter or the signature of each licensed operator who operates a transmitter of any other type and the name of any person not holding an amateur operator license who transmits by voice over a radio-telephone transmitter. The signature of the operator need only be entered once in the log, in those cases when all transmissions are made by or under the supervision of the signatory operator, provided a statement to that effect also is entered. The signature of any other operator who operated the station shall be entered in the proper space for that operator's transmission.

(c) Call of the station called. (This entry need not be repeated for calls made to the same station during any sequence of communication, provided the time of signing off is given.)

(d) The input power to the oscillator, or to the final amplifier stage where an oscillator-amplifier transmitter is employed. (This need be entered only once, provided the input power is not changed.)

(e) The frequency band used. (This information need be entered only once in the log for all transmission until there is a change in frequency to another amateur band.)

(f) The type of emission used. (This need be entered only once until there is a change in the type of emission.)

(g) The location of the station (or the approximate geographical location of a mobile station) at the time of each transmission. (This need be entered only once provided the location of the station is not changed. However, suitable entry shall be made in the log upon changing the location. Where operating at other than a fixed location, the type and identity of the vehicle or other mobile unit in which the station is operated shall be shown.)

(h) The message traffic handled. (If record communications are handled in regular message form, a copy of each message sent and received shall be entered in the log or retained on file at the station for at least 1 year.)

The

ARRL LOG BOOKS

Regular Log, 8½ x 11, 35 cents each • Three for $1.00

Mini-Log, 4 x 6¼ • 25 cents each

American RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
The proven dependability of all Ward Leonard Resistors is of utmost importance to the amateur. Now that they are available from stock, there is no reason to put up with substitutes. Send for Bulletin today.

WARD LEONARD
RESISTORS • RELAYS • RHEOSTATS
Electric Control Devices Since 1892
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
Radio and Electronic Distributor Division
53B WEST JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OMs here are your Kits!
DESIGNED FROM YOUR SUGGESTIONS
IN CRYSTAL LAB'S HAM CONTEST

CRYSTAL LAB
CRYSTAL LAB

K16 Mark to precision tolerances
* 2 between 7025 and 7029 KC
* 3 between 7030 and 7039 KC
* 4 between 7040 and 7049 KC
10 Holders — CRL-16
10 Complete sets of springs, electrodes, covers, gaskets and screws
10 additional electrodes for slight freq. changes
10 pieces of finest cloth
1 box of fine abrasive for finishing
1 box of medium abrasive for rough finishing
1 piece of plate glass for lapping
Instructions for lapping
Instructions for selecting switch
Photographs of selector switch
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
All components suitably boxed.

* BLANKS FOR OTHER BANDS AVAILABLE

Specialists in Special Crystals
SEE YOUR LOCAL RADIO DEALER

(Crystal Research Laboratories Inc.
In Bely St., Hartford, Conn. Phone Y 3213)

(Continued page 138)

ing a tube like an HY-75 driving an 829 sound vastly better than the modulated-oscillator type of rig, even when superregenerative receivers are used. Narrowing down the band occupied by each transmitter must be accomplished, if 144-Mc. work in the heavily-populated areas is to become anything more than a mass of QRM. It's not hard to get stability of 144, and it's definitely worth-while.

As to superheterodyne reception, we find the a.m./f.m. technique gaining ground. W1DFW, West Greenwich, R. I., uses a 6AK5 r.f., 955 mixer, two 1852 i.f. stages, and 6317 limiter, 6116 a.m./f.m. detector, and two stages of audio. He was among the first to report hearing W1HDQ after the 16-element array was installed. W1HDF and some others in the Hartford area are using converted BC-406 receivers with excellent results. This is a radar receiver with a wideband f.i., and a 2-channel r.f. section which can be converted to 144 Mc. without too much trouble. It is broad enough to receive all but the worst oscillator rigs, and the quality on reasonably-stable signals is superb.

W1IND, North Haven, Conn., has a superhet using a radar i.f. strip at 30 Mc., and is hearing signals which cannot be touched by many of the superregens in that area.

WD9FST, Peoria, Ill., has a converter using a 6AK5 r.f., 9001 mixer, and 9002 oscillator. His rig is crystal controlled on 144.06 and 145.1, with an 832 in the final, running 25 watts input. Only locals have been worked thus far, but he is looking for contacts beyond the horizon and would like some test schedules.

There is quite a flurry of interest in 425 Mc., too. WILAS brought two portable 425-Mc. stations to Hq. recently and demonstrated them for us most convincingly. As one of them will work from a portable power supply, Bill hopes to work some DX with the pair of rigs this summer.

1B8M, North Harwich, Mass., is on with a little 6C4 rig, and is working W1ARC at a distance of 3½ miles, though there are heavy pine woods between the two. The signal is comparable to that obtained on 2 meters over the same path. W1KB writes that W1KBQ, Haverhill, Mass., has a lighthouse rig, and that W2CLK/1 at Danvers will go to 425 when he has some company.

In Washington, D. C., several stations are on 425, according to W3CUD/3 who has been working cross-band, 144-425, with W1HJ/3. They are about five miles apart, W9NIM/3 has both transmitter and receiver going, and more stations are expected soon.

In years gone by we've always wanted a marker station that would be on at specified times, in order to tell when the 5-meter band was open. Now we have it on Six. W1AW is running the nightly broadcast schedule, both c.w. and voice, on 52 Mc. each evening Monday through Friday. Watch that spot, boys, and let us know what you hear.

(Continued on page 138)
Radio Mfg. Engineers Inc.
Mr. L.A. Morrow,
Sales Manager,
Peoria 6, Ill.

Dear Mr. Morrow:

How many cylinders should a motor car have?
How many tubes does a receiver need?
How long should a man's legs be?

Abe Lincoln never had a 16-cyl. car nor a 16-tube radio, yet he seems to have answered all three questions when he did say that "a man's legs should reach from his hips to the ground".

Multi-tube receivers are impressive to look at, but mine didn't give me the performance, clear reception, and the ample band spread that I expected.

All who had the foresight to pay a few more dollars for RME-69's at that time were very smart I would say.

Never again will I be fooled by the number of the tubes in a set.

In other words - RME-45 for me.

Yours very truly,

Fay O. Wood.
Get the extra dependability and longer life, inherent in Electrox Rectifiers—full and half wave low capacity copper oxide rectifiers, for test sets, instruments, and other electronic applications which must stand up under exacting service.

Made by one of the oldest manufacturers of dry disc rectifiers—time proven—trouble-free—they cost no more.

At your parts supplier, or write for descriptive Circular 446

Electrox Rectifiers
Schafer Machine Co.
2049 Reading Rd. Cincinnati 2, Ohio

CLEAN ACCURATE HOLES

Greenlee Punches make this tough job easy. No reaming, filing or tedious drilling. Tool has three parts: punch cuts through chassis, die supports metal to prevent distortion, cap screw is turned with wrench to cut holes. Sizes for holes 3/16” to 31/2”. Ask your radio supply or electrical jobber or write for folder and prices. Greenlee Tool Co., 1865 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Illinois.

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER

You asked for it, and here it is! The V.H.F. Marathon, popular long-term contest in 1940 and 1941, is back. Because of unsettled conditions as to bands which might be available, it could not be started sooner, but it gets under way on May 1st, with the best part of the year yet to come up. Write for those reporting forms without delay, and get started with the opening gun. You will have the satisfaction of knowing how your work stacks up with that of others, and, more important, you will be helping to provide a permanent record of amateur achievement in the v.h.f. field.

W6MBA/Tinian

The rig is located in the communications Quonset hut of the 504th Bomb Group. I am a B-29 navigator who has been doubling as a communications officer since the end of the war.

"I guess that I am overly proud of the station, and what we have done with it—1035 contacts in one month (February), 45 states and a BW contest score of 42,075 points."

Well done, W6MBA/Tinian! And many thanks!

How’s DX?

there is a picture of the station. From W9YXO we learn that this is also the station used by W6PUZ, W6TSI, W8RXL, W2MUC, W5DBT, W5LJN and W9CPJ. Thus the picture you see is not of one station but of eight. Only QST brings you this special service—eight pictures for the price of one! — — — Carlton Marsh, W4YA/XZ, sends a very nice letter expressing his appreciation to the hundreds of stations who made it possible for so many GIs in Burma to get messages back to their folks or to talk directly with them. Marsh, who is also ex-9ASA, will be glad to QSL all contacts, from his home address at 711 Forrest Ave. W., East Point, Ga. — — — W1DLC keeps piling on the countries. This month he gets up to 51, with HZ1FZ, L1JU in Libya, and YX2XG in Iraq. If those guys are fakers, they deserve to be burned in oil, because names of countries like those should be spoken reverently and never bandied about! Incidentally, Dick made WAC in 8 hours and 15 minutes on Feb. 17, working ZS6EQ, F8ACZ, ZC4C, PY2AC, W6TIZB/K6 and W1BPX — — — That shades W6GTI a little. John’s WAC took 10 hours, on March 9, and was with G6ZO/I, ZS6FN, PJ3X, W1UE, VK8HT and UX1YY — — — Early in March W1IAS had “over 40 countries,” and later in the month W1CH had 48. W3FQP is up to 38 — — — Some DX at W4FON, without benefit of frequency: VO2KJ, VK2RA, OA4AB, FMSAC, HK1AB and VP2AT. Ditto at W6OKK: F3XN.
A "SEARCHLIGHT" TO FOCUS RADIO WAVES

In the new microwave radio relay system between New York and Boston, which Bell Laboratories are developing for the Bell System, giant lenses will shape and aim the wave energy as a searchlight aims a light beam.

This unique lens—an array of metal plates—receives divergent waves through a waveguide in the rear. As they pass between the metal plates their direction of motion is bent inward so that the energy travels out as a nearly parallel beam. At the next relay point a similar combination of lens and waveguide, working in reverse, funnels the energy back into a repeater for amplification and retransmission.

A product of fundamental research on waveguides, metallic lenses were first developed by the Laboratories during the war to produce precise radio beams.

But how to focus waves is only one of many problems that Bell Telephone Laboratories are working on to speed microwave transmission. The goal of this and all Bell Laboratories research is the same—to keep on making American telephone service better and better.
G5PP, G5XA and TG6JF. Among those heard: GI2TX, LX1SL, GW6JW, FAS8GT. - - - No doubt you heard LUTAZ knocking 'em off in the BW Party. He wasn't fooling, to the tune of 595 stations in 64 sections! It's a good thing for some of the perennial winners that Milo isn't eligible for the SSI. - - - G6BW writes that his call, mentioned in the January issue, must have been pirated, since the real 6BW has not been back on yet. - - - W9GB/8 is ready to believe all those things the Calif. C of C has been saying. On March 18, in a dead band at 1800 GCT, a CQ brought a reply from QO5AEI No fake, the OQ said Bud was the only signal coming through at the time. It must be that good old California air! - - - And as W9RT puts it's, these days you never know who's calling you until after the "/" sign!

Predictions:

Best bets for the month of May seem to be South Americans and excellent VK contacts for the West Coast, otherwise the band will probably be a little sour judged by the past few months. The European and Asian contacts should be spotty if any, and the Africans will be in but not for long. And don't forget, you can help the IRPL to make these predictions more accurate by keeping a sked or two and gathering some information.

Where no maximum usable frequency is shown it means the 28-Mc. band should be open during the period; a single time indicates when the corresponding m.u.f. is reached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Freq. (Mc.)</th>
<th>Max. Usable</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>0130-0500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1500-0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2000-0120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1730-1830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>2000-2300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>0130-0330</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>2330-0100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>1830-0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. F.</td>
<td>1830-0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Y.</td>
<td>San Juan, P. R.</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Y.</td>
<td>San Juan, P. R.</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cliff-Dweller's Antenna

(Continued from page 64)

antenna was done from the free end, and the frequency of the oscillator was determined at every change in antenna length by connecting the live feeder to the antenna post of the receiver and temporarily clipping the feeder on the flat top, to feed the oscillator signal to the receiver so the frequency could be measured directly. It should be pointed out that the feeders must be disconnected from the antenna when tuning for the dip in grid current.

An 80-meter antenna cut for the high-frequency end of the 20-meter band is slightly long (Concluded on page 186)
MR. RADIOMAN:
Here's How Capitol Radio Can Prepare You
Now for a Better Job and a Secure Career in
Radio-Electronics . . .!

Add CREI Technical Training
To Your Present Experience
— Then Get That Better Radio
Job You Want—More Money!

CREI home study training in Practical Radio-
Electronics Engineering equips you with the
ability to go after — and get — a better job in
radio-engineering that offers security, advance-
ment and importance.

In our proved course of home study training,
you learn not only how... but why! Your
ability to solve tough problems on paper, and
then follow with the necessary mechanical
operation, is a true indication that you have the
confidence born of knowledge... confidence in
your ability to get and to hold the type of radio
job you want.

CREI courses have been studied by more than
10,000 professional radiomen — so don't say
YOU haven't the time. CREI courses are de-
dsigned to be studied in the most crowded sched-
ules — without interfering with your present
work, yet helping you as you progress lesson by
lesson.

Now you can read what these typical CREI
students have to say. They are men who had
the initiative to get started on their own better-
ment program toward better jobs and more
money. You have the same opportunity. It
costs you nothing but a moment's time to send
for complete details in free book.

"I give CREI full credit for my securing the position
as Asst. Chief Engineer. . . ."
— W. H. Meiners, 420507

"In the past 7 months I have received 3 increases in
salary and a promotion that can be partly credited
to CREI. . . ."
— C. B. McKnight, 401101

"There are many times where what I am studying
in the course works right in with the immediate
problems of my job. . . ."
— C. I. Carpenter, 411024

WRITE FOR FREE 36-PAGE BOOKLET
If you have had professional or amateur
radio experience and want to make more
money—let us prove to you we have
something you need to qualify for a bet-
ter radio job. To help us intelligently
answer your inquiry—please state
briefly your background of experi-
ence, education and present position.

CREI Training for Veterans is Approved Under the "G.I." Bill

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Dept. Q-5, 3224 — 16th Street, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

Branch Offices:
New York City (7), N. Y.
170 Broadway

Chicago (2), Ill.
30 N. LaSalle St.

San Francisco (2), Calif.
760 Market St.

San Diego (1), Calif.
315 C Street

MEMBER: NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL • NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

135
New ULTRA COMPACT HIGH-Q AIR CAPACITOR

Of unusually high-Q, extraordinary mechanical and electrical stability, easy of adjustment, small in size and useful to beyond 200 megacycles for tuning or matching, a new air-dielectric capacitor is now available.

Produced at the famous Philips works in Holland, it is brought to American amateurs and experimenters through SILVER dealers.

Less than one-half inch in diameter, less than 2 7/16" in length, SILVER Model 619 capacitor provides 3 to 50 mfd., with air and high quality ceramic insulation. Rotor and stator are one piece, low inductance, multiple aluminum cups. Air-washing with stator gives a linear capacitance range of 27 mfd. over three full rotations. Adjustment is permanent by virtue of retention springs; vibration does not affect capacitance since a long rotor bearing sleeve closely clamps a matching center ceramic insulator.

Model 619 capacitors have two solder terminals, are supplied with air-dielectric insulating mounting plate.

Price 30c. each at your favorite jobber.

(Continued from page 184)

for proper operation on 80, but we were able to work out quite well on the low end of the 80-meter band. Maybe our QRO to 75 watts had something to do with it! Foreign contacts were forbidden by the time this antenna was erected, but we did work K7 and K6 on 20 c.w.

Although an antenna strung high and in the clear still can’t be beat, the ham who has a location that would make strong men weep need not throw in the sponge. If you must contend with an antenna that has several bends in it or is strung near metal objects, by all means check its resonant frequency. The formulas for the length of an antenna strung in free space are not accurate under these conditions, and their use will result in mediocre performance in most cases.

NOTE: Since there may be some radiation from the test oscillator, it should not be used on any band in which operation is not authorized.

New Apparatus

V.H.F. Ground-Plane Antenna

Except in the case where a very short feed line is used, one of the greatest sources of reduced efficiency in the v.h.f. region is feed-line losses. To match a line properly into an antenna requires some equipment and considerable "know how," and it is often neglected by the enthusiastic amateur who is anxious to get back on the air. Several low-loss coaxial cables were developed during the war which are admirably suited for work in the v.h.f. range, but unless they are correctly terminated they have little advantage over an open line.

The "ground-plane" antenna is a useful non directional antenna for general work, but it is usually a one-band affair. A new two-band ground-plane antenna kit, for the 144- and 220-Mc. amateur bands, has just been announced, and several of its features make it interesting to serious v.h.f. operators. Through careful design and testing the antenna has frequency 48 Mc. only 0.3 dB. reflection loss with 50-ohm cable and 0.8 dB. loss with 72-ohm cable. At 223 Mc. the loss is even less, amounting to 0.15 db. with 50-ohm line and 0.45 dB. with 72-ohm cable. The slight loss is substantially constant over the amateur bands, resulting in no one sharp "peck" efficiency.

The kit can be assembled easily in about five minutes. Normally the antenna would be for the 220-Mc. band, but extensions are included which need only to be screwed into the ends of the radiator and the six ground radials for operation on the lower frequency. For the amateur interested in a non-directional antenna for 144 and 220 Mc., which requires no tailoring of elements, this antenna kit seems to be a very practical solution. It comes complete with a type "N" UG-21/u silver-plated weatherproof connector that can be used with RG-5/u, RG-9/u or RG-10/u 50-ohm cable or with RG-11/u 72-ohm cable. The kit is manufactured by Workshop Associates, 66 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 61, Mass.
THE EXTENSIVE FACILITIES AND EXPERT PERSONNEL OF NEW YORK'S MOST PROGRESSIVE RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE TERMINAL HAS IT!

SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

Terminal has kept its lead in New York by maintaining a complete stock of quality radio parts and equipment. Fair prices and friendly service assure you of the BEST VALUES at TERMINAL!

Visit our "SPECIALS" Department Countless values of selected quality parts and equipment at unbelievably low prices!

OUR TREMENDOUS STOCK MEANS FASTER SERVICE

MAIL & PHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
85 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N.Y.
Phone Worth 2-4415
DeLuxe
SPEED KEY
Model CP 810
Amateur Net Price $9.75

One of the finest commercial or amateur bugs available. Chrome finished base and superstructure. Springs made of selected blue spring steel for uniform performance in all keys. Nine points of adjustment to suit the most critical touch. Fully adjustable. Silver contacts 3/16" diameter.

MODEL CP 510 SPEED KEY • Similar to above except the base is Battleship gray wrinkle finish. Amateur Net Price $6.75.

TELEGRAPH
Apparatus Co.
417 SOUTH GREEN ST.
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

RADIO COURSES

- RADIO OPERATING
- RADIO SERVICING
- CODE
- ELECTRONICS
- REFRIGERATION SERVICING

Personal Counseling Services for Veterans
Write for Latest Trade & Technical Catalog

Y. M. C. A. TRADE & TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
4 W. 64th Street, New York City

ELECTRICITY FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS supply electric service for electronic applications and general uses, mobile or stationary. Driven by Onan 4-cycle gasoline engines, they are of single-unit, compact design and sturdy construction.

65 basic models ranging in capacity from 350 to 35,000 watts. Standard A.C. models, 115 volt, 60-cycle, single-phase. Standard D.C. models, 37 to 115 volts, special voltages to 600 A.C. and 0 to 6000 volts D.C. 5 KW to 35 KW units available in 3-phase. High frequencies to 150 cycles. Combination A.C.-D.C. types. Write for detailed literature or engineering assistance.

D. W. ONAN & SONS
2525 Royalton Ave., Minneapolis 5, Minn.

Foreign Notes

(Continued from page 60)
enmental authorities, that the 5- and 10-meter bands will be opened soon. For convenience, at present the society is handling applications for transmission permits. Pre-war license holders will not be required to pass a new examination, but must obtain the permit. When frequencies are released, the power limit is expected to be 100 watts, quite an increase compared to former regulations. At the meeting, V.E.R.O.N., was represented by President Engers, PAQYM, and Mr. Baumbarten, PAQBB, of the editorial committee of "Electron."

NORWAY

"5 and 10" are open in LA-land, and over 100 amateurs have had their licenses renewed — after a very careful investigation of their personal lives during the war. There is, of course, great difficulty in obtaining parts; the Germans confiscated not only all equipment they could find, but the headquarters files and records as well.

SWEDEN

From SM7MG we learn Swedish hams are back as of mid-March, with unusually liberal privileges for a starter: 3500-3635 kc., and the pre-war bands at 20, 10, 5, 2½ and 1¼ meters. Maximum input is 50 watts. Present authorization is only for the year 1946.

QSL BUREAUS

With this issue we resume the practice of publishing, regularly in the May and October issues of QST, a list of QSL bureaus of the world. Cards for countries indicated may be sent to the addressees shown for local distribution:

Alaska: J. W. McKinley, Box 1333, Juneau.
Antigua: A. Tibbits, 27 St. Mary's St., St. Johns.
Belgium: Capt. 158 Avenue Charles-Quint, Brussels.
British Honduras: D. Hunter, Box 178, Belize.
Colombia: L.C.R.A., P. O. Box 1266, Bogota.
Cuba: James D. Bourne, Lealtad 660, Havana.
Czechoslovakia: O.A. V., Vlaclavske Nam 3, Prague II.
Denmark: E.D.K., Box 79, Copenhagen K.
Eire: 17 Butterfield Crescent, Rathfarnham, Dublin.
Finland: Tatu Kolehmainen, Kaarinkatu 25 C 12, Helsinki.
Germany: D4 calls only) Signal Division, Hq, APO 757, e/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
Greece: C. Tavaniotis, 17-a Bucharest St., Athens.
Great Britain: A. Milne, 29 Kechill Gardens, Hayes, Bromley, Kent.
Italy: A.R.L, Viale Bianca Maria 34, Milan.
Luxembourg: L.R., rue Neypeg 35, Luxembourg.
Mexico: L.M.R.E., Av. Juarez 104-22, Mexico D.F.
Newfoundland: N.A.A.R.A., Box 660, St. John's.
New Zealand: N.Z.A.B.T., P. O. Box 438, Wellington C-1.
Norway: N.R.R.L., P. O. Box 495, Oslo.
South Africa: S.A.R.R.L., P. O. Box 7028, Johannesburg.
Venecuela: R.C.V., Apartado 981, Caracas.
Designers of mobile equipment and amateur vhf enthusiasts asked for this driver tube. The 2E30 (outgrowth of the Hytron development type HD59) is a filamentary-type beam tetrode. Standby current is eliminated. Yet the 2E30 is ready to operate a second after electrode potentials are simultaneously applied.

In vhf equipment, the 2E30 is ideal as a class C oscillator, frequency multiplier, or audio frequency amplifier. Important to you—the 2E30 is a transmitting tube—not just a rehashed receiving type.

Check its versatility and its many features. Quite possibly you will discover that the 2E30 was built to order for you too.

**HYTRON TYPE 2E30**

**Instant-Heating Miniature Beam Tetrode**

**GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS**

- **Filament**
  - Oxide coated
- **Potential, a-c or d-c**
  - 6.0 ± 10% volts
- **Current**
  - 0.7 amperes
- **Grid-plate capacitance**
  - 0.5 mmfd
- **Output capacitance**
  - 10.0 mmfd
- **Max overall length**
  - 2 ½ in.
- **Max diameter**
  - T-5½ min button 7-pin

**ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS**

- **D-c plate potential**
  - 250 volts max
- **D-c screen-grid potential**
  - 250 volts max
- **D-c plate current**
  - 60 ma max
- **D-c screen-grid input power**
  - 2.5 watts max
- **Plate dissipation**
  - 10 watts max

**OUTPUT—TYPICAL OPERATION**

- **Output, class A1 power amplifier**
  - 4 watts
- **Output, class C oscillator**
  - 7.5 watts†
- **Output, class C doubler (80 to 160 mc)**
  - 10 watts

†Useful power output delivered to load under normal circuit efficiency. Total plate power output (including power actually lost in circuit and by radiation) is at least two watts higher.

**FEATURES THE 2E30 OFFERS YOU**

- Designed, manufactured, and tested for transmitting
- Special testing controls assure interchangeability*
- Oscillator, frequency multiplier, or a-f amplifier
- Filament power is fully adequate for transmitting
- 1/10 watt driving power for 4 watts output at 80 mc
- 10 watts plate dissipation—surplus reserve for vhf
- Miniature bulb saves space and has low base losses
- Low lead inductance and capacitance—ideal for vhf
- High efficiency at low plate potential—250 volts
- Instant-heating filament—approximately one second

*For example, characteristics are tested at positive grid potentials.

**TYPICAL CIRCUIT FOR VERSATILE HYTRON 2E30**

Extremely Compact Driver Giving 3 Watts to Load at 160 Mc

**TYPICAL CIRCUIT FOR VERSATILE HYTRON 2E30**

Extremely Compact Driver Giving 3 Watts to Load at 160 Mc

**OLDEST MANUFACTURER SPECIALIZING IN RADIO RECEIVING TUBES**

HYTRON

RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CORP.

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
PLASTICON *
CAPACITORS

*PLASTICONS—plastic film dielectric capacitors.

OBSOletes
PAPER CONDENSERS!

Smaller, lighter, more economical. Specified by Signal Corps, Air Corps and Navy for more severe operating conditions than oil-paper capacitors. Closer tolerances, wider temperature range, greater safety factor, longer life.

Condenser Products Company 1375 NORTH BRANCH STREET CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS

INTRODUCING THE TELEX "MONOSET"

The under-the-chin headset designed to replace the old-style over-the-head phones.

Radically different in design, the TELEX "Monoset" is made to wear under the chin instead of over the head. So small and light—weighs only 1.3 oz.—it eliminates ear pressure and head fatigue of ill-fitting old-style headsets. Replaceable plastic ear tips. Fully adjustable to all head sizes. Feather-light plastic cord. Rugged teflon construction.

The high-fidelity performance of the TELEX "Monoset" matches that of the finest headsets produced today. Frequency response from 50 to 3,000 cycles per second. Maximum sound pressure output ranging from 300 to 400 dyns per sq. cent. Available in three impedances: 120, 500 and 2,000 Ohms.

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

If your dealer can't supply you, order direct from Telex, Inc., Electro-Acoustic Div., Minneapolis 1, Minn. (Specify impedance when ordering).

TELEX INC. ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC DIV.
MINNEAPOLIS 1, MINNESOTA

$18.50 Including plastic cord and standard phone jack.
IT has everything you want in performance—modern broadcasting technique from circuit developments, now incorporated, which are the result of proved laboratory tests. It is versatile to meet all demands. Yes, and it is dependable under all circumstances. In addition to these mechanical perfections which Gates engineers assure, the BC-1E Transmitter combines easy operation and beauty in appearance to make your Station outstanding in showmanship. It is RIGHT for the 1-Kilowatt Station. Investigate it!

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY RANGE: 530 to 1400 K. C.
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Plus or minus 10 cycles maximum.
POWER OUTPUT: 1000 Watts. May be operated as 500 Watt Transmitter. Power reduction for night operation may be incorporated to suit requirements.
POWER SUPPLY: 230 Volts, 60 Cycles, single phase, regulation not to exceed plus or minus 3%.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within 1½ Db. from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
DISTORTION: Less than 3% from 50 to 7500 cycles.
-95% modulation.
NOISE LEVEL: 60 Db. below 100% modulation.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

NEW YORK OFFICE:
9TH FLOOR, 40 EXCHANGE PLACE

SOLD IN CANADA BY:
CANADIAN MARCONI CO., LTD.
MONTREAL.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT... SINCE 1922
A B & W tank assembly with its exclusive double stator tuning capacitor will give your rig new efficiency. The coil assembly mounts directly on the tuning condenser. Tubes may be mounted directly behind. Plate leads will be shortened to a few inches. Built-in neutralizing condensers at the rear permit two short grid leads, thus making a far more compact, more efficient assembly than would otherwise be possible.

And don't forget the famous B & W Air Inductors. New types! New, improved designs! Ask your distributor today!

Write for new B & W catalog!

IMPORTANT!

All B & W 10-meter coils will operate on the 11-meter band. 5-meter coils will operate on the 6-meter band.

BARKER & WILLIAMSON • 235 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.
EXPORT: Lintetes, Inc. • 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York, U. S. A.

Do business with the biggest and one of the best in the field. Enter your orders for the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skydor Jr. 541</td>
<td>$33.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters 522R</td>
<td>$74.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters 539</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters SX-25</td>
<td>$94.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters SX-25A</td>
<td>$223.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters S36A</td>
<td>$415.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters S37</td>
<td>$391.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallicrafters S40</td>
<td>$79.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National N-2-40C</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National One-Ten</td>
<td>$56.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National HRO Sr.</td>
<td>$197.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RME-45</td>
<td>$166.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammarlund HQ129X</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammarlund Super Pro</td>
<td>$318.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT-9 transmitter</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT-6 transmitter</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT4E BC-610 transmitter</td>
<td>$695.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some models are available for immediate shipment. As more and more receivers become available Bob Henry will be able to serve you better and better. By dealing with the world's largest distributor of short wave receivers you are assured of the fastest delivery possible and the best of service.

Enter your reservation now. You can trade in your present receiver. You can order on our 6% terms. You can depend on Bob Henry also for a wide assortment and the best values in crystals, transmitting tubes, microphones, test equipment, etc. Your inquiries welcomed.
Congratulations, Mr. Allen of England, on a fine performance record. Your splendid operating achievements are a challenge to all amateurs. We are proud that Taylor Tubes played their part well and that they are living up to their reputation of performance and dependability.

"MORE WATTS PER DOLLAR"

Taylor Tubes, Inc.
2312 Wabansia Avenue
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Gentlemen:

I am sure you will be interested to learn of my satisfaction and the grand results I have had with my transmitter using your tubes. The line-up of the rig is a 616 tri-Tet Osc. T220 Doubler, T55 P.A. and a couple of T220's working in Class B in the modulator. The T55 runs with 1000 volts on the anode at about 80 ma.

Prior to the close down over here in 1939 using the above line-up I had WAC Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio WAC Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio WAG Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio WAC Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio WAG Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio WAG Fone and CW, WBE Fone and CW gained the British Empire Radio

On February 28th I think I established a record in Great Britain for 10 meter DX by working WAC and WBE within 9 hours 30 minutes, as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>MY RST</th>
<th>GMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W4YA</td>
<td>Burma Rd.</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>0822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XU1YQ(W8SJ)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>0847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB6CJR</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>0852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XU1YK(W2LNQ)</td>
<td>Pekin</td>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>0916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS5FN</td>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>0934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU4EC</td>
<td>Olivia, S. A.</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6CU</td>
<td>Cocos Is.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FU</td>
<td>Slough Eng.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W12SN</td>
<td>Atleberoro, Mass.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE3LC</td>
<td>Ottawa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can you wonder that I write in praise of your tubes most of which I was using in 1937? I am enclosing a photograph of my station, and if you care to use it with any of this letter you may do so.

Again, congratulations on your outstanding tubes.

C. G. ALLEN—GB1G
Operating an Amateur Radio Station Free to our publications. The list follows:

- List of Stations
- Discontinued
- Two Hundred Meters and Down:
  - The Radio Amateur's Handbook
  - A.R.R.L. Antenna Book
  - Lightning Calculators:
  - Hints & Kinks for the Radio Amateur
  - Building an Amateur Radio telephone
  - How to Become a Radio Amateur
  - The Story of The A.R.R.L.
  - Discontinued
  - The Minilog
  - Learning the Radiotelegraph Code
  - The Log
  - Out of print
  - In the United States and Possessions—other Countries $3.00 per year.

Title | Price
---|---
QST | $2.50 per year
List of Stations | Discontinued
Operating an Amateur Radio Station Free to members; to others | 10¢
The Story of The A.R.R.L. | Discontinued
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook | $1.00*  
- a. Standard Edition
- b. Special Defense Edition
The Log | 35¢ each; 3 for $1.00
How to Become a Radio Amateur | 25¢
The Radio Amateur’s License Manual | 25¢
Hints & Kinks for the Radio Amateur | 50¢
Lightning Calculators:
- a. Radio (Type A)
- b. Ohm’s Law (Type B)
Amateur Radio Map of the World | Out of print
Two Hundred Meters and Down:
- The Story of Amateur Radio
- Out of print
Building an Amateur Radio-telephone
- Transmitter
- Out of print
A.R.R.L. Antenna Book | 50¢
The Minilog | 25¢
Learning the Radiotelegraph Code | 25¢
A Course in Radio Fundamentals | 50¢

*Postpaid in Continental U.S.A. $1.50, postpaid, elsewhere (No stamps, please)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
West Hartford 7, Connecticut

Pulse Communication

(Continued on page 76)

distortion. Any good superheterodyne receiver will be good enough to start with because the pulse shapes need not be too accurate unless a very crowded condition exists. For example, the pulses can be fifty microseconds long, provided the stations are separated by more than fifty microseconds. There is nothing special about the gated amplifier, except that it is biased "off" and nothing can get through until it is unbiased by a pulse. The multivibrator is of special design, in as much as it generates square waves, the width of which can be adjusted by a potentiometer controlling the proper time-constant circuits. This square wave is then applied to peaking and pulse shaping circuits and amplified to furnish a bias pulse for the gated amplifier which can be moved with reference to time.

Since it is reasonable to assume that many hams will work in the ultra-high frequency bands, an additional suggestion might be in order calling attention to a method of using the system outlined herewith to secure greater than line-of-sight communication. This idea proposes that amateurs, when not using their stations, make transponder equipments out of them by simply connecting the receiver to the transmitter, through a suitable delay so that the equipment will not oscillate. These stations will transmit everything that they receive. By leaving the station "on the air" it will act as a relay station for all other signals and such a relay station can be made to relay a great number of messages during the same period of time. The message-handling capacity will be limited only by the pulse shapes, widths and separation and the repetition cycle.

With reference to the elimination of natural static and other types of r.f. noise, all such types of interference are of a "damped wave" nature of a relatively long time duration. Consider a pulse width of a microsecond for the gate. This means that any interference which could pass through this gate would have to appear at the time of the gate and, further, it would have to have a component of noise greater than a megacycle since the width of the gate is the time of one cycle of one-megacycle energy. Further, it would have to repeat itself in exact time phase with the synchronization signal for a number of cycles before it could be noticed.

Although two antennas are shown in Fig. 1, for reasons of simplicity of explanation, only one antenna is necessary for both receiving and transmitting. Both receiver and transmitter can be connected to the same antenna by means already described in the literature.

In this article we have attempted to outline roughly a method which is new and different and which involves circuit tricks of the radar art. Of necessity the article is very brief, but at least it calls attention to something new.

-- Ed.

\* This discussion neglects the noise generated by the opening and closing of the gate, which would not require that the noise components be higher than 1 Mc.
If you have this HARVEY Outfit
...you're set for your new station

Millen 50-watt Exciter

And any good communications receiver.

Choice of HAMMARLUND, HALLICRAFTER, NATIONAL, RME...HARVEY can deliver it

Millen 90800 Xmitr-Exciter
Flexible exciter for high power, or use alone as a 50-watt rig. 10-20-40-80 meter bands. Regularly supplied for 10 meters using 40 meter xtal or ECO. Coils for all bands are available. Specify band when ordering. 6L6 and 607 not included.

Billley Xtal, 40 or 80 meter...$27.50
Extra Coils, per band...$3.00
Tubes...

Millen 90700 ECO
A pre-war favorite, now back again, and better than ever. Finger-tip control of frequency, big band spread, built-in power supply. 40 or 80 meter output. Also ideal for use with the Millen 90800.............$32.50

Panadapter

Featuring Panoramic reception which enables simultaneous visual reception of many radio signals—you can see up to 200 KC of the band at once. Also use as second receiver for 3-way QSO'S, check drift, modulation, distortion, AM, FM, complete with tubes...

Panadapter

And any good communications receiver.

Harvey "Hits" of the month

832 P.P. Beam Power, V.H.F...................$4.95
Johnson Socket for 832 or 829.............$1.05

HAMESTIVAL OF VALUES

Specially Priced! Brand New! CARTER GENERATOR POWER SUPPLY...for 6-volt portable operation on 2½, 5 and 10 meters—6 volts input; 350 volts, 150 ma pure DC output. Rated for continuous operation. Has two-4 inid oil-filled condensers, 29 henry filter choke, self-contained relay for push-to-talk operation. Screw terminal strip for easy connections..............$29.50

Amphenol Lo-Loss 83 series coaxial cable connectors, complete assembly inc. chassis connector, right-angle connector, cable and plug. Cat. price $1.00—HARVEY'S $1.50
RG-11/U, 72 ohm coaxial cable, min. length 100 feet; per foot.......................$1.25
LoD sought, hard to get, steatite Loktal sockets. 18c

The item all have been waiting for—radiating fn tube coolers—mfd. by Sharpnack Eng. Co. Increase efficiency of these overloaded tubes—6L6 size, 20c; 6Q7 size, 34c; 6V6 size. 35c

Leave it to HARVEY for what you need, when you need it, and at prices you can afford to pay.

Telephone 103 Longacre 3-1800

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N.Y.
IMMEDIATE... DELIVERY

MAIL ORDER NOW

AMATEUR NET $11.10

THE TELEX MONOSET

DESCRIBED ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE. CHOICE OF 128 OHM—500 OHM—2000 OHM.

ANOTHER IN THE PARADE OF POST-WAR FIRSTS AT THE LARGEST HAM SUPPLIER IN THE NORTH CENTRAL SECTION.

LEW BONN COMPANY ELECTRONICS

1211 LASALLE—MINNEAPOLIS 3—MINN.
BRANCH IN ST. PAUL

TELEVISION TECH—MATH SERIES

Television Tech announces publication of a new radio math series. Series begins with BASIC RADIO MATH by Edward M. Noll. First book teaches you what to do with a formula and basic radio algebra and trig. It shows you how to use math with practical examples of radio circuit calculations. Send one dollar and nine cents in stamps to,

TELEVISION TECH ENTERPRISES

DEPT. C, Box 94, Hatboro, Pa.

RADIO

RADIO Technician and Radio Communications courses. Register now for new classes starting first Monday of each month. Day and Evening Classes.

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE

101 West 63d St. New York 23, N. Y.

Approved under GI Bill of Rights

TRANSMITTING TUBES RECTIFIERS

We have been appointed a sales agent by Defense Supply Corporation of Government surplus tubes and rectifiers. All are first grade Government tested and inspected tubes—not rejects.

The following types are immediately available:

- G26 (HF Triode)
- VT 127A (HF Triode)
- 304 TL
- 302A M. V. Rectifier
- 3AP1

Trade discounts to dealers on standard packages * Write for prices

LEWIS ELECTRONICS 16 Lyndon Avenue

Las Garas, California

Correspondence (Continued from page 77)

NEWCOMERS

Editor, QST:

Have just been reading W5KPY's letter, "The Newcomers," in March QST, in which he advocates a vast association of missionaries to spread the gospel of ham radio. Apparently he feels that ham radio no longer holds the inherent power to attract newcomers of its own accord, and that the 160,000 amateurs now on the air are not a number sufficient to carry on our time-honored hobby.

Possibly the graduating classes of the amateur radio schools functioning in major cities are not large enough to suit W5KPY; it may be that we are falling behind in our mass production of radio amateurs. A few weeks ago, the New York Times advertised a "complete ham station" on sale at Gimbel's department store. I am sure that W5KPY would like to see it popular enough to be sold at the neighborhood drug store.

(Continued on page 148)

3020 Penniman Ave., Oakland, Calif.

Editor, QST:

After reading your article about the boys with radio knowledge returning home from military service, I look back to World War I when I was discharged from the Army, I think the boys will try to forget the mess they have been in and let by-gones be by-gones. I know most of them did in the other war. If the old-timers will show them some interest, the way the amateurs do things, they will in most cases respond and many will take up amateur radio as a hobby and find out what fun really is.

I intend to invite all the boys from Clinton that were in the Signal Corps out to my shack and talk the whole thing over with them. I want to make them feel welcome to join our gang on the air. I had a class of eight boys and did all I could to teach them theory and code; five of them went into the Signal Corps as operators. I am sure those boys, when they return, will be out to see about getting on the air with a rig of their own. Now if each and every amateur will show these boys some consideration, they will see it the amateur way, and not the Army way.

I have been on the air for twenty years. Started in with a pair of UV-202s in a Hartley self-excited circuit, and have tried about everything under the sun when it comes to amateur radio. I have enjoyed every minute of it, and I think I can help some of the boys over some of the bumps and make the hobby more pleasant. I hope all the old-timers feel the way I do about the youngsters coming home from this awful nightmare, and show them interest and consideration. Then we will all feel better about it.

—M. W. Clark, W5DCD

39 Getzville Rd., Snyder, N. Y.

Editor, QST:

In your QST magazine you mention that you desire to get members of the armed services who had radio training while in service interested in amateur radio. I am one of the many who desire to become an amateur.

Before entering the Army, I admit I had little desire to do so, due mostly to having never come closer to the radio world than dialing our home receiver. However, while in the Army I attended a school in Kansas City, completing the five-month course for operators. Long before its completion I was a goner. I am proud of what I accomplished in the short time we had. My test speed was 30 w.p.m. but practical speed was 25, both code groups and plain text, and both with typewriter and pencil. My theory grades were high also.

However, as luck would have it, in Panama they had an excess of radio operators so it was a teletype for me for the duration. Nevertheless, I have no intentions of letting my new skill be wasted. My theory and practical maintenance experience is too meager for obtaining a license, but I intend to correct that. I want to get in on the fun in the new world opened up to me.

—Raymond McLaren

Senior Editor, QST:

It looks as though we will have a surplus of hams returning home from military service. Some of the old-timers might like to show these boys some consideration. I know there are a lot of them who feel that they have done all they can to teach them.

—W. H. Brown, W2GJ

3750 E. Bodine Ave., Clinton, Mo.
The heart of every Burlington Instrument — and the reason for its high degree of dependability — is the Burlington Precision Movement.

Design, material, and manufacturing processes are selected in such a manner that Burlington gives you a rugged instrument — which may be subjected to rough usage — and still retain its original calibration characteristics. All DC instruments employ Alnico magnets which are known to be more highly resistant to shock, heat, vibration, and stray fields than any other magnetic material. All ranges AC and DC are available in 2½", 3½" and 4½" sizes, both square and round, flush mounting.

Engineering Service Furnished for Specialized Applications. No Obligation
Write Today for Further Information

BURLINGTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY • 806 Fourth Street, Burlington, Iowa
COMPLETE RADIO TRAINING!
Prepare now to accept a remunerative position in Commercial Radio. New developments will demand technicians with thorough basic training, plus a knowledge of new techniques discovered during the war. Training open to high school graduates or those with high school equivalence, Course 3 to 18 months' duration in RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. Approved Veteran training in Radio. Write for Particulars.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. TN Valparaiso, Ind.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

famous co-author Nilson has determined: your weak points — enables you before taking the FCC Exam. Prepared by A. E. Nilson, Pre-Exam Tests for FCC Commercial Radio Operators, Terminal Tower Cleveland, Ohio

CHOKE COILS

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. TN Valparaiso, Ind.

Pre-Exam Tests for FCC Commercial Radio Operator Examinations

Determines your weak points — enables you to brush-up before taking the FCC Exam. Prepared by A. E. Nilson, famous co-author Nilson & Homung's Radio Operating Questions and Answers.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
QT-4 Terminal Tower Cleveland 13, Ohio

(Continued from page 148)

All of which must bring the old-timer to realize that ham radio is not what it used to be. Until now, amateur radio has been one grand fraternity. You could hook up a QSO to the automobile ahead of you with the call sign above the license plate, or you could drop in on an out-of-town ham — a total stranger — and be treated as though you were one of the family. But when ham stations become as numerous as family telephones, and hams become as indifferent toward each other as the average camera fiends, the spirit will be gone.

A word about this "vast, untapped store of potential hams" existing in the services: The undersigned was an Army radio instructor at Fort Monmouth for two years. The only worthwhile operators turned out of Fort Monmouth were those who were commercial or amateur operators before their induction, with a few very outstanding exceptions. Ninety per cent of them had been forced into it and were not even interested. In fact, it would be exceedingly dangerous to approach them on the subject. Let us remain thankful that this "vast store" remains untapped.

By all means, we should not let our interest in amateur radio become selfish. Give the beginner a hand whenever it is needed. But let him choose his own hobby. High pressure salesman ship should not be required. The undersigned received his ham license before he was acquainted with any other radio hams, and likewise thousands of others were not necessarily helped by another. There must be a few individuals left in the country. Let's make room for the genuine hams and keep out the rabble.

In passing, I would suggest that the code speed requirement for Class B license be raised to 15 or 17 w.p.m., and that the publication of government examination questions and answers be prohibited.

Harry O. Brunn, Jr., W8MXT

(Endors's Note: Although perhaps unintentionally, W8MXT in his fourth paragraph cites what seems to us irrefutable testimony why there should be more amateurs: If there had been many more hams available for his and other units, the "worthwhile" output would have been much higher, resulting in a better-trained and more efficient military communications service, and conceivably could have shortened the war.)

LORAN FEEDBACK

P. O. Box 911, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Editor, QST:

I trust that Alexander McKenzie, WIBPI, will not object to a little "feedback" regarding his splendid article on loran. After all, he — or those who designed the loran indicator — certainly used a lot of feedback. The first sight of the picture on the indicator with the sweep speed switched on position allows one to give my eyes quite a shock, especi­ally those on the early morning shift who had just gotten back to camp after a rough weekend in town following pay­day. I doubt if even Kilroy ever wrote that he had seen anything like it before.

The apparent errors to which I refer are the locking pulses for the A and B1 delay multivibrators and the block diagram on page 65 of the February issue of QST. Output pulses from the first counter are spaced at 50 microseconds intervals, so would not go to the 500 microsecond amplifier. And, at least in the models of loran equipment with which I am familiar, locking pulses for the A delay circuit were spaced 250 microseconds apart.

However, the purpose of this letter is not to criticise but to express an appreciation for the splendid article Mr. McKenzie has written. It is the most informative article on loran of the several I have seen. It gives the answers to a number of questions which had arisen during the more than a year which I spent teaching operation and maintenance of loran airborne equipment to at least 400 AAF radar mainte­nance men. . . .

— Chester Park, W0FJC

WANTS "CALLS HEARD"

290 Alpha St., Ingleswood, Calif.

Editor, QST:

I would like to see QST again publish a list of calls heard. I know that you folks believe it is out-moded but I also

(Continued on page 150)

148
LONG SCALE, WIDE RANGE
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER

DOUBLE SENSITIVITY
D.C. VOLT RANGES
0-1.25, 5-5.1-125-250-2500 Volts, at 20,000 ohms per volt for greater accuracy on Television and other high resistance D.C. circuits.
0-2.5-10-50-250-1000-5000 Volts, at 10,000 ohms per volt.
A.C. VOLT RANGES
0-1.25-5-5.1-125-250-2500 Volts, at 10,000 ohms per volt.
OHM-MEGOHMS
0-400 ohms (60 ohms center scale)
0-50,000 ohms (300 ohms center scale)
0-10 megohms (60,000 ohms center scale)

DIRECT READING OUTPUT LEVEL
DECIBEL RANGES
-30 to +3, +15, +29, +43, +55, +69 dB

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED CIRCUIT FOR ALL CURRENT RANGES D.C. MICROAMPERES
0-50 Microamperes, at 250 M.V.

Write for descriptive folder giving full technical details

Precision first... to last

Triplette
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO

EXTRA SPECIALS

- 24 G Tubes. Limited Supply... $1.90 net
- 3-3 MFD. 600 W. V. Oil Filled Condenser........... 99¢ net
- Leach Relay. Low Loss D.P.D.T. 6V. D.C. Coll.$1.75 net
- SHURE T 17 B Mike with Relay Switch. $3.10 net

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Amateurs To Serve You

Write Dept. QST
W6SCQ • W8WLQ/6 • W6NAT • W6SSU

FOR YOUR NEW RIG
Monitor Crystals. 7 MC. Band. Type 438.................. $2.80 net
Also Complete Line of:
National Johnson
Ohmite Taylor
Elmac Jones
Amprex Advance
Barker-Williamson Hallicrafters

Radio Product Sales Company
238 WEST 15TH STREET
LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNIA
Prospect 7471
know the feature is sorely missed by all of the hams I've talked to. It would be too much to publish one list from each continent every month?

Am holder of first class commercial tickets so probably am as much interested in matters technical as the average ham. I know for a positive fact that QST was much more treasured when it contained description of stations and lists of calls heard than it is now. How about trying a couple of such issues and leaving the heavy stuff for Electronics or the IRE Proceedings?

--- George Dery

SAFETY

1305 Spring Rd., Cleveland, Ohio

Editor, QST:

In QST the ARRL has stressed safety in xmr's, such as enclosing all parts in a grounded metal box with interlocks on all doors. My little 100-watt rig has these features but the r.f. output is fed through insulators in the rear. This is a hazard.

Having trouble with feedback, I was switching from a 10-meter base to an inside dipo with the hope of possibly getting the trouble. Finally I was too impatient and tried to change antennas without turning off the xmr and received a very good shock and a few burns on my fingers.

Now my doors are of No. 12 insulated wire and they go into the box without feed through insulators. If I wish to change antennas I must open the lid, thus opening the interlock and killing the plate transformer.

--- William H. Prosser

BREAK-IN

623 No. Broadway, Barneville, Ohio

Editor, QST:

Now that hams are eagerly remodeling and building new rigs to get back on the old standby bands of 80, 40 and 20, I think it is a very good time for all operators to seriously consider making their rigs work with a break-in system. It's no go for just a few to have it — every station should use it. ARRL should point out the advantages of everyone using break-in and, if necessary, get the FCC to make it a requirement. It cuts down QRM and speeds up the handling of traffic; also makes a "rag chew" more enjoyable.

It is advantageous to be able to break an operator when he is sending to you. You may want to have him break-in during breaks or send QST: We are at it again, thanks to the great effort of the HQ. gang in getting the bands opened at this early date.

We are also at it again — but now I am referring to the practice of not addressing QSL cards. I have been a ham for better than 20 years and I know what it is to want a particular card and never have it come — when probably it was lying in the post office waiting to be destroyed at the expiration of the time limit stated by postal laws and regulations for the retention of one-cent cards. These cards are not returnable, unless you state that return postage is guaranteed (in case of non-delivery) in which case they would be returned to you postage due. If fellows knew that Uncle Sam does not give directory service to one-cent cards, I believe they would not waste their money and Uncle's time by sending QSLs "blind" — not to mention the disappointment to the addressee.

What brings this on? Well, I am a postal clerk in the Lincoln post office and know whereof I speak. This date the directory section handed me two QSL's, one addressed simply "Amateur Radio Station W6VYX, fixed portable, Lincoln, Neb." What say, gang, that we get off on the right foot and either address them correctly or don't mail them at all, especially to the larger cities. By doing so we can save ourselves a good amount of the intended recipient whom we promised we would send some "wall paper."

--- John H. Leacock, W9BDI

ADDRESSING QSLs

6902 Colby St., Lincoln, Neb.

Editor, QST:

We are at it again, thanks to the great effort of the HQ. gang in getting the bands opened at this early date.

We are also at it again — but now I am referring to the practice of not addressing QSL cards. I have been a ham for better than 20 years and I know what it is to want a particular card and never have it come — when probably it was lying in the post office waiting to be destroyed at the expiration of the time limit stated by postal laws and regulations for the retention of one-cent cards. These cards are not returnable, unless you state that return postage is guaranteed (in case of non-delivery) in which case they would be returned to you postage due. If fellows knew that Uncle Sam does not give directory service to one-cent cards, I believe they would not waste their money and Uncle's time by sending QSLs "blind" — not to mention the disappointment to the addressee.

What brings this on? Well, I am a postal clerk in the Lincoln post office and know whereof I speak. This date the directory section handed me two QSL's, one addressed simply "Amateur Radio Station W6VYX, fixed portable, Lincoln, Neb." What say, gang, that we get off on the right foot and either address them correctly or don't mail them at all, especially to the larger cities. By doing so we can save ourselves a good amount of the intended recipient whom we promised we would send some "wall paper."
"Now I know the war is really over. 80 meters! After almost 6 long years. All I've been thinking of is night-time DX, and now it's mine for the receiving.

"But it was worth the wait. New techniques, new ideas, and new equipment were developed. Now I'm fixin' to get things that never existed before, in addition to reconditioning and overhauling my present equipment.

"SUN Radio, naturally, is going to supply me with all my equipment — from resistor to rig. SUN makes it easy for me to get parts, and this means that I spend my not-too-plentiful spare time building and QSOing — not waiting for parts that never seem to come.

"That's why I always CALL SUN FIRST."

NEW BAND SWITCH ASSEMBLY
WITH 80 METER COIL

Bud's very latest: XCS-1. Coils for 10, 15, 20, 40 and 80 meters. 100 watts. Coils center tapped and center linked. A must for every up-to-the-minute ham.

Net $8.25

ELECTRO-VOICE'S
AMAZING NEW
"CARDAX 950" MIKE

See March QST, page 107, for complete technical data.

FREE OFFER

Condensed chart of Graphical Symbols for Electronic Diagrams as standardized by the RMA (includes those until recently kept secret). Just ask for it. Address Dept. ER 5.

SEE and HEAR
HAMMERLUND'S
sensational new receiver
at SUN Radio

HQ129X
Now on display
Net . . $22.20

BUILT FOR
WAR,
YOURS IN
PEACE

Net $47.50

Detailed Technical Data For All The Above Items Sent On Request.

Note our ONE and ONLY address

SUN RADIO & ELECTRONICS CO., INC.
122-124 DUANE ST. NEW YORK 7, N.Y. • BArclay 7-1840
field patterns of rotary arrays has always been a rather hit-or-miss proposition heretofore. If we got a good reading out in front and a weaker one off the sides and back we'd gone just about as far as we could. With this remote-indicating unit we not only are able to get fairly definite dope on the performance of our v.h.f. beams, but we've found it most useful in making transmitter adjustments for maximum output, both in the fixed station and with the mobile rig.

Attention
10-Meter Operators!
(Continued from page 55)

following reply from Dr. E. U. Condon, Director, points the way:

"Regarding suggestions of ways in which amateurs in general might help contribute useful propagation information, there are a number of them. For example: Carefully-kept logs of 28-Mc. stations attempting regular long-distance contacts or schedules with stations in specific areas like the Mid-Pacific, Europe, South America, and across the United States, are desirable if regularity is maintained as to days of the week as well as time of day. Failure to establish communication would be as important as a successful contact. A major purpose of this would be to obtain statistical information to determine reliability of sporadic-E in carrying long-distance propagation during months like June and July, when the regular F2 m.u.f. would not be high enough to propagate 28 Mc. on many days of the month (as will be true this year). These results would then be compared with those for other months like February, when in these latitudes there is little sporadic-E but the regular F2 m.u.f. is high. Comparison would also be made with results for in-between months."

That's just about the whole story. If your operating is fairly regular, it should be an easy matter to make schedules with one or more stations. But remember that it is just as useful to the Bureau to know that no contact was possible as it is to know that your signals were the best on the band. "No contact" may be the result of a missed sked or poor conditions; if you don't hear the other fellow you usually can tell, from other signals, whether or not you could have worked him if he had been there. And, of course, it's always possible to check up later and make a notation in the log accordingly.

Dr. Condon's letter was received just at press time, and to avoid a delay of another month in getting started we're running this note in advance of arrangements to handle the data. More next month on the form in which the Bureau wants the dope and where to send it. Meantime, make some schedules and keep a full log!
HARRISON HAS IT!
ALL STANDARD LINES
We are Factory Authorized Distributors for the top quality manufacturers and we now have in stock lots more new, latest improved production Ham gear! Visit our stores today, for everywhere low prices — and, above all, our sincere desire to be of friendly, helpful service.
MAIL ORDERS! — Certainly! Just list everything you want and include deposit or full amount. (Please add postage if you want parcel post shipment.)

HARRISON HAS IT!

HSS — HARRISON SELECT SURPLUS
Your assurance of good, usable, guaranteed, surplus material at reasonable, unusually low prices — top value always! Come in and browse thru our large, entirely separate HSS Department (Harrison Select Surplus).

SIGNAL CORPS RECEIVERS
Here’s one of the hottest jobs to come out of the war — the BC-342! Two RF stages — two IF stages — exceptionally low noise level — high sensitivity — ten tubes — crystal filter — A-5-1. BC-342 — calibrated precision meter cabinet. Covers 150 KC to 18 MC. (Use with 2, 8, and 10 meter converter for top efficiency on all bands.) Complete with tubes, speaker in metal cabinet and instruction manual — ready to operate on 115 volt 60 cycle AC.

A dark, good, dependable, modern communications receiver at a sensationally low price. Slightly used, but checked by the factory and fully guaranteed. (AND WE HAVE THE GOOD ONES, WITH ALL THE BEST FEATURES!)

Field strength meters — Signal Corps L-149. Indispensable for tuning up — and, of course, will be used as foundation for 50,000 ohm volt/meter multimeter. Operates on all frequencies. Complete with carrier and readout.

REVERSIBLE MOTORS — WB for UHF Beams
Totally enclosed motor and gear box. 3 RPM right angle drive shaft with ball thrust bearing. Runs on 24 to 30 volt AC or 12 volt DC, and can be used as foundation for aluminum construction, 54 in., 5/16 x 3/16 x 3/16 overall. Weight 65 oz. Price $14.90.

HSS RECEIVERS
NATIONAL model NC-100-ASD. Brand new, in original crates, complete with tubes, speaker, and manual. Complete with 40,000 ohm volt/meter multimeter.

$15.00

Handsets — Latest, improved type. 200 ohm single button mike, high impedance phone. With push switch, cable, and plug. HSS

$4.45

HSS CONDENSERS
Oil filled, compact cylindrical type, mounts in 5/8" hole. Just the thing for transmitting antennas, amplifier. Graduated C, F, and uF. Standard rectangualr type, with stand insulator terminals. OIl filled. 8 MD. — 1000 Volts — FOUR or FIVE. (Read ‘em and weep.)

$9.45

HARRISON RADIO CORPORATION

12 WEST BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY 7
BARCLAY 7-9854
JAMAICA BRANCH — 172-31 Hillside Ave. — REPUBLIC 9-4102

153
W. D. BRILL CO.
198 10th St., Oakland (7), Calif.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR THE NEW
HQ129X and SUPER PRO
We Carry a Complete Line of the Most Sought of Ham Gear
Mail Orders Given Prompt and Careful Attention
SEND YOUR NAME AND CALL LETTERS IN FOR OUR NEW MAILING LIST
• W6KLO W6SSN W6FJX

WWV Schedules

STANDARD-FREQUENCY transmissions are made available as a public service by the National Bureau of Standards over its standard-frequency station, WWV, on the following schedules and frequencies:

2.5 Mc. — 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. EST (0000 to 1400 GMT).

5.0 Mc. — Continuously, day and night.

10.0 Mc. — Continuously, day and night.

15.0 Mc. — Continuously, day and night.

The 10- and 15-Mc. radio frequencies are modulated simultaneously at accurate audio frequencies of 440 and 4000 cycles. 5 Mc. carries both audio frequencies during the daytime but only 440 cycles from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., EST, while 2.5 Mc. carries only the 440-cycle modulation. A 0.005-second pulse may be heard as a faint tick every second, except the 59th second of each minute. These pulses may be used for accurate time signals, and their one-second spacing provides an accurate time interval for physical measurements.

The audio frequencies are interrupted precisely on the hour and each five minutes thereafter, resuming after an interval of precisely one minute. This one-minute interval is provided to give Eastern Standard Time in telegraphic code and to afford an interval for the checking of radio-frequency measurements free from the presence of the audio frequencies. The announcement of the station's services and of the station's call (WWV) is given by voice at the hour and half hour.

The accuracy of all the frequencies, radio and audio, as transmitted, is better than a part in 10,000,000. Transmission effects in the medium may result in slight fluctuations in the audio frequencies as received at a particular place; the average frequency received, however, is as accurate as that transmitted. The time interval marked by the pulse every second is accurate to 0.00001 second. The 1-minute, 4-minute and 5-minute intervals, synchronized with the second pulses and marked by the beginning and ending of the periods when the audio frequencies are off, are accurate to a part in 10,000,000. The beginnings of the periods when the audio frequencies are off are so synchronized with the base time service of the U. S. Naval Observatory that they mark accurately the hour and the successive 5-minute periods.

Of the frequencies mentioned above, the lowest provides service to short distances and the highest to great distances. In general, reliable reception is possible at all times throughout the United States and the North Atlantic Ocean, and fair reception over most of the world.
The
1946
HANDBOOK

The latest edition of The Radio Amateur's Handbook is postwar in content, containing 688 pages of the kind of material which has made The Handbook world famous. With the suddenness of peace it meant much redoing of the Handbook but this was done. Retained is the highly successful treatment of fundamentals which was an innovation of the 1942 edition. Stripped to essentials, the theory and design sections cover every subject encountered in practical radio communication, sectionalized by topics with abundant cross-referencing and fully indexed. An ideal reference work, this Edition also contains all the constructional information on tested and proved gear which has always been the outstanding feature of the HANDBOOK.

POSTPAID IN
CONTINENTAL U.S.A. $1
BUCKRAM BOUND $2 $1.50 ELSEWHERE

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

WEST HARTFORD 7
CONNECTICUT
HAM-ADS

(1) Advertising shall pertain to radio and shall be of nature of interest to radio amateurs or experimenters in the United States of America.

(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor can any typographical arrangement, such as all or part capitalization, be accepted unless it is shown that such display and arrangement stand out from the others.

(3) The display of Big Letters, Big Numbers, or Big Spaces shall cause the advertisement to be placed at the discretion of the editors.

(4) Display of full must accompany copy. No cash or contract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(5) Full payment must be made in advance. The fee is 50¢ per word, except as noted in paragraph (6) below.

(6) A special rate of 7¢ per word will be applied to advertising which is typewritten, typographically arranged, and is news of the day. Full payment must be made in advance. No cash or contract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(7) Because error is more easily avoided, it is requested that all advertising be typewritten and plainly printed.

Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the classified columns, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for the integrity or for the grade of the products or services advertised.

QST - The Official Organ of the American Radio Relay League. Thus, advertising of bona fide apparatus in quantity for profit, even if by an individual, is acceptable for publication in QST. All advertising in this column regardless of which rate may be advertised will be accepted if the rate charged is appropriate to the grade of the apparatus advertised.

QST is circulated for free to Class 'A' members of the American Radio Relay League. Non-members may subscribe for $3.00 per year in U.S.A. and its Possessions or $3.75 in foreign countries. Printed at Niles, Ill. Copyright 1946 by American Radio Relay League, Inc.

QST, the magazine for radio and television experimenters.

Ham-Ads for the Week-end

CRYSALS: 40-meter mounted units, low drift (3 cy. 1/125Mc) with 50000 ppm. Immediate delivery. Nebel Laboratory, 1304 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn 3, N. Y.

QST-Show motors 3 rpm, will turn 200 lbs. Completely enclosed. Not reversible. Uses less fuel, Quantity limited. While they last, $1.00 each. Nebel Laboratory, Radio Co., 1724 Jackson Ave., Bay 8, N. Y.


500 S.H.U. crystal transmitter. Completely assembled and tested. $100.00. C. R. Smith, 2416 Magazine, Los Angeles 7, Calif.


WRL Transmitting Surpluses radio equipment at bargain prices. Send for complete catalog. Charles Picart, 733 13th St., San Diego, Calif.


NEW 4603 Church Packard has been advertised. Check with your dealer or write Charles Picart, 733 13th St., San Diego, Calif., for better service. Samples, QST-87. Magazine, $2.50 year. Practioners, WSXED, Holland, Mich. (Veteran).

WANTED: RCA TRK-5 or Meissner 10-115 television chassis, for use as a test set. H. A. Albright, 1123 No. Main, Rochester, Michigan.

 wanted: Used receiver. W8VCW.

WANTED: Used receiver. W4HYZ, Jellicoe, Tenn.

WANTED: RCA TRK-5 or Meissner 10-115 television chassis, for use as a test set. H. A. Albright, 1123 No. Main, Rochester, Michigan.

WANTED: Used receiver. W8VCW.


WILL trade new 56P1 cathode ray tube for volt-ohmmeter or recording equipment. Frank Aranas, Alaska Communications System, Kodiak, Alaska.

FOR CASH, half K.w. spark transmitting condenser. Rotary spark gap with motor. Interested in other spark gear, receiving and transmitting equipment, write price, condition. George C. Starry, 431 Depot St., Lafayette, S. C.

FOR SALE: Millory VP-357 vibrator power supply. Excellent condition. Tunes from 55 to 230 volts. Best offer. Harold Byler, 900 S. Pecan Street, Brady, Texas.

FOR TRADE or sell 76 crystals, 5706.667 to 8173.333 kHz. Dick Whitehurst, 114th St., Cleveland 5, Ohio.

FOR SALE: New OA400 oscillograph. RCA, $125. W. MacFarlane Jr., 1138 Palma Ave., Schenectady, N.Y.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Mallory VP-557 vibrator power supply. Excellent condition. Tunes from 55 to 230 volts. Best offer. Harold Byler, 900 S. Pecan Street, Brady, Texas.


FOR SALE: New OA400 oscillograph. RCA, $125. W. MacFarlane Jr., 1138 Palma Ave., Schenectady, N.Y.

FOR SALE: Several power transformers. WSHXC, Box 109, Blackwell, Okla.

FOR SALE: Condenser, Hammarlund MTC 3S0-C. J. P. Gehegan, 4 Sprinc Street, Portland 3, Me.

FOR SALE, cheap: General Electric 872A rectifiers, $5 apiece. Also several power transformers. Received BC-427, 525, 600, 1500, 2000 watts. B. E. Ritter, 101 King St., Alexandria, Va.

FOR SALE: two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Several power transformers. WSHXC, Box 109, Blackwell, Okla.

FOR SALE: Crystal, 98c; condensers, Centra 50 µµ.f, 3000 v.d.c. silver ceramic, 20c; famous make. 1 ipd 600 v.d.c. metal encased oil impregnated tubular, 19c each; 10 for $1.70. 100 for $10.00. 10,000 10-watt IBC type AB resistor, 19c; shipping extra. Write for circular listing many other outstanding values. Erie Supply Co., 88 Exchange St., Rochester, N.Y.


FOR SALE: Several power transformers. WSHXC, Box 109, Blackwell, Okla.

FOR SALE: Crystal, 98c; condensers, Centra 50 µµ.f, 3000 v.d.c. silver ceramic, 20c; famous make. 1 ipd 600 v.d.c. metal encased oil impregnated tubular, 19c each; 10 for $1.70. 100 for $10.00. 10,000 10-watt IBC type AB resistor, 19c; shipping extra. Write for circular listing many other outstanding values. Erie Supply Co., 88 Exchange St., Rochester, N.Y.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.

FOR SALE: Two new RCA 813s, $12 ea. Wanted: 6" and 8" aluminum tubing for beam elements. G. Scott, W1NBK, Houlton, Me.
The Millen Group of Plain Dials

The No. 10007, 8, and 9 group of nickel silver plain dials, with specially designed matching knobs, have accurately reamed brass bushings so as to assure concentricity. The dials themselves are insulated from the hubs by means of spacer ring molded as part of the knob. The small 10007 unit is available with either 180° standard scale or 280° for potentiometer use. No. 10005 is vernier drive device for use with No. 10007, 3 1/4" dial. The knobs are also available less dials, for other uses.
HERE'S the new RME 84 you'll be hearing a lot about during future QSO's. It's a precision instrument built to RME's tradition of expert engineering and quality components.

No compromise has been made with quality. An all gear and planetary tuning mechanism is used—no strings, no pulleys! Tubes are the new "lock-ins" resulting in high signal to noise ratio and exceptional performance in the higher frequency ranges.

For sensitivity and selectivity, compare the RME 84 with anything in its price class.

NET PRICE $98.70

Features

Four tuning ranges .54 to 44 MC.
One Preselection Stage
Smooth Vernier Tuning Control
Bandspread Scale, arbitrarily calibrated from 0 to 100
Bandspread, positively geared to main tuning control for accurate logging—no backlash!
Automatic Noise Limiter
Beat Frequency Oscillator—continuously variable by panel control
Self Contained Shock Mounted PM Speaker
Headphone Jack
Standby, Receive & B F O Switch
Antenna Input Terminals, provision for doublet or single wire
Cabinet of heavy prime furniture steel beautifully finished in two-tone grey
Plug connection provided for low drain battery operation.
Eight tube superheterodyne circuit

Specification Sheet on Request

RME COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.
Perrin 6, Illinois U. S. A.
Capacitor Quality...

To SOLAR, "CQ" means Capacitor Quality because the Solar by-word is "Quality Above All". For all rigs—large or small—Solar manufactures every type of capacitor: from tiny tubulars for vest pocket receivers to solder-sealed high-voltage oil papers for 1 KW transmitters. All types are reliable in every climate!

Before choosing capacitors for that new transmitter or receiver, get Solar's free, new 36-page book SC-1. It's a complete catalog that belongs in every ham shack. It shows dimensions, capacitances and working voltages of every capacitor for ham use in the Solar line.

Send a post card for it TODAY.

SOLAR CAPACITOR SALES CORP.
285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

ELECTROLYTIC, PAPER AND MICA CAPACITORS
Wartime requirements for accurate smooth-working dials resulted in the design of these two new models. Both make use of the time-tested "Velvet Vernier" drive unit which for more than twenty years has been a favorite because of its incomparably smooth action and sensitive control. The Type AM Dial is three inches in diameter and is available with 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 scale. The four-inch Type AD Dial is made with 2, 3, 4 or 5 scale.

Both are handsome in appearance and moderate in cost.

### DIAL SCALES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Divisions</th>
<th>Rotation</th>
<th>Direction of Condenser Rotation for increase of dial reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td>Counter Clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100-0</td>
<td>180°</td>
<td>Clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150-0</td>
<td>270°</td>
<td>Clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200-0</td>
<td>360°</td>
<td>Clockwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0-150</td>
<td>270°</td>
<td>Counter Clockwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS. U.S.A.
These Time-Proven RCA Types Meet Practically All Amateur Transmitter Requirements

NAME your power, and the chances are that one of these three RCA tube types will supply it at less cost and over longer trouble-free periods. Their unusual performance records in prewar rigs and in wartime service point them up as the preferred types for current amateur transmitter designs.

RCA SR4-GY has a heavy-duty coated filament that draws 2 amps. at 5 volts. Fitted with a low-leakage Micanol base, the tube can handle peak inverse voltages up to 2800 volts at 650 ma. peak current per plate.

RCA 816 employs an edgewise-wound coated ribbon filament that draws 2 amps. at 2.5 volts. High-voltage insulation is provided by bringing the plate lead out at the top of the glass envelope. Rated peak inverse voltage is 5000 volts at 500 ma. peak plate current. Internal drop is approximately 15 volts.

RCA 866-A/866 combines the best features of the earlier 866 and 866-A types. Its edgewise-wound filament, drawing 5 amps. at 2.5 volts, has enormous emission reserve—hence, greater useful life. This tube has the ability to withstand a peak inverse voltage of 10,000 volts at 1000 ma. peak plate current.

You can count on RCA's Big 3 in power rectifiers for dependability and extra-long life. For further details, see your local RCA Tube Distributor.

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

RCA SR4-GY full-wave, high-vacuum rectifier. Delivers 250 ma. at 700 volts, in full-wave circuit. Will handle transmitters up to 175 watts input.

RCA 816 half-wave, mercury-vapor rectifier. Two tubes in full-wave circuit deliver 250 ma. at 1000 volts and will handle transmitters up to 500 watts input.

RCA 866-A/866 half-wave, mercury-vapor rectifier. Two tubes in full-wave circuit can deliver 500 ma. at 9200 volts, more than enough power for a full kilowatt.